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Study of Distributed Models

MIKADO WP1, Deliverable D1.3.1

Gérard Boudol

February 10, 2004

Introduction
In this deliverable, we make a review of the work done by the MIKADO partners which is relevant to the
WP1, Programming Model. We organize the presentation into three sections. The first one is devoted to
the work on models based on the π-calculus, or using a computing style close to this calculus. There are
five relevant papers here, of which four are included as part of this deliverable. The second section reports
on work dealing with Ambient-like models, with two papers included in this deliverable. This section also
mentions one further work, included in a deliverable of WP2. The last section deals with papers that rely
on a different programming style, as found in coordination languages or synchronous programming for in-
stance.

Distributed π-Calculi
We begin our review with the work which builds upon Milner’s π-calculus. In a joint work [3] with the
PROFUNDIS project, M. Boreale (from the Firenze site of MIKADO) investigates the expressiveness issue
regarding some fundational calculi. This work shows that, contrarily to common belief, there is no “natural”
encoding of the π-calculus into the fusion calculus of Parrow and Victor. Then M. Boreale and his co-authors
introduce a new calculus which subsumes both the fusion and the π calculi. This new D-Fusion calculus is
in particular more expressive than the asynchronous π-calculus, since it supports a fully abstract encoding of
the guarded choice construct. With respect to the fusion calculus, D-Fusion adds the capability of creating
fresh names, which is one of the most important features of the π-calculus. This work shows that there is
still work to be done about the choice of primitive constructs in such basic calculi, even before considering
the distribution aspect.

The work on lsdπ by A. Matos (from the INRIA Sophia Antipolis site of MIKADO), A. Ravara, V. Vas-
concelos and L. Lopes (from the Lisboa site of MIKADO) has been pursued. We recall that lsdπ adopts the
basic assumptions of the Dπ-calculus of Hennessy and Riely (see [7]), namely that communication should
be purely local, and that remote communication should result form migration and local communication.
This assumption has also been adopted in the proposal made by the MIKADO project for our “core pro-
gramming model” [4]. In [13], the authors investigate the “network awareness principle” that was stated
in [4]. More specifically, they argue that channels, in the sense of the π-calculus, should be considered as
physical resources of sites. A consequence is that channel names should only have a local meaning, and that
migration should then involve renaming the channels, to maintain the locality assumption. The paper [13]
formalizes these ideas, and shows how to extend the usual typing of the π-calculus to the lsdπ framework.
The authors also show that the behaviour of a process in their model does not depend on its location.

The “kell-calculus” [15] has been introduced by J.-B. Stefani (from INRIA Rhône-Alpes), with several
motivations. First, it aims at providing a simpler framework than the M-calculus [14] (see also [7]) for
the idea of “programmable membranes”. This is one of the main features that have been identified for a
MIKADO core programming model (see [4]), and this is the one which is investigated also in the deliverable



D1.2.1 [5], introducing a parametric model of migration and mobility. The kell calculus does not retain the
complex communication rules of the M-calculus. These are replaced with a simpler mechanism, inspired by
the Seal calculus and Boxed Ambients (see [7]), where the input construct has three possible orientations,
towards the outside, the inside or a sub-site of a site. The kell calculus retains from the M-calculus a form of
the powerful passivation mechanism, by which a whole process is reified and can be manipulated as a datum.
In the kell calculus, this is specialized to passivating the content of a domain. This construct allows, as in
the M-calculus, to encode various forms of “programmable membranes” and migration behaviours. The kell
calculus follows quite closely the principles that have been stated in [4], as guidelines for a MIKADO core
programming model. However, it differs from the proposal made in [5] for a migration calculus in one main
respect, that we explain now. The kell calculus is powerful enough to encode the migration calculus of [5]:
a “membrane” a � M ���P � in the latter is actually a pair � νc � a �M � M 	
� c �P � P 	���� of nested kells, where M 	 and
P 	 are uniform pieces of code in the kell calculus, encoding the go in and go out primitives of [5]. Then the
kell calculus may be regarded as a low-level model, with respect to the migration calculus of [5]. Indeed,
implementing the kell calculus would provide the basis for an implementation of the MIKADO migration
calculus. However, in the kell calculus one has the ability to bypass the discipline enforced in the migration
calculus. Therefore, we expect that, as usual, one has means in the low-level model to break some desirable
properties (expressed for instance as equivalences) that the high-level model is supposed to enforce. This is
the reason why we have chosen a high-level model for our MIKADO migration calculus.

The work [12] by M. Hennessy and J. Rathke (from the Sussex site of MIKADO, together with N. Yoshida)
on Dπ is relevant to WP1, although it is not included in this deliverable (it appears in a deliverable of WP2).
It introduces Safe Dπ, a non-trivial extension of Dπ, which explores the idea of a “programmable mem-
brane” which is central to the MIKADO project. As in the migration calculus of [5] (and, for that matter,
the M-calculus and the kell calculus), mobility of code is implemented in Safe Dπ using higher-order com-
munication, and the control exercised by a domain is based on sophisticated type checking. More precisely,
incoming code must pass through a specific port, the type of which will determine its subsequent behaviour.
Then a port, together with its type, may be viewed as a particular instance of the MIKADO’s idea of a
controlling membrane.

The work [10] by X. Guan (from INRIA Sophia Antipolis) also deals with a distributed version of the
π-calculus where, by contrast with Dπ, the sites are organized in a hierarchy of nested domains. The main
novelty of the proposed calculus is that π-calculus channels are identified with domains (as in the Mobile
Ambient calculus, see [7]). Then computing in this model amounts to communicate addresses, which are
compound names indicating a path to some location. This has some similarities with channel names in lsdπ
[13], with the difference that the latter is a “flat” model, with no nesting of domains.

Ambient-like Models
An extended version of the work of M. Coppo (from Torino, as part of the Firenze site of MIKADO),
M. Dezani-Ciancaglini and E. Giovannetti (both supported by the DART project) on M3, a variant of the
Mobile Ambient model, has been written (and submitted) this year [8]. The main difference between the
M3 model and the Mobile Ambients is that it replaces the problematic open primitive of the latter by the
migration construct of Dπ, allowing for the mobility of “naked” (that is, not wrapped up into an Ambient)
processes. The paper [8] is mainly concerned with types, and this is why, although relevant to the WP1 of
MIKADO, it is not included in this deliverable (but it is part of a deliverable of WP2).

In [11], X. Guan introduces another variant, or more precisely a sub-calculus of the (Safe) Mobile
Ambients calculus (see[7]). The starting point of the study is the encoding of the π-calculus into the pure
Mobile Ambient calculus: X. Guan identifies a restricted syntax, the main categories of which are the single-
threaded and immobile Ambients, which defines a model in which one can encode both the π and Dπ calculi
quite easily and naturally. By contrast with the Mobile Ambients model, the resulting “wagon calculus”
follows the “locality principle” stated in [4] as a requirement for our migration model.

The work by F. Barbanera, M. Bugliesi (supported by the MYTHS project), M. Dezani-Ciancaglini (sup-
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ported by DART) and V. Sassone (from the Sussex site of MIKADO) on resource control in the Mobile
Ambients model has been extended into a paper submitted to a journal [1]. The main innovation is the
introduction, in the Mobile Ambients framework, of an explicit construct representing a resource unit, the
“slot”. The resulting calculus, named BOCA (for “bounded capabilities”), features capabilities for resource
control, which transfer spaces between sibling ambients and from parent to child, as well as capabilities for
ambient migration, which represent an abstract mechanism of resource negotiation between travelling agent
and its source and destination environments. A fundamental ingredient of the calculus is a primitive which
consumes space to activate processes. The combination of these features makes BOCA a suitable formal-
ism to study the role of resource consumption, and the corresponding safety guarantees, in the dynamics of
mobile systems. The important notion of private resource has guided the formulation of the refined version
of the calculus, featuring named resources.

Other Models
In the MIKADO project, we also develop a model for distributed and mobile computations which is based
on the concept of a tuple space of the LINDA language, and the related constructs for manipulating it, that
is for reading and writing in the tuple space. This is the KLAIM programming language, which has been
designed and implemented by the group of R. De Nicola at Firenze. There have been several developments
related to this language during the last year. The most relevant one for WP1 of MIKADO is the extension of
the language with some object oriented features, and more precisely mixin-based programming. L. Bettini,
V. Bono and B. Venneri (from Firenze and Torino, supported by MIKADO and DART) have proposed in [2]
an integration of objects into KLAIM which is quite simple: any value of the object-oriented sub-language
(that is, an object, or a class, or a mixin) is allowed to be an element of a tuple in the tuple space. Moreover,
executing a KLAIM process can be prefixed by some object-oriented computations. This work is relevant to
the task of combining standard programming paradigms with distributed and mobile programming.

Another relevant work concerning KLAIM is presented in the paper [9] by R. De Nicola et al. (this
is a joint work with the AGILE and PROFUNDIS projects). The motivation for this work is to provide
a formal framework for a programmable quality of service. More specifically, the paper [9] introduces
a refinement of the KLAIM process calculus, where the connection operations between nodes involve a
quantitative information, providing a measure of the (required or provided) quality of a connection. The
semantics is given by means of a labelled transition system, as usual, and also by a translation into a calculus
of graph rewriting, taking the QoS attributes into account.

The last work which is included in this deliverable is a proposal by G. Boudol of a core programming
language for global computing [6], based on some of the ideas of synchronous programming languages.
This is intended to address the unreliable character of accessing resources in a global computing context.
The synchronous programming style provides primitives for suspending a program – for lack of an event –
and preempting – that is, aborting – a program when some signal is emitted. This is embedded in a fairly
standard programming style, namely a core ML language supporting functional and imperative computa-
tions. In this model, a mobile agent is a thread with a memory, and a domain is simply an abstract machine
running a queue of threads.

Conclusion
The classification we have adopted in presenting the work in WP1 is somewhat arbitrary. For instance, the
kell calculus subsumes in a sense the Mobile Ambients model, while M3 uses the migration construct of Dπ.
One may also think that the LINDA model is not very different from the one of the asynchronous π-calculus:
a tuple space could be regarded as a channel, with the read operation as an atomic combination of π-input
and matching. More importantly, almost all the works we reported on deal with some notion of a domain
(or site, or locality). As we have noted, some of them follow the principles stated in [4] as requirements for
a MIKADO core programming model. Moreover, some of them are closely related to the MIKADO proposal
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of a migration calculus made in [5]. Since the latter has been designed as a parametric model, that could
be combined with various programming styles, one should in principle be able to merge this proposal with
most of the models we have presented here.
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D-Fusion: a Distinctive Fusion Calculus
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Abstract. Fusion calculus is commonly regarded as a generalisation of pi-calculus. Ac-
tually, we prove that there is no uniform fully abstract embedding of pi-calculus into Fu-
sion. This fact motivates the introduction of a new calculus, D-Fusion, with two binders,
λ and ν. We show that D-Fusion is strictly more expressive than both pi-calculus and
Fusion. The expressiveness gap is further clarified by the existence of a fully abstract
encoding of mixed guarded choice into the choice-free fragment of D-Fusion.

1 Introduction

A recent trend in the design of certain distributed applications like Web services [13] or
business-to-business systems [5] based on XML sees the emergence of a message-passing
programming style. Languages like Highwire [4] provide, in a concurrency setting, sophisti-
cated data structures; these allow programmers to describe and manipulate complex messages
and interaction patterns. If one looks for ‘foundational’ counterparts of these programming
languages, both the pi-calculus [6, 7] and the Fusion calculus [11], seem very promising candi-
dates. Both of them, indeed, convey the idea of message-passing in a distilled form, and come
equipped with a rich and elegant meta-theory.

The main novelty of Fusion when compared to the pi-calculus is the introduction of fusions.
A fusion is a name equivalence that, when applied onto a term, has the effect of a (possibly
non-injective) name substitution. Fusions are ideal for representing, e.g., forwarders for objects
that migrate among locations [2], or forms of pattern matching between pairs of messages [4].
Computationally, a fusion is generated as a result of a synchronisation between two comple-
mentary actions, and it is atomically propagated to processes running in parallel with the active
one. This happens in much the same way as, in logic programming, term substitutions resulting
from a unification step on a subgoal can be forced on the other subgoals.

If compared to pi-calculus name-passing, fusions enable a more general name matching
mechanism during synchronisation. However, differently from the pi-calculus, the binding
mechanism of Fusion just ignores the issue of unicity of newly generated names. One of
the goals of this paper is to show that this fact severely limits the expressiveness of Fusion.
Overcoming this limitation calls for co-existence of two name binders, λ and ν: the former
analogous to the only binder of Fusion, and the latter imposing unicity. This implies combin-
ing, in a consistent way, the somehow conflicting mechanisms of fusions and distinctions à la
open pi-calculus [12]. The resulting distinctive Fusion calculus, or D-Fusion, is at least as ex-
pressive as pi-calculus and Fusion separately, and in fact, we strongly argue, more expressive
than both. A more precise account of our work follows.

The binding mechanism of pi-calculus generalises that of λ-calculus in several ways. Input
prefix binds like λ, and name passing takes place in pi-calculus in a way typical of functional

Research supported in part by FET Global projects PROFUNDIS and MIKADO.
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programming, i.e., formal names are assigned their actual counterpart. The restriction binder
ν, however, is very different from λ, as a restricted name can be exported (extruded), with
the guarantee that it will never be identified to anything else. Open pi-calculus [12] takes an
important step forward over the original proposal, allowing for input actions whose formal
parameters can be instantiated, hence ‘fused’, in a ‘lazy’ fashion – at any time when needed
for synchronisation. In order to preserve the intended semantics of restriction, however, newly
extruded names are kept distinct from ‘old’ names, using special relations called distinctions.

Fusion calculus is presented in [11] as a more uniform and more expressive version of pi-
calculus. The main idea is to decompose input prefix a(x) into a binder (x) and a prefix a〈x〉. In
the polyadic case, matching between the input list and the output list of variables induces name
unification, i.e. a fusion. The latter is propagated across processes, but one or more binders can
be used to control the scope (i.e. propagation) of the fusion. Thus one achieves both a perfect
symmetry between input and output and a more general name passing mechanism.

At first sight, Fusion is more general than pi-calculus. And, indeed, in [11] it is stated that
the pi-calculus transition system can be embedded into Fusion’s, provided that one identifies
restriction (νx) with the (x) binder of Fusion.

Our first move is to argue that this embedding breaks down if comparing the two calculi
on the basis of abstract semantics. We prove that no ‘uniform’ encoding exists of pi-calculus
into Fusion that preserves any ‘reasonable’ behavioural equivalence (at least as fine as trace
equivalence). Here ‘uniform’ means homomorphic with respect to parallel composition and
name substitution, and mapping (νx) to (x), and preserving (a subset of) weak traces. As
hinted before, the ultimate reason is that in Fusion all names are like logical variables, i.e.,
their unification always succeeds.

The above failure motivates the introduction of a new calculus, D-Fusion, with two binders,
λ and ν: the first generalises input prefix, and the second models restriction. Also, any issue
of symmetry between input and output is preempted, since we have just one kind of prefix
(no polarisation); polarised prefixes can be easily encoded, though. As in open pi-calculus, in
D-Fusion distinctions are employed to constrain possible fusions. In logical terms, this corre-
sponds to allow unification not only among variables, but also among variables and dynami-
cally generated constants (that is, ν-extruded names). However, unification fails whenever one
tries to identify two distinct constants, or to identify a ‘recent’ constant with an ‘old’ variable.
We show that the additional expressive power achieved in this way is relevant. Both pi-calculus
and Fusion can be uniformly encoded into D-Fusion. Moreover, the combined mechanism of
restriction and unification yields additional expressive power: it allows to express a form of
pattern matching which cannot be expressed in the other two calculi. As a consequence, we
prove, D-Fusion cannot be uniformly encoded neither into Fusion, nor into pi-calculus.

Next, the gap between D-Fusion and Fusion/pi-calculus is explored from a more concrete
perspective. First, we exhibit a simple security protocol and a related correlation property
that are readily translated into D-Fusion. The property breaks down if uniformly translating
the protocol into Fusion. The failure is illuminating: in Fusion, one has no way of declaring
unique fresh names to correlate different messages of the protocol.

Palamidessi has shown [9, 10] that nondeterministic guarded choice cannot be simulated
in the choice (+) -free pi-calculus in a fully abstract way, while preserving any ‘reasonable’
semantics. This is due to the impossibility of atomically performing, in the absence of +, an
external synchronisation and an internal exclusive choice among a number of alternatives. We
prove that in D-fusion, under mild typing assumptions, guarded choice can actually be simu-
lated in a fully abstract way in the choice-free fragment. The encoding preserves a reasonable
semantics in the sense of [9, 10]. Informally, branches of a choice are represented as concurrent
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processes. Synchronisation is performed in the ordinary way, but it forces a fusion between a
global λ-name and a ν-name local to the chosen branch. Excluded branches are atomically
inhibited, since any progress would lead them to fusing two distinct ν-names.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains the proof that the pi-
calculus cannot be uniformly encoded into Fusion. In Section 3 we introduce the D-Fusion
calculus and in Section 4 we give a notion of bisimulation for the calculus. In Section 5 we
show that the D-Fusion calculus is more expressive than both pi-calculus and Fusion. We
further explore this expressiveness gap in Sections 6 by means of an example and in Section 7
by encoding the mixed guarded choice into the choice-free calculus. Section 8 contains a brief
overview of some related work and a few concluding remarks. Appendices A and B contain a
few most technical definitions.

2 Fusion and Pi

The aim of this section is illustrating the difference between pi-calculus and Fusion, and to
show that the former cannot be uniformly encoded in the latter.

The crucial difference between the pi-calculus and Fusion shows up in synchronisations:
in Fusion, the effect of a synchronisation is not necessarily local, and is regulated by the scope
of the binder (x). For example, an interaction between uv.P and ux.Q will result in a fusion of
v and x. This fusion will also affect any further process R running in parallel, as illustrated by
the example below:

R |uv.P |ux.Q
{x=v}
−−−→ (R |P |Q)[v/x].

The binding operator (x) can be used to limit the scope of the fusion, e.g.:

R |(x)
(
uv.P |ux.Q

) τ
−→ R |(P |Q)[v/x].

where τ denotes the identity fusion. For a full treatment of pi-calculus and Fusion we refer
to [7] and to [11], respectively.

Below, we show that there is no ‘reasonably simple’ encoding of the pi-calculus Π into
Fusion F . We focus on encodings [[·]] that have certain compositional properties and preserve
(a subset of) weak traces. As to the latter, we shall only require that moves of P are reflected in
[[P]], not vice-versa. We also implicitly require that the encoding preserves arity of I/O actions
(the length of tuples carried on each channel). This is sometimes not the case for process
calculi encodings; however, it is easy to relax this condition by allowing names of [[P]] to
carry longer tuples. We stick to the simpler correspondence just for notational convenience.
Note that the encoding presented in [11] does satisfy our criterion. We shall assume here the
standard pi-calculus late operational semantics [7] and, for the purpose of our comparison, we
shall identify the late input pi-action a(x̃) with the Fusion input action (x̃)a x̃.

Definition 1. A translation [[·]] : Π → F is uniform if for each P,Q ∈ Π it holds that:

– for each trace of actions s not containing bound outputs, P s
=⇒ implies [[P]]

s
=⇒;

– [[P|Q]] = [[P]]|[[Q]];
– for each y, [[(νy)P]] = (y)[[P]];
– for each substitution σ, [[Pσ]] = [[P]]σ.

The next proposition generalises an example from [11]. Below, we fix an arbitrary Π-
equivalence included in trace equivalence, ∼Π, and an arbitrary F -equivalence which is in-
cluded in trace equivalence and is preserved by parallel composition, ∼F (like, e.g., hyper-
equivalence of [11]).
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Proposition 1. There is no uniform translation [[·]] : Π → F such that for each P,Q ∈ Π:

P ∼Π Q implies [[P]] ∼F [[Q]] .

PROOF: Suppose that there exists such a translation [[·]]. Let P and Q be the following two
pi-agents:

P = (νu,v) (a〈u,v〉 |u|v.w) Q = (νu,v)
(

a〈u,v〉 |(u.(v.w)+ v.(u|w))
)
.

Obviously, P ∼Π Q (e.g. they are strongly late bisimilar). Suppose [[P]] ∼F [[Q]]. Let R =
a(x,y).(cx|cy) and A and B be as follows:

A= [[P]]|R=(u,v)([[a〈u,v〉]]|[[u]]|[[v.w]]) |R
B=[[Q]]|R=(u,v)([[a〈u,v〉]]|[[u.(v.w)+ v.(u|w)]]) |R.

Since ∼F is preserved by |, A and B are ∼F -equivalent. By uniformity of the encoding, it is
easy to check that A w

=⇒. On the other hand, a careful case analysis shows that B 6
w

=⇒. This is
a contradiction. �

3 The Distinctive Fusion Calculus, D-Fusion

Syntax We consider a countable set of names N ranged over by a,b, . . . ,u,v, ...,z. We write
x̃ for a finite tuple x1, . . . ,xn of names. The set DF of D-Fusion processes, ranged over by
P,Q, . . ., is defined by the syntax:

P ::= 0
∣∣ α.P

∣∣ P|P
∣∣ P+P

∣∣ [x = y]P
∣∣ !P

∣∣ λxP
∣∣ (νx)P

where prefixes α are defined as α ::= a ṽ. The occurrences of x in λxP and (νx)P are bound,
thus notions of free names and bound names of a process P arise as expected and are denoted
by fn(P) and bn(P), respectively. The notion of alpha-equivalence also arises as expected. In
the rest of the paper we will identify alpha-equivalent processes.

Note that we consider one kind of prefix, thus ignoring polarities. However, a sub-calculus
with polarities can be easily retrieved, as shown at the end of this section.

The main difference from Fusion is the presence of two distinct binding constructs, λ and
ν. The λ-abstraction operator corresponds to the binding construct of Fusion and generalises
input binding of the pi-calculus. The restriction operator (ν) corresponds to the analogous
operator of the pi-calculus: it allows a process to create a fresh, new name that will be kept
distinct from other names.

Operational Semantics For R a binary relation over N , let R? denote the reflexive, symmetric
and transitive closure of R with respect to N . We use σ, σ′ to range over substitutions, i.e. finite
partial functions from N onto N . Domain and co-domain of σ, denoted dom(σ), cod(σ) are
defined as expected. We denote by tσ the result of applying σ onto a term t. Given a set/tuple
of names x̃, we define σ|x̃ as σ∩ (x̃×N ), and σ−x̃ as σ− (x̃×N ).

Definition 2 (fusions). We let φ,χ, . . . range over fusions, that is total equivalence relations
on N with only finitely many non-singleton equivalence classes. We let:

– n(φ) denote {x : xφy for some y 6= x};
– τ denote the identity fusion (i.e., n(τ) = /0);
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– φ+ψ denote the finest fusion which is coarser than φ and ψ, that is (φ∪ψ)?;
– φ−z denote (φ− ({z}×N ∪N ×{z}))?;
– {x = y} denote {(x,y)}?;
– φ[x] denote the equivalence class of x in φ.

A fusion φ arises as the result of equating two lists of names in a synchronisation. In gen-
eral, names in the original lists might be either λ-abstracted or ν-extruded, or free. Informally,
the effect of φ should be that of a substitution, mapping equivalent names onto representatives.
However, in the presence of ν-, λ-abstracted and free φ-equivalent names, some care is needed
to ensure that the representative be chosen appropriately. This concept is made precise in the
next definition.

Definition 3 (induced substitutions). Let x̃ and k̃ be two disjoint tuples of names and φ be
a fusion such that for any two distinct k1,k2 ∈ k̃, not (k1 φk2). We say that a substitution σ is
induced by λx̃, (νk̃) and φ, if dom(σ) = n(φ) and for each equivalence class E of φ, σ maps
all names in E onto one and the same name y ∈ E such that:

– if k̃∩E = {h} then y = h;
– if k̃∩E = /0 and E − x̃ 6= /0 then y ∈ E − x̃.

For example, suppose φ has only two non-singleton equivalence classes {x,w,k} and {y,h},
then a substitution σ induced by λxy, (νk) and φ is the one mapping x, w, k to k and y, h to h.
It is important to stress that, by definition, no induced σ exists if for distinct k1,k2 ∈ k̃ it holds
k1 φk2. Also note that in general there may be more than one induced substitution. E.g. {a = b}
(with empty λx̃ and (νk̃) ) induces both [a/b] and [b/a]. We introduce the labelled transition
system for D-Fusion.

Definition 4 (labelled transition system). The transition relation P
µ
−→ Q, for µ a label of the

form (νx̃)λỹ aṽ (action) or of the form (νx̃)φ (effect), is defined in Table 1.

Some notations for actions and effects. The bound names of µ are written bn(µ) and are
defined as expected, while subj(µ) and obj(µ) denote the subject and object part of µ, if µ
is an action, otherwise they both denote conventional value ‘−’. Moreover, n(µ) denotes all
names in µ. We use abbreviations such as n(φ,µ) to denote n(φ)∪n(µ) and (νz)µ for (νx̃z)φ,
if µ = (νx̃)φ. Furthermore, we shall identify actions and effects up to reordering of the tuple x̃
in (νx̃) and λx̃.

The rules in Table 1 deserve some explanation. As mentioned, we have two kinds of labels,
actions and effects. Apart from the absence of polarities, actions are governed by rules similar
to those found in pi-calculus. The main difference is that on the same action one can find both
ν- and λ-extruded names. On the other hand, effects are similar to those found in Fusion. A
major difference is that our effects can also ν-extrude names. An effect (νx̃)φ can be created
as a result of a communication (rule COM), and be propagated across parallel components, until
a λ that binds a fused name z is encountered (rule λ-OPEN f ). At that point, the corresponding
substitution σ|z is applied onto the target process and z is discarded from the fusion (the result
is φ−z). Any ν-extruded name w ∈ x̃ which is equivalent to z must be ν-closed back, provided
that no free name is in that equivalence class. In rule COM, handling of λ- and ν-extruded names
can be explained similarly, but note that those λ-extruded names z̃ that are not instantiated
(by σ|ỹ′ ỹ′′) must be λ-closed (this happens when in some equivalence class all names are λ-
abstracted). Finally, note that the side condition ‘φ[z]∩ x̃ = /0’ in rule ν-OPEN prevent effects
from equating two distinct ν-extruded names.
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(ACT) α.P α
−→ P (MATCH)

P
µ
−→ Q

[a = a]P
µ
−→ Q

(SUM)
P1

µ
−→ Q

P1 +P2
µ
−→ Q

(ν-PASS)
P

µ
−→ Q

(νz)P
µ
−→ (νz)Q

z /∈ n(µ) (λ-PASS)
P

µ
−→ Q

λzP
µ
−→ λzQ

z /∈ n(µ)

(ν-OPEN)
P

µ
−→ Q

(νz)P
(νz)µ
−−−→ Q





z ∈ n(µ)
µ an action implies z 6= subj(µ)
µ = (νx̃)φ implies φ[z]∩ x̃ = /0

(λ-OPENa)
P

(νx̃)λỹ aṽ
−−−−−→ Q

λzP
(νx̃)λỹzaṽ
−−−−−→ Q

z ∈ ṽ− ({a}∪ x̃ỹ)

(λ-OPEN f )
P

(νx̃)φ
−−−→ Q

λzP
(νx̃′)φ−z
−−−−→ (νŵ)(Qσ|z)





z ∈ n(φ)
σ induced by λz, (νx̃) and φ
x̃′ = x̃∩n(φ−z)
ŵ = x̃− x̃′

(COM)
P1

(νx̃′)λỹ′ aũ
−−−−−−→ Q1 P2

(νx̃′′)λỹ′′ aṽ
−−−−−−→ Q2

P1|P2
(νx̃){ṽ=ũ}−ỹ′ ỹ′′
−−−−−−−−−→ (νw̃)λz̃((Q1|Q2)σ|ỹ′ ỹ′′)





|ũ| = |ṽ|
σ induced by λỹ′ỹ′′, (νx̃′x̃′′) and {ṽ = ũ}
z̃ = ỹ′ỹ′′∩ cod(σ|ỹ′ ỹ′′)

x̃ = x̃′x̃′′∩n({ṽ = ũ}−ỹ′ ỹ′′)
w̃ = x̃′x̃′′− x̃

(PAR)
P

µ
−→ Q

P|R
µ
−→ Q|R

(REP)
P|!P

µ
−→ Q

!P
µ
−→ Q

Symmetric rules for (SUM) and (PAR) are not shown. Usual conventions about freshness of bound
names apply.

Table 1. Actions and effects transitions in D-Fusion.
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Let us illustrate the rules with some examples. We shall write {x̃ = ỹ}.P for (νc)(cx̃|cỹ.P)
(for a fresh name c).

Example 1.

1. Let P = (νx)(νc)(cx.P1 |cy.P2). The interaction between cx.P1 and cy.P2 will result into a
fusion {x = y}, that causes x to be extruded:

(νx)(νc)(cx.P1 |cy.P2)
(νx){x=y}
−−−−−→ (νc)(P1 |P2).

Now consider Q = λyP. The effect of λ-abstracting y in P is that of removing φ and getting
the induced substitution [x/y] applied onto the continuation:

λy(νx)(νc)(cx.P1 |cy.P2)
τ
−→ (νx)((νc)(P1 |P2)[x/y]) .

Note that our operational rules are preserved by a form of structural equivalence. For
instance, (νx)λy(νc)(cx.P1 |cy.P2) has the same τ-transition as Q.

2. Another example is as follows (P below is some continuation):

λz(νw){z,a = w,b}.P
{a=b}
−−−→ (νw)P[w/z], but λz(νw){z,z = w,b}.P

(νw){w=b}
−−−−−−→ P[w/z].

Encoding I/O polarities We can encode polarities as follows:

c〈ṽ〉.P = (νx)λycṽxy.P c〈ṽ〉.P = (νx)λycṽyx.P

for some chosen fresh x and y. The position of the ν-name x forbids fusions between actions
with the same polarity and, hence, communication. For instance, the process c〈ṽ〉.P|c〈ũ〉.Q
has no τ-transition, since the latter would force the fusion of two distinct ν-names, which is
forbidden by the operational rules. We denote by DF p, polarised D-Fusion, the subset of DF

in which every prefix can be interpreted as an input or output, in the above sense.

4 Bisimulation

Like in the case of Fusion, a ‘natural’ semantics of D-Fusion is required to be closed under
substitutions. However, one should be careful in keeping ν-extruded names distinct from others
(λ-extruded and free). To this purpose, we introduce below a concept of distinction, akin to
[12]. Distinctions keep track of ν-extruded names, for which fusions should be forbidden.
Differently from [12], however, our distinctions keep track of λ-extruded names as well, and
of the order of their extrusion relative to ν-extruded names. The idea is to treat ν-extruded
names as constants, while allowing a fusion between two λ-extruded names, or a fusion of a
‘recent’ λ-extruded name to an ‘old’ ν-extruded name. Technically, we find it convenient to
model distinctions as sequences.

Definition 5 (distinctions). A distinction D is a sequence of labelled names of the form
xe1

1 · · ·xen
n , with labels ei ∈ {ν,λ} and xi pairwise distinct, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We let λ(D) (resp.

ν(D)) denote the set of λ-labelled (resp. ν-labelled) names in D and let n(D) = λ(D)∪ν(D).
Given a substitution σ and a distinction D = xe1

1 · · ·xen
n , we say that σ respects D, written σ ` D,

if for each xν
i in D it holds that: xiσ = xi and moreover for each xλ

j in D, x jσ = xi implies j > i.
We let Dσ denote the result of applying σ to D and then erasing all duplicated (i.e. following
the leftmost) occurrences of names in the sequence. Given a fusion φ and a distinction D, we
say that φ and D induce σ, written φ, D σ, if σ is a substitution induced by λx̃, (νk̃) and φ,
where x̃ = λ(D) and k̃ = ν(D), and σ respects D.
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Example 2. Consider D = xλ
0 · xν

1 · xλ
2 · xλ

3 · x4
ν and φ = {x1,x2,x4 = x2,x3,x5}. We have that

φ, D σ, where σ maps x1, x2, x3 to x1, and x5 to x4: in fact, we have that σ ` D. Note that
Dσ = xλ

0 ·x
ν
1 ·x

ν
4. On the other hand, if one considers D and {x4 = x0} then there is no σ′ induced

by this effect and D: indeed, σ′ should have to map x0 to x4, but this implies σ′ 6 ` D.

We use the following abbreviation: P
(νx̃)λỹ(α,φ)
−−−−−−→ P′ means that either P

(νx̃)λỹα
−−−−→ P′ and

φ = −, or P
(νx̃)φ
−−−→ P′ and α = − (here − is just a conventional ‘null’ value). Moreover, we

stipulate that −, D id, where id is the identity substitution.

Definition 6 (open bisimulation). A set R = {RD}D of process relations indexed by dis-

tinctions is an indexed simulation if for each D, whenever P RD Q and P
(νx̃)λỹ(α,φ)
−−−−−−→ P′

and φ ,D · x̃ν
 σ, then a transition Q

(νx̃)λỹ(α,φ)
−−−−−−→ Q′ exists such that P′σ RD′ Q′σ, where

D′= Dσ · x̃ν · ỹλ.
R is an indexed bisimulation if both R and R −1 = {R−1

D }D are indexed simulations. Open
bisimulation, ∼, is the largest indexed bisimulation preserved by respectful substitutions, i.e.:
for each σ and D, if P ∼D Q and σ respects D then Pσ ∼Dσ Qσ.

When no confusion arises, we write P ∼ Q for P ∼ε Q, where ε is the empty distinction.

Proposition 2 (basic properties of ∼D). Let P and Q be two processes. Then:

– P ∼D Q and x /∈ n(D) imply λxP ∼D λxQ.
– P ∼D Q implies (νx)P ∼D−x (νx)Q.

Prefix, parallel composition, matching, sum and replication operators preserve ∼D.

Example 3. 1. An example of ‘expansion’ for parallel composition is as follows:

((νk)ak.ak)|av ∼ (νk)ak.(ak.av+av.ak +{k = v}) + av.((νk)ak.ak) + (νk){k = v}.ak.

Note that, after the extrusion of k, free name v can still be fused to k. On the contrary, if
we consider a distinction D and let v ∈ n(D), no fusion at all is possible:

((νk)ak.ak)|av ∼D (νk)ak.(ak.av+av.ak) + av.((νk)ak.ak).

2. The following two examples show the effect of fusing a λ-abstracted name with a free
name and with another λ-abstracted name, respectively:

λv{k = v}.P ∼ τ.P[k/v] (λk,v) {k = v}.P ∼ λk τ.P[k/v].

The definition of open bisimulation contains an implicit universal quantification over sub-
stitutions, which makes it not handy. In Appendix A we give a symbolic characterisation of
open bisimulation, akin to [12].

5 Expressiveness of D-Fusion

Below, we provide the two obvious uniform and fully abstract translations from Π and F to
DF . The definition of uniformity can be extended to the case of encodings from F /Π into
DF in the obvious way: in particular, by requiring that (x) and (νx) be mapped to λx and
(νx) , respectively.
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Definition 7 ([[·]]π). The translation [[·]]π : Π → DF is defined by extending in the expected
homomorphic way the following clauses:

[[a〈x〉.P]]π = a〈x〉.[[P]]π [[a(x).P]]π = λx a〈x〉.[[P]]π [[(νx)P]]π = (νx) [[P]]π .

For any distinction D = xe1
1 · · ·xen

n , we can generate an equivalent Π-distinction Dπ (that is,
an irreflexive, symmetric relation on N , [12]) by setting xi Dπ x j iff: either (ei = e j = ν and
i 6= j) or (ei = ν and e j = λ and j < i) or (e j = ν and ei = λ and i < j). It is reasonable to
consider here only Π-distinctions that can be generated in this way. For any such Π-distinction
Dπ, let us denote by [[Dπ]] a chosen DF -distinction that generates Dπ. Let ∼o

Dπ
denote open

Dπ-bisimilarity over Π ([12]).

Proposition 3. P ∼o
Dπ

Q iff [[P]]π ∼[[Dπ]] [[Q]]π.

We turn now our attention to Fusion.

Definition 8 ([[·]] f ). The translation [[·]] f : F → DF is defined by extending in the expected
homomorphic way the following clauses:

[[a〈x〉.P]] f = a〈x〉.[[P]] f [[a〈x〉.P]] f = a〈x〉.[[P]] f [[(x)P]] f = λx [[P]] f

Let ∼he denote hyper-equivalence over F (see [11]).

Proposition 4. P ∼he Q iff [[P]] f ∼ [[Q]] f .

Most interesting, we now show that D-Fusion cannot be uniformly encoded into Π. The
intuitive reason is that, in D-Fusion, the combined use of fusions and restrictions allows one
to express a form of input with pattern matching. This is not possible in Π, at least without
breaking atomicity of certain actions (e.g. choice). To show this fact, we restrict our attention
to polarised D-Fusion, DF p.

Given P ∈ Π and a trace of actions s, let us write P ŝ
=⇒ if P s′

=⇒ for some trace s′ that
exhibits the same sequence of subject names, with the same polarity, as s (e.g., s = a〈x̃〉·λỹ b〈ṽ〉
and s′ = a〈z̃〉 ·b〈w̃〉). The reference semantics for Π is again the late operational semantics.

Definition 9. A translation [[·]] : DF p → Π is uniform if for each P,Q ∈ DF p:

– for each trace s, P s
=⇒ implies [[P]]

ŝ
=⇒;

– [[P|Q]] = [[P]]|[[Q]];
– for each y, [[(νy)P]] = (νy) [[P]];
– for each substitution σ, [[Pσ]] = [[P]]σ.

Below, we denote by ∼DF p any fixed equivalence over DF p which is contained in trace
semantics (defined in the obvious way), and by ∼Π any fixed equivalence over Π which is
contained in trace equivalence.

Proposition 5. There is no uniform translation [[·]] : DF p → Π such that ∀P,Q ∈ DF p:

P ∼DF p Q ⇒ [[P]] ∼Π [[Q]].
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PROOF: Suppose that there exists such a translation [[·]]. Let us consider the following two
DF p-processes P and Q:

P = (νc,k,h)(c〈k〉.a|c〈h〉.b|c〈k〉) Q = τ.a.

It holds that P ∼ Q in DF p: the reason is that, in P, synchronisation between prefixes c〈h〉 and
c〈k〉, which carry different restricted names h and k, is forbidden (see rule ν-OPEN). Thus P
can only make c〈k〉 and c〈k〉 synchronise, and then perform a. Thus, P ∼DF p Q holds too.

On the other hand, due to uniformity, it is easily checked that [[P]]
b

=⇒, while [[Q]] 6
b

=⇒ (the
proof of the latter relies on b 6∈ fn(Q) and on the uniformity with respect to substitutions). Thus
[[P]] 6∼Π [[Q]]. �

Of course, it is also true that D-Fusion cannot be uniformly encoded into F , as this would
imply the existence of a uniform fully abstract encoding from Π to F , which does not exist
(Proposition 1).

The conclusion is that there is some expressiveness gap between D-Fusion on one side and
the other two calculi on the other side, at least, as far as our simple notion of uniform encoding
is concerned. This gap is further explored by means of more elaborate examples in the next
two sections.

6 Example: Correlation

This example aims at illustrating the gap between D-Fusion and Fusion from a more concrete
perspective. Consider the following simple protocol. An agent A asks a trusted server S for
two keys, to be used to access two distinct services (e.g. A might be a proxy requiring remote
connections on behalf of two different users). Communication between A and S takes place
over an insecure public channel, controlled by an adversary, but it is protected by encryption
and challenge-response nonces. Informally, the dialogue between A and S is as follows:

1. A → S : n
2. S → A : {n,k}kS

1′. A → S : n′
2′. S → A : {n′,k′}kS

Here {·}(·) is symmetric encryption and kS is a secret master key shared by A and S. A simple
property of this protocol is that A should never receive k and k′ in the wrong order (k′ and then
k), even in case S accepts new requests before completing old ones. Indeed, nonces n and n′ are
intended to help A to contrast attackers replying old, compromised keys or trying to get distinct
sessions confused. In other words, nonces do correlate each request to S with the appropriate
reply of S.

Below, we show that the above small protocol and the related ordering property can be
readily translated and verified in D-Fusion. Next, we show that the property breaks down when
(uniformly) translating the protocol into Fusion.

D-Fusion Encryption is not a primitive operation in D-Fusion. However, in the present case, it
is sensible to model an encrypted message {n,k}kS as an output action kS〈n,k〉: only knowing
the master key kS, and further specifying a session-specific nonce, it is possible to acquire
the key k (similarly for {n′,k′}kS , of course). Thus, assuming A concludes the protocol with a
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conventional ‘commit’ action and that p is the public channel, A, S and the whole protocol P
might be specified as follows (below, we abbreviate λx̃ p〈x̃〉.X as p(x̃).X):

A = (νn)(p〈n〉|λykS〈n,y〉.(νn′)(p〈n′〉|λy′ kS〈n′,y′〉.commit〈y,y′〉))
S = p(x).(kS〈x,k〉|p(x′).kS〈x′,k′〉)
P = (νkS)(A|S).

Let Aspec be the process defined like A, except that the commit〈y,y′〉 action is replaced by
commit〈k,k′〉, and let Pspec = (νkS)(Aspec|S). The property that A should never receive k and k′

in the wrong order is stated as: P ∼ Pspec.
Informally, equivalence holds true because the second input action in A/Aspec, that is

λy′ kS〈n′,y′〉, can only get synchronised with the second output action in P, that is kS〈x′,k′〉.
In fact, n′ can be extruded only after x has been received, hence the appropriate distinction
will forbid fusion of x and n′. The equivalence is formally shown by exhibiting the appro-
priate symbolic indexed bisimulation, composed basically by all pairs of derivatives P′ and
Q′ s.t. P s

=⇒ P′ and Q′is obtained from P′ by replacing commit〈y,y′〉 with commit〈k,k′〉, with
distinctions as given by the bound names in s.

Fusion Suppose P f and P f
spec are obtained by some uniform encoding of P and Pspec above

into Fusion. It is not difficult to show that P f can be ‘attacked’ by an adversary R that gets n
and n′ and fuse them together, R = p(x).

(
p〈x〉|p(y).p〈y〉

)
. Formally, for α = commit〈k′,k〉,

P f |R α
=⇒ and, thus, P f |R 6∼he P f

spec|R,

which proves that P f and P f
spec are not hyper-equivalent.

This example illustrates the difficulty of modelling fresh, indistinguishable quantities
(nonces) in Fusion. This makes apparent that Fusion is not apt to express security properties
based on correlation.

7 Encoding guarded choice

In this section we show how the combined mechanisms of fusions and restrictions can be used
to encode different forms of guarded choice via parallel composition, in a clean and uniform
way. Informally, different branches of a guarded choice will be represented as concurrent pro-
cesses. The encodings add pairs of extra names to the object part of each action: these extra
names are used as ‘side-channels’ for atomic coordination among the different branches.

Below we make use of the concept of sorting system, which has been introduced in
polyadic pi-calculus to discipline the use of channels [6]. We adopt a slightly extended notion,
intended to also control ‘patterns’ that can arise in the object part of actions. In a sorting system
S, the set of names is partitioned into a family of countable sorts, denoted as S,S′, .... Moreover,
there is a sorting function that maps each sort S to a pattern (x1 : S1, . . . ,xn : Sn), written also
S : S 7→ x̃ : S̃, with the xi’s not necessarily distinct: the intended meaning is that names of sort S
should only carry tuples ṽ of type S̃ s.t. xi = x j implies vi = v j. We denote by ∼S the bisimilarity
induced by S: the intuition is that actions not obeying the above requirement on patterns are
discarded; a formal definition of ∼S is given in Appendix B. Note that ∼S is in general more
generous than ordinary open bisimilarity ∼. For example, assuming a ∈ S 7→ (x : S′, x : S′),
then (νn)λxaxn.P ∼S (νn)λxanx.P ∼S (νn)ann.P[n/x] and (νn)(νm)amn.P ∼S 0.
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Example 4. Consider the guarded choice A = λx(νn)a〈xn〉.P+λx(νm)a〈xm〉.Q. Its intended
‘parallel’ implementation is the process:

B = λx((νn)a〈xn〉.P |(νm)a〈xm〉.Q)

(here, x,n,m /∈ fn(a,P,Q)). Assume now a sorting discipline by which messages travelling
on channel a must carry two identical names (i.e. a ∈ S 7→ (x : S′, x : S′) ). In B, the parallel
component that first consumes any such message, forces fusion of x either to n or to m, and
consequently inhibits the other component. E.g.:

λua〈uu〉|B τ
−→∼ (νn)(P |(νm)a〈mn〉.Q) ∼ P |(νn,m)a〈mn〉.Q.

Under the mentioned sorting assumption, (νm,n)a〈mn〉.Q is equivalent to 0, because there is
no way of fusing m and n. Thus the process on the right of ∼ is equivalent to P. In other words,
choice between P and Q has been resolved atomically.

The above line of reasoning can be formalised in two ways. One way is considering bisimi-
larity induced by the above sorting, say ∼S, which only takes into account transitions that obey
the sorting discipline (the rightmost two names in the object part of a/a-actions are the same).
The other way is keeping standard bisimilarity ∼, while inserting processes inside a ‘firewall’
that filters out a-messages not respecting the given sorting. The latter can be easily defined in
D-Fusion relying on ‘non-linear’ inputs:

Fa,a′ [·] = (νa′)(λzazz.a′〈zz〉|[·]) .

We state the result in both forms below.

Proposition 6. Let A and B be as in Example 4.

1. A ∼S B;
2. Let A′ and B′ be the processes obtained from A and B, respectively, by replacing the out-

ermost occurrences of a with a fresh a′. Then Fa,a′ [A′] ∼ Fa,a′ [B′].

Note that the result above exploits in a crucial way features of both Fusion (non-linearity of
input actions, in the firewall, and sharing of input variable x, in B) and of D-Fusion (restricted
input).

Proposition 6 can be generalised to fully abstract encodings of different forms of guarded
choice. For the sake of simplicity, we will state the results in terms of sorted bisimilarity. We
believe the results can also be stated in terms of untyped bisimilarity, at the cost of breaking
uniformity of the encoding and of introducing more sophisticated forms of ‘firewalls’. We
examine two cases, input-guarded choice and mixed choice.

Input-guarded (ig) choice Let us fix, as a source language the fragment of polarised D-Fusion
with guarded choice, DF p,ig. In this language, input prefix and summation + are replaced by
input-guarded choice ∑i∈i ai〈x̃i〉.Pi. We also assume a sorting system S on this source language.
The target language is the fragment of polarised D-Fusion with no form of summation. The
relevant clauses of the encoding are:

[[∑
i∈i

ai〈x̃i〉.Pi]]ig = λzΠi∈I(νn)λx̃i ai〈x̃izn〉.[[Pi]]ig [[a〈ṽ〉.P]]ig = λza〈ṽzz〉.[[P]]ig ,
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where Πi∈IXi denotes the parallel composition of all Xi’s. The encoding acts as a homomor-
phism over the remaining operators. Below, S1 indicates the sorting induced by the translation,
imposing that the two extra object names introduced by the encoding be the same (i.e., if S:
S 7→ x̃ : S̃′, then S1: S 7→ (x̃ : S̃′,y : S0,y : S0), for a fresh y and a new sort S0). The correspond-
ing open bisimilarity is denoted by ∼S1. The proof of the following theorem is straightforward,
given that there is a 1-to-1 correspondence between moves of P and moves of [[P]]ig, under the
sortings S and S1.

Theorem 1 (full abstraction for ig choice). Let P,Q ∈ DF p,ig. It holds that P ∼S Q if and
only if [[P]]ig ∼

S1 [[Q]]ig.

Of course, the above theorem also yields a fully abstract encoding of input-guarded choice
for pi-calculus, which may be viewed as a sub-calculus of DF p,ig.

Mixed choice in a sorted pi-calculus As a source language we fix here a sorted version of
polyadic pi-calculus [6] with ‘mixed’ choice, Πmix. In this language, prefixes and + are re-
placed by mixed summation, ∑i∈I ai (x̃i).Pi + ∑ j∈J b j〈ṽ j〉.Q j. A sorting system S is fixed on
this language. The target language is again the fragment of polarised D-Fusion with no sum-
mation at all. The encoding is a bit more complex than in the previous case, as it implies adding
two pairs of extra names to coordinate different branches. The relevant clause is:

[[∑i∈I ai (x̃i).Pi +∑ j∈J b j〈v j〉.Q j]]mix =

(λz,u)( Πi∈I(νn)λx̃i ai〈x̃iznuu〉.[[Pi]]mix | Π j∈J(νn)b j〈ṽ juuzn〉.[[Q j]]mix ).

Note that the relative positions of ν-names correctly forbid communication between branches
of opposite polarities within the same choice (no ‘incestuous’ communication, according to
the terminology of [8]). The encoding acts as a homomorphism over the remaining operators
of Πmix.

Below, ∼S indicates sorted open bisimilarity in Πmix. We denote by S2 the sorting induced
by the above translation imposing that the components of each pair of extra names introduced
by the encoding be the same (i.e., if S: S 7→ x̃ : S̃′, then S2: S 7→ (x̃ : S̃′,y : S0,y : S0,z : S0,z : S0),
where S0 is a new sort and y and z are fresh). The corresponding bisimilarity is written ∼S2.

Theorem 2 (full abstraction for mixed choice). Let P,Q ∈ Πmix. It holds that P ∼S Q if and
only if [[P]]mix ∼

S2 [[Q]]mix.

In a pi-calculus setting, it is well-known that mixed choice cannot be encoded into the
choice-free fragment, if one requires the encoding be uniform and preserve a ‘reasonable se-
mantics’ [9, 10, 8]. The theorem above shows that, under mild typing conditions, pi-calculus
mixed choice can be implemented into the choice-free fragment of D-Fusion. The encoding
is uniform, deadlock- and divergence-free, and preserves a ‘reasonable semantics’. This is yet
another evidence of the expressiveness gap between D-Fusion and pi-calculus.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed the D-Fusion calculus, an extension of the fusion calculus where two distinct
binders coexist, one analogous to the (x) binder in fusion, the other imposing name freshness.
We have shown that D-Fusion is more expressive than both Fusion and pi-calculus.
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Our expressiveness results seem to suggest that an efficient distributed implementation of
D-Fusion might be nontrivial to design. This design would certainly involve the introduction
of a distributed model of the calculus, including, e.g., explicit fusions [3] for broadcasting
fusions asynchronously, and primitives for handling explicit localities. We leave this task for
future work. For the time being, we just note that distributed implementations of pi/fusion-like
calculi do exist (e.g., the fusion machine of [2]) and may represent a good starting point for
building a distributed implementation of D-Fusion.

In [1] the synchronisation mechanism of the pi-calculus is extended to allow for polyadic
synchronisation, where channels are vectors of names. The expressiveness of polyadic syn-
chronisation, matching and mixed choice is compared and it is shown how the degree of syn-
chronisation of a calculus increases its expressive power.

We plan to extend the D-Fusion calculus by generalising name fusions to substitutions over
an arbitrary signature of terms. We believe that the extended D-Fusion would be strictly more
expressive that Logic Programming, the intuition being that restriction (creation of new fresh
names) cannot be modelled in LP.

Finally, it would also be interesting to study a coalgebraic model for D-Fusion. A coalge-
braic framework would present several advantages. For instance, morphisms between coalge-
bras enjoy the property of “reflecting behaviours” and thus they allow to characterise bisimu-
lation equivalences in more abstract terms as kernels of morphisms.
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A Symbolic Bisimulation

We define an alternative notion of bisimulation, akin to the ‘efficient characterisation’ of [12],
and prove that it is equivalent to the ‘concrete’ bisimulation, defined in Section 4. The new
formulation is based on symbolic transitions of the form P

µ
−→χ Q, where χ is a logical con-

dition necessary for the transition to take place. For technical convenience, we shall represent
conditions as fusions. The defining clauses for

µ
−→χ are obtained from those in Table 1 by

simply attaching the appropriate χ. In particular, action prefix is defined as α.P α
−→τ P, while

communication and matching rules are defined as follows:

(MATCHS )
P

µ
−→χ Q

[a = b]P
µ
−→χ+{a=b} Q

(COMS )
P1

(νx̃′)λỹ′ aũ
−−−−−−→χ1

Q1 P2
(νx̃′′)λỹ′′ bṽ
−−−−−−→χ2

Q2

P1|P2
(νx̃){ṽ=ũ}−ỹ′ ỹ′′
−−−−−−−−−→χ1+χ2+{a=b} (νw̃)λz̃((Q1|Q2)σ|ỹ′ ỹ′′)

,

where the side condition of COMS is the same as in rule COM. The other rules just propagate χ,
with the proviso that λ- and ν- extruded names do not occur in χ. Given fusions φ and ψ, we
write φ � ψ if ψ ⊆ φ.

Definition 10 (symbolic bisimulation). A set R = {RD}D of process relations indexed by

distinctions is an indexed symbolic simulation if whenever P RD Q and P
(νx̃)λỹ(α,φ)
−−−−−−→χP′ and

(φ+χ), D · x̃ν
 σ, then a transition Q

(νx̃)λỹ(β,ψ)
−−−−−−→

χ′
Q′ exists such that:

1. χ � χ′,
2. χ � {subj(α) = subj(β)} and χ � {obj(α) = obj(β)},
3. φ+χ = ψ+χ,
4. P′σ RD′ Q′σ, where D′ = Dσ · x̃ν · ỹλ.

R is a indexed symbolic bisimulation if both R and R −1 = {R−1
D }D are indexed open

simulations. The largest indexed symbolic bisimulation is written ∼symb.

Theorem 3. For each P, Q and D, P ∼D Q if and only if P ∼
symb
D Q.

PROOF: For any φ and σ, let φσ denote the fusion {(xσ,yσ)|xφy}?, and let the fusion induced
by σ (seen as a binary relation) be defined as σ?. The proof of the theorem is based on the
following operational correspondences:

1. P
(νx̃)λỹ(α,φ)
−−−−−−→χ P′ implies there is a transition Pσ

(νx̃)λỹ(ασ,φσ)
−−−−−−−−→ P′σ, for each substitution σ

induced by χ.

2. Pσ
(νx̃)λỹ(β,ψ)
−−−−−−→ P1 implies there is a fusion χ induced by σ and a transition

P
(νx̃)λỹ(α,φ)
−−−−−−→

χ′
P′ s.t. χ � χ′, β = ασ and ψ = φσ and P1 = P′σ.

�

Example 5. Fusions and conditions play pretty different roles in bisimulation semantics. As an
example, let P = [a = b](ca | cb) and Q = ca | cb. Both in P and Q the interaction between ca
and cb results in a fusion {a = b}, but P 6∼ Q since P can perform an action only under the

condition χ = {a = b}, i.e. P
{a=b}
−−−→

{a=b} 0 while Q
{a=b}
−−−→τ 0.
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B Sorting

We adapt the concept of sorting from pi-calculus, and slightly extend it in order to also control
‘patterns’ that can arise in the object part of actions. In a sorting system S, the set of names
is partitioned into a family of countable sorts, denoted as S,S′, .... Moreover, there is a sorting
function that maps each sort S to a pattern (x1 : S1, . . . ,xn : Sn), written also S : S 7→ x̃ : S̃, with
the xi’s not necessarily distinct: the intended meaning is that names of sort S should only carry
tuples ṽ of type S̃ s.t. xi = x j implies vi = v j.

Like in polyadic pi-calculus, one can devise typing systems which guarantee that well-
typed processes will never perform ‘illegal’ (in the above sense) actions. However, we are
primarily interested in defining the open bisimilarity ∼S naturally induced by a sorting system
S. Let us say that a substitution σ is S-respectful if, for each x, xσ and x belong to the same
sort. Similarly, we say a fusion φ is S-respectful if each equivalence class is entirely included
in one sort (hence any substitution induced by φ is respectful). In a S-sorted D-Fusion, for a
given sorting system S, we assume that in every prefix aṽ each vi belongs to the appropriate
sort, and we only consider S-respectful substitutions and fusions. For α = aṽ an action, where
a ∈ S 7→ x̃ : S̃′, the fusion induced by α, denoted φα, is defined as ∑xi, x j∈x̃,xi=x j{vi = v j} (here
‘Σ’ denotes sum of fusions defined in Def. 2). Furthermore, we shall denote by ≡ equivalence
over actions induced by the law: λxµ ≡ µ if x /∈ n(µ).

With the above conventions and notations, the definition of ∼S is obtained from Defini-
tion 6 by making the clauses of actions and effects explicitly distinct, and changing the clause
for actions. This results in the following definition. Recall that all fusions and substitutions are
required to be S-respectful.

Definition 11 (sorted open bisimulation). A set R = {RD}D of process relations indexed by
distinctions is an sorted indexed simulation if for each D, whenever P RD Q

– if P
(νx̃)λỹ aṽ
−−−−−→ P′ and φaṽ, D · x̃ν · ỹλ

 σ then a transition Q
(νx̃)λỹ′ aṽ′
−−−−−→ Q′ exists such that

φaṽ′ , D · x̃ν · ỹ′λ  σ′ and λỹ(aṽσ) ≡ λỹ′ (aṽ′σ′), σ−ỹ = σ′
−ỹ′ and P′σ RD′ Q′σ′, where

D′ = (D · x̃ν · ỹλ)σ.

– P
(νx̃)φ
−−−→ P′ and φ ,D · x̃ν

 σ, then a transition Q
(νx̃)φ
−−−→ Q′ exists such that P′σ RD′ Q′σ,

where D′= Dσ · x̃ν.

R is a sorted indexed bisimulation if both R and R −1 = {R−1
D }D are sorted indexed simu-

lations. Sorted open bisimulation, ∼S, is the largest sorted indexed bisimulation preserved by
respectful substitutions, i.e.: for each σ and D, if P ∼S

D Q and σ respects D then Pσ ∼S
Dσ Qσ.

We write P ∼S Q for P ∼S
ε Q, where ε is the empty distinction.
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Abstract

We define a lexically scoped, asynchronous and distributed π-calculus, with local
communication and process migration. This calculus adopts the network-awareness
principle for distributed programming and follows a simple model of distribution
for mobile calculi: a lexical scope discipline combines static scoping with dynamic
linking, associating channels to a fixed site throughout computation. This discipline
provides for both remote invocation and process migration. A simple type system is
a straightforward extension of that of the π-calculus, adapted to take into account
the lexical scope of channels. An equivalence law captures the essence of this model:
a process behavior depends on the channels it uses, not on where it runs.

1 Introduction

Current hardware developments in network technology, namely high-band-
width, low-latency networks and wireless communication, has opened new
prospects for mobile computation, while at the same time introducing new
problems that need to be addressed at the software level. The fundamental
problem stems from the lack of a formal background on which to assert the
correctness of a given system specification. Thus, adequate theoretical mod-
eling of distributed mobile systems is required to produce provably correct
software specifications and to reason about distributed computations.

A natural and simple framework to study such systems is Dpi, the dis-
tributed π-calculus of Hennessy and Riely [4,3] that extends the π-calculus [6,7]
by distributing processes over a (flat) network of localities — named sites
where computation happens. Communication only takes place within local-
ities (to avoid global synchronization), but processes may migrate between
locations.

c©2003 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
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Lexically scoped programming. To motivate the importance of lexical
scope in programming languages in general, consider the following function
written in (a variant of) Pascal.

function f (): Integer;
var x: Integer := 1;
function g () : Integer;

begin g := x end;
begin f := x + g () end;

A programmer would write the body of function g knowing that x is global in
g, and would develop function f keeping in mind that x is local to f, and that
the x of g and that of f denote the same variable. Programmers have been
doing this kind of reasoning for decades, both in imperative (Algol, Pascal)
and in functional (ML, Haskell) languages. It is intuitive, and accumulated
experience has shown the concept to be right. Furthermore, an unoptimized
compiler would assign to variable x a memory location at the activation record
for function f. To evaluate expressions in the body of a function, the generated
code must read the value of x: if in f, it performs a local operation (reading
from the data for the current activation); if in g, it first finds where f’s
activation is.

The good news is that we do not need to abandon these ideas when moving
into a distributed setting, even in the presence of code migration. While in
the above example the pertinent question is “which function does this vari-
able belong to?”, in a distributed setting we will ask “which locality does this
channel belong to?”. Under a lexical scope regime, the answer must be clear
in the syntax. Therefore, we adhere to the lexical scope in a distributed context
of Obliq [2], which is here understood as the discipline under which the lo-
cality of channels is fixed throughout computation and can be determined by
straightforward code inspection. This principle must not be disturbed by com-
putation, in particular by code mobility and dynamic linking. The paradigm
allows us to a priori view channels as physical resources of sites, unlike Dpi

where channels are network-wide identifiers that only a posteriori (via a type
system) get located in sites.

Lexically scoped distributed π-calculus. lsdπ is a variant of Dpi where
channel location can be inferred from the syntax of networks. The lexical scope
discipline is obtained by the following simple rule: compound channels (such
as a@s) belong to the site where they are explicitly located (s); while simple
channels are (implicitly) located at the site where they occur. To accommodate
process mobility, (free) channels are renamed via a translation function that
adapts the syntax of the migrated process to its new location. A form of
dynamic linking (of a channel to a site) is obtained via a (ν a) binding, for
the site that will allocate channel a will only be known at runtime.

In lsdπ what you see is what you get, since the location of channels are
clear in the program text, and the syntax plainly expresses the location of the
resources used, even in presence of mobile code.

2
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Dpi and lsdπ. Consider a network where we declare a channel x within
some site f, ask for the process x?()P to migrate to another site g, and in
parallel launch a receptor x?()Q located at f. In an untyped version of Dpi,
the network and the one obtained by a reduction step appear as follows.

f [new x new x@f
go g. x?()P | g [x?()P] |
x?()Q] f [x?()Q]

From the preceding discussion on the Pascal program, we are interested in
asking “where does channel x belong to?” (or “where is x to be allocated?”).
Analyzing the new x part, one would expect channel x to belong to site f, but
at the level of the subnetworks for g and for f we cannot conclude that. The
type system for Dpi identifies the receptor x at f with that at g, and, since x
is bound at f, rejects the network.

In general, as we have said, by inspecting the name of a free channel within
a site and name of the site, the physical location of a channel can be known
at all times. This is achieved by allowing both simple (a) and compound
(a@s) channels, which reflect two possible views: local (process-level), and
global (network-level). In lsdπ, the above left network is indeed typable, and
reduces to:

new x@f
g [x@f?()P’] |
f [x?()Q]

where it is clear (in each of the three lines) that channel x still belongs to
site f. Process P’ (obtained from P by a translation on names) reflects the fact
that P has migrated from f: a free simple channel y (implicitly located at f)
becomes attached to its site, denoted y@f; all the remaining channels remain
unchanged.

Explicitly located input/output processes (receptors x@f?(y)P and mes-
sages x@f!〈v〉), absent in every proposal of distributed process calculi to date,
obviate the need for a migration primitive like go (written go s.P in [1] and
in [4]). It suffices to attach to such processes the behavior “migrate toward the
home site”: a remote message or receptor at channel x@f migrate to f, in this
way obtaining the required “local status”. Hence, an input/output process
can perform two types of reduction, depending on the format of the prefix: it
either communicates locally, or it migrates to the site where it is located.

Contributions. The lexical scope discipline allows for a straightforward ex-
tension of the simple type system of the π-calculus, assigning the usual channel
types to channels, and record types (maps from channels to channel types) to
sites, guarantying the absence of arity mismatches in input/output.

From the standard notion of asynchronous bisimulation, this discipline
yields a simple equivalence law, whereby a process behavior depends only on
the names it uses (and not on where it runs).

3
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Specifically, our contributions are: (1) a distributed asynchronous π-calcu-
lus that provides for local communication, remote invocation, and weak mo-
bility, in a lexical scope regime; (2) a precise syntactic treatment of channels
as resources of sites, which ensures that each channel belongs to a unique, lex-
ically defined, site; (3) a simple type system revealing the site of each channel;
and (4) a notion of equivalence, inducing a fundamental law.

Related work. Dpi is an explicitly typed calculus. The processes accepted by
the type system are similar in many respects to lsdπ processes. Our conjecture
is that what Dpi achieves with a type system, what we guarantee with our
semantics. Free names and substitution in Dpi are just like in π (hence the
channels are global), but the type system is quite elaborate, being difficult to
recognize what is a well-typed process. The semantics of lsdπ is more complex
than that of π (to get channels as resources of sites), but the type system is
fairly simple.

Klaim [8,9] is a formalism combining asynchronous higher-order process
calculus with the Linda coordination paradigm. It supports process mobility
and distribution and provides mechanisms for security. Although communica-
tion is not channel-based (else via distributed tuple spaces), in what respects
the scoping discipline, lsdπ is similar to Klaim: both use static scoping to
uniquely resolve identifiers at communication-time, and both support dynamic
linking at migration-time.

Outline. The next two sections introduce the syntax and the operational
semantics of the calculus. Section 4 presents the type system, and Section 5
the behavioral equivalence. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Syntax

Consider a countable set C of simple channels a, b, c, x, y, z, and a countable
set S of sites s, r, t, such that the two sets are disjoint. Compound channels
— pairs channel-site, like a@s — form located channels, designating a channel

a at site s, belonging to the set C@S
def
= {a@s | a ∈ C ∧ s ∈ S}. Sets a@S and

C@s are defined analogously as {a@s | s ∈ S} and {a@s | a ∈ C}.

Let u, v, . . . stand for both simple and located channels, henceforth col-
lectively called channels. Take x̃ as a sequence of pairwise distinct simple
channels, and ṽ as a sequence of channels. Let |ṽ| denote the length of the
sequence ṽ, and let {ṽ} denote the set of the elements in the sequence ṽ.
Furthermore, let n, m stand for both sites and for channels, henceforth col-

lectively called names, and belonging to the set N
def
= C ∪ S ∪ C@S. Finally,

let g, h stand for both sites and compound channels, henceforth collectively
called global names.

The grammars in Figure 1 define the languages of names, of processes, and
of networks. Receptors, u?(x̃)P , and messages, u!〈ṽ〉, are the basic processes
in the calculus. A receptor is an input-guarded process. A message targets

4
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Simple channels, a, b, c, x, y, z ∈ C Sites, r, s, t ∈ S

Channels, u, v ::= a | a@s

Globals, g, h ::= a@s | s

Names, n,m ::= a | a@s | s

Processes, P, Q ::= 0 | (P | Q) | (ν n) P | u!〈ṽ〉

| u?(x̃)P | u?∗(x̃)P

Networks, N, M ::= 0 | (N | M) | (ν g) N | s[P ]

Entities, X, Y, Z ::= P | N

Fig. 1. Syntax of lsdπ

a name u and carries a sequence of channels ṽ. Prefixes of receptors and of
messages, may occur as compound channels, but this is just a consequence
of the local/remote form that all channels might exhibit. As to the objects
of communication, notice that although parameters are simple channels only,
arguments can be channels. We call this global substitution: channels are to
be seen as identifiers, while parameters are “blind” to the structure of the
value they receive.

The remaining constructors are fairly standard in name-passing process
calculi: u?∗(x̃)P denotes a persistent receptor; inaction 0, denotes the ter-
minated process; (P | Q) denotes the parallel composition of processes; and
(ν n) P denotes the restriction of the scope of the name n to the process P .

The basic unit of networks is a process running at a given site, s[P ]. Again,
the remaining constructors are standard: inaction denotes the empty network;
the parallel composition of networks, (N | M), denotes a merge of networks;
and (ν g) N represents the restriction of the scope of a global to a network.
Name restriction is limited to globals at network level, for local channels make
no sense outside the scope of a site in a lexical scope regime. Furthermore,
if channels are to be understood as resources of sites, it is reasonable to limit
the creation of local channels to within sites.

We will generally refer to processes and networks as entities ; let X denote
the set of all entities, ranged over by X, Y, Z. As usual in process calculi, for
some m≥0, we abbreviate (ν n1) · · · (ν nm) P to (ν ñ) P and (ν g1) · · · (ν gm) N
to (ν g̃) N , and consider that the operator ‘ν’ binds tighter than the operator
‘|’. Furthermore, in (X |Y ) we omit the parenthesis when the meaning is clear.

Finally, we do not allow the communication of site names. We believe this
restriction does not result in any loss of expressive power.

5
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X fn(X) n subj(n) obj(n)

0 {} a {a} {a}

(X | Y ) fn(X) ∪ fn(Y ) a@s {a@s} {a@s, s}

(ν n) X (fn(X) ∪ obj(n)) \ subj(n) s C@s ∪ {s} {s}

u?(x̃)P fn(P ) \ {x̃} ∪ obj(u)

u!〈ṽ〉 obj(uṽ)

s[P ] fn(P )@s ∪ {s}

Fig. 2. Subjects, objects and free names

3 Operational semantics

This section describes the reduction semantics of lsdπ, starting from the def-
inition of the free names, substitution, through structural congruence, ending
in reduction.

Free names in networks and in processes. The definition of free names
establishes the basic principles of the lexical scope discipline. Presence of
compound channels inherently introduces binding subtleties, and to implement
a lexical scope regime on names, we cannot rely on the definition of free names
used in Dpi.

It becomes useful to distinguish two central concepts regarding name bind-
ings: subjects of a name n, subj(n), those that are caught by a restriction on
n; and objects of a name n, obj(n), those which can catch n by restriction. In
calculi with simple names only we find that subj(n) = {n}= obj(n). Here, the
definition must be refined.

The rules in the right table in Figure 2 inductively define the sets of subjects
and of objects of names, extended to sets and to sequences of names in the
expected way. Subjects and objects are just two sides of the same binding
relation. We should be able to say interchangeably that m is bound by n, or
that m is a subject of n, that is n is an object of m. In fact, m ∈ subj(n) ⇔
n ∈ obj(m). This property allows us to say n binds m, n↪→m, if m ∈ subj(n),
or equivalently, if n ∈ obj(m).

The rules in the left table in Figure 2 inductively define fn(X), the set of
free names in processes and in networks, considering n@s to be n if n = g,
and assuming that this operator extends to sequences and to sets of names.
The case of the persistent receptor is, in many ways, analogous to the simple
receptor. Hereafter, we omit the treatment of this case when it is analogous
to that of the simple receptor.

Substitution. Channels and sites occupy different positions in structured
names, so substitution is not a total function on names. We are mainly in-
terested in its application to the operations performed within the calculus,

6
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restricting our attention to three kinds of substitutions of m by n: name re-
placement, for change of bound names, if either m, n∈C, m, n∈S, or m, n∈C@s
for some s; name instantiation, for communication, if m∈C and n∈(C∪C@S);
name translation, for migration, if m ∈ C and n ∈ m@S.

Name substitution must be defined in such a way that when applied to
processes or to networks, the correspondence between their binders and bound
names does not change. However, some binder properties which are true in
calculi like λ or π — as subj(n)={n}=obj(n) — no longer stand in this setting,
so one must generalize the old intuitions: (1) A binder on a name n binds,
in a process within its scope, the free occurrences of that name n. But a@s is
bound in (ν s) a@s!〈〉, so we say more generally that the set of names bound
by n is subj(n). (2) If name n is changed by a substitution {m2/m1} then
n = m1 and the result is m2. But s is free in a@s!〈〉, so we say more generally
that n is changed by {m2/m1} if it is a subject of m1, and the change affects
components of n, namely elements of obj(n).

Substitution may be defined for lsdπ in the usual way if these generaliza-
tions are taken into account. Following Hindley and Seldin [5], a substitution
on names and entities is a partial function X{N /N} 7→ X , inductively de-
fined by the rules in Figure 3.

The case s[P ]{b@s/a@s} incorporates the fact that while outsiders see free
channels as being uniformly remote, locally they might take both the com-
pound or the simple form. Therefore, when crossing the site boundary, this
substitution must be unfolded in two. Let {ṽ/x̃} denote a set of simultaneous
substitutions, defined as usual.

Structural congruence. We define a static binary relation on processes
and networks — structural congruence — as the least congruence relation
containing the rules in Figure 4.

Rule S-ALPHA uses an alpha-congruence relation, denoted ≡α, defined
in the usual way from the definition of substitution.

The rules in the top of Figure 4 (down to SP-GC are adapted from the
standard rules of the π-calculus [6,7]. Differences reside mainly in the side
conditions, resulting directly from the fact that name creation introduces free
names, which are themselves subject to bindings. Rule SN-GC garbage col-
lects inactive sites and channel restrictions. The same is true for SP-GC,
which is intended for processes. Rule S-RESO controls the capture of sites in
compound channel creations by site restrictions. However, two channel name
creations may always commute.

The rules S-ROUT and S-SCOS) are inspired on those proposed by Hen-
nessy and Riely for Dpi [4], but are adapted to a lexical scope regime: Rule
SN-ROUT describes how processes within a site may be split or aggregated.
Rule SN-SCOS depicts how a site boundary affects the view over a name re-
striction: outsiders always see channel creations as remote, so their compound
and simple forms are indistinguishable (up to name capture) to them, while
local viewers differentiate those two forms of local channel creation.

7
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(n){m2/m1}
def
=





m2 if n = m1

a@m2 if n = a@m1

n if m1 6↪→n

0{m2/m1}
def
= 0

(X | Y ){m2/m1}
def
= X{m2/m1} | Y {m2/m1}

((ν n) X){m2/m1}
def
=





(ν n) X if (1)

(ν n{m2/m1})X{m2/m1} if ¬(1) ∧ (2)

(ν n′)X{n′/n}{m2/m1} if ¬(1) ∧ ¬(2) ∧ (3)

(u?(x̃)P ){m2/m1}
def
=





u{m2/m1}?(x̃)P if (4)

u{m2/m1}?(x̃)P{m2/m1} if ¬(4) ∧ (5)

u{m2/m1}?(x̃
′)P{y/xi}{n/m} if ¬(4) ∧ ¬(5) ∧ (6)

(u!〈v1 . . . vn〉){m2/m1}
def
= u{m2/m1}!〈v1{m2/m1} . . . vn{m2/m1}〉

(s[P ]){m2/m1}
def
=





s[P{b/a}{b@s/a@s}] if m1 = a@s ∧ m2 = b@s

s{m2/m1}[P{m2/m1}] otherwise

1. n↪→m1 2. n 6↪→m2 ∨ m1 /∈ fn(X) 3. n′ is fresh

4. ∃xi∈{x̃}.xi↪→m1 5. (∀xi∈{x̃}.xi 6↪→m2) ∨ m1 /∈ fn(P ) 6. y is fresh and

∃xi∈{x̃}.x̃
′ = x̃{y/xi}

Fig. 3. Substitution on names, processes and networks

The rules SN-MIGO, SN-MIGI and SN-RMIGI are specific to a lexical
scope regime of channels. They make use of the fact that a channel which is
explicitly located in the site where it occurs is in fact a local channel, and so it
might as well take its simple format. This law is only needed at communication
time 1 , so it regards only channels which appear in the top-level of a process.

Name translation. When migrating a process P previously running in r, the
simple channels of P (which were once local) will become remote references.
Therefore, they must be located accordingly — they become explicitly located
at r — while all other channels remain unchanged.

1 See rule RP-COMM in Figure 5.
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[S-ALPHA] X ≡ Y if X ≡α Y

[S-ASSO] ((X | Y ) | Z) ≡ (X | (Y | Z))

[S-COMM] (X | Y ) ≡ (Y | X)

[S-NEUT] (X | 0) ≡ X

[S-SCOP] ((ν n) X) | Y ≡ (ν n) (X | Y ) if subj(n) ∩ fn(Y ) = ∅

[S-RESO] (ν n) (ν m) X ≡ (ν m) (ν n) X if n 6↪→m and m 6↪→n

[SP-GC] (ν ñ)0 ≡ 0 if fn((ν ñ)0) = ∅

[SN-GC] (ν ñ) s[0] ≡ 0 if fn((ν ñ) s[0]) = ∅

[SN-ROUT] (s[P ] | s[Q]) ≡ s[(P | Q)]

[SN-SCOS1] (ν g) s[P ] ≡ s[(ν g) P ] if g 6↪→s ∧ g /∈ C@s

[SN-SCOS2] (ν a@s) s[P ] ≡ s[(ν a@s) P ] if a /∈ fn(P )

[SN-SCOS3] (ν a@s) s[P ] ≡ s[(ν a) P ] if a@s /∈ fn(P )

[SN-MIGO] s[a@s!〈ṽ〉] ≡ s[a!〈ṽ〉]

[SN-MIGI] s[a@s?(x̃)P ] ≡ s[a?(x̃)P ]

[SN-MIGR] s[a@s?∗(x̃)P ] ≡ s[a?∗(x̃)P ]

Fig. 4. Structural congruence on processes and networks

It should be clear that some compound channels will become local af-
ter migration. Their simplification to simple channels is only necessary at
communication time, and is dealt with by the already mentioned structural
congruence rules SN-MIGO, SN-MIGI and SN-RMIGI.

Reduction. The rules in Figure 5 inductively define the reduction relation
on processes and networks.

Axiom RP-COMM, standard in the π-calculus [6,7], only applies to simple
communication channels, i.e., local ones. Whichever the site the process occurs
in, we know that it has allocated the communication channel. This is why we
can say communication is local. Rule RP-RCOMM reveals that a replicated
input is a persistent resource.

The axioms RN-MIGO and RN-MIGI, to which we add RN-RMIGI,
are those proposed by Vasconcelos et al. for DiTyCO [13], and only make sense
in a lexical scope setting. Whenever an output/input process is prefixed over a
remote channel, we know it requires a remote resource to perform its commu-
nication. Therefore, in order to obtain the status of “local”, the code simply

9
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[RP-COMM] a?(x̃)P | a!〈ṽ〉 → P{ṽ/x̃}

[RP-RCOMM] a?∗(x̃)P | a!〈ṽ〉 → a?∗(x̃)P | P{ṽ/x̃}

[RN-MIGO] r[a@s!〈ṽ〉] → s[(a@s!〈ṽ〉)σr] r 6= s

[RN-MIGI] r[a@s?(x̃)P ] → s[(a@s?(x̃)P )σr] r 6= s

[RN-RMIGI] r[a@s?∗(x̃)P ] → s[(a@s?∗(x̃)P )σr] r 6= s

[RN-SITE]
P → Q

s[P ] → s[Q]

[R-CONT]
X → Y

E[X] → E[Y ]

[R-STR]
X ≡ X ′ X ′ → Y ′ Y ′ ≡ Y

X → Y

E ::= [] | (E | X) | (ν n) E

Pσr

def
= P{a1@r/a1, . . . , an@r/an} where fn(P ) ∩ C = {a1, . . . , an}

Fig. 5. Reduction rules

migrates to the site the communication channel belongs to (which is explicit
in the name of the channel). A name translation is then performed upon the
code by means of σr, so as to reflect the new site where it is running: channels
that previously were simple (thus implicitly located) are now composed with
the site from where the code came from.

It is important to notice that no new free name is created during reduction.

Proposition 3.1 (Reduction preserves free names) If X → Y , then
fn(X) ⊇ fn(Y ).

Dynamic linking. A channel which is created under an input prefix cannot
be used until that input has been “consumed”. In particular, the site where
local channels are to be created may result from some computation 2 . We
support this view with an example that shows how to create local channels
“anywhere” in the network by using dynamic linking. Consider a server with
address a at site s providing some application, while requiring some resources
(say a new channel b). It is possible to define these resources as being local to

2 Notice though, that once the local channel is created, the site it is associated to will
remain fixed.
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TS-Chl Γ` a@s:Γ(s)(a) TS-Chs Γ` a:Γ(~)(a) TS-Uni
Γ` ṽ1:γ1 Γ` ṽ2:γ2

Γ` ˜v1v2:γ1γ2

TP-Out
Γ` ṽ:γ Γ`u:Ch(γ̃)

Γ`u!〈ṽ〉
TP-Inp

Γ` x̃:γ Γ`u:Ch(γ̃) Γ`P

Γ \ x̃@~`u?(x̃)P

TP-Ress
Γ`P

Γ \ a@~` (ν a) P
T-Resl

Γ`X

Γ \ a@s` (ν a@s) X

T-Resn
Γ`X

Γ \ s` (ν s) X
T-Par

Γ`X Γ`Y

Γ` (X | Y )

TN-Net
Γ`P

Γ{s/~} ` s[P ]
T-Nil Γ`0

Fig. 6. Typing names, processes and networks

the site that downloads the application:

s[a?(x)x?()((ν b) P )] | r[a@s!〈c〉 | c!〈〉)] | t[a@s!〈c〉 | c!〈〉)] .

In fact, the above process can reduce both to r[(ν b) P ] or to t[(ν b) P ] (if
x 6∈ fn(P )). By maintaining both simple and located forms of channels, we are
able to express the creation of a local name (the above b) in a site which will
be determined only at run time.

4 The type system

This section presents a type system for lsdπ. The system is a straightforward
extension of that for the simply typed π-calculus [12] and it is a simplified
form of the one in Amadio et al. for dπr

1 [1], adapted to deal with the lexical
scope of channels. The main result of this section ensures the preservation of
typability by reduction, a property usually know as subject reduction. From
there it is simple to prove a type safety corollary, ensuring the absence of arity
mismatch in communication.

Types for channels are those of the simply typed π-calculus, Ch(γ1, . . . , γn),
describing a channel capable of carrying a series of channels of types γ1, . . . , γn.
Types for sites only capture the types of its free channels: if a1 to an of types
γ1 to γn are the free channels of site s, then we assign to site s the type
{a1:γ1, . . . , an:γn}.
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The types of lsdπ are a subset of those of dπr

1: simply remove the lo-
cated type — a form of existential type — unnecessary in this setting due
to name instantiation. The type system of lsdπ is syntax-oriented, though
it considers a special site — ~, for “here” — which designates the current
site when typing the occurrences of simple channels in processes. Due to the
motto ‘simple channels are local, “here” corresponds always to the same site.
The “site variable” is instantiated at the network level, or disposed of if the
simple channels is bound. At the end of the typing procedure, all channels
are explicitly associated to one site.

Definition 4.1 (Types) Consider the finite sets {s1, . . . , sn} ⊆ S ] {~} and
{a1, . . . , an} ⊆ C , with n ≥ 0 and where the designated elements of each sets
are pairwise distinct.

Channel types, γ ::= Ch(γ1, . . . , γn)

Site types, ϕ ::= {a1:γ1, . . . , an:γn}

Typings, Γ ::= {s1:ϕ1, . . . , sn:ϕn}

A site type is a map from channels into channel types; a typing is a map from
sites into site types. If Γ is a typing, then Γ \ s removes s from the domain of
Γ; Γ \ a@s removes a from the domain of Γ(s); and Γ{s/t} replaces s by t in
the domain of Γ, provided that channels common to t and to s have the same
types. The union of typing assumptions Γ + ∆ is defined pointwise, if for all
s ∈ dom(Γ) and for all a ∈ Γ(s) ∩ ∆(s) we have Γ(s)(a) = ∆(s)(a), as:

(Γ + ∆)(s)
def
=





Γ(s), if s ∈ dom(Γ) \ dom(∆) or Γ(s) = ∆(s),

Γ(s) ∪ ∆(s), if s ∈ dom(Γ) ∩ dom(∆) and Γ(s)(a) = ∆(s)(a),

∆(s), if s ∈ dom(∆) \ dom(Γ).

Γ{s/t}
def
= Γ \ t + {s:Γ(t)}

The rules in Figure 6 inductively define the type system of lsdπ. It uses
two kinds of judgments: Γ` ṽ:γ asserts that Γ types (simple and located)
channels ṽ with types γ̃, according to the typing assumption Γ; Γ`X says
that process or network X conforms to the typing assumption Γ.

The special site ~ plays a very important role: it allows delaying decisions
when typing processes. If in a process a channel with subject a occurs both in
a simple and in a compound form, we assume the simple one located “here”
(at ~), and the compound one located at s. Dpi type systems ([1,4]) commit
too soon, assuming the same site. For instance, the following judgments hold.

∅ `s (ν a@s) a!〈〉 and ∅ `s (ν a) a@s!〈〉

12
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These judgments, however, should not hold in our type system, since,
contrary to what happens in Dpi, the binders do not capture the channel
subject of the process. Therefore, the valid judgments are:

{~:{a:Ch()}} ` (ν a@s) a!〈〉 and {s:{a:Ch()}} ` (ν a) a@s!〈〉

This distinction is also useful when deciding if a process should be rejected:
is a@s?()P | a!〈v〉 a communication error? it depends on the site where the
process is running and on the channels being the same. Thus, a process like
(ν a@s) (a@s?()P | a!〈v〉) is well behaved, and our type system accepts it 3 . In
short, the special site ~ is the key for a lexically scoped type system.

The type system enjoys subject-reduction, a result which depends on the
preservation of typability by appropriate substitutions.

Lemma 4.2 (Substitution lemma) Let Υ be a sequence of name replace-
ments or name instantiations. Then, Γ`X implies ΓΥ` XΥ.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ`X. It is useful to prove that

Γ` ṽ:γ implies ΓΥ` ṽΥ:γ by using induction on the length of Υ and ṽ, and a
case analysis on names. 2

We show now that the type system enjoys subject-reduction. Recall that we
omit the treatment of the replicated input, as it is very similar to the case of
the simple input.

Theorem 4.3 (Subject reduction) If Γ`X and X → Y , then Γ`Y .

Proof. The proof consists of inductions on the derivations of the reduction
step. As usual, we use a lemma stating that alpha and structural congruence
also preserve typability. The base cases in the derivation of P → Q are
the process axioms, for which we use Lemma 4.2 and typing rules T-PAR,
TP-INPS, TP-OUTS and TP-RINPS. The base cases for the derivation of
X → Y are the migration axioms. We use the result for processes, Lemma 4.2,
the definition of the translation function, as well as typing rules TN-NET,
TP-INPL, TP-OUTL and TP-RINP. The cases of the induction steps are
straightforward. 2

Type safety follows.

Theorem 4.4 (Type Safety) If N ≡ s[a!〈ṽ〉 | a?(x̃)P | M ] and Γ`N , then
|ṽ| = |x̃|, and similarly for the replicated input.

5 Behavioral equivalence

The aim of this section is the behavioral characterization of a lexically scoped
approach to distributed mobile calculi. We present a standard (early) la-
beled transition system, and based on it we define a standard asynchronous

3 Dpi type systems reject it since the channel is the same.
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α fn(α) bn(α)

τ ∅ ∅

u?〈ṽ〉 {u, ṽ} ∅

(ν ñ) u!〈ṽ〉 {u} ∪ {ṽ} \ subj(ñ) subj(ñ)

Fig. 7. Free and bound names in actions

bisimulation. We then prove an important law of lexically scoped distributed
settings: a process behavior depends on the names it uses, not on where it
runs. Using it, we show how to simulate a general go primitive, and a code
optimization for process migration.

Labeled transition system. Consider two kinds of actions: those of pro-
cesses, which are naturally like π-process actions; and those of networks, ob-
tained from processes’ actions by explicitly locating all its channels. The
following grammar defines the set of actions, considering ∀n ∈ {ñ}.n 6↪→u.

α ::= τ | u?〈ṽ〉 | (ν ñ) u!〈ṽ〉

The subject of an action, subj(α), is a partial function that uses the homonym
notion over names, defined in Figure 2:

subj(u?〈ṽ〉) = subj((ν ñ) u!〈ṽ〉)
def
= subj(u) .

Extending this notion to sequences of names in the expected way, the rules
in the Figure 7 inductively define the sets of free names, fn(α), and of bound

names, bn(α), in a action α. Let names(α)
def
= fn(α) ∪ bn(α).

The channel translation function σs used in the migration axioms of the
reduction relation is also used to locate all channels of an action.

ασs

def
=





τ, if α = τ ;

u@s?〈ṽ@s〉, if α = u?〈ṽ〉 ;

(ν ñ@s) u@s!〈ṽ@s〉, if α = (ν ñ) u!〈ṽ〉 .

The rules in the Figure 8, together with rules symmetric to R-PAR and
RP-COM, inductively define an early labeled transition system for lsdπ. The
system is standard, apart from rule RN-SITE that makes the location of all
channels explicit for the network level.

Asynchronous bisimulation. We adapt the standard definition of an asyn-
chronous bisimulation to lsdπ networks (cf. Sangiorgi and Walker [11]).

Definition 5.1 (Asynchronous bisimulation) A symmetric binary rela-
tion R on networks is a strong bisimulation, or simply a bisimulation if,
whenever NRM :
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[LRP-OUT] a!〈ṽ〉
a!〈ṽ〉
−−→ 0

[LRP-INP] a?(x̃)P
a?〈ṽ〉
−−−→ P{ṽ/x̃}

[LRN-MIGO] r[a@s!〈ṽ〉]
τ

−→ s[(a@s!〈ṽ〉)σr] r 6= s

[LRN-MIGI] r[a@s?(x̃)P ]
τ

−→ s[(a@s?(x̃)P )σr] r 6= s

[LRN-RMIGI] r[a@s?∗(x̃)P ]
τ

−→ s[(a@s?∗(x̃)P )σr] r 6= s

[LRP-RCOMM]
a?(x̃)P

α

−→ Q

a?∗(x̃)P
α

−→ a?∗(x̃)P | Q

[LRP-COMM]
P

(ν ñ) a!〈ṽ〉
−−−−−→ P ′ Q

a?〈ṽ〉
−−−→ Q′

P | Q
τ

−→ (ν ñ) (P ′ | Q′)
subj(ñ) ∩ fn(Q) = ∅

[LR-RES]
X

α

−→ X ′

(ν n) X
α

−→ (ν n) X ′
subj(n) 6∈ names(α)

[LR-EXT]
X

α

−→ X ′

(ν n) X
(ν n) α

−−−→ X ′
subj(n) ∈ fn(α) \ subj(α)

[LR-PAR]
X

α

−→ X ′

X | Y
α

−→ X ′ | Y
bn(α) ∩ fn(Y ) = ∅

[LR-ALPHA]
X ≡α X ′ X ′ α

−→ Y ′ Y ′ ≡α Y

X
α

−→ Y
[LRN-SITE]

P
α

−→ Q

s[P ]
ασs−−→ s[Q]

Fig. 8. Early labeled transition system of lsdπ

(i) N
τ

−→ N ′ implies ∃M ′ (M
τ

−→ M ′ and N ′RM ′).

(ii) N
((ν ñ) u!〈ṽ〉)σs

−−−−−−−−→ N ′ with subj(ñσs) ∩ fn(M) = ∅ implies

∃M ′ (M
((ν ñ) u!〈ṽ〉)σs

−−−−−−−−→ M ′ ∧ N ′RM ′).

(iii) N
(u?〈ṽ〉)σs

−−−−−→ N ′ implies ∃M ′ ((M
(u?〈ṽ〉)σs

−−−−−→ M ′ and N ′RM ′)∨ (M
τ

−→ M ′∧
N ′R(M ′ | s[u!〈ṽ〉])).

We denote by ∼ the largest bisimulation. Two networks N and M are strongly
bisimilar, if there is a strong bisimulation R such that NRM .

The following proposition is a basic property of a bisimilarity relation.

Proposition 5.2 Strong bisimilarity contains the structural congruence rela-
tion and is a congruence relation.

The lexical scoping law. The main result of this section is an equivalence
law capturing the lexical scope nature of lsdπ: a process behaves similarly
when running at site s or at site r, as long as simple channels are instantiated
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according to the environment they were meant for: that is the purpose of the
translation function σs.

We say that P is absolute if fn(P ) ∩ C = ∅, i.e., if P has only located
channels. A simple channel is relative to the site where it appears. Note that
Pσs is an absolute process, irrespective of s. The following result says that the
name translation that occurs at migration time does not change the behavior
of the network, for it merely instantiates the simple local channels, which are
relative to the site they appear in.

Proposition 5.3 s[P ] ∼ s[Pσs].

This law lies at the basis of several properties of lsdπ networks. To show
some of those properties, we introduce a weak form of bisimulation. Let a

weak transition be
α

⇒
abv
=

τ

−→
∗ α

−→
τ

−→
∗
, if α 6= τ , and let

τ

⇒
abv
=

τ

−→
∗
. Replacing

everywhere in the Definition 5.1, strong transitions with weak transitions, one
gets the notion of weak bisimulation. The largest weak bisimulation is weak
bisimilarity, denoted by ≈, which is also a congruence.

The behavior of an absolute process depends on the names it uses, not on
where it runs.

Theorem 5.4 If P is absolute, then s[P ] ≈ r[P ].

Migration does not change the behavior of the process; it simply advances
computation.

Corollary 5.5 s[P ] ≈ r[Pσs]

Assume a new production go r.P in the grammar of processes, which migrates
a process P from site s to site r, according to the axiom.

s[go r.P ]
τ

−→ r[Pσs]

The results below are easy to establish using the previous laws.

Proposition 5.6

(i) s[go r.P ] ≈ s[(ν a@r) (a@r!〈〉 | a@r?()P )], where a@r 6∈ fn(P ).

(ii) s[a@r?(x̃)P ]≈s[(ν c) (a@r?(x̃)c!〈x̃〉 | c?(ỹ)P )], where |x̃|=|ỹ| and c 6∈fn(P ).

These last properties are examples of possible applications of the basic law in
proving the correctness of encodings or of code optimizations.

6 Conclusions and future work

This paper presents lsdπ, a calculus for distribution and mobility which pro-
poses a lexical scope discipline for channels as an alternative to the established
approach that assumes all channels as global. We have contributed with the
theoretical treatment, stemming from the general lexical scope principles. It
was not a trivial work, since basic aspects like binder properties, ranging from
the definition of free names to its coherence with the operational semantics,
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had to be reconsidered and redesigned. The result of this task is presented in
a technical report [10], but here we have simplified the technicalities signifi-
cantly: the withdrawal of syntactic restrictions and the pruning of the name
translation associated to the migration primitive introduced in [13].

We have shown that the premise under which channels are the resources
of sites is tightly weaved in the semantics of the language, and hope to have
given elucidative examples and intuitions. Finally, a further evidence of the
potentialities of the calculus is an equivalence law stating that a process be-
havior depends on the names it uses, not on where it runs. We foresee a
wide range of applications of the law, but herein show only two of them: on
comparing the expressive power of distributed calculi; and on designing code
optimizations.

We find three main areas of future work to elaborate on the foundations
presented here.

(i) To carry on work on the comparison between a lexical scope approach
and an approach that considers channels as global network resources. The
closest calculus to lsdπ is dπr

1 (an asynchronous and receptive version of
Dpi), but still several differences in the design choices of the calculi lead
to technical difficulties in obtaining an absolute comparison. Therefore,
we aim at comparing the consequences of adopting one scheme or another,
on two of which we have ongoing work.

Sites as first class citizens. We have confronted ourselves with the
question Why pass sites?, for it seems that lexical scope obviates the
need of introducing such feature — instead of revealing the name of a
site, giving in fact access to all of its resources (current and future), one
can send the subset of its channels, to whom one intends to give access
(like Dpi does via typing). We believe this choice does not result in
serious loss of expressiveness, and is a research topic to pursue.

Migration mechanisms. While Dpi uses an explicit migration prim-
itive, in lsdπ migration is triggered by the necessity of using a remote
channel. We have presented a simulation of the migration primitive in
lsdπ, although the other direction has not yet been studied.

(ii) We believe lexically scoped distribution can be further shown worthwhile
in various crucial subjects like implementation, security, and program-
ming design. In particular, we envisage to control unrestricted migration
(cf. [4]), and are currently working on a type system for doing that. We
intend to investigate the security advantages of not passing sites, for we
expect this choice to allow us to obtain granularity in the control of the
information disclosed by a site at the language level.

(iii) At a time where effort is being put in the establishment of a common core
programming model for global computation, we do not seek to present
a complete calculus that would satisfy all the desirable requirements for
such a challenging goal. Instead, we aim at a simple calculus which con-
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centrates on the study of the name restriction discipline, arguing that
lexically scoped distribution is a good option, since it allows to treat
channels as the resources of locations. The work in this paper can con-
stitute a foundation for generalizations and variations of the language,
paving the way for further research making use of this discipline.
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Abstract
This paper introduces the Kell calculus, a new process calculus that retains the original
insights of the M-calculus (local actions, higher-order processes and programmable mem-
branes) in a much simpler setting. The calculus is shown expressive enough to provide a
direct encoding of several recent distributed process calculi such as Mobile Ambients and
the Distributed Join calculus.

1 Introduction

The calculus of Mobile Ambients [5] has received much attention in the past five
years, as witnessed by the numerous variants that have been proposed to overcome
some of its perceived deficiencies: Safe Ambients (SA) [12], Safe Ambients with
passwords [14], Boxed Ambients (BA) [3], Controlled Ambients (CA) [20], New
Boxed Ambients (NBA) [4], Ambients with process migration (M I ) [7].

Mobile Ambients, unfortunately, are difficult to implement in a distributed set-
ting. Consider, for instance, the reduction rule associated with the in capability in
the original Mobile Ambients:

JLK in JNMPOAQ5RTSUQ�VWK XTS?YZVWK X[Q�JLK OAQ�RTS�S
This rule essentially mandates a rendez-vous between ambient \ and ambient ] .

Thus, a distributed implementation of this rule, i.e. one where ambient \ and ambi-
ent ] are located on different physical sites, would require a distributed synchro-
nization between the two sites. The inherent complexity of the required distributed
synchronization has been made clear in the Distributed Join calculus implementa-
tion of Mobile Ambients reported in [10].

Part of the difficulty in implementing Mobile Ambients is related to the pres-
ence of “grave interferences”, as explained in [12]. However, even with variants of
Mobile Ambients with co-capabilities and a type system ensuring ambient single-
threadedness (i.e. ensuring that at any one time there is at most one process inside
an ambient that carries a capability), realizing ambient migration as authorized e.g.
by the Safe Ambients in primitive

JLK in V^MPO`_TQ�Oba'ScQ�VWKin MdRe_fQ<R�a'SgYZVWK JLK OL_TQ�OUa9ScQ�Rh_TQ�Ria9S
c
jlk�m�m-nporq5s"tduwv%x
y9zes|{e})twv~y-�/u�y��N�
��u�y~���|yL���g�c�
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still requires a rendez-vous between ambients.
This is illustrated by the Safe Ambients abstract machine, called PAN, de-

scribed in [16], which requires a 2-phase protocol involving ambients � and �
above, together with their parent ambient to implement the in and out moves.

Interestingly, the PAN abstract machine is further simplified by adopting an un-
conventional interpretation: ambients are considered to represent only logical loci
of computation, and not physical locations. Each ambient is mapped to a physical
location but the in and out primitives do not modify the physical location of am-
bients. Instead, the open primitive, as a side-effect, modifies the physical location
of processes running inside the ambient to be dissolved. With this interpretation, of
course, ambients cease to be meaningful abstractions for the control of the physical
distribution of computations.

The problem with the Mobile Ambient primitives is not so much that they are
difficult to implement in a distributed setting, but that they provide the only means
for communication between remote ambients. This, in turn, means that a simple
message exchange between remote ambients must bear the cost of a distributed
synchronization. This is clearly not acceptable: there are many useful applications
that require only simple asynchronous point-to-point message exchanges, and rely-
ing on Ambient-like primitives for remote communication would result in a heavy
performance loss for these applications. As a minimum, therefore, one should look
for a programming model where costly migration primitives coexist with simple
asynchronous message exchange for remote communications. Boxed Ambients
(BA) and their NBA adopt this approach. Communication in BA or NBA is syn-
chronous but one can argue that it is in fact a form of local communication since
it only takes place between an ambient and a process located in its parent ambi-
ent. Thus, communication between two remote ambients, i.e. siblings located in a
‘network ambient’, necessarily involves two different communication events (i.e.
an emitting event at the ambient that originates the communication and a receiving
event at the ambient that receives the communication). The Distributed Join cal-
culus [9] makes the same separation between remote communications and locality
migration, which is provided by the go primitive and also involves some form of
distributed rendez-vous to be faithfully implemented.

Still, the distributed synchronization implied by mobility primitives raises im-
portant issues. In a distributed setting, failures are inevitable, be they permanent or
transient, network or site failures. Taking into account such failures would require,
as a minimum, turning mobility primitives into abortable transactions, thus preserv-
ing their atomicity but making explicit their behavior in presence of failure. This,
in turn, suggest that it would be useful to split up ambient migration primitives, es-
pecially the in primitive of Mobile Ambients or the enter primitive of NBA, into
finer grained primitives whose implementation need not rely on some distributed
synchronization. To illustrate, one could think of splitting the Mobile Ambients
in primitive into a pair of primitives move and enter whose behavior would be
given by the following reduction rules (we use co-capabilities and passwords, as in
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the NBA calculus):

�L� move  ¢¡^£�¤¦¥'§P¨ª©<«T¬U© move ¢®#£�¯±°'§P²´³ enter   � £�¡^£�¤)£|¨µ£'«¶¥f©�²h·"¡¹¸�®#£�¤¦¸�¯¦º
enter   � £�¡^£�¤)£|¨µ£'«¶¥f©�¡ � enter ¢®#£�¤¦°'§d»¼© ½¾¬?³Z¡ � »¿·"®g¸ � ºe© ½À© �L� ¨A©�«T¬�¬

However, we do not pursue that approach here for several reasons. First, one
may envisage further extensions allowing for more sophisticated authentication
schemes, or dynamic security checks (e.g. additional parameters allowing for
proof-carrying code schemes). Second, several questions remain concerning mi-
gration primitives and their combination. For instance, should we go for communi-
cations à la Boxed Ambients or should we consider instead to split up the migration
primitives such as to migration primitive in the M Á calculus, yielding a form of
communication similar to D Â [11] or Nomadic Pict [22], where communication is
a side-effect of process migration ? Should we allow for more objective forms of
migration to reflect control that ambients can exercize on their content ?

The possible variants seem endless. This is why we follow instead the lead
of higher-order calculi such as Ã^ÄgÂ [23] and the M-calculus [18], where process
migration is a side-effect of higher-order communication. Indeed, as demonstrated
in the M-calculus, higher-order communication, coupled with programmable lo-
calities, provides the means to model different forms of migration protocols, and
different forms of locality semantics. The M-calculus avoids embedding predefined
choices concerning migration primitives and their interplay. Instead, these choices
can be defined, within the calculus itself, by programming the appropriate behavior
in locality “membranes” (the control part Å of an M-calculus locality Æ#Ç�ÅÉÈ�ÊPËeÌ ).
The M-calculus, however, may appear as rather complex, especially compared to
Mobile Ambients. In particular, its operational semantics features several so-called
routing rules which it would be interesting to reduce to a few simple cases.

The calculus we introduce in this paper is an attempt to define a calculus with
process migration that avoids the need for distributed synchronization, while pre-
serving the simplicity of Mobile Ambients and retaining the basic insights of the M-
calculus: migration as higher-order communication, programmable locality “mem-
branes”. We call this new calculus the Kell calculus (the word “kell” is a variation
on the word “cell”, and denotes a locality or locus of computation). This calcu-
lus constitutes a direct extension of the asynchronous higher-order Â -calculus with
hierarchical localities.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 informally introduces the main
constructs of the Kell calculus, together with several examples. Section 3 gives
the syntax and operational semantics of the calculus. Section 4 presents several
encodings of known process calculi, thus demonstrating the expressive power of
the Kell calculus. Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion of related work
and of directions for further research.
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2 Introducing the Kell calculus

The Kell calculus is in fact a family of calculi that share the same constructs and
that differ only in the language of message patterns used in triggers (see below).
In this paper we present an element of this famly that enjoys a very simple pattern
language. In this section, we present informally the different constructs of the
calculus.

The core of the calculus is the asynchronous higher-order Ô -calculus. Among
the basic constructs of the calculus we thus find:
Õ the null process, Ö ; process variables, × ;Õ the restriction, Ø?Ù�ÚdÛ , where Ù is a name, Û is an arbitrary Kell calculus process,

and Ø is a binding operator;Õ the parallel composition, ÛÝÜ1Þ ;Õ messages of the form, Ùbß%à�á , where Ù is a name, à is a vector of elements â , and
where each element â can be either a name or a process.Õ triggers, or receivers, of the form ã�äfÛ , where ã is a message pattern (analo-
gous to the join patterns in the Join calculus) and Û is an arbitrary kell calculus
process.

To this higher-order Ô -calculus core, we add just one construct, the kell con-
struct, Ù#åPÛçæ , which is used to localize the execution of a process Û at location (we
say “kell”) Ù .

In this paper, patterns are given by the following grammar:èµé�édêlë ì´ëíì�îgï ð±ñ
ëçé�édêWî?òôóöõ÷ìøî?òôóùõ%úûìüîgòôóýõ%þÿì´ë ì1ë

where � is a vector of elements � , which can be either a name, a name variable of
the form

�����
, where

�
is a name, or a process variable × . Name variables and process

variables are of course bound in patterns and their scope extend to the process of
the right-hand side of the trigger sign ä .

In the Kell calculus, computing actions can take four simple forms, illustrated
below:

(i) Receipt of a local message, as in the reduction below, where a message, Ù#ß Þ á ,
on port Ù , bearing the process Þ , is received by the trigger Ù#ß%×bá?äpÛ :

î?ò	� õµì�
ôîgò¢ðgõ������� ��������ð��
(ii) Receipt of a message originated from the environment of a kell, as in the

reduction below, where a message, Ù#ß ÞÉá , on port Ù , bearing the process Þ , is
received by the trigger Ù#ß%×bá ú äpÛ , located in kell

�
:

îgò	�¶õ¾ì���ï îgò¢ðgõ ú ��� ñ�� ��ï ��������ð �-ñ
In pattern Ù#ß%×bá ú , the up arrow

ú
denotes a message that should come from the

outside of the immediately enclosing kell.

4
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(iii) Receipt of a message originated from a sub-kell, as in the reduction below,

where a message, , -/.10 , on port , , bearing the process . , and coming from
sub-kell 2 , is received by the trigger , -43507698;: , located in the parent kell of
kell 2 : <>=@?BADC 6 EGF�HJI�K�L =M?	N�C IPORQ1S F�T N�UVA�W IPK�L ORQ

(iv) Passivation of a kell, as in the reduction below, where the sub-kell named , is
destroyed, and the process . it contains is sent in a message on port 2 := L N QXI <>= L A Q�EYK ?BAMC HZS K ?	N�C

Actions of the form (i) above are standard [ -calculus actions. Actions of the
form (ii) and (iii) are just extensions of the message receipt action of the [ -calculus
to the case of triggers located inside a kell. They can be compared to the commu-
nication actions in the Seal calculus [6] and in the Boxed Ambients calculus.

Actions of the form (iv) are characteristic of the Kell calculus. They allow the
environment of a kell to exercize control over the execution of the process located
inside a kell. Consider for instance the process : , defined as :]\^ stop -`_�2�a`0@8�_42cbd3De�8gf a .
We have the following reductions:

stop
?>=�C I�FhI = L N Q�S <>= L A Q�EYi@HJI = L N Q1S i

In this example, the environment of kell , collects it, thus destroying it and the
process . that it holds. Other forms of control over process execution are possible.
Consider the process : and j defined as:

F \k suspend
?>=lC E <>= L A Q�EYOmI =@?BADC H O \k resume

?>=lC E <>=M?BAMC E = L A QBH
We have the following reductions:

resume
?>=�C I suspend ?>=lC I�FnI = L N Q&S resume

?>=�C I <>= L A Q�EGOmI =@?BADC HJI = L N Q
S resume

?>=�C I�OmI =M?	N�C
S <>=M?BAMC E = L A QBH;I =@?	N�C
S = L N Q

In this example, the environment of kell , first suspends its execution (there is no
evaluation under a , -7op0 context), and then resumes it (processes can execute under
a , bqore context).

The calculus has no primitive for recursion, such as a replication operator st: .
The reason is that, because of its higher-order character, it is possible to define
receptive triggers, i.e. triggers that are preserved during a reduction (much like
definitions in the Join calculus). Let u�vxw , y and : be such that u does not occur
in y or : . In a manner reminiscent of the fixed point operator defined in CHOCS
[21], we define y{zg: by:|9} F \k�~��7�(� < F�� | � � H;I � ? � < F�� | � � H C� < F�� | � � H \k | I � ?B��C E�FnI � I � ?B��C
It is easy to see with the rules of reduction given in Section 3.2 that if � �_	y{8;:�a�� :�� , where � is a substitution, then we have � ��_	y�z�:�a�� _�y{zg:1a���:�� .

5
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The higher-order nature of the calculus, together with the passivation construct,

allows the definition of different forms of programmable “membranes” around
kells. Here are some simple examples. Assume that all triggers in process � are of
the form � �4�5�@� ����� , and that all messages emitted towards the environment of kell� are of the form m �/¡P¢������£� , where ¡ is a target kell. We can define around kell � the
following membranes:
¤ Transparent membrane: Let ¥ ¦§ ¨ � �4�5�(© ªR�5�	�5�¬«® ¨ m � ¨ ¡V«¯¢`�5�(° ª�¡c�4�5�`« . Then±�² ¥ @� ² �´³µ³ defines a membrane around kell � that does nothing (it just allows

messages destined to, or emitted by, � to be transmitted without any control).¤ Intercepting membrane: Let ¥ ¦§¶¨ � �4�5�·©5ªR¸ ¨ �5«`«Z ¨ m �/¡P¢¬¹@�(°�ªRº ¨ ¡&¢`¹M«7« . Then±�² ¥ g� �/�»�#³ defines a membrane around kell � that triggers behaviour ¸ ¨ �5«
when a message �5�	�5� seeks to enter kell � , and behaviour º ¨ ¡&¢`¹M« when a mes-
sage m �/¡P¢¬¹@� seeks to leave kell � . Notice how this allows the definition of wrap-
pers with pre and post-handling of messages.¤ Migration membrane: Let

¼ ¦½x¾ enter ¿>À�Á·ÂMÃ ©�Ä À@Å Æ�Ç£ÈYÀMÅ Æ Ä Â�ÇBÉ Ä ¾ go ¿ ¾�Ê É·Ã�° Ä ÀMÅ ÆcÇ£È enter ¿ Ê Á(ÀMÅ Æ�ÇBÃ·É
Then ±² ¥ c� ² �´³Ë³ defines a membrane around kell � that allows new processes to
enter kell � via the enter operation, and allows kell � to move to a different kell¡ via the go operation. Compare these operations with the migration primitives
of Mobile Ambients, and the go primitive of the Distributed Join calculus.¤ Localities with failures: Let¼ ¦½»¾ stop ¿>À�Ã ©�Ä ÀMÅ ÆcÇ�ÌYÍ�É Ä ¾ ping ¿>À�Á ¾BÎ É·Ã © È m ¿ Î Á up Ã·É

Í ¦½ ping ¿>À*Á ¾BÎ É·Ã © È m ¿ Î Á down Ã
Then, ±² ¥ �� ² �´³µ³ defines a membrane around kell � that allows to stop

the execution of locality � (simulating a failure in a fail-stop model), and that
implements a simple failure detector via the ping operation. Compare these
operations with the Ï�Ð4Ñ -calculus [1] or the Distributed Join calculus models of
failures.¤ Localities with fail-stop failures and recovery: Let¼ ¦½»¾ stop ¿>À�Ã Ä À@Å Æ�Ç Ä�Ò È Ê ¿BÆ�Ã ÄPÓ É Ä ¾ ping ¿>À*Á ¾BÎ É·Ã ÄPÒ È Ò�Ä m ¿ Î Á up Ã·É

Í ¦½»¾ ping ¿>À�Á ¾BÎ É·Ã ÄPÓ È Ó�Ä m ¿ Î Á down Ã·É Ä ¾ recover ¿>ÀlÃ Ä Ê ¿BÆ�Ã ÄPÓ È Ò Ä ÀMÅ ÆcÇBÉ
Then, Ô ²tÕ�±�Ö � ± �¥ M×ØM� ² �´³Ë³ defines a membrane around kell � that models

fail-stop failures of kell � together with a simple failure detector and the possi-
bility of recovery.

These different examples can be coded very similarly in the M-calculus, illus-
trating the fact that the Kell calculus retains the ability of the M-calculus to define
localities with different semantics. The first two examples, when involving only
first-order communication, can be coded analogously in variants of Boxed Ambi-
ents and in the Seal calculus. The third example can be coded in the Seal calculus
and in Ambients calculi (in the latter, by coding the objective move into a protocol

6
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Fig. 1. Syntax of the Kell Calculus

activating subjective migration). The fourth example can be coded in the Seal cal-
culus. The fifth example can be only partially simulated in the Seal calculus since
one can isolate, duplicate or destroy a seal, but one cannot freeze its execution.

Actions in the Kell calculus obey a locality principle that states that any com-
puting action should involve only one locality at a time (and its environment, when
considering crossing locality boundaries). In particular, notice that there are no
reductions in the calculus that, similar to the Mobile Ambients in move, would in-
volve two adjacent kells. In particular, we do not have reductions of the following
forms:

íMô
in

ï���ñ4õXæ���ô
in

ïBçMñêGç�õ�� íMôdå�õ9æ���ô��Rõ íMô��Rõ�æ���ô íMô ç�õ�êYí@ô ç*õãõ�� ��ô íMô��Rõãõ

3 The Kell calculus: syntax and semantics

3.1 Syntax

The syntax of the Kell calculus is given in Figure 1. We assume an infinite set �
of names, and an infinite set � of process variables, such that ��������� . We let� �"!��$#%�$& and their decorated variants range over � ; and ' �$()�+*,�$- range over � . The
set . of identifiers is defined as ./�0�213� .

Terms in the Kell calculus grammar are called processes. We note 4 the set
of Kell calculus processes. We let 5 , 6 and their decorated variants range over
processes. We call kell a process of the form �87:9 ; . The name � in a kell �87:9 ; is called
the name of the kell. In a kell of the form �87=<�<�<?>8�A@B7�9C@$;D>,<�<�<E> 6GF >,<�<�<H; we call
subkells the processes �B@A7:9C@"; . We call message a process of the form �8IKJML . We letN �"O and their decorated variants range over messages and parallel composition of
messages. We call trigger a process of the form PRQS5 , where P is a receipt pattern
(or pattern, for short). A pattern can be a join pattern T , or a control pattern of
the form T >8�87 * ; , in which the join pattern T may be empty (i.e. TU�WV – we set
T > V?�XV > T2�0T ).

In a term Y � < 5 , the scope extends as far to the right as possible. We use J to
denote finite vectors Z 9\[]��<^<�<\�$9`_$a (vectors can be empty; the empty vector is notedIbL ). Abusing the notation, we equate J �cZ 9d[$��<�<�<\�$9 eAa with the word 9,[8<�<�<f9 e and
the set g 9\["��<^<�<\�$9 eih . We note > Jj> the length # of a vector J �kZ 9,[]��<�<�<\�f9`eAa . We

7
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Fig. 2. Syntax of Contexts

use standard abbreviations from the the � -calculus: �)���������$�����¡  for �¢�¢�£�������$�¢�����y  ,
or �¢¤E�¡  if ¤�¥§¦K�¢�£¨����^��¨"���"© . By convention, if the name vector ¤ is empty, then
��¤S�y  ª¥«  . We abbreviate � a message of the form ��¬K�® . We also note ¯2°"±p²R  ° ,³ ¥µ´i¶A¨�������¨f·d¸ the parallel composition ¦¹ ?�jº�¦r������¦K ¼»�½ �/ºC ¼»¾©������f©f© . By conven-
tion, if

³ ¥�¿ , then ¯2°]±�²   ° ª¥X .
A Kell calculus context is a term À built according to the grammar given in

Figure 2. Filling the hole Á in À with a Kell calculus term Â results in a Kell calcu-
lus term noted ÀÃ´�ÂÄ¸ . We let À and its decorated variants range over Kell calculus
contexts. We make use of a specific form of contexts, called evaluation contexts
(noted Å ), which are used to specify the operational semantics of the calculus.

A pattern Æ acts as a binder in the calculus. A pattern Æ can bind name vari-
ables, of the form ¦¹�C© , where �3ÇÉÈ , and process variables. All name and process
variables that occur in a pattern Æ are bound in Æ . Name variables can only match
names. Process variables can only match processes. Process variables can only oc-
cur linearly in a pattern Æ , i.e. if Ê occurs in Æ , then there is only one occurrence of Ê
in Æ . The other binder in the calculus is the � operator, which corresponds to the re-
striction operator of the � -calculus. Notions of free names (fn) and free (process)
variables (fv) are defined in Figure 3. We note fn ¦�ËM© to mean fn ¦�Ì¼�+©,Í fn ¦¹Ì`»A© ,
and likewise for fv ¦¹ËÎ© , bn ¦�ËM© , bv ¦�ËÎ© . We note  µ¥GÏÐÂ when two terms   and
Â are Ñ -convertible.

We call substitution a function Ò�ÓÎÈ
Ô ÈÖÕÖ×µÔ Ø , from names to names
and process variables to processes, that is the identity except on a finite set of
names and variables. We write  GÒ the image under the substitution Ò of process
  . We note Ù the set of substitutions, and supp the support of a substitution (i.e.
supp ¦KÒA©�¥Ú´pÛÜÇ�ÝÞºBÒ�¦�Ûß©áà¥XÛH¸ ).

Let
³

be a join pattern, and Ò be a substitution such that supp ¦¹Ò¾©â¥ bn ¦ ³ ©dÍ
bv ¦ ³ © . We define the image

³ Ò of
³

under substitution Ò as cj ¦ ³ ©HÒ , where cj is
the function defined inductively as:

cj
�Kã2|�ã äå�\x

cj
�Kã��S|

cj
�Kã8äå�

cj
�çæ+�,x�è

cj
���¢��éê�ß�,x����

cj ë éÃìf� cj
������é��ßí^�,x����

cj ë éîìf� cj ���¢��éê�ðï^�,x��¢�
cj ë éÃìf�

cj
���¾�,x��

cj
�ß�����ß�,x��

cj
�òñ��,xwñ

3.2 Reduction Semantics

The operational semantics of the Kell calculus is defined in the CHAM style [2],
via a structural congruence and a reduction relation. The structural congruenceó is the smallest equivalence relation that verifies the rules in Figure 4. The rules
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fn ûòüBý`þ ÿ fv û�ü�ý�þ ÿ
fn û � ý`þ � ��� fv û � ý8þ ÿ
fn û��Aý�þ ÿ fv û��Aý8þ � � �
fn û	� ��
 � ý`þ fn û � ý� � ��� fv û	� ��
 � ý8þ fv û � ý
fn û ��� ��� ý`þ fn û � ý�� � ��� fv û ��� ��� ý�þ fv û � ý
fn û ������� ý`þ fn û � ý�� � ��� fv û ������� ý�þ fv û � ý
fn û ����� ý`þ fn û � ý�� fn û � ý fv û ��� � ý`þ fv û � ý�� fv û � ý
fn û�!#" � ý`þ fn û�!£ý��Gû fn û � ý� bn û�!£ý¹ý fv û�!#" � ý`þ fv û � ý� bv û�!£ý
fn û%$ ����� � � ý8þ fn û&$iý�� � ��� bn û%$ �'��� � � ý`þ bn û%$Cý
fn û%$ � $)(¡ý�þ fn û%$Cý�� fn û&$)(=ý bn û%$ � $)(�ý`þ bn û%$Cý�� bn û%$�(�ý
fn û ����*+�%, ý`þ fn û ����*-� ý bn û ����*-�&, ý8þ bn û ����*-� ý
fn û ����*+�%. ý`þ fn û ����*-� ý bn û ����*-�&. ý8þ bn û ����*-� ý
fn û ����*+� ý8þ � ��� � fn û�/dý bn û ����*-� ý�þ bn û * ý
fn û¹û � ýKý8þ ÿ bn ûKû � ý¹ý�þ � ���
bn û � ý`þ ÿ bn û��Aý8þ2ÿ
bv û%$ ����� � � ý8þ bv û&$iý�� � � � bv û%$ � $ ( ý`þ bv û%$Cý�� bv û%$ ( ý
bv û ����*+�%, ý`þ bv û ����*-� ý bv û ����*-�&. ý8þ bv û ����*-� ý
bv û ����*+� ý8þ bv û * ý bv û � ý8þ ÿ
bv û¹û � ýKý8þ ÿ bv û��Aý8þ � � �

Fig. 3. Free names and free variables

02143658793;:=<�1>3)0&5?3@:A7CBEDGFIH ø�J FIK ôfôMLGN;O 14365=<=5?3@1?BEDPFQH ø�J FSR L�TUTVO
1>36WX<�1?BEDGFIH ø�J FIY úSZ[O \^]�_ W`<aWbBEDGFEYdceFIY úSZ[O

\^]�_I\)fg_ 1h< \)fg_I\^]�_ 1?BEDGFEYdceFiR L�TjTkO
]blm fn

0&5A7
0 \^]�_ 1+793n5=< \^]�_ 143n5 BEDGFEYdceFQH ø�JnO

1hoqpr5
1h<=5 BEDGFIs O 1h<a5

tvu 1-wx< tru 5+w BEDGFSR LCùiõ¾önyiõ�O

Fig. 4. Structural congruence

DGFIH ø�J FIK ôfôMLGN ,
DGFIH ø�J FiR L�TjT ,

DPFQH ø�J FEY úSZ state that the parallel operator z is associative,
commutative, and has { as a neutral element.

Notice that we do not have structural congruence rules that deal with scope
extrusion outside a locality, as in Mobile Ambients. This is because, in presence
of the possibility of passivating executing processes, the Ambient scope extrusion
rule |e}E~��n�E������~G�6��|e}Q�v�������� |�� would give rise to behaviour which would violate
the idea that structurally equivalent processes should behave similarly in the same
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���^�n�������

�b�h�^�x�����
�^�����

� �;¡£¢6¤ ��¥2¦�§©¨�ªv«�a¬ ������
�	�@¡¯®�¤ ��¥2¦�§£¨ °²± fn ³ �)��´�µ���¶

�^��´X�@·;¸º¹ °)»Q¼ ������´`� ³ �A½�¾8µ�¿#ÀÁ·@¸º¹ °)»Q¼ �@¾A´@¿ ¸ºÂÄÃEÅ � ¿
�Æ�Ç�^�x�����A�

¤
¸ È�¿

�^�����
� �;¡£¢�¤ �£¥2¦�§©¨ ª ������

� �;¡¯®�¤ ��¥2¦�§©¨ °d± fn ³ �)�M´�µ���¶
�^��´r�6·@¸º¹ °�»Q¼ ������´`�

¤
¸QÉ²¿�� ³ �A½Ê¾8µ�¿GÀË·@¸º¹ °^»Q¼ �@¾Ä´^Ì;ÉAÍgÈÏÎ�¿ ¸ºÂÄÃIÅ � ÃIÐ ���M� ¿

�b�h�^�x����� �^�C���
� �@¡ ¢�¤ �£¥2¦�§�¨�Ñv«��¬ ������

� �;¡ ®�¤ �©¥2¦v§£¨
Ò � °xÓCÔ Ô � °x± fn ³ �)��´�µ ÔA± fn ³ �Ä½Ê¾ÖÕ'����´^Õ�·�µ���¶

����´r� ³ �q½j¾8µ9�@·@¸º¹ °)»Q¼ ���^�£´6¿GÀÁ¹ ÔG» ¾Ä´`�@·@¸º¹ Ò »Q¼ ¿ ¸ºÂÄÃi×dØ � ¿

�b�h�^�x�����A�
¤
¸ È)¿ �^�����

� �;¡ ¢6¤ �£¥2¦�§£¨�Ñ ������
� �;¡ ®�¤ �©¥2¦v§£¨

Ò � °dÓÖÔ Ô � °²± fn ³ �)��´�µ ÔA± fn ³ ¤
Õ�·gÕMÉ-Õ'�A½Ê¾ÖÕ'����´�µ���¶

����´r�
¤
¸QÉx¿k� ³ �A½�¾+µ9�@·@¸º¹ °)»Q¼ ���^��´@¿GÀÙ¹ ÔG» ¾Ä´�Ì;É8ÍgÈÏÎ-�6·@¸º¹ Ò »Q¼ ¿ ¸ºÂÄÃS×dØ � ÃQÐ ���[� ¿

�b� �
� �@¡ ¤ � ¥2¦ § ¨x«��¬

�Ï´r� ³ �A½�¾+µÊÀÚ¾Ä´ ¸ºÂAÃIÛVÜGÝ ��Þ ¿
�Æ�Ç� � �

¤
¸ È�¿ � � � �

� �@¡ ¤ � ¥2¦ § ¨
�^��´r�

¤
¸QÉx¿�� ³ �A½�¾+µÊÀÚ¾Ä´�Ì;É8ÍgÈÏÎ ¸ºÂÄÃIÛkÜ�Ý ��Þ ÃQÐ �G�M� ¿

¾ÇÀÙÉ
ß`¸ ¾²¿#ÀÚß`¸QÉ²¿ ¸ºÂÄÃià�Ü �^�^�6á)� ¿ ¾qâ�ã�¾ ¾hÀÙÉ ÉhãaÉ²â

¾ â ÀËÉ â ¸ºÂCä£å �^æ Ø�Ý � ¿

Fig. 5. Reduction Relation

evaluation context, as illustrated by the following reductions:

³ ¤
¸ È)¿ç½ÊÈè�;È#µÖ�

¤
¸º¹�· » ¾q¿éÀ ³ ¹)· » ¾8µ9� ³ ¹)· » ¾8µ ³ ¤

¸ È)¿ç½�Èê�gÈPµ�@¹)· » ¤
¸ ¾²¿�À ¹)· » ¾>�;¾

The reduction relation ë is the smallest binary relation on ì �
that satisfies the

rules given in Figure 5, where we assume that supp í¯î�ïÖð bn í�ñ�ï�ò bv í£ñÊï .
Some comments are in order. Rules

ÂÄÃIÅ � an
ÂÄÃS×dØ � take into account the pres-

ence of restrictions inside kells, since restricted names cannot be automatically
extruded out of kells through the structural congruence. Rule

ÂÄÃi×dØ � explicitly ex-
trudes restricted names that are communicated outside a kell boundary. Note that
names that are not communicated are not extruded. Rules

ÂAÃIÅ � and
ÂÄÃi×dØ � govern

the crossing of kell boundaries. Note that only messages may cross a kell boundary.
In rule

ÂÄÃEÅ � , a trigger receives messages from the local environment as well as from
the outside of the enclosing kell. In rule

ÂÄÃS×dØ � , a trigger receives messages from
the local environment as well as from a subkell. Rules

ÂÄÃIÅ � ÃIÐ ���[� , ÂAÃi×dØ � ÃQÐ �G�M� andÂÄÃEÛVÜGÝ ��Þ ÃIÐ ���[� allow the passivation of a subkell, possibly upon receipt of messages.
In rules

ÂAÃIÅ � and
ÂÄÃi×dØ � , note that the join pattern ñ � may be empty. Likewise, in
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rules úAûIü ø ûQý ÷GóMó , úAûiþdÿ ô ûQý ÷GóMó and úÄû������ ÷�� ûIý ÷�ó[ó , the join patterns �
	 and ��� may be
empty.

Rules úAûIü ø , úÄûiþdÿ ô , úÄûEü ø ûQý ÷�ó[ó , úÄûSþdÿ ô ûQý ÷�ó[ó look rather involved, but only be-
cause they allow synchronizing the receipt of messages crossing a kell boundary
with the receipt of local messages and the passivation of a subkell.

4 Encodings

We present in this section several encodings of process calculi to illustrate the ver-
satility of the Kell calculus. In particular, we present faithful encodings of calculi
with localities. By faithful encoding of a process calculus with a locality con-
struct ������ , we mean a function [[]] which is such that [[ ������ ]] � �������������! �"� [[ � ]]  Aux �#�$ Env or [[ ����%� ]] �&�'���(��������) *�� [[ � ]]  Aux �#�$ Env, or even
[[ ����%� ]] �+���������, [[ � ]] �- Env, where Env and Aux are stateless processes. In
other terms, a faithful encoding translates a locality of name  into a kell of name , possibly embedded in a controlling kell. The semantics of the locality is then
captured by the membrane process ���.
�/�0� or ���.1� .

To simplify the encodings, we use receptive triggers 2435� . We also use the
abbreviations abstraction �76��8� and application �:9 . The resulting extended calcu-
lus is defined by induction thus (notice the implicit typing to ensure well-formed
processes):

[[ ; ]] <= ; if ;?>A@
[[ BDCFEG; ]] H <=JILK CFM"N [[ ; ]]

[[ ;-O ]] <=QPRI�S [[ ; ]] HUT ILK [[ O ]] M
4.1 Encoding the synchronous V -calculus

The asynchronous V -calculus is a direct subcalculus of the Kell calculus. Because
of its higher-order character, the Kell calculus can also encode directly the synchro-
nous V -calculus. An encoding of the synchronous (polyadic) V -calculus with input
guarded sums and name matching (cf [17] for a definition) is given below, where
we assume that the names WX�ZYZYZY[�/\]�ZY0YZY , and k do not appear free in � , �_^ , 9 , and
where `U�!a0	�YZY0Y�a/b , `dce�!a ^ 	 YZYZYfa ^ bhg , i$jk� .

[[ l ]] = l
[[ mXn S ; ]] = m K [[ ; ]] o8p 	 o S�S�S o8p b M

[[ q S ; ]] =rP k S k T B k N [[ ; ]] E
[[ s m = p8t#; ]] =rP�uGS B uvK m�M"N [[ ; ]] E T uvK p�M

[[ P m S ; ]] =rP m S [[ ; ]]
[[ ; T O ]] = [[ ; ]] T [[ O ]]

[[ w�; ]] =rP k S k T B k x [[ ; ]] T k E
[[ yĥzd{ m ^ B|n ^ E S ; ^ ]] =rP k S k TR}ĥzd{ k T m ^ K C ^ o~B|p ^ 	 E�o S�S�S o~B|p ^ b�g EvM�N [[ ; ^ ]] T C ^

11
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If we adopt the slightly unconventional semantics for the � -calculus that replaces

the usual structural congruence rules matching and replication by the following
reduction rules: ����� � ���!�0� � ���k���#��� � �
then we obtain

Proposition 4.1 If � � ��� , then [[ � ]] ����� [[ � ]] ��� , where � is a parallel
composition of inert processes of the form  �¡�¢�¡£�d¤4¥¦� or  �¡�¢�¡£�d¤4§5� . Conversely,
if [[ � ]] � � ��̈ , then there exists � , � such that �©� ��� , and �:¨1� � � [[ � ]] �'� .

If we assume the existence of a function ª¬«Fk� ®°¯1±Z²"³X� , that, given a name ¡ ,
returns a binary encoding ª4´.¡�µ of ¡ , we can strengthen the result into an encoding
of the synchronous polyadic � -calculus with input guarded sums, name matching
and name unmatching. The new encoding [[]] ¶ is defined as follows:

[[

�
]] ¶
�

[[

�
]] ·
�
GC¸-¹ �

collect ºv»½¼h¾�¿vÀFÁvÂÄÃU»½¼
� Åd�~Æ

À�¾
where [[]] · is just like function [[]] above, except that the definitions for name match-
ing and guarded input have been replaced respectively by:

[[

� ���JÇ8�#� ¿�È ]] ·
�rÉ ¼�Ê0Ë°¼ � check »

� ¿vÊ°¾ ��Ì½Ç8Í�� ThenElse »
� ¿�È�¿vÊ0¿�¼�¾ �

[[ ÎÏhÐdÑ
� Ï »|Ò Ï ¾�Ë � Ï ]] · �rÉ k ¼�Ë

¼ � k �RÓ
ÏhÐdÑ k

�d� Ï ºDÀ Ï ¿~» Ç Ï Ô ¾�¿�Ë�Ë�Ë�¿~» Ç Ï Õ�Ö ¾vÁ Æ collect º½¼0¿ [[ � Ï ]] ·
� À Ï Á �

The auxiliary processes check, ×|Ø�Ù , and ThenElse are defined as follows (we
assume that ¯�±Z²rÚÛ , that ª4´.¡�µUÜÞÝ Ô ¢Z¢0¢fÝ Õ and ª4´.Ø~µUÜàß Ô ¢Z¢Z¢�ß5á , with Ý'âã±fß Ï Ú®°¯�±Z²"³ , and we set ¯:Üä²X± ²-Ü?¯ ):

check »
� ¿vÊ°¾ �

Õ°å ÔÓ
âçæ Ô lcheck »Dè â ¾

�
fcheck »Dè Õ ¾

�
return »DÊ°¾

lcheck »DèX¾
� » l ºDè�¿vÀ�Á

Æ À�¾ � » l º è�¿vÀFÁ
Æ
nok ¾

fcheck »DèX¾ � » l ºDè�¿vÀ�Á Æ ok � À�¾ � » l º è1¿vÀFÁ Æ nok ¾
return »DÊ°¾

� » ok
�
end

Æ ÊRº yes Áv¾� » ok � l ºv»Dè�¾�¿vÀFÁ Æ Ê�º no Áv¾ � » nok Æ ÊRº no Áv¾Ì½Ç�Íé�
l ºDê Ô ¿ l ºDê¦ëZ¿�Ë�Ë�Ë l ºDê á ¿ end Á1Ë�Ë�Ë�ÁvÁ

ThenElse »
� ¿�È%¿vÊ�¿�¼h¾ � »DÊRº no Á

Æ
collect º½¼0¿ [[ È ]] ·8Áv¾� »DÊRº yes Á Æ collect º½¼�¿ [[ � ]] ·8Áv¾

Intuitively, the process GC is a garbage collector that collects auxiliary kells which
have been created by the translation and that can be safely discarded after they have
served their purpose. The garbage collector is a stateless process that spawns a spe-
cific collector for kell ì upon receipt of a message collect íGì�±��ïî . The ì collector
removes kell ì and releases process � as a continuation. We will find variant of the
garbage collector idea in other encodings. Process check ´�¡�±/ð"µ realizes a straight-
forward bitwise comparison against the binary encoding of ¡ and returns the result
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on port ø . The process ù7ú/û encodes the bit string corresponding to the binary rep-
resentation of ú as a list. Finally, process ThenElse just triggers the collection
of the auxiliary kell used during the match, passing the expected continuation as
an argument of the collect message. It is important to realize that enclosing
the matching process inside an auxiliary kell ü has two purposes: the first one is to
isolate the computation carried out during the matching process from the rest of the
computation, to avoid interferences; the second one is to serve as a cell for future
garbage collection of useless processes. With this encoding we get:

Proposition 4.2 If ýÛþ ÿ �
, then [[ ý ]] �rþ���� [[

�
]] � . Conversely, if [[ ý ]] �rþ��¦ý�� ,

then there exists
�

such that ý©þ ÿ �
, and ý	�Fþ��
� [[

�
]] � .

4.2 Encoding Klaim

We consider now an encoding of a Klaim-like language. Specifically, we consider
an (untyped) version of the Klaim language defined in [15]. For simplicity, we
do not consider Klaim process definitions, we consider empty Klaim environments
(i.e. names of nodes have global significance in this version of Klaim), and that
tuples have only a single element. The encoding is defined as follows (an evaluated
tuple element � can be either a node name � or a Klaim process ý ; a tuple element can be either a node name pattern ��� , a process pattern ��� , a node name � , or a
Klaim process ý ; and we define �������� � , � � � , � � � , ý � ý ).

[[ � ]] ����� [[ � ]] ��� �
[[ � � ]] � �"!#�%$ [[ & ]] � � &
[[ �'& ]] � �(&

[[ )+*-, ]] � � [[ ) ]] � * [[ , ]] �
[[out !/.0$ ]] � � out 1 [[ . ]] �32

[[out !/45$768�:9 ) ]] ����;=<>9 m 1#��? out 1 [[ 4 ]] @ 2 * m 1BAC?D<-1 ok 27272 *%!#<-1 ok 2FE [[ ) ]] �D$
[[int !/45$768�:9 ) ]] � ��;=<>9 m 1#��? out 1 [[ 4 ]] @>2FE m 1BAC?D<-1 [[ ) ]] �727272 *=!#<-1/& 2FE &G$

[[read !/45$765��9 ) ]] ����;=<>9 m 1#��? out 1 [[ 4 ]] @ 2FE m 1BAC?D<-1 [[ ) ]] � 272 * out 1 [[ 4 ]] @ 272 *%!#<-1/& 2FE &0$
[[eval !#)H$765��9I, ]] ����;=<>9 m 1#��? [[ ) ]] @J* m 1BAC?D<-1 ok 27272 *%!#<-1 ok 2FE [[ , ]] �D$
[[newloc !#�=$K9 ) ]] � ��;=<>9 newNode 1#< 2FE <-17!#�=$ 27LME [[ ) ]] �

[[ �ONPNQ) ]] �(�0R K !#�=$S* [[ ) ]] @�T * KEnv
[[ U	V8WXUZY ]] � [[ U	V ]] * [[ U[Y ]]

K !#�=$\�(�01/& 2 LG] &
KEnv �^! newNode 17!#<_$ 23` ] ;=��9 �0RK !#�=$ T *a<-1#� 2 $b*=! m 17!#�=$K?7& 2c` ] �\1/& 2 $

The idea of the encoding is simple: each Klaim node �edfdLý is modelled by a
kell �hg K ���:�Hi [[ ý ]] j , where K �c�:� constitutes the program of the membrane associated
with a Klaim domain. In this case, we do not separate the content ý of a Klaim do-
main from its membrane. Klaim instructions are then encoded as messages bearing
some code that will be executed upon arrival at the target node. The environment
Kenv plays the role of a simple router and of a Klaim node factory. Note that this
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encoding does not use the passivation construct of the Kell calculus: Klaim does
not support strong mobility (i.e. migrating executing process). For this simplified
variant of Klaim, we obtain

Proposition 4.3 If rts�u�rwv , then [[ r ]] s�x
y [[ rwv ]]. Conversely, if [[ r ]] szx8{ ,
then there exists r v such that r|s�u}r v , and {~s x y [[ r v ]].
4.3 Encoding Mobile Ambients

For simplicity, we present in this section an encoding of Mobile Ambients without
local anonymous communication. The encoding we define below could be easily
amended to account for it. The encoding is faithful and deadlock-free, but it relies
on a simple locking scheme that reduces the parallelism inherent in ambient re-
ductions. The encoding is not divergence-free (because of the definition of process
F ����� t � below). An encoding that does not suffer from these limitations is certainly
possible (e.g. one could mimick the protocol employed in the Join calculus im-
plementation of ambients described in [10]) but it would be more complex. The
encoding demonstrates that the passivation construct provides the basis for imple-
menting the subjective moves of Mobile Ambients, as well as its objective open
primitive.

The encoding of Mobile Ambients in the Kell calculus is given below, where we
assume that the names t, to, up, upup, in, out, open, amb, make, collect,
and k do not appear free in {8��� .

[[ � ]] ��� [[in ��� � ]] � in �#��� [[ � ]] �
[[ �%��� � ]] ���%��� [[ � ]] [[out ��� � ]] � out �#��� [[ � ]] �
[[ ���Q� ]] � [[ � ]] � [[ � ]] [[open �:� � ]] � open �#��� [[ � ]] �
[[ � � ]] ��� k � k �%� k � [[ � ]] � k �
[[ �\� �5� ]] ���=�>�D�-� A �#���D�_�b�>�0� [[ � ]] � AmbEnv�P��� AmbEnv
The AmbEnv process is defined below. It consists of three processes: an ambient

factory C, a garbage collector GC, and a process Aux, explained later on.

AmbEnv �w� t ��� C t C �S� GC � Aux
The ambient factory is defined using abstraction and application abbreviations

introduced at the beginning of Section 4. Its role is to create new ambients, upon
receipt of a make message. The definition of this factory is made complicated by
the fact that it must create a copy of itself to be placed alongside the newly created
ambient. To this end, we resort to a construction that is very similar to that of the Y
fixpoint constructor we used in the definition of receptive triggers.

C �^� t �0� Factory � t �S� t �/�0�
Factory � t �:�^� t �/�0�S� make �7�/�M�K�#�h���B ¡�7�K¢£� MK � t �7�h�7���#�M�3 ¡�7�

�%� t �/�0�b� make �7�/�M�K�#�M���B ¡�7�J� MK � t �7�h�7���#�h�3 ¡�7�
MK � t �7�M�7���#�h�3 ¡�\� t �/�G�¤�- G� AE �/�0�¤�Q�=�>�D�a� A �/���D�_�S�C�¥� �¦� AE �/�G���P�/�

AE �/�G�����=�:�f�/�§�¥�G�S� GC � Aux
14
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The garbage collector process GC corresponds to the garbage collector we defined
in Section 4.1 for the encoding of the ¯ -calculus with unmatching.

The “membrane process” A is defined below. It consists in the parallel compo-
sition of three processes S, T, F, together with a private lock, t, which is used to
avoid conflicts between concurrent moves.

A °#±�²D³_´�µ·¶ t ¸ t ¹ S °#±�²D³>² t ´S¹ T °#±�²D³>² t ´S¹ F °#±�²D³C² t ´
Process S is responsible for dealing with the in and out primitives (which are

translated as higher-order messages on ports in and out, respectively). In each
case, the behavior is simple: passivate the ambient º , put it in a message (to, in
the case of in; up, in the case of out), and asks the garbage collector to collect
the now useless enclosing kell. The message bearing the passivated ambient will
be released after the garbage collection has taken place.

S °#±�²D³>² t ´:µe° t ¹ in »7°/¼½´K²#¾0¿ÁÀ½Â a Ã Ä-ÅÆÂ collect »#³>² to »#±�²7¼(²#¾h²DÄÇ¿7¿7´
¹%° t ¹ out »7°/¼½´K²#¾G¿ÈÀ½Â a Ã Ä-ÅÆÂ collect »#³>² up »#±�²7¼(²#¾h²DÄÇ¿7¿7´

Process T is responsible for dealing with the open primitive, which is translated
as a message on port open, and with the to and up messages generated by the S
process of some other ambients (siblings or subambients). For open, the behavior
is very simple: passivate the kell and ask the garbage collector to collect the en-
closing, passing the content of the passivated kell as a continuation in the message
to the garbage collector. For to, the behavior is barely more complex: when re-
ceiving the message, passivate the local kell, ask the outside factory to create a new
ambient with the required characteristics, and reactivate the kell, inserting the new
kell the factory has returned. In the case of up, the behavior is a bit more complex,
since it requires the cooperation of the environment: forward the up message to
the environment via an upup message; the upup message will be captured by the
Aux process in the controlled part of the parent kell, that re-creates the ambient
that has initiated the out and installs it as a sibling of the ambient that sent the
upup message; upon receipt of the notification from the environment, unlock the
ambient.

T °#±�²D³>² t ´:µe° t ¹>±0Ã ÄaÅ�¹ open »#±:²#¾0¿7É½Â collect »#³>²�°#Ä�¹3¾0´7¿7´
¹J° t ¹ to »7°/ÊM´K²D±�²#¾h²7Ë0¿ É ¹>±0Ã ÄaÅbÌ

°B¶¡Í\¸ make »/Ê�²#¾¦¹>Ëh²3Í¡¿b¹=°BÍG»/Î=¿ É Â t ¹ a Ã ÄO¹>ÎÇÅ/´7´7´
¹J° t ¹ up »7°/ÊM´K²D±�²#¾h²7Ë0¿ÈÀÏÌ

°B¶¡Í\¸ upup »/Ê�²#¾¦¹>Ëh²3Í¡¿b¹=°BÍ É Â t ´7´7´
Aux µ upup »7°/ÊM´K²#¾M²�°BÍ¡´7¿ÁÀ½ÌO°B¶¡Ð�¸ make »/Ê�²#¾h²3Ð\¿S¹=°BÐM»/Î=¿JÂ·ÍÑ¹>Î=´7´

With the protocol put in place above, we have captured the effects of the in and
out primitives, by means of an asynchronous protocol. However, this protocol
may fail because the target ambient is not present (in the case of in), or because
the enclosing ambient is not of the right name (in the case of out). The process
F below handles these two failure cases. It intercepts the to and up command
messages and recreates the originating ambient in the exact state it was just prior to
the beginning of the migration protocol.
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F Ù#Ú�ÛDÜ>Û t Ý:ÞeÙ t ß to à7Ù/áMÝKÛ�Ù/â½ÝKÛ#ãhÛ7äGåÈæ½ç
a è éaê5ë

ÙBì¡í\î make à/á�Û in à/â(Û#ã0å¤ß>ähÛ3í¡åbß=ÙBíGà/ï=å7ð½ë t ß a è éñß>ïÇê/Ý7Ý
ß%Ù t ß up à7Ù/áMÝKÛ�Ù/â½ÝKÛ#ãhÛ7äGåcæ½ç

a è éaê5ë
ÙBì¡í\î make à/á�Û out à/â(Û#ã0åSß>äMÛ3í¡åSß%ÙBíGà/ï¡å ð ë t ß a è éOßCïÇê/Ý7Ý

A few comments on this encoding are in order. The encoding of the ambient
construct, òhó�ô�õ , is typical of encoding of calculi with explicit locations. The process
A ö�ò�÷ in the encoding can be understood as implementing the interaction protocol
that is characteristics of Mobile Ambients. Encoding of other forms of ambient
calculi would involve defining different variants of this process. Process AmbEnv is
a helper process that characterizes the environment required by Mobile Ambients,
and that provides garbage collection and factory facilities.

If we adopt the slightly unconventional semantics for Mobile Ambients that
replaces the usual structural congruence rules for replication by the following re-
duction rule:

ø ùûú^üJýþø ù ß ù

then we obtain the following (where ÿ�� is the structural congruence of the Kell
calculus augmented with the rule AmbEnv

�
AmbEnv ÿ�� AmbEnv):

Proposition 4.4 If ô�� üJý��
, then we have [[ ô ]] �	��ÿ
� [[

�
�
]], with

��� ÿ üJý�
.

Conversely, if [[ ô ]] �	�bô � , then there exists
�

such that ô�� üJý��
, and ô � ����ÿ��

[[
�

]].

4.4 Encoding the DJoin calculus

An encoding of the Distributed Join (DJoin) calculus can be obtained as follows.
For simplicity, we consider only the DJoin calculus without failures. An encoding
of the Djoin with fail-stop failures can be obtained by refining the encoding below
with failure constructs similar to those introduced in section 2. We also slightly
extend the language of patterns : this provides for a straightforward encoding. One
can avoid this extension by associating with each membrane in the translation the
list of names of sub-locations, and by updating this list after each move. The router
process IR below can be modified to check for the presence or absence of a particu-
lar name in the list (e.g. resorting to the encoding of names in Section 4.1 to imple-
ment the check), instead of relying on extended patterns. Extending the language
of patterns makes for a simpler encoding and points at useful possible variants of
the calculus.

The extension of the calculus is defined as follows. With a message pattern
ò������ ð , ò������Dæ , or ò������ , one can associate a predicate � of the following two forms
ò� C and ò	�� C. Intuitively, the predicate ò� C indicates that an active kell of
name ò exists somewhere within the tree of subkells routed at the current kell. The
join patterns are now defined by:
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By convention, a pattern of the form
1

is equivalent to a pattern of the form
14*,*'A

,
where

A
corresponds to the boolean true. The name

:
appearing in predicates52-B:DC

C or
5E-F:2GC

C is bound in
1@*,*H5

, if there is an occurrence of I :KJ in1
, otherwise it is free. The definition of the application of a substitution L to a join

pattern
)

is modified by adding the clause cj I 1*M*!5NJO- cj I 1PJ in the definition of
function cj in Section 3.1. The reduction rules in Figure 5 are modified by intro-
ducing the condition Cond I )RQTSUQ L J in the premises of rules VXWZY & , VXW\[^] � , Y & W`_ $K�a� ,
and [^] � Wb_ $K�c� . Assume

)d-�e4fhgji�1 f *,*k5 f
, then Cond I )KQTS�J is defined as:

Cond I )KQTS�J+l-@mfhgni H I 5 f L QTS�J H I A+QTS�JUl-@A
H I :oC C QpS�J l- I S�q@rtsu:�vbw�x�yzJ

H I :dGC C QTS�J l-@{
H I :|C C QTS�J

The encoding can now be defined as follows. For any DJoin definition } , we note
df I�} J the set of names (channels and locations) it defines. The DJoin encoding is
a function of a name that keeps track of the current DJoin location. It is defined by
induction as follows, where we assume that m, mm, collect, query, make, va,
enter do not occur free in

w
, } :

[[ ~ ]] �P��~ [[ � ]] �N�D�
[[ � ]] � �D� [[ �@��� ]] � � [[ � ]] � � [[ � ]] �
[[go ~K�%� ]] �N� va ��~'� [[ � ]] �j� [[ �|�%��� ]] �N� [[ � ]] �O� [[ ��� ]] �
[[ ~��h���T�T�T�T�������p� ]] � � m �����%~'�������T�T�T�������T� [[ � in � ]] � �D�!� � [[ � ]] � � [[ � ]] � ��� df ¡��U¢

[[ � ��£¥¤ �z�T�T�R�j� �a£�¦�§ � ]] �N� m ������� � �©̈ £ª¤�« �O�z�T�T��� m ������� � �©̈ £¬¦k« �® [[ � ]] �
[[ ~�̄ �±°z�³² ]] � �8�!́n�%́j̄ DJ ¡�~K�%´�¢O�n~�¯ [[ � ]] � � [[ � ]] � ²\²µ� DJEnv

together with the following auxiliary definitions:
DJ ¡�~K�%´T¢R��� t � t � IR ¡�~!¢¶� Go ¡�~K�%´�� t ¢¶� Enter ¡�~K� t ¢
IR ¡�~!¢'� m ��¡��T¢a��·�� ? °\°u� ¸ C ��~R¯ ¹9²º>~R¯ ¹»� m ������·���²� m ��¡��T¢a��·���¼®°\°z�¾½¸ C  mm ���©��·¿�

Go ¡�~K�%´�� t ¢'� t � va ��¡��T¢a��¹��À¼¾°\°z�¾½¸ C §¡�~R¯ Á�² § collect ��´n� enter �����%~'�©¡�Át�a¹�¢�����¢
Enter ¡�~K� t ¢K� t � enter ��~'�©¡��T¢a��·¿� ? �n~�¯ ¹9²¶�9ÂR� make ������·���Â9� § ¡�Â¿�hÃ9� ? § t ��~R¯ ¹Ä�jÃu²h¢

DJEnv ��� t �,¡ CtC ¢¶� ER � GC
C �¡ t ·�¢ Factory ¡ t ¢º� t �h·��

Factory ¡ t ¢K� t �h·��¶� make ��¡h��¢a��¹��©¡�Â9¢��a¼| MKJ ¡h·�������¹���Â9¢
MKJ ¡h·�������¹���Â9¢K� t �h·¿�¶��Â¿� DJE ¡h·¿¢¶�n´�¯ DJ ¡h���%´T¢O�n�N¯ ¹9²\²h�

DJE ¡h·�¢'���!~Å´n�,¡h·^~H·�¢¶� ER � GC
ER � mm �h·¿�Æ¼+ m �h·¿�
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Some comments are in order. Note that the encoding of a DJoin locality takes

the same general form as that of a Mobile Ambient: a locality Î has a controlling
process DJ Ï�Î'Ð , that implements the basic interaction protocol that governs a DJoin
locality. The latter includes: routing messages on the basis of the target locality,
implementing locality migration, by means of the Go Ï�ÎKÐ and Enter Ï�Î'Ð processes.
Note that the encoding given above is faithful to the DJoin semantics, since mi-
gration is only allowed if the target locality does not appear as a sublocality of the
current locality Ñ . We obtain the following (where Ò�Ó is the structural congruence
of the Kell calculus augmented with the rule DJEnv Ô DJEnv Ò�Ó DJEnv):

Proposition 4.5 If Õ×Ö�ØPÙ|Ú , then [[ Õ ]] Ö�ÛcÒ Ó [[ Ú ]]. Conversely, if [[ Õ ]] Ö	Û®Õ
Ü ,
then there exists Ú such that Õ�Ö3ØPÙ�Ú and Õ Ü Ö ÛØPÙ Ò Ó Ú .

5 Conclusion

We have introduced the Kell calculus, a new process calculus with hierarchical
localities, strictly local actions, higher-order communication and locality passiva-
tion. Like the M-calculus, the Kell calculus allows an encoding of different forms
of locality membranes, including localities with different forms of failures. The
Kell calculus, however, appears simpler than the M-calculus, and does not rely on
complex routing rules in contrast to the M-calculus.

We have shown by means of encodings of (a simplified form of) Klaim, of Mo-
bile Ambients and of the Distributed Join calculus that the Kell calculus has con-
siderable expressive power. The report [19] shows how to encode the M-calculus
in the Kell calculus used in section 4. All these encodings are locality-preserving,
in the sense that they translate a locality Î�Ý`Õ
Þ in one calculus into a kell of the formÎ�ÝZßàÏ�Î'Ð�Ô [[ Õ ]] Þ�Ô Env or ázÝZßâÏ�Î¿ãTá�ÐDÔOázÝ [[ Õ ]] Þ,Þ�Ô Env, where Env is a stateless
process. We believe such locality-preserving encodings can be derived for most
process calculi with localities which have been proposed in the litterature, includ-
ing the numerous variants of Mobile Ambients, Nomadic Pict, D ä [11], Seal [6],
and DiTyCo [13]. Obtaining such encodings would give strong evidence that the
Kell calculus embodies very fundamental constructs for distributed programming.

The Kell calculus shares the local character of its actions with the Seal calculus
[6]. Indeed, as in the Seal calculus, primitive actions in our calculus include local
communications and communications across a single locality boundary. In contrast
to Seal, however, our communications are higher-order, whereas Seal distinguishes
between first-order communications on the one hand and migrating and replicating
localities on the other hand. The choice in Seal to eschew higher-order communi-
cation was made primarily with a view to simplify its underlying theory. However,
as the results in [6] reveal, the higher-order character of the migrate and replicateå

This is not the case of the encoding of the DJoin calculus in the M-calculus defined in [18], which
does not test for the presence of the target locality as a sublocality of the locality to be migrated. It is
possible to faithfully encode the Djoin calculus in the M-calculus but at the cost of a more complex
translation than the one reported in [18].
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primitives in Seal already poses some problems (e.g. with respect to a complete
characterization of contextual equivalence). With the Kell calculus higher-order
pirmitives, we gain the ability to handle directly passivated process states. This
allows for instance a direct modelling of such failure behaviors as fail-stop with
recovery, a behaviour which would be less straightforward to model in Seal (seals
can be replicated and destroyed but they cannot be passivated and reactivated; it
is possible to place Seals in opaque membranes to simulate passivation but this
is not entirely satisfactory since one can allow observation of passivated states –
e.g. in the form of checkpoints). Another perceived advantage of the higher-order
character of the Kell calculus over Seal is the potential to extend the calculus with
multi-stage programming along e.g. the lines of MetaKlaim [8].

To the best of our knowledge, the dual use which is made in the Kell calculus
of the locality construct í�î`ï
ð , both as a locus for computation and as a handle for
controlling the execution of located process, is new. The encodings provided in
this paper show that a single (higher-order) objective control construct is sufficient
to capture the variety of subjective migration primitives which have been proposed
recently, in ambient calculi and other distributed process calculi. At the same time,
this construct is powerful enough to model fail-stop failures, an important require-
ment for practical distributed programming.

Much work remains to be done, however, to assess the foundational character
of the calculus with respect to distributed programming. Apart from the derivation
of locality-preserving encodings mentioned above, the following issues are worth
considering:ñ

Developing a bisimulation theory for the Kell calculus. Apart from the difficul-
ties inherent with the higher-order character of the calculus, it would be interest-
ing to obtain a theory parametric in the pattern language used.ñ
Developing type systems for the Kell calculus. Numerous type systems have
been developed for mobile Ambients and their variants. It would be interesting
to transfer these results (in particular the ones dealing with resource and security
constraints) to the Kell calculus. Of particular interest would be the transfer of
the type system developed for the M-calculus that guarantees the unicity of lo-
cality names, since this corresponds to a practical constraint in today’s networks.
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Abstract

This paper presents a generalization of distributed π-calculi to support a hierarchy
of locations. We add nested locations on top of a π-calculus core. By unifying
channels and locations, we arrive at a computation model which uses mobile agents
to pass addresses among immobile and nested locations. We choose a static binding
semantics of addresses to enable easy navigation of mobile agents in the location
tree. We support dynamic creation of new locations and garbage-collection of empty
ones. A sample typed calculus is presented to demonstrate the formalization of type
systems and related proof techniques in this calculus.

1 Introduction

The starting points of our work are distributed π-calculi [1,7,12,17] that model
distributed mobile computation by extending π-calculus [9,13] with location
constructs. By separating processes into named locations, these calculi can
model process migration, resource control, failure, etc. characterizing dis-
tributed and mobile computation. However, unlike other mobile computation
models [3,15,16,6] using nested location structures, existing distributed π-
calculi tend to have a flat layout of locations. A natural question is whether
we could have a distributed π-calculus equipped with a hierarchy of locations
to model hierarchical administrative domains, hierarchical resource access and
security control policy, and hierarchical failure semantics.

In this paper, we study a distributed π-calculus called Tπ having a hierar-
chy of localities. Roughly speaking, Tπ adds a nestable location construct a[P ]
on top of an asynchronous π-calculus core. We generalize the subjects and
objects of communication from single names to name strings called addresses,
pointing to remote locations. Channeled communication in π-calculus is re-
placed by step-by-step migration along the address followed by local anony-
mous communication in the destination.

1 Supported by EU project ’MIKADO: Mobile Calculi based on Domains’, FET-GC IST-
2001-32222.
2 Email: Xudong.Guan@sophia.inria.fr
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As a basic example, we compare below how a piece of secret can be passed
in π, Dπ [7], mobile ambients [3], and Tπ. In the latter three distributed
calculi, we try to model as far as possible that the secret is a reference to a
fresh sub-location of the sender.

In π, a fresh channel a can be passed through a shared channel n and serves
as a secret 3 . No physical distribution is modeled.

n(x)p | (ν a)(n〈a〉 | q) −→ (ν a)(p{x :=a} | q)

In a 2-layered distributed π-calculus like Dπ, a fresh location a belonging
to l can be passed through a shared channel n to a remote location k. The
sub-location relation is modeled logically.

l[n(x)p] | (ν a)(k[go l.n〈a〉] | a[q]) −→∗ (ν a)(l[p{x :=a}] | a[q])

In mobile ambients where migrating ambients form a hierarchy, a route
giving access to a fresh sub-ambient a can be passed as a secret. Please note
that the route is hard-coded for the specific receiver l.

l[open n.(x)p] | k[(ν a)(n[out k.in l.〈out l.in k.in a〉] | a[q])]

−→∗ (ν a)(l[p{x :=out l.in k.in a}] | k[a[q]])

In Tπ, we have location hierarchy like ambients. We can send the address
of the secret location to some other locations using mobile agents.

l[(x)p] | k[(ν a)(↑.l 〈a〉 | a[q])] −→∗ (ν k.a)(l[p{x :=↑.k.a}] | k[a[q]])(1)

In the above process, an agent ↑.l 〈a〉 carrying the secret address a first go
up one level (↑), then go down into location l, according to the address ↑.l.
The secret address is translated, when arriving l, to ↑.k.a, the exact address
needed by l to access the remote sub-location. This means that we choose
a static semantics for the bindings of addresses. Translation is needed to
maintain their bindings during migration. Unlike ambients, immobile location
together with static binding semantics of addresses in Tπ bring easy navigation
of agents in the location tree. The receiver can either use the received address
directly for migration, store it in a mobile agent, or send it elsewhere, with the
knowledge that the address will always be maintained during migration and
the same destination will always be reached whenever the address is followed.

We study the formalization of such an address-passing model among im-
mobile and nested locations. After formalizing the syntax and a few basic
definitions in Section 2, we give the address translation function and the re-
duction semantics in Section 3. Although the calculus is quite reasonable in
itself, a small typed version is presented in Section 4 to demonstrate induction
proof techniques in the presence of address translation. We study in Section
5 the problem of migrating locations and arbitrary processes. Finally, Section
6 concludes.

3 Strictly speaking, we need side conditions to avoid name capturing in the examples. As
for introduction, we simply assume no name capturing here.
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Strings: Processes:
s, t ::= ε empty P, Q ::= 0 empty

| a.s concatenation | P | P ′ parallel composition
Addresses: | ! P replication

g, h ::= s string | a[P ] location
| ↑.g up one level | (ν s)P restriction, s 6= ε

Values: | u χ mobile agents
u, v ::= g address Anonymous communication:

| x variable χ ::= 〈ũ〉 polyadic output
Threads: | (x̃)p polyadic input

p, q processes without locations

Fig. 1. Syntax of Tπ

2 Syntax

This section formalizes the syntax of Tπ, together with a few preliminary
definitions like α-conversion and structural equivalence.

Given two disjoint countable sets: labels ranged over by a, b, ... and vari-
ables ranged over by x, y, ..., we define Tπ processes, ranged by P, Q, ..., in
Fig. 1. Keeping their usual meanings, 0 is the null process; P | P ′ denotes
the parallel composition of two processes; and ! P means the composition of
infinitely many P ’s. Location construct a[P ] models nested locations with
label a and process P running inside. Strings of labels, ranged over by s, t, ...,
are used to identify locations, with the empty string ε denoting the current
location. Labels distinguish sibling locations only and remote locations with
the same label have no relation. As a result, a string is used in the restriction
construct, (ν s)P , meaning that the location specified by s is not known out of
process P . Careful readers may have already noticed this in the introductory
example (1), where the binder (ν a) is changed to (ν k.a) after scope extrusion.
We require s 6= ε in the restriction construct since it is unrealistic for a process
to restrict its current location.

Strings can only refer to locations within the current node. Addresses ,
ranged over by g, h, ..., are used to refer to arbitrary locations in the hierarchy.
They are strings with zero or more prefixing up-arrows (↑). Like names in π-
calculus, addresses are the first class citizen in Tπ. They are the subjects
and objects of communication. We call addresses the structured names of
locations.

Unlike π-calculus, input and output processes in Tπ are mobile. They are
written u χ and are called mobile agents. A mobile agent migrates according
to its subject address u until it reaches the destination. After this, local
anonymous communication may happen. Agents can only carry processes
without locations called threads, ranged over by p, q, ... This will not have any
impact on the expressiveness of the language. We will show in Section 5 how
arbitrary processes can be transformed into threads for migration.

3
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g ./ s
4
= g.s ↑k ./ h

4
= ↑k.h g.a ./ ↑.h

4
= g ./ h

A/g
4
= {g.h | g.h ∈ A} fa(a[P ])

4
= a ./ fa(P )

A/g
4
= {h | h ∈ A ∧ h 6∈ A/g} fa((ν s)P )

4
= fa(P )/s

Fig. 2. Free addresses of processes

For simplicity and expressiveness, we choose asynchronous polyadic com-
munication in our syntax: 〈ũ〉 stands for a vector of values u1, ..., uk waiting
to be read, and (x̃)p the receiver that reads a vector of values and substitutes
them for the parameters xi in thread p. Naturally, parameters xi are assumed
to be pair-wise distinct. Unlike Dπ [7] or eπ [2], values received in Tπ can only
be used alone: they can not be used as components to form other addresses.

Conventions: We often omit the trailing ε in strings and addresses, unless
ε appears in its own. In writing addresses, ↑k stands for the concatenations
of k copies of ↑. By abuse of notation, we often write s1.s2, ↑

k.g, and g.s for
strings and addresses when no confusion arises (i.e. any extra ε introduced by
these notations does not exist). We also use g.h if the concatenation does not
have any ↑’s appearing after labels. We abbreviate ε χ as χ. We often omit
0 in (x̃)0 and a[0]. Among the process constructs, composition has the least
precedence, i.e. (ν s)P | Q stands for ((ν s)P ) | Q.

To name sub-processes precisely, we use the notion of s-indexed process,
inductively defined as follows. A process Q is an ε-indexed process, or a top-
level process, of P , if Q does not appear inside any locations in P . Q is an
a.s-indexed process of P , if there is an ε-index process a[R] of P , and Q is
an s-indexed process of R. We define s-indexed values similarly. In process
P = (ν s)(P1 | a[b[ ! P2 | u χ]]), for example, P1, P2, and u are top-level process,
a.b-indexed process, and a.b-indexed value, respectively, of P .

To concatenate arbitrary addresses, we define the chain of two addresses,
g ./ h, to be the address obtained by removing all the label-dot-up-arrow pairs

in their concatenation. We let g ./ A
4
= {g ./ h | h ∈ A}.

We say address g.h starts with address g. For a set of addresses A, we use
A/g to denote the subset of A starting with g, and A/g the subset not starting
with g. Specifically, we let A/ε = A and A/ε = ∅.

Restriction (ν s)P binds all addresses pointing to s in P . The set of
free addresses of process, fa(P ), is defined in Fig. 2 for constructs a[P ] and
(ν s)P , and has its usual definition for the rests. For example, in process
(ν a)(a[〈↑.a〉] | ↑.b.a〈↑.a〉), the a-indexed addresses ε and ↑.a are bound (note
that 〈↑.a〉 is an abbreviation for ε 〈↑.a〉), but the top-level addresses ↑.b.a and
↑.a are free, even though they happen to contain the same label a. As in
π-calculus, u (x̃)P binds x̃ in P and the set of free variables is defined accord-
ingly. We will not state explicitly the corresponding definitions for threads,
since they are just special cases of those of processes.
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rflt(c[P ], s, a, b)
4
= b[rflt.c(P, s, a, b)] if t = s and a = c

c[rflt.c(P, s, a, b)] otherwise

rflt((ν s′)P, s, a, b)
4
= (ν s′1.b.s

′
2)rflt(P, s, a, b) if s′ = s′1.a.s

′
2 and s ./ s′1 = t

(ν s′)rflt(P, s, a, b) otherwise

rflt(g, s, a, b)
4
= g′.b.s′ if g = g′.a.s′ and t ./ g′ = s

g otherwise

Fig. 3. Renaming of free locations

Symm P ≡ P Par P ≡ Q =⇒ P | R ≡ Q | R
Refl P ≡ Q =⇒ Q ≡ P Res P ≡ Q =⇒ (ν s)P ≡ (ν s)Q
Tran P ≡ Q, Q ≡ R =⇒ P ≡ R Loc P ≡ Q =⇒ a[P ] ≡ a[Q]

Split a[P | Q] ≡ a[P ] | a[Q] Par-comm P | Q ≡ Q | P
Garb a[0] ≡ 0 Par-assoc (P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R)
Alpha P ≡α Q =⇒ P ≡ Q Rep-par ! P ≡ P | ! P

Res-par P | (ν s)Q ≡ (ν s)(P | Q), if fa(P )/s = ∅
Res-loc a[(ν s)P ] ≡ (ν a.s)a[P ], if fa(P )/↑.a.s = ∅

Fig. 4. Structural equivalence of processes

We identify processes up to renaming of bound variables and locations.
Renaming of bound variables has its normal definition. Let’s consider now
renaming of bound locations using example (ν a)(ν a.c)a[c[〈↑.↑.a〉]]. To re-
name location a to b, we need to change the binder itself, the binder (ν a.c),
the label a, and the address ↑.↑.a, resulting process (ν b)(ν b.c)b[c[〈↑.↑.b〉]].
In Fig. 3, we define renaming of free locations for sub-processes and values
within the scope of the binder. In rflt(X, s, a, b), X is a t-indexed process or
value, the free location to be renamed is s.a, and b is the fresh label. As usual,
we omit trivial and analogous ones including those for threads.

Now, we define α-conversion as (where b is chosen fresh):

(ν s.a)P ≡α (ν s.b)rflε(P, s, a, b)

Structural equivalence: We define structural equivalence between pro-
cesses in Fig. 4, most of which are quite standard. Among those rules,
two interesting ones are Res-par and Res-loc. In rule Res-par, condition
fa(P )/s = ∅ avoids capture of free addresses in P by (ν s). The condition can
always be satisfied by renaming of location s in Q. Rule Res-loc says that a
restriction string, when extruding out of a location, needs to be prefixed with
the label of that location. Moreover, condition fa(P )/↑.a.s = ∅ prevents free
addresses like ↑.a.s in P from becoming bound after scope extrusion. Con-
sider for example process P = a[b[ ] | (ν b)↑.a.b〈b〉]. By definition in Fig. 2,
fa(P ) = {a.b}. Address ↑.a.b is free and refers to the free location a.b in P .
Without the side condition, we would have P ≡ (ν a.b)a[b[ ] | ↑.a.b〈b〉] and
the free address would become captured. Rules Split is commonly adopted in
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a⊕ g
4
= a ./ g sh ⊕A (ν s′)p

4
= (ν s′) sh ⊕A∪{s′} p

a↑ ⊕ g
4
= t if g = a.t sh ⊕A u

4
= sh ⊕ g if u = g 6∈ A

↑ ./ g otherwise u otherwise

sh ⊕ g
4
= ak↑ ⊕ (...a1↑ ⊕ (b1 ⊕ ... ⊕ bi ⊕ g)...), if s = s1.a1...ak ∧ h = ↑k.b1...bi

Fig. 5. Address translation

distributed π-calculi for a concise reduction semantics.

For structural equivalence, we have:

Lemma 2.1 If P ≡ Q, then fa(P ) = fa(Q).

Proof. The proof is easy by the definitions of fa(P ) and ≡. 2

In this section, we present the syntax of Tπ, and define free addresses,
α-conversion, and structural equivalence. We are now ready to present the
operational semantics of Tπ.

3 Operational Semantics

We give the operational semantics of Tπ in this section using a simple binary
reduction relation. We first formalize the address translation function dur-
ing migration. We then present the reduction rules and illustrate with our
introductory example (1).

To maintain the static binding semantics of addresses in Tπ, we need to
update all the free addresses in migrating agents. The definition of address
translation is summarized in Fig. 5. Address g becomes a ⊕ g after it comes
out of location a, it becomes a↑ ⊕ g after it goes down to location a. They
are defined such that an address always points to the same location during
migration. Address bindings should recover to their original forms after agents
migrate back to their original locations. This is indeed the case since it is easy
to check that a ⊕ (a↑ ⊕ g) = a↑ ⊕ (a⊕ g) = g. We also generalize them
and define batch translation, sh⊕ g, that translates addresses after a series of
migrations denoted by sh.

When translating mobile agents, we recursively update all the free ad-
dresses in them. We keep restricted addresses untouched so that mobile
agents can create fresh locations dynamically. Let X stands for p or χ,
the result of the translation, sh ⊕A X, is defined in Fig. 5. The subscript
A is the set of restricted addresses remembered during the translation. We
only include here definitions for translating values and restrictions, the other
constructs are analogous. By definition, we have sh ⊕∅ g = sh ⊕ g and
sa1...ak ⊕ g = εa1...ak ⊕ g = a1 ⊕ ... ⊕ ak ⊕ g. For simplicity, we often ab-
breviate sh ⊕∅ X to sh ⊕ X, and st ⊕ X to t ⊕ X.

The reduction rules of Tπ are summarized in Fig. 6. The two migration
rules, Up and Dn, are defined using address translation. They enable one step
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Up a[↑.g χ] −→ g (a⊕ χ) R-ctx P −→ Q =⇒ P | R −→ Q | R
Dn a.g χ −→ a[g (a↑ ⊕ χ)] P −→ Q =⇒ (ν s)P −→ (ν s)Q
Comm (x̃)p | 〈ũ〉 −→ p{x̃ := ũ} P −→ Q =⇒ a[P ] −→ a[Q]

R-struct P ≡ P ′, P ′ −→ P ′′, P ′′ ≡ P ′′′ =⇒ P −→ P ′′′

Fig. 6. Reduction rules of Tπ

migrations of agents within the hierarchy. Rule Comm enables anonymous com-
munication of values between co-located processes. Since no explicit locations
are presented in threads, substitution of free variables in threads with val-
ues, written p{x̃ := ũ}, is defined as usual 4 , with implicit use of α-conversion
to avoid capture. We have four other standard rules that enable reductions
to happen inside unguarded contexts, and enable structural re-arrangements
before and after reductions.

We illustrate the use of address translation and reduction rules with our
introductory example (1), restated below for easy cross referencing.

l[(x)p] | k[(ν a)(↑.l 〈a〉 | a[q])]

In order for the mobile agent ↑.l 〈a〉 inside k to move up, we need first
to extrude the binder (ν a) out of k with Res-loc. Suppose fa(a[q])/↑.k.a =
∅ (otherwise rename bound location a), we have fa(↑.l 〈a〉 | a[q])/↑.k.a =
({↑.l, a} ∪ fa(a[q]))/↑.k.a = ∅. So we obtain:

≡ l[(x)p] | (ν k.a)k[↑.l 〈a〉 | a[q]]

By separating k using Split, we have:

≡ l[(x)p] | (ν k.a)(k[↑.l 〈a〉] | k[a[q]])

Now we can have an upward movement using rule Up and R-ctx. The
address a becomes k⊕ a = k.a after address translation.

−→ l[(x)p] | (ν k.a)(l 〈k.a〉 | k[a[q]])

A downward movement into location l can follow immediately, turning k.a
to l↑ ⊕ k.a = ↑.k.a this time.

−→ l[(x)p] | (ν k.a)(l[〈↑.k.a〉] | k[a[q]])

Suppose that fa(a[(x)p])/k.a = ∅ (otherwise rename bound location k.a),
we can use the scope extrusion rule Res-par:

≡ (ν k.a)(l[(x)p] | l[〈↑.k.a〉] | k[a[q]])

We use rule Split to join the two processes at location l:

≡ (ν k.a)(l[(x)p | 〈↑.k.a〉] | k[a[q]])

Finally, local communication happens, producing the following process
that we have already used in (1).

−→ (ν k.a)(l[p{x :=↑.k.a}] | k[a[q]])

4 Substituting free variables in arbitrary processes will be a little complex, requiring a rule

like a[P ]{x :=α}
4
= a[P{x :=a↑ ⊕ α}] for the location construct.
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We now state an important property of our reduction semantics, i.e., re-
duction will never introduce new free addresses.

Lemma 3.1 If P −→ Q, then fa(Q) ⊆ fa(P ).

Proof (Sketch) For rule Comm, it is easy to check since substitution will
not introduce free addresses. For the migration rules, we can check the result
by the definition of address translation. The other rules can be proved by
induction, with the help of Lemma 2.1 for the rule R-struct. 2

To this point, we have arrived at a reasonable formalization of our address-
passing model with nested locations. We have a tree of channels whose ad-
dresses can be passed around. Agents migrate according to addresses, and
communication can happen at any level in the tree. In the following sections,
we study a simple type version eliminating communication errors, and we
discuss the problem of migrating arbitrary processes.

4 Typed Calculus

In this section, we study a typed version of Tπ assigning Milner’s sorts [8]
to locations to eliminate communication errors for well-typed processes. The
type system is standard and simple. We focus here on the presentation of type
systems and the related proof methods in the presence of structured names
and address relocation.

Value types are ranged over by U, V, ..., and the typed version is obtained
in the standard way by adding type annotations for location and variable
binders in the syntax. All values in Tπ have address type of the form loc(Ṽ),
where Ṽ is the vector of value types exchanged in the location.

A type environment Γ is a collection of assignments of values to types of the
form u :U. A well-formed environment Γ doesn’t contain multiple entries for
a same value. We identify environments up to reordering of assignments. We
extend address translation “ sh ⊕A ·” to type environments. Please note that
well-formedness is not preserved by address translation. Consider for example
Γ = b : U1, ↑.a.b : U2, the environment a ⊕ Γ will have multiple entries for
address a.b. In case U1 = U2, we assume the duplicate removed. Otherwise,
a⊕ Γ is not well-formed.

The typing rules in Fig. 7 are quite standard. The most interesting one due
to structured names is T-loc. To get the right type environment for process
a[P ] from Γ ` P , we need to update the free addresses in Γ by prefixing
them with label a. We require a ⊕ Γ to be also well-formed. In rule T-

res, the side condition ensures that the types of all the sub-locations of the
restricted location have already been declared. Consider for example process
(ν a:U)a[b[〈ṽ〉]]. This process is untypable since the type of location a.b is not
known. One should write instead (ν a :U)(ν a.b :V)a[b[〈ṽ〉]] for some proper
type V of location a.b.
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Well-formed environments:

T-empty ∅ ` � T-intro
Γ ` � u 6∈ dom(Γ)

Γ, u:U ` �
T-val Γ, u:U ` u:U

Well-typed processes:

T-nil
Γ ` �

Γ ` 0
T-par

Γ ` P Γ ` Q

Γ ` P | Q
T-rep

Γ ` P

Γ ` ! P

T-res
Γ, s:U ` P fa(P )/s ⊆ {s}

Γ ` (ν s:U)P
T-loc

Γ ` P a⊕ Γ ` �

a⊕ Γ ` a[P ]

T-in
Γ ` u:loc(Ũ) Γ, x̃:Ũ ` p

Γ ` u (x̃:Ũ)p
T-out

Γ ` u:loc(Ũ), ṽ:Ũ

Γ ` u 〈ṽ〉

Fig. 7. Typing rules

a↑ • ∅
4
= ∅

a↑ • (Γ ] {u : U})
4
= (a↑ • Γ) ] {s:U, ↑.a.s:U} u = a.s

(a↑ • Γ) ] {(a↑ ⊕ u):U} otherwise

Fig. 8. Back-tracing an environment

The main interest in this section is the proof for the subject reduction
theorem in the presence of address translation during reductions. First, to use
inductive proof, we need to find the right environment for P from Γ ` a[P ].
It is the back-trace of Γ, a↑ • Γ, defined in Fig. 8. We use ] for the union of
(disjoint) type environments. It is easy to check that a↑ • Γ is always valid if
Γ valid.

Lemma 4.1 The followings hold:

(1) a⊕ (a↑ ⊕ Γ) = Γ;

(2) a⊕ (a↑ • Γ) = Γ;

(3) If Γ ` �, then a↑ ⊕ Γ ` �;

(4) If Γ ` �, then a↑ • Γ ` �.

Proof. (1)(2) are easily checked by definition. For (3), we may check that
the function “ a↑ ⊕ ·” on addresses is injective, so the result is well-formed if
the source is well-formed. For (4), although one assignment in Γ may become
two in a↑ • Γ, there will still be no duplicates by definition if the original
environment is well-formed. 2

The following result justifies our definition of back-trace, and enables in-
ductive reasoning with Γ ` P .

Lemma 4.2 If Γ ` a[P ], then a↑ • Γ ` P .

Proof. The result Γ ` a[P ] can only be obtained by T-loc with Γ′ ` P and
Γ = a ⊕ Γ′. We can show that a↑ • Γ always maps a value to the same type
that Γ′ maps to, that is, a↑ • Γ ` P is a weaken result of Γ′ ` P . 2
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The following one is the stand point for proving subject reduction of mi-
grations.

Lemma 4.3 If Γ ` p and sg ⊕A Γ ` �, then sg ⊕A Γ ` sg ⊕A p.

Proof. Each value u in Γ used to prove Γ ` p can be used in the same way
but as sg ⊕A u in the proof of sg ⊕A Γ ` sg ⊕A p. 2

Now we may prove the subject reduction theorem, which guarantees that
communication errors never happen in well-typed processes.

Theorem 4.4 (Subject reduction) If Γ ` P and P −→ Q, then Γ ` Q.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ ` P . We only show the case of
Dn:

Case Dn): In this case we have Γ ` a[↑.g χ]. By Lemma 4.2 we have a↑•Γ `
↑.g χ. By Lemma 4.1.(2), we know Γ = a⊕ (a↑ • Γ). By Lemma 4.3 we have
Γ ` a⊕ (↑.g χ). That is, Γ ` g a⊕ χ. 2

We end this section with an example. Let U be some type, we write
below a simplified case of example (1) (where p = ! 〈x〉 and q = 0) using type
annotations.

l[(x:U) ! 〈x〉] | k[(ν a:U)↑.l 〈a〉]

We show how to derive the following type judgment using our type system:

l:loc(U) ` l[(x:U) ! 〈x〉] | k[(ν a:U)↑.l 〈a〉](2)

We first detail the derivation of l:loc(U) ` l[(x:U) ! 〈x〉] below:

(a) ∅ ` � T-empty

(b) x:U ` � (a)+T-intro

(c) x:U, ε:loc(U) ` � (b)+T-intro

(d) x:U, ε:loc(U) ` x:U (c)+T-val

(e) x:U, ε:loc(U) ` ε:loc(U) (c)+T-val

(f) x:U, ε:loc(U) ` 〈x〉 (d)(e)+T-out

(g) x:U, ε:loc(U) ` ! 〈x〉 (f)+T-rep

(h) ε:loc(U) ` � (a)+T-intro

(i) ε:loc(U) ` ε:loc(U) (h)+T-val

(j) ε:loc(U) ` (x:U) ! 〈x〉 (g)(i)+T-in

(k) l:loc(U) ` l[(x:U) ! 〈x〉] (j)+T-loc

The last step using T-loc is the most interesting. Notice how the environ-
ment ε : loc(U) becomes l : loc(U) by address translation on environments.
The derivation of l :loc(U) ` k[(ν a :U)↑.l 〈a〉] is similar. Note that we need
to check fa(↑.l 〈a〉)/a ⊆ {a} when using rule T-res. Judgment (2) is the
combination of these two results using T-par.

This section presents an example of how to develop type system in the
presence of structured names. Although the type system is not sought for
resolving any particular problem of the language, rules like T-loc and T-

res require a few careful thought. Moreover, results like Lemma 4.2 and 4.3
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demonstrate how to enable induction on judgment and reasoning with address
translation. More powerful type systems expressing e.g. I/O sub-typing [10]
can be developed further with similar proof techniques.

5 Migrating Arbitrary Processes

In this section, we give examples illustrating the expressiveness of Tπ, espe-
cially the migration of arbitrary processes, which seems to be limited by the
syntax. We first rewrite the well-known reference cell example in Tπ. We show
how a cell can be accessed uniformly by remote nodes at different locations.
As a cell uses a private location to keep the value, it can not be migrated
directly as threads. We provide a way of converting processes to threads, and
we show how to enable mobile agents creating cells dynamically in any remote
locations.

All examples in this section are written in the untyped version, since an-
notating types in processes will make them not as readable.

Defining a cell: We rewrite the cell example from [7] in Tπ. We define
a cell process that can keep one piece of value. A user may invoke on the two
methods provided, put and get, to access the cell.

Cell(u)
4
= (ν a) (a[〈u〉]

| ! put (y, z) a (x)(a 〈y〉 | z 〈〉)
| ! get (z) a (x)(a 〈x〉 | z 〈x〉) )

The value is kept inside a private location a in the cell. Two public methods
are provided as the interface for the cell. Knowing the two methods, we may
define a user that stores a value v in the cell, reads that value, and sends it to
a printer.

User(g, h)
4
= (ν ack)(ν ret)

(g 〈v, ack〉
| ack ()(h 〈ret〉 | ret (x) print〈x〉)

Now we may have the following interactions.

Cell(u) | User(put, get) −→∗ Cell(v) | print〈v〉(3)

One advantage of Tπ is that programmers need not care much about the
location where the code will be deployed. This frees the programmers from
writing dedicated routing code in designing applications, thus supports better
code reuse. As an example, the user and the cell can reside at any node in
the network. They can interact correctly as long as the user knows the right
addresses of the two methods. Readers may check the following reductions.

svr[Cell(u)] | User(svr.put, svr.get) −→∗ svr[Cell(v)] | print〈v〉
svr[Cell(u)] | usr[User(↑.svr.put, ↑.svr.get)]

−→∗ svr[Cell(v)] | usr[print〈v〉]
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Migrating locations: One might argue that it is a severe limit that
agents in Tπ can only carry threads, not arbitrary processes having locations
inside. In this example, we will show how to create dynamic locations in Tπ.

First we define the following abbreviation:

go g.X
4
= g 〈〉 | g ()X

We can use this abbreviation to migrate arbitrary threads:

go a.p −→∗ a[a↑ ⊕ p]

Now we show how to create dynamic locations by carrying them in mobile
agents. For example, instead of writing

〈g〉 | 〈h〉 | (x)go x.(ν a)(a[ ! 〈↑.b〉] | c 〈a〉),

which is not a valid Tπ process, we can write

〈g〉 | 〈h〉 | (x)go x.(ν a)( ! a 〈b〉 | c 〈a〉),

which is a valid process and the destination of location a can only be deter-
mined at runtime. We may check that the two processes (ν a)(a[ ! 〈↑.b〉] | c 〈a〉)
and (ν a)( ! a 〈b〉 | c 〈a〉) have the same behavior. The former has an explicit
location construct, while the latter hides the explicit location in its addresses.

Similarly, we can rewrite the cell process as a thread:

Cell′(u)
4
= (ν a) ( a 〈a⊕ u〉

| ! put (y, z) a (x)(a 〈y〉 | z 〈〉)
| ! get (z) a (x)(a 〈x〉 | z 〈x〉) )

Following Dπ, we may now write a cell server able to create cells anywhere
according to client requests.

Server
4
= req[ ! (dest, ret, x) go dest . (ν put)(ν get)

(ret〈put, get〉 | Cell′(x) )]

Client(g)
4
= (ν a) ( g 〈a, ε, u〉 | (x, y) User(x, y))

Given a destination dest, a return address ret, and an initial value x, the
cell server creates dynamically a cell at dest with initial value x, and sends the
addresses of the two methods to ret. A typical configuration like the following
works.

svr[Server] | usr[Client(↑.svr.req)]
−→ svr[Server] | usr [ (ν a)(ν a.put)(ν a.get)

( a[Cell′(a↑ ⊕ u)] | User(a.put, a.get) ) ]

The user now has the sole access to the newly created cell at location a.

Migrating arbitrary processes: To go a step further, we now show
how to transform arbitrary processes to threads, so as to support migration of
arbitrary processes in Tπ. We define in Fig. 9 the transformation of s-indexed
processes to threads: 〈〈P 〉〉s.

For any process, we can show that P and 〈〈P 〉〉ε have the same external
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〈〈0〉〉s
4
= 0 〈〈a[P ]〉〉s

4
= 〈〈P 〉〉s.a

〈〈P | Q〉〉s
4
= 〈〈P 〉〉s | 〈〈Q〉〉s 〈〈(ν t)P 〉〉s

4
= (ν s.t)〈〈P 〉〉s

〈〈 ! P 〉〉s
4
= ! 〈〈P 〉〉s 〈〈u χ〉〉s

4
= (s ⊕ u) (s ⊕ χ)

Fig. 9. Transforming s-indexed processes to threads

behavior 5 , while the latter is a thread without any explicit location. As a
result, we can write mobile agents like u (x)P as a short hand for u (x)〈〈P 〉〉ε.
We can now justify our claim in Section 2, that the limitation in the syntax
doesn’t have any impact on expressiveness. It only makes a simpler definition
for address translation and substitution.

One may wonder on the other hand why we need explicit location construct
in the syntax, since every process has a corresponding thread version with the
same behavior. We now make the following explanations. As a mobile and
distributed computation model, Tπ needs locations for modeling network and
computational nodes. Although virtual locations within a same computational
node can be eliminated, physical locations representing these nodes can not
be. They are essential to express distribution, migration, and security control.
Without the location construct, we would go back to a single machine model.
The resulting calculus would become to some extent just an asynchronous π-
calculus with the set of strings as its channels (not eπ, since addresses must
be used as a whole).

Comparing Tπ with π-calculus and lsdπ [12]: By thinking π-calculus
channels as a flat layer of locations, we may take (asynchronous) π-processes
as a subset of Tπ threads. The communication rule a(x).p | a〈u〉 −→ p{x :=u}
in π can be simulated in Tπ by two downward movements, one anonymous
communication in location a, and one upward movement. Address translations
during these migrations have no accumulated effect, since we have a⊕(a↑⊕p) =
p. We believe that lsdπ, or at least some trivial variant of it, is properly
contained in Tπ also.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we make some preliminary investigations in the formalization of
an address-passing model in a distributed π-calculus with location hierarchy.
Our approach of using addresses as the basic semantical entities seems to
be quite natural in the presence of location hierarchy. The use of address
translation makes the semantics quite simple and consistent with π and lsdπ.
With anonymous communication inside locations, we also unify channels and
locations, which used to be two different classes in other distributed π-calculi.

The idea in this paper benefits a lot from existing works in distributed π-
calculi and ambient calculi. Anonymous communications inside locations are

5 The formal study of process behavior will be reported in another paper.
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borrowed from ambients. However, in ambient calculi, ambients are mobile
instead of fixed, and the idea of structured names doesn’t make much sense.
As early as in [11] (Chapter 14), Priami studied distributed name manager
and relative addressing for π-calculus in a distributed setting using parallel
composition. A simple form of address translation is first introduced for the
two layer distributed calculus lsdπ, carried out by dedicated substitutions of
local and remote channels. Our address translation, however, is more general
and works consistently within a tree of locations.

Location trees have also been explored in other process calculi close to π.
In the local area π-calculus [4], a hierarchy of local areas is modeled and a same
channel can have within its scope several disjoint local areas. The hierarchy,
however, is predefined, and explicit process mobility is not modeled in the local
area π-calculus. Locations in the distributed Join calculus (DJoin) [5] are also
organized as a tree. However, DJoin use transparent remote communication
and migration based on simple names. Locations and process mobility in
DJoin are mainly used for modeling distribution and failure.

Another close work to Tπ is the π-calculus with polyadic synchronization
(eπ) [2]. Our calculus is even closer to eπ if we use labels in communications
and allow variables to appear as part of addresses. The notion of location and
address translation, however, distinguish Tπ from eπ. These two calculi have
different motivations and it is hard to express one in another, e.g. Tπ lacks
the powerful name matching ability, while eπ processes have to be coordinated
in a centralized manner.

The syntax of Tπ studied in this paper is kept to its minimum to focus
on the study of the static binding semantics of structured names. Exten-
sion could be made to express more features characterizing distributed mobile
computation. Inspired by works like [7,4,14], we are investigating an extension
of Tπ with resource names that are dynamically bound. Apart from anony-
mous communication, we now have nominal communication on these resource
names. Resources are dynamically bound, and are not affected by address
translation. We envisage embedding both Dπ and lsdπ in this version of Tπ.

Acknowledgments: Comments from Gérard Boudol, Ana Matos, and three
anonymous referees improved this paper.
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Abstract

From a more simplified encoding of π-calculus into pure ambients, we derive a
routing calculus which is simple and expressive. While being a direct subset of pure
robust ambients, the basic version of this calculus is able to encode π, and simulate
Dπ to some extent. By adding a primitive that enables mobile agent acquiring the
current location name, the calculus is able to give a reasonable and much simpler
encoding of Dπ.

1 Introduction

The π-calculus [MPW92,SW01] is a formal model for concurrent and mobile
systems based on name-passing between parallel processes. The calculus of
mobile ambients [CG00] is a formal model for mobile and distributed compu-
tation, where computation is modeled by ambients moving around and being
opened. Recently, results have been shown [Zim00] that name-passing in π-
calculus can be simulated by ambient movements and openings. This paper
presents our further investigation into this problem.

Our start point is a new encoding from π to pure 3 robust ambients[GYY00]
(ROAM). The encoding is simpler, in terms of both size and the computation
steps required to simulate one π-reduction, than Zimmer’s encoding and our
previous one [Gua02]. Like our previous one, this new encoding is a well-
behaved one, in that ambients are either single-threaded or immobile. From
this encoding, we design a sub-calculus of ROAM called PR− that allows only
single-threaded or immobile ambients by syntactical means, while still being
able to encode π. Meanwhile, PR− itself exhibits its own packet-routing model
for mobile and distributed computation.

1 Supported by EU project ’MIKADO: Mobile Calculi based on Domains’, FET-GC IST-
2001-32222.
2 Email: Xudong.Guan@sophia.inria.fr
3 In ambient jargon, pure stands for the basic version without communication.

http://www-sop.inria.fr/mimosa/personnel/Xudong.Guan
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As a step further on the expressiveness of PR− we present an encoding
of Dπ [HR98], a distributed π-calculus supporting process distribution, mi-
gration, and dynamic-binding of channels. In the encoding, we show how to
realize both channel name substitution and location name substitution in am-
bients. As one can expect, the encoding is rather complex, even though it is
written in the more readable PR− instead of ROAM.

To overcome this problem, we add to PR− a primitive called out-binding
that enables ambients to know the name of their locations. For simplicity,
we also anonymize all single-threaded ambients. In this new calculus, the
encoding of π and Dπ are simpler. Although this calculus is no longer a proper
sub-calculus of ROAM, it is also interesting and worth further exploration in
its own.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a review of
π and ROAM. Section 3 presents the more concise encoding. Section 4 gives
the corresponding encoding in PR−, and gives a translation of PR− processes
to ROAM processes. Section 5 studies the encoding of Dπ in PR−. Section 6
presents the extension and the corresponding new encodings in the extended
calculus. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. In the appendix, we list the
two previous encodings from π to pure ambients, and give some comparisons
of them to the one proposed in this paper.

2 Review of the two languages

2.1 π-calculus

As in [Zim00], we use the sum-free synchronous π-calculus (π-calculus for
short) as our source language. For the sake of encoding, names are distin-
guished by two non-overlapping sets, the set of channel names (often ranged
over by n, m, ...), and the set of variable names (often ranged over by x, y, ...),
collectively called values (denoted by u, v, ...). The set of π-processes is defined
by the follow grammar:

P, Q ::= 0 | P | Q | ! P | (νn)P | u〈v〉.P | u(x).P

The main reduction rule of π-calculus is the following communication rule,
enabling an output process on channel n (n〈u〉.P ) to pass a name to an input
process on the same channel (n(x).P ).

n〈u〉.P | n(x).Q −→ P | Q{x :=u}

Reductions can happen through structural re-arrangements, and inside eval-
uation contexts. The evaluation context of π is defined as:

E ::= − | E | P | (νn)E

More detailed explanation could be found in standard π-calculus literature [MPW92,SW01].
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2.2 Robust ambients and type system

ROAM is a variant of safe ambients [LS00] (SA), having slightly different
semantics for co-actions. We briefly review a typed version of ROAM in this
section. More details could be found in [GYY00,GYY01,Gua02].

Given a set of names range over by n,m, ..., the set of ROAM processes is
defined as:

P ::= 0 | P | Q | ! P | (νn : T )P | n[P ] | M.P

Parallel composition, replication and restriction have their usually mean-
ings. n[P ] stands for an ambient able to perform different actions according
to the running process P inside. M.P is a process that can perform action
M and then becomes P . There are six different types of actions in ROAM,
formulated in three pairs 4 .

M ::= in n | in n | out | out n | open n | open

Actions, except open n, command their surrounding ambients. We intro-
duce the functionalities of these actions briefly: in n tells the surrounding
ambient to move inside ambient n, while in n allows an ambient named n

to move inside; out tells the surrounding ambient to move outside its current
location, while out n allows an ambient named n to go out; open n opens
ambient n, while open gives permission for others to open the ambient. The
evaluation contexts and reduction axioms of ROAM is summarized below.
Reduction can not only happen inside compositions and restrictions, but also
inside ambients.

E ::= − | E | P | (νn : T )E | n[E]

m[in n.P1 | P2] | n[in m.Q1 | Q2] −→ n[m[P1 | P2] | Q1 | Q2]
n[m[out.P1 | P2] | out m.Q1 | Q2] −→ m[P1 | P2] | n[Q1 | Q2]

open n.P | n[open.Q1 | Q2] −→ P | Q1 | Q2

Every ambient is assigned a type T . It can be a simple type ZY , having
mobility Z ( y - mobile, or ∨ - immobile) and threads Y (0 - no thread, 1 -
single-threaded, or ω - multi-threaded), and can’t be opened. It can also be an
evolving type ZY [T ], denoting that the ambient, apart from having mobility Z

and threads Y , can be opened and release processes of type 5 T . We are mainly
interested in well-behaved processes in which ambients are either immobile or
single-threaded. The results in [Gua02] shows that well-behaved processes
have a better behavior theory than arbitrary processes.

4 We use a version of ROAM with no parameter for action “out”.
5 Ambient type is actually computed from the type of the process inside it. Refer to
[GYY01] for more details.
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fwd u
4
= ! route[in route.open route.out.in u.in route.open]

〈〈P 〉〉∗
4
= 〈〈P 〉〉 | ! open cont

〈〈0〉〉
4
= 0

〈〈P | Q〉〉
4
= 〈〈P 〉〉 | 〈〈Q〉〉

〈〈 ! P 〉〉
4
= ! 〈〈P 〉〉

〈〈(νn)P 〉〉
4
= (νn : ∨ ω) ( n[ ! in route | ! open route | ! out comm

| ! route[in route.open route.open] ] | 〈〈P 〉〉)

〈〈u〈v〉.P 〉〉
4
= route [ in u.in route.open

| comm [ in comm.open | fwd v

| cont[out.open | 〈〈P 〉〉]]]

〈〈u(x).P 〉〉
4
= (νx : ∨ ω) ( route[ in u.in route.open

| comm[ in comm.open comm.out.in x.open

| cont[out.open | 〈〈P 〉〉]]]
| x[ ! in route | ! out route

| ! out cont | ! in comm | ! open comm])

Fig. 1. Encoding π-calculus in ROAM: a concise one.

3 A more concise encoding

As our start point, we give in this section a new encoding of π-calculus into
well-behaved ROAM processes. We write the encoding 〈〈P 〉〉∗. We use three
special ambient names: route for routing communication processes, comm for
interaction between communication processes, and cont for wrapping contin-
uation processes. The encoding is defined only for closed processes without
free names. For those having free names, we need to supply additional free
channel ambients in parallel to the encoding.

The encoding works as follows. For every channel, we construct an im-
mobile ambient with the same name, inside which input and output pro-
cesses can meet and communicate. An input/output process has the form
route[in u.in route.open | P ]. It can route its cargo P , composed by all the
sub-ambients of it, to the correct channel specified by u, which is either a
channel name itself, or a variable name. The routing service in a channel am-
bient, ! route[in route.open route.open], tells the incoming packet that this
is the right destination. Meanwhile, the routing service fwd v in a variable
ambient turns the incoming packet to the one having destination v.

Let’s now see how read and write process actually interact when they
reach the right channel. The cargo of a read process with the variable x and
continuation P is of the form

comm[in comm.open comm.out.in x.open | cont[out.open | 〈〈P 〉〉]],

while the cargo of a write process sending v with continuation Q is:

comm[in comm.open | fwd v | cont[out.open | 〈〈Q〉〉]]
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fwd u
4
= ! route(get route.out.in u.put route)[ ]

〈〈P 〉〉∗
4
= 〈〈P 〉〉 | cont−

〈〈0〉〉
4
= 0

〈〈P | Q〉〉
4
= 〈〈P 〉〉 | 〈〈Q〉〉

〈〈 ! P 〉〉
4
= ! 〈〈P 〉〉

〈〈(νn)P 〉〉
4
= (νn)( n 〈route ↓− | comm ↑〉

[ ! route(get route.dis)[ ] ] | 〈〈P 〉〉)

〈〈u〈v〉.P 〉〉
4
= route ( in u.put route)

[ comm ( put comm)
[ fwd v | cont(out.dis)[〈〈P 〉〉] ] ]

〈〈u(x).P 〉〉
4
= (νx) ( route( in u.put route)

[ comm(get comm.out.in x.dis)
[ cont(out.dis)[〈〈P 〉〉] ] ]

| x 〈route l | cont ↑ | comm ↓−〉[ ] )

Fig. 2. Encoding π-calculus in ROAM using abbreviations

The result of their interaction is an ambient that first come out of the chan-
nel ambient, then go into the variable ambient x with the redirector fwd v,
together with two continuation processes P and Q, which are then released
after communication.

Compared with previous encodings in SA and ROAM, this one works un-
der the same framework, but is simpler in terms of both encoding size and
computation steps required to simulate one π-reduction. See Appendix B for
detailed comparisons of these encodings. The encoding is also well-behaved, in
that we have all the channel ambients and variable ambients being immobile,
and the rest being single-threaded (all the three system ambients have type
y

1 [∨ 0]).

4 Rewrite the encoding using abbreviations

In this section, we present a new syntax for a subset of well-behaved ROAM

processes. We let get a.P
4
= in a.open a.P , put a

4
= in a.open.0, and

dis
4
= open.0. We write a(M)[P ] for single-threaded ambients a[M.0 | P ],

where P is the collection of all sub-ambients of a. We use abbreviations like
a ↓ 4

= ! in a, a ↑ 4
= ! out a, and a− 4

= ! open a. We write a l− for a ↓ | a ↑ | a−,
etc. We write a〈C〉[P ] for immobile ambients a[C | P ], where C are those
three kinds of replicated actions. We omit the type annotations in Figure 1
and re-write the encoding using these abbreviations in Figure 2.

The routing protocol in Figure 1 can be expressed concretely using abbre-
viations like get and put. To go a step further, we define a subset of ROAM
processes using these notations so that all processes in the subset are well-
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Processes: Names:
P, Q ::= 0 empty n, m ::= w wall name

| P | Q composition | a agent name
| ! P replication
| (νn)P restriction
| a(M)[P ] single threaded ambient
| w〈C〉[P ] immobile ambient

Capabilities: Controllers:
M, N ::= in w.M move in C, D ::= 0 empty

| out.M move out | a ↓ allow move in
| get a.M get some cargo | a ↑ allow move out
| put a put cargo | a− allow dissolving
| dis dissolve | C | C ′ composition

Evaluation contexts:
E ::= − | E | P | (νn)E | a(M)[E] | w〈C〉[E]

Reduction axioms:
w〈a ↓ | C〉[P ] | a(in w.M)[Q] −→ w〈a ↓ | C〉[P | a(M)[Q]]
w〈a ↑ | C〉[P | a(out.M)[Q]] −→ w〈a ↑ | C〉[P ] | a(M)[Q]

w〈a− | C〉[P | a(dis)[Q]] −→ w〈a− | C〉[P | Q]
a(get b.M)[P ] | b(put a)[Q] −→ a(M)[P | Q]

Fig. 3. Syntax and reduction semantics of PR−

{[in w.M ]}
4
= in w.{[M ]} {[0]}

4
= 0

{[out.M ]}
4
= out.{[M ]} {[P | Q]}

4
= {[P ]} | {[Q]}

{[get a.M ]}
4
= in a.open a.{[M ]} {[ ! P ]}

4
= ! {[P ]}

{[put a]}
4
= in a.open.0 {[(νa)P ]}

4
= (νa : y1 [∨ 0]){[P ]}

{[dis]}
4
= open.0 {[(νw)P ]}

4
= (νw : ∨ ω){[P ]}

{[a ↓]}
4
= ! in a {[a(M)[P ]]}

4
= a[{[M ]} | {[P ]}]

{[a ↑]}
4
= ! out a {[w〈C〉[P ]]}

4
= w[{[C]} | {[P ]}]

{[a−]}
4
= ! open a

{[C | D]}
4
= {[C]} | {[D]}

Fig. 4. Translating PR− to ROAM

behaved. We separate the set of ambient names to agent names (ranged over
by a, b, ...) and wall names (ranged over by w, v, ...), and define pure ROAM
minus (PR−), a sub-calculus of ROAM in Figure 3. The reduction semantics
is defined to be compliant with that of ROAM.

Clearly, every PR− process is also a ROAM process. Translating a PR−

process P back to a ROAM process, {[P ]}, can be defined easily in Figure 4.

We have the following result on the translation.
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Networks: Processes:
N, M ::=0 empty P, Q ::= stop empty

| M | N composition | P | Q composition
| (νl)N location res. | ! P replication
| (νl a)N channel res. | (νl)P location res.
| l[[P ]] location | (νa)P channel res.

| go uloc.P migration
uloc ::= l | xloc u ::= uloc | uchn | uchn〈u〉.P write value
uchn ::= a | xchn x ::= xloc | xchn | uchn(x).P read value

Evaluation contexts:
E ::= − | E | N | (νl)N | (νl a)E

Reduction axioms:
l[[P | Q]] −→ l[[P ]] | l[[Q]]

l[[go k.P ]] −→ k[[P ]]
l[[a〈uloc〉.P ]] | l[[a(xloc).Q]] −→ l[[P ]] | l[[Q{xloc :=uloc}]]

l[[a〈uchn〉.P ]] | l[[a(xchn).Q]] −→ l[[P ]] | l[[Q{xchn :=uchn}]]

Fig. 5. Syntax and reduction semantics of Dπ

Theorem 4.1 For any PR− process P , {[P ]} is a well-behaved ROAM process.

Proof. This can be proved easily according to definition of {[P ]}. Every agent
ambient can be assigned with type y

1 [∨ 0]. Every wall ambient can be
assigned with type ∨ ω. 2

Albeit a sub-calculus of ROAM, PR− also exhibits a packet-routing model
at an higher abstraction level than ROAM. It makes ROAM processes more
readable and makes it easier to write complex processes. In the next section,
we show an encoding of Dπ in ambients written in PR−.

5 The encoding of Dπ

The calculus of Dπ [HR98] adds distributed location on top of the π-calculus.
Processes are located and written l[[P ]]. A new primitive go l.P can migrate
process P to location l. Communication can only happen if both the read pro-
cess and the write process reside at the same location. During communication,
either channel names or location names can be communicated.

For the sake of encoding, we distinguish channels from locations. We let
l, k range over location names, a, b range over channel names, xloc, yloc range
over location variables, and xchn, ychn range over channel variables. The syntax
and reduction semantics of Dπ is summarized in Figure 5.

To simulate Dπ, we use two layers of walls: a top layer for Dπ locations,
and a second layer for Dπ channels. To realize substitution, we need to build,
as what we have done in the encoding of π, redirection ambients x[fwd u]
that can route communication ambients comm to the right channel. In Dπ,
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both channels and locations can be communicated. We identify 4 kinds of
redirection ambients as follows:

(i) xloc[fwd(l)]: location variable xloc instantiated as location name l;

(ii) xloc[fwd(yloc)]: location variable xloc instantiated as another location vari-
able yloc;

(iii) xchn[fwd(a)]: channel variable xchn instantiated as channel name a;

(iv) xchn[fwd(ychn)]: channel variable xchn instantiated as another channel
variable ychn.

We need to decide which layer should those redirection ambients be lo-
cated. Those redirection ambients for location variables should be parallel
with locations, so that it makes little different between processes migrating to
locations and processes migrating to redirection ambients. As for redirection
ambients for channel variables, we put them also in parallel with locations,
since otherwise, if we put them in parallel with channels, we need to create
one such redirecting ambients in every location, even in newly created ones.

One interesting property in Dπ is the ability to dynamically bind channel
names. For example, in process b(x).go x.a(y).P , the location of channel a is
not known in advance. The actual channel that a will interact with depends on
the value it receives from b. To encode this process using redirection ambients,
the process a(y).P must find its way back to where it from after interaction
with the redirection ambient y outside of its location. We need some tricks
in the encoding to enable processes come back to where they were. For this
reason, we add two primitives in PR−: “wait a” and “sig a”. They enable
an agent to “wait” for some activities of its cargo before it fires the dissolve
action. Their definitions and operational semantics are summarized below.

M ::= ... | wait a.M | sig a.M

a(wait s.M)[P | b(sig s.N)[Q]] −→ a(M)[P | b(N)[Q]]

Their corresponding implementation in ROAM are defined as:

{[wait s.M ]}
4
= out s.open s.{[M ]}

{[sig s.M ]}
4
= s[out.open] | {[M ]}

It is easy to verify that Theorem 4.1 in the previous section still holds with
these extensions, and PR− with these addition is still a sub-calculus of ROAM.

Now we can write the encoding from Dπ network to PR− processes: {{N}}∗.

{{N}}∗
4
= root〈tonet−〉[{{N}}]

{{0}}
4
= 0

{{N | M}}
4
= {{N}} | {{M}}

{{(νl)N}}
4
= (νl)(l〈Cl〉[B(l)] | {{N}})

{{(νla)N}}
4
= (νa)(toloc(in l.dis)[a〈Cn〉[ ]] | {{N}})

{{l[[P ]]}}
4
= toloc(in l.dis)[{{P}}]

8
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{{stop}}
4
= 0

{{P | Q}}
4
= {{P}} | {{Q}}

{{ ! P}}
4
= ! {{P}}

{{(νl)P}}
4
= (νl)(tonet(out.dis)[l〈Cl〉[B(l)]] | {{P}})

{{(νa)P}}
4
= (νa)(a〈Cn〉[ ] | {{P}})

{{go l.P}}
4
= toloc(out.in l.dis)[{{P}}]

{{go xloc.P}}
4
= toloc(out.in xloc.put toloc)[{{P}}]

{{a〈u〉.P}}
4
= tochn(in a.dis)[O(u, P )]

{{xchn〈u〉.P}}
4
= tovar(get back.out.in xchn.put tovar)

[ toloc(put toloc)[ tochn(put tochn)[O(u, P )] ] ]

{{a(x).P}}
4
= (νx) ( tonet(out.dis)[Var(x)]

| tochn(in a.dis)[I(x, P )] )

{{xchn(x).P}}
4
= (νx) ( tonet(out.dis)[Var(x)]

| tovar(get back.out.in xchn.put tovar)
[toloc(put toloc)[ tochn(put tochn)[I(x, P )]]])

O(u, P )
4
= comm(put comm)

[ tovar(put tovar)[fwd(u)] | cont(dis)[{{P}}]]

I(x, P )
4
= comm(get comm.out.wait s.dis)

[ tovar(get tovar.sig s.out.in x.dis)[ ]
| cont(dis)[{{P}}] ]

fwd(a)
4
= ! tovar(get tovar.wait s.dis)

[ toloc(put toloc)[tochn(get tochn.sig s.in a.dis)[ ]]]

fwd(xchn)
4
= ! tovar(get tovar.out.in xchn.put tovar)[ ]

fwd(l)
4
= ! toloc(get toloc.out.in l.dis)[ ]

fwd(xloc)
4
= ! toloc(get toloc.out.in xloc.put toloc)[ ]

Var(xchn)
4
= xchn〈Cvn〉[ ]

Var(xloc)
4
= xloc〈Cvl〉[ ]

B(l)
4
= ! back(put tochn)[toloc(get toloc.get toloc.

sig s.out.in l.wait s.dis)[ ]]

Cl

4
= toloc l− | tonet ↑ | tovar ↑ | comm− | cont−

Cn

4
= tochn ↓− | comm ↑

Cvl

4
= toloc l | tovar ↓−

Cvn

4
= toloc ↑ | tovar l−

We introduced more system agent names in the encoding. Apart from
comm and cont, which are similar to their counterpart in the encoding of π,
we use four different routing agents: tonet, toloc, tochn, and tovar. They route
cargos respectively to the network level, inside locations, inside channels, or
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Fig. 6. Wall layouts and agent itineraries in the encoding of Dπ.

inside redirection variables. We always use name s for the signal agent name.
The encoding could be better understood with Figure 6 illustrating how the
encoding works.

In Figure 6, two locations k and l, together with four redirection ambients
are located in the first layer. A channel a is located inside location l. Processes
are indicated by circles, and their migration trials are illustrated with arcs.
Agent names during migration are shown next to these arcs.

The process go xloc.P inside location k reaches location l after it visits redi-
rection ambient xloc〈Cvl〉[fwd yloc] and yloc〈Cvl〉[fwd l], while process go l.P

can go to location l directly. In location l, a communication process on chan-
nel xchn first goes out of l and visit redirection ambient xchn〈Cvn〉[fwd ychn]
and ychn〈Cvn〉[fwd a], and then goes back to location l and enters channel
ambient a, while the communication process on channel a can move directly
into channel ambient a.

The encoding is rather complex due to different kinds of redirection am-
bients. The use of replicated agents back inside each location is essential
to bring communication processes back after they visit redirection ambients.
The use of “wait” and “sig” prevents possible interference between different
communication processes inside redirection ambients. Moreover, the encoding
is not very satisfying if we consider the distributed nature of Dπ locations.
The top-level redirection ambients make up a central service point that every
location depends on for its computation. This should be avoided since a dis-
tributed network like Dπ should have as few centralized control as possible.
This problem will be alleviated in the next section with some modification to
PR−.

6 Towards a routing calculus

In the Dπ encoding, it is crucial for an agent to remember where it was when
visiting redirection ambients. This section extends PR− and include a primitive
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Capabilities: Processes:
M, N ::=in u.M move in P, Q ::= 0 empty

| out(x).M move out | P | Q composition
| get.M get some cargo | ! P replication
| put put cargo | (νn)P restriction
| dis dissolve | M〈P 〉 anony. agent

Values: u ::= n | x | n[P ] wall

Evaluation context:
E ::= − | E | P | (νn)E | n[E]

Reduction axioms:
n[P ] | in n.M〈Q〉 −→ n[P | M〈Q〉]

n[P | out(x).M〈Q〉] −→ n[P ] | M{x :=n}〈Q{x :=n}〉
dis〈P 〉 −→ P

get.M〈P 〉 | put〈Q〉 −→ M〈P | Q〉

Fig. 7. The syntax and reduction semantics of the wagon calculus

called out-binding that enables agents to come back easily, so as to simplify
the previous sophisticated routing protocols. With out-binding, the primitives
wait and sig added in the encoding of Dπ are not needed anymore.

A second alternation to the PR− is the use of anonymous agents. We
write M〈P 〉 instead of a(M)[P ], we drop controllers in walls, and we forbid
reduction inside cargos. We call the simplified version the wagon calculus. It’s
syntax and reduction semantics are defined in Figure 7.

In process out(x).M〈P 〉, variable x in M and P are bound. Substitution
is made to both M and P after the agent moves out. We sometime abbreviate
out(x) as out if the bind variable x doesn’t occur in M and P .

Obviously, wagon is no longer a sub-calculus of ROAM.

Since wagon has also the name substitution primitive. It is easy to write
the encoding of π to wagon.

〈〈0〉〉
4
= 0 〈〈P | Q〉〉

4
= 〈〈P 〉〉 | 〈〈Q〉〉

〈〈 ! P 〉〉
4
= ! 〈〈P 〉〉 〈〈(νn)P 〉〉

4
= (νn)(n[ ] | 〈〈P 〉〉)

〈〈u〈v〉.P 〉〉
4
= in u.get.out.in v.dis〈out.dis.〈〈〈P 〉〉〉〉

〈〈u(x).P 〉〉
4
= in u.put〈out(x).dis〈〈〈P 〉〉〉〉

In the above encoding, an output process can route an input process into
the channel corresponding to the output value, the input process then read
the channel name with out-binding, thus substitutes all the occurrence of the
variable with the desired value.

The major advantage of using wagon is demonstrated in the encoding
of Dπ. Now we don’t need redirection ambients and sophisticated routing
protocols to get agents back. Passing channel names as well as location names
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can both be simulated easily using out-binding.

{{0}}
4
= 0 {{stop}}

4
= 0

{{N | M}}
4
= {{N}} | {{M}} {{P | Q}}

4
= {{P}} | {{Q}}

{{(νl)N}}
4
= (νl)(l[ ] | {{N}}) {{ ! P}}

4
= ! {{P}}

{{(νla)N}}
4
= (νa)(in l.dis〈a[ ]〉 | {{N}}) {{(νl)P}}

4
= (νl)(out.dis〈l[ ]〉 | {{P}})

{{l[[P ]]}}
4
= in l.dis〈{{P}}〉 {{(νa)P}}

4
= (νa)(a[ ] | {{P}})

{{go uloc.P}}
4
= out.in uloc.dis〈{{P}}〉

{{uchn〈vloc〉.P}}
4
= out(y).in y.in uchn.get.out.out.in vloc.dis

〈out.in y.dis〈{{P}}〉〉 y fresh

{{uchn〈vchn〉.P}}
4
= in uchn.get.out.in vchn.dis〈out.dis〈{{P}}〉〉

{{uchn(xloc).P}}
4
= out(y).in y.in uchn.put

〈out(xloc).in y.dis〈{{P}}〉〉 y fresh

{{uchn(xchn).P}}
4
= in uchn.put〈out(xchn).dis〈{{P}}〉〉

The output processes either route the input processes to locations, when
they want to send location values, or to channels inside locations, when they
want to send channel values. Note that for exchanging a location, both the
input and output process need to return to their original location after com-
munication, so they need to remember where they were by reading the location
name with out(y).in y at the beginning.

Compared with the encoding into PR− in the previous section, this encoding
is clearly simpler and doesn’t suffer the centralized control problem of the
former.

7 Conclusion

The first result of this paper is a simplified encoding of π-calculus into pure
ambients. We then study an interesting sub-calculus of ROAM called PR−.
PR− syntactically defines a subset of well-behaved ROAM processes, and holds
most of its expressiveness. We even managed to give an encoding of Dπ in
it. Although reference [CDGS03] gives an encoding of Dπ into a version of
ambient calculus with anonymous communication, we are not aware of any
previous encoding of Dπ into pure ambients.

To simplify the encoding of π and Dπ in PR−, we extend PR− to wagon,
where agents are anonymous and can know their current location names. By
such modifications, the wagon calculus exhibits a pure packet routing model
of computation, which is simple but expressive. We conjecture that most of
the expressive power of ambients lies in this computation model. We plan to
study the behavior theory of the wagon calculus in the near future.

The encodings in this paper are not formally proved. Those encodings
in PR− should be easy, since PR− processes are simply well-behaved ROAM
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processes. Proofs for those encodings in wagon would also be easy, after the
development of its equational theory similar to that of ROAM.
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A.1 Zimmer’s encoding in SA [Zim00]

server n.P
4
= ! enter[in n.open enter.P ]

request rw n
4
= in n.in rw.open enter

request rw x
4
= in x.in rw.open enter.out x

fwd u
4
= server write.request write u | server read.request read u

n be m.P
4
= m[out n.in m.(open n | P )] | out n.in m.open n

allowIO n
4
= ! in n | ! out n

{[0]}
4
= 0

{[P | Q]}
4
= {[P ]} | {[Q]}

{[ ! P ]}
4
= ! {[P ]}

{[(νn)P ]}
4
= (νn) ( n[ allowIO n

| server read.(νp)
(out read.read be p.in p.out n.p be read

| enter[out read.in write.open enter.

in p.open write])]
| {[P ]})

{[u〈v〉.P ]}
4
= (νp) ( write [ request write u

| fwd v

| p[out read.open p.{[P ]}]]
| open p)

{[u(x).P ]}
4
= (νp) ( read [ request read u

| open write.out read.(νx) read be x.

( out x.allowIO x

| p[out x.open p.{[P ]}])]
| open p)

A.2 Our previous encoding in ROAM [Gua02]

server rw.P
4
= ! enter[ in rw.open.P ]

request n
4
= in n.in enter.open enter

request x
4
= in x.in enter.out x.open enter

fwd M
4
= server r.request M | server w.request M

allowIO
4
= ! in r | ! out r | ! in w | ! out w

wHead
4
= in r.open

wTail(M, P )
4
= c [ out r.open.〈〈P 〉〉]

| w1 [ in r1.open.(fwd M | allowIO) ]

rHead(n)
4
= in w.out n.out c.open w.out c.open r2.open

rTail(x, P )
4
= (νx)
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( c [ out r.open.〈〈P 〉〉]
| r1 [ in w1.in x.open ]
| x [ in r1.out r2.open r1.open w1

| r2[ out x.open ] ] )

chn(n)
4
= allowIO | server w.wHead | server r.rHead(n)

〈〈0〉〉
4
= 0

〈〈P | Q〉〉
4
= 〈〈P 〉〉 | 〈〈Q〉〉

〈〈 ! P 〉〉
4
= ! 〈〈P 〉〉

〈〈(νn)P 〉〉
4
= (νn)(n[chn(n)] | 〈〈P 〉〉)

〈〈M〈M ′〉.P 〉〉
4
= w[request M | wTail(M ′, P )]

〈〈M(x).P 〉〉
4
= r[request M | rTail(x, P )] | open c | open c | open r

B Comparing the Three Encodings

This appendix gives some comparisons of the three encodings, namely Zim-
mer00, Guan02, and the one in this paper (Guan03). We use two metrics in
our comparison: size and complexity.

For easy approximation, we define the size of an encoding to be the total

number of actions (including macros) used in the right side of “
4
=”. This is

surely not very accurate. It just serves as a fast approximation.

We define complexity to be the number of reduction steps in the target
language needed to simulate one π-reduction. Since a π-reduction in ambient
encoding can be divided roughly into the following three stages, we will further
list the steps required in each of these stages.

Redirection : I/O processes interacting with redirection ambients (zero or
more redirections may be needed to enter the next stage);

Pre-communication : I/O processes entering the right communication chan-
nel and getting ready before they select each other;

Post-communication : I/O processes selecting each other and making the
new redirection ambients.

As a means to understand the mechanisms of each encoding, we list be-
low the detailed reduction steps in each of these stages. Each reduction step
is represented with the subject, the action, and the object (we use the sur-
rounding ambient as the subject of “open”). Those reduction steps that can
be executed in parallel are listed in parallel. We distinguish actions taken by
input and output processes in the first two stages.

Redirection :

Zimmer00 (8 steps):
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write in x → enter in write → write open enter → write out x

read in x → enter in read → read open enter → read out x

Guan02 (8 steps):






w in x → enter in w → w out x → w open enter

r in x → enter in r → r out x → r open enter

Guan03 (8 steps):






route in x → route in route → route open route → route out x

route in x → route in route → route open route → route out x

Pre-communication :

Zimmer00 (8 steps):






write in n

read in n → enter in read → read open enter → (1)

(1) → enter out read → p out read → read in p → p open read

Guan02 (6 steps):






w in n → enter in w → w open enter

r in n → enter in r → r open enter

Guan03 (8 steps):






route in n → route in route → route open route → n open route

route in n → route in route → route open route → n open route

Post-communication :

Zimmer00 (15 steps):
enter in write → write open enter → write in p → p out n → (1)
(1) → read out p → p in read → read open p → (2)

(2) → read open write → p out read →







root open p

x out read → (3)

(3) → read in x → x open read → p out x → root open p

Guan02 (14 steps):
w in r → r out n → c out r → (1)

(1) →



















root open c

r open w →







c out r → root open c

w1 in r1 → r1 in x → r2 out x → (2)
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(2) →







r open r2 → root open r

x open r1 → x open w1

Guan03 (9 steps):
comm in comm → comm open comm → comm out n → (1)

(1) → comm in x → x open comm →







cont out x → root open cont

cont out x → root open cont

We summarized our result in the following table. From this table, we can
conclude that the encoding in this paper is simpler than both Zimmer00 and
Guan02.

Zimmer00 Guan02 Guan03

size 47 56 36

complexity∗ 8 × n + 8 + 15 8 × n + 6 + 14 8 × n + 8 + 9

Note *: We write complexity as r ∗ n + pre + post, where r, pre, and post are the

reduction steps in the three stages respectively, and n means the average number of

redirection steps a process need to perform before reaching its destination channel,

which should be a constant in our comparison.
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Abstract. Resource control has attracted increasing interest in foundational re-
search on distributed systems. This paper focuses on space control and develops
an analysis of space usage in the context of an ambient-like calculus with bounded
capacities and weighed processes, where migration and activation require space.
A type system complements the dynamics of the calculus by providing static
guarantees that the intended capacity bounds are preserved throughout the com-
putation.

Introduction

Emerging computing paradigms, such as Global Computing and Ambient Intelligence,
envision scenarios where mobile devices travel across domains and networks bound-
aries. Current examples include smart cards, embedded devices (e.g. in cars), mobile
phones, PDAs, and the list keeps growing. The notion of third-party resource usage will
raise to a central role, as roaming entities will need to borrow resources from host net-
works and, in turn, provide guarantees of bounded resource usage. This is the context of
the present paper, which focuses on space consumption and capacity bound awareness.

Resource control, in diverse incarnations, has recently been the focus of founda-
tional research. Topics considered include the ability to read from and to write to a
channel [22], the control of the location of channel names [29], the guarantee that dis-
tributed agents will access resources only when allowed to do so [12, 21, 2, 10, 11].
Specific work on the certification of bounds on resource consumption include [13],
which introduces a notion of resource type representing an abstract unit of space, and
uses a linear type system to guarantee linear space consumption; [7] where quantitative
bounds on time usage are enforced using a typed assembly language; and [15], which
puts forward a general formulation of resource usage analysis.
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We elect to formulate our analysis of space control in an ambient-like calculus,
BoCa, because the notion of ambient mobility is a natural vehicle to address the in-
tended application domain. Relevant references to related work in this context include
[8], which presents a calculus in which resources may be moved across locations pro-
vided suitable space is available at the target location; [27], which uses typing systems
to control resource usage and consumption; and [6], which uses static techniques to
analyse the behaviour of finite control processes, i.e., those with bounded capabilities
for ambient allocation and output creation.

Overview. BoCa relies on a physical, yet abstract, notion of “resource unit” defined
in terms of a new process constructor, noted (read “slot”), which evolves out of the
homonym notion of [8]. A slot may be interpreted as a unit of computation space to be
allocated to running processes and migrating ambients. To exemplify, the configuration

P ||| ||| . . . |||︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times

represents a system which is running process P and which has k resource units avail-
able for P to spawn – i.e. activate – new subprocesses and to accept migrating agents
willing to enter. In both cases, the activation of the new components is predicated to
the presence of suitable resources: only processes and agents requiring cumulatively no
more than k units may be activated on the system. As a consequence, process activa-
tion and agent migration involve a protocol to “negotiate” the use of resources with the
enclosing, resp. receiving, context (possibly competing with other processes).

For migrating agents this is accounted for by associating each agent with a tag
representing the space required for activation at the target context, as in ak[[[ P ]]]. A notion
of well-formedness will ensure that k provides a safe estimate of the space needed
by a[[[ P ]]]; namely, the number of resource units allocated to P. Correspondingly, the
negotiation protocol for mobility is represented formally by the following reductions
(where k is short for ||| . . . ||| , k times):

ak[[[ in b...P ||| Q ]]] ||| b[[[ k ||| R ]]] ↘↘↘ k ||| b[[[ ak[[[ P ||| Q ]]] ||| R ]]]

k ||| b[[[ P ||| ak[[[ out b...Q ||| R ]]] ]]] ↘↘↘ ak[[[ Q ||| R ]]] ||| b[[[ P ||| k ]]]

In both cases, the migrating agent releases the space required for its computation at the
source site and gets corresponding space at the target context. Notice that the reductions
construe both as a representation of the physical space available at the locations of
the system, and as a particular new kind of co-capability.

Making the weight of an ambient depend explicitly on its contents allows a clean
and simple treatment of the open capability: opening does not require resources, as
those needed to allocate the contents are exactly those taken by enclosing ambient.

open a...P ||| a[[[ open...Q ||| R ]]] ↘↘↘ P ||| Q ||| R

Notice that in order for these reductions to provide the intended semantics of re-
source negotiation, it is crucial that the redexes are well-formed (in the sense discussed
above). Accordingly, the dynamics of ambient mobility is inherently dependent on the
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assumption that all migrating agents are well-formed. As we shall discuss, this assump-
tion is central to the definition of behavioural equivalence as well.

Resource management and consumption do not concern exclusively mobility, as
all processes need and use space. In particular, since “spawning” processes requires
resources, process replication must be controlled so as to guard against processes that
may consume an infinite amount of resources. The action of spawning a new process is
made explicit in BoCa by introducing a new process construct, the prefix k . , whose
semantics is defined by the following reduction:

k. P ||| k ↘↘↘ P

Here k. P is a “spawner” which launches P provided that the local context is ready to
allocate enough fresh resources for the activation. The tag k represents the “activation
cost” for process P, viz. its weight, while k . P, the “frozen code” of P, weighs 0:
here, again, the hypothesis of well-formedness of terms is critical to make sense of the
spawning protocol. The adoption of an explicit spawning operator allows us to delegate
to the “spawner” the responsibility of resource control in the mechanism for process
replication. In particular, we restrict the replication primitive “!!!" to 0-weight processes
only. We can then rely on the usual congruence rule that identifies !!!P with !!!P |||P, and use
!!!(k. P) to realise a resource-aware version of replication. This results in a system which
separates process duplication from process activation, and so allows a fine analysis of
resource consumption in computation.

The definition of BoCa is completed by two constructs that provide for the dynamic
allocation of resources. In our approach resources are not “created” from the void, but
rather acquired dynamically – in fact, transferred – from the context, again as a result
of a negotiation.

ak+1[[[ put...P ||| ||| Q ]]] ||| bh[[[ get a...R ||| S ]]] ↘↘↘ ak[[[ P ||| Q ]]] ||| bh+1[[[ R ||| ||| S ]]]

put↓...P ||| ||| ak[[[ get↑...Q ||| R ]]] ↘↘↘ P ||| ak+1[[[ ||| Q ||| R ]]]

Resource transfer is realised as a two-way synchronisation in which a context offers
some of its resource units to any enclosed or sibling ambient that makes a corresponding
request. The effect of the transfer is reflected in the tags that describe the resources
allocated to the receiving ambients. We formalise slot transfers only between siblings
and from father to child. As we shall see, transfers across siblings make it possible to
encode a notion of private resource, while transfer from child to parent can easily be
encoded in terms of the existing constructs.

Contributions and main results. Resource allocation in BoCa is controlled by a sys-
tem of capacity types that guarantees capacity bounds on computational ambients. In
this system, ambient types allow resource control policies to be specified by impos-
ing capacity bounds that control the movement and the spawning of processes inside
ambients. Then, the typing system enables us to certify statically the absence of under-
/over-flows, potentially arising from an uncontrolled use of the capabilities for dynamic
space allocation.

Additional, and finer, control on the dynamics of space allocation/deallocation is
provided by means of a naming mechanism for slots. We introduce it with a refined ver-
sion of the calculus in which the notion of private resource is made primitive, rather than
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encoded. As we will show, the new mechanisms provide the calculus with a rich and
tractable algebraic theory. The semantics theory of the refined calculus is supported by a
labelled transition system, yielding a bisimulation congruence adequate with respect to
barbed congruence. Besides enabling powerful co-inductive characterizations of pro-
cess equivalences, the labelled transition system yields an effective tool for contextual
reasoning on process behavior. More specifically, it enables a formal representation of
open systems, in which processes may acquire resources and space from their enclosing
context.

Our approach in the definition of BoCa is typical of a way to couple language de-
sign with type analysis. This coupling is critical in frameworks like Global Computing,
where it is ultimately unrealistic to assume acquaintance with all the entities which
may in the future interact with us, as it is usually done for standard type systems. The
openness of the network and its very dynamic nature deny us any substantial form of
global knowledge. Therefore, syntactic constructs must be introduced to support the
static analysis, as e.g., our “negotiation” protocols. In our system, the possibility of
dynamically checking particular space constraints is a consequence of the explicit pres-
ence of the primitive .

Structure of the paper. In §1 we give the formal description of BoCa and illustrate
it with a few examples. In §2 we introduce the system of capacity types, and prove
it sound. In §3 we introduce the refined calculus and study its its operational and be-
havioural semantics (based on barbed congruence). We conclude with final remarks in
§4. A separate appendix describes the labelled transition system for the calculus.

A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [1].

1 The calculus BoCa

The calculus is a conservative extension of the Ambient Calculus. We presuppose two
mutually disjoint sets: N of names, and V of variables. The set V is ranged over
by letters at the end of the alphabet, typically x,y,z, while a,b,c,d,n,m range over
N . Finally, h,k and other letters in the same font denote integers. The syntax of the
(monadic) calculus is defined below, with W an exchange type as introduced in §2.

Definition 1 (Preterms and Terms). The set of process preterms is defined by the
following productions (where we assume k ≥ 0):

Processes P ::= | 000 | π...P | P|||P | Mk[[[ P ]]] | !!!π...P | (νννa : W )P

Capabilities C ::= in M | out M | open M | open | get M | get↑ | put | put↓

Messages M ::= a ∈ N | x ∈ V |C | M ...M
Prefixes π ::= M | (x : W ) | 〈M〉 | k .
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A (well-formed) term P is a preterm such that w(P) 6= ⊥, where w : Processes ⇀ ω
is the partial weight function defined as follows:

w(000) = 0 w( ) = 1 w(P ||| Q) = w(P)+ w(Q)

w(M.P) = w((x : W )P) = w(〈M〉P) = w((νννa : W )P) = w(P)

w(ak[[[ P ]]]) = if w(P) is k then k else ⊥

w(k. P) = if w(P) is k then 0 else ⊥

w(!!!P) = if w(P) is 0 then 0 else ⊥

We use the standard notational conventions for ambient calculi. In particular, we
write (x : W )P and 〈M〉P for (x : W )...P and 〈M〉...P, respectively, and similarly k . P
to denote k . ...P. We omit types when not relevant; we write a[[[ P ]]] instead of ak[[[ P ]]]
when the value of k does not matter. In this regard, note that in ak[[[ P ]]] the weight tag k

refers to the ambient process a[[[ P ]]] and not to the name a. We use k as a shorthand
for ||| . . . ||| (k times) and Ck as a shorthand for C... . . ....C (again k times). Following a
well-known approach, we restrict replication to prefixed processes, as this allows for a
simplified treatment in the labelled transition system.

1.1 Reduction

The dynamics of the calculus is defined as usual in terms of structural congruence and
reduction (cf. Figure 1). Unlike other calculi, however, in BoCa both relations are only
defined for proper terms, a fact we will leave implicit in the rest of the presentation.

The reduction relation ↘↘↘ formalizes the intuitions discussed in the introduction;
we denote with ↘↘↘∗ the reflexive and transitive closure of ↘↘↘. Structural congruence is
essentially standard. The assumption of well-formedness is central to both relations. In
particular, the congruence !!!P ≡ P ||| !!!P only holds with P a proper term of weight 0.
Thus, to duplicate arbitrary processes we need to first “freeze” them under k. , i.e. we
decompose arbitrary duplication into “template replication” and “process activation.”
Notice that replication only applies to prefixed processes, a restriction that is technically
convenient and that does not involve any significant loss of expressive power.

A few remarks are in order on the form of the transfer capabilities. The put capa-
bility (among siblings) does not name the target ambient, as is the case for the dual
capability get. We select this particular combination because it is the most liberal one
for which our results hold. Of course, more stringent notions are possible, as e.g. when
both partners in a synchronisation use each other’s names. Adopting any of these would
not change the nature of the calculus and preserve, mutatis mutandis, the validity of our
results. In particular, the current choice makes it easy and natural to express interesting
programming examples (cf. the memory management in §1.2), and protocols: e.g., it
enables us to provide simple encoding of named (and private) resources allocated for
spawning (cf. §3). Secondly, a new protocol is easily derived for transferring resources
“upwards” from children to parents using the following pair of dual put and get.

get↓a...P , (νννm)(open m...P ||| m0[[[ get a...open ]]]), and put↑ , put
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Fig. 1 Structural Congruence and Reduction

Structural Congruence: (|||,000) is a commutative monoid.

(νννa)(P ||| Q) ≡ (νννa)P ||| Q (a 6∈ fn(Q)) (νννa)a0[[[ 000 ]]] ≡ 000

(νννa)000 ≡ 000 (νννa)(νννb)P ≡ (νννb)(νννa)P

!!!P ≡ P ||| !!!P a[[[ (νννb)P ]]] ≡ (νννb)a[[[ P ]]] (a 6= b)

Reduction: E ::= {·} | E ||| P | (νννm)E | mk[[[ E ]]] is an evaluation context

ak[[[ in b...P ||| Q ]]] ||| b[[[ k ||| R ]]] ↘↘↘ k ||| b[[[ ak[[[ P ||| Q ]]] ||| R ]]](ENTER)

k ||| b[[[ P ||| ak[[[ out b...Q ||| R ]]] ]]] ↘↘↘ ak[[[ Q ||| R ]]] ||| b[[[ P ||| k ]]](EXIT)

open a...P ||| a[[[ open...Q ||| R ]]] ↘↘↘ P ||| Q ||| R(OPEN)

ak+1[[[ put...P ||| ||| Q ]]] ||| bh[[[ get a...R ||| S ]]] ↘↘↘ ak[[[ P ||| Q ]]] ||| bh+1[[[ R ||| ||| S ]]](GETS)

put↓...P ||| ||| ak[[[ get↑...Q ||| R ]]] ↘↘↘ P ||| ak+1[[[ ||| Q ||| R ]]](GETD)

k. P ||| k ↘↘↘ P(SPAWN)

(x : W )P ||| 〈M〉Q ↘↘↘ P{x := M} ||| Q(EXCHANGE)

P ≡ P′ P′ ↘↘↘ Q′ Q′ ≡ Q =⇒ P↘↘↘ Q(STRUCT)

P↘↘↘ Q =⇒ E{P}↘↘↘ E{Q}(CONTEXT)

Transfers affect the amount of resources allocated at different nesting levels in a sys-
tem. We delegate to the type system of §2 to control that no nesting level suffers from
resource over- or under-flows. The reduction semantics itself guarantees that the global
amount of resources is preserved, as it can be proved by an inspection of the reduction
rules.

Proposition 1 (Resource preservation). If w(P) 6=⊥, and P↘↘↘∗ Q, then w(Q) = w(P).

Two remarks about the above proposition are worthwhile. First, resource preservation
is a distinctive property of closed systems; in open systems, instead, a process may
acquire new resources from the environment, or transfer resources to the environment,
by exercising the put and get capabilities. Secondly, the fact that the global weight of
a process is invariant through reduction does not imply that the amount of resources
available for computation also is invariant.

Indeed, our notion of slot is an economical way to convey the three different con-
cepts of a resource being free, allocated, or wasted, according to the context in which
occurs during the computation. Unguarded slots, as in a[[[ ||| P ]]], represent free resources
available for spawning or movement at a given nesting level; guarded slots, like M ... ,
represent allocated resources, which may be released and become free; and unreach-
able slots, like (νννa)in a. k or (νννa)ak[[[ k ]]], represent wasted resources that will never
be released.
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Computation changes the state of resources in the expected ways: allocated re-
sources may be freed, as in open a. ||| a[[[ P ]]]↘↘↘ ||| P; free resources may be allocated,
as in ||| 1. M. ↘↘↘ M. , or wasted as in put↓ ||| ||| (νννa)a[[[ get↑ ]]]↘↘↘ (νννa)a[[[ ]]]. No further
transition is possible for a wasted resource: in particular, it may never become free, and
re-allocated. Accordingly, while the global amount of resources is invariant through
reduction, as stated in Proposition 1, the computation of a process does in general con-
sume resources and leaves a possibly decreased, certainly non-increased amount of free
and allocated resources. We will return on a more precise analysis resource usage based
on the characterization we just outlined in §3.

1.2 Examples

We illustrate the calculus with examples and encodings of systems that require usage
and control of space.

Recovering Mobile Ambients. The Ambient Calculus [5] is straightforwardly embed-
ded in (an untyped version of) BoCa: it suffices to insert a process !!!open in all ambients.
The relevant clauses of the embedding are as follows:

[[[[[[a[[[ P ]]]]]]]]] , a0[[[ !!!open ||| [[[[[[P]]]]]] ]]], [[[[[[(νννa)P]]]]]] , (νννa)[[[[[[P]]]]]]

and the remaining ones are derived similarly; clearly all resulting processes weigh 0.

Parent-child swap. Given that ambients may have non null weights, in BoCa this swap
is possible only in case the father and child nodes have the same weight. We present it
for example in the case of weight 1. Notice the use of the primitives for child to father
slot transfer we defined in §1.

b1[[[ get↓a...put... in a...get↑ ||| a1[[[ put↑ ...out b...get b...put↓ ||| ]]] ]]]↘↘↘∗ a1[[[ b1[[[ ]]] ]]]

Ambient renaming. We can represent in BoCa a form of ambient self-renaming capa-
bility. First, define spawnk P outside a , exp0[[[ out a...open...k. P ]]] and then use it to
define

a bekb...P , spawnk (bk[[[ k ||| open a ]]]) outside a ||| in b...open...P

Since open exp ||| k ||| ah[[[ spawnk (bk[[[ P ]]] ||| Q) outside a ]]]↘↘↘∗ bk[[[ P ]]] ||| ah[[[ Q ]]] where k, h

are the weights of P and Q, respectively, we get

ak[[[ a bekb...P ||| R ]]] ||| k ||| open exp↘↘↘∗ bk[[[ P ||| R ]]] ||| k

So, an ambient needs to borrow space from its parent in order to rename itself. We
conjecture that renaming cannot be obtained otherwise.

A memory module. A user can take slots from a memory module MEM_MOD using
MALLOC and release them back to MEM_MOD after their use.

MEM_MOD , mem[[[ 256MB |||

256MB︷ ︸︸ ︷
open m ||| . . . ||| open m ]]]

MALLOC , m[[[ out u... in mem...open...put...get u...open m ]]]

USER , u[[[ . . ....MALLOC ||| . . ....get mem . . .put ||| . . . ]]]
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A cab trip. As a further example, we give a new version of the the cab trip protocol
from [27], formulated in our calculus. A customer sends a request for a cab, which
then arrives and takes the customer to his destination. The use of slots here enables us
to model very naturally the constraint that only one passenger (or actually any fixed
number of them) may occupy a cab.

CALL( f rom,client) ,

call1[[[ out client ...out f rom... in cab...open... in f rom...(load0[[[ out cab... in client ...open ]]] ||| ) ]]]

T RIP( f rom,to,client) , trip0[[[ out client ...open...out f rom... in to...done0[[[ in client ...open ]]] ]]]

CLIENT ( f rom,to) , (νννc)c1[[[CALL( f rom,c) ||| open load ... in cab...T RIP( f rom,to,c)
||| open done...out cab...bye0[[[ out c... in cab...open...out to ]]]]]]

CAB , cab1[[[ ||| !!!(open call ...open trip...open bye) ]]]

SIT E(i) , sitei[[[ CLIENT (sitei,site j) |||CLIENT (sitei,sitel) ||| · · · ||| ||| ||| · · · ]]]

CITY , city[[[ CAB |||CAB ||| · · · ||| · · · ||| SIT E(1) ||| · · · ||| SITE(n) ||| ||| ||| · · · ]]]

The fact that only one slot is available in cab together with the weight 1 of both call
and client prevents the cab to carry more than one call and/or more than one client.
Moreover this encoding limits also the space in each site and in the whole city.

Comparing with [27], we notice that we can deal with the cab’s space satisfactorily
with no need for 3-way synchronisations. Unfortunately, as already observed in [27],
this encoding may lead to unwanted behaviours, since there is no way of preventing
a client to enter a cab different from that called and/or the ambient bye to enter a cab
different from that the client has left. We discuss these and related issues in further
detail below.

1.3 Discussion

In its present definition, the calculus provides a simple, yet effective, framework for
expressing resource usage and consumption. On the other hand, as observed above,
it is less effective to express and enforce policies for resource allocation, and their
distribution to distinct, possibly, competing components.

Policies for resource allocation should provide safeguards against denial-of-service
threats, based on the ability of misbehaved agents to attack a host by repeated space
transfer requests that could overfill the target host or leave it with no space to spawn its
local processes. Similarly, policies for resource distribution should be able to express
protocols in which a given resource unit is selectively allocated to a specific agent, and
protected against unintended use. To illustrate, consider the following term (and assume
it well-formed):

a1[[[ in b.P ]]] ||| b[[[ 1.Q ||| ||| d[[[ c1[[[ out d.R ]]] ]]] ]]]

Three agents are competing for the resource unit in ambient b: ambients a and c, which
would use it for their move, and the local spawner inside ambient b. While the race
between a and c may be acceptable – the resource unit may be allocated by b to any
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migrating agent – it would also be desirable for b to reserve resources for internal use,
i.e. for spawning new processes.

In the remainder of the paper we attack both problems. The system of capacity
types in §2 provides static guarantees that the resources available at a given site remain
within the intended bounds. The mechanism for slot naming, in §3, yields new and ef-
fective primitives for the selective distribution of resources, and for protecting processes
against the presence of races for resource acquisition.

2 Bounding Resources – by Typing

As outlined above, the type system provides static guarantees for a simple behavioural
property, namely the absence of space under- and over-flows arising as a result of trans-
fers during the computation. To deal with this satisfactorily, we need to take into account
that transfer capabilities can be acquired by way of exchanges. The type of a capability
will hence have to express how it affects the space of the ambient in which it can be
performed.

2.1 Capacity Types

We use Z to denote the set of integers, and note Z+ and Z− the sets of non-negative
and non-positive integers respectively. We define the following domains:

Intervals ι ∈ ℑ , {[n,N] | n,N ∈ Z+, n ≤ N}

Effects ε ∈ E , {(d, i) | d ∈ Z−, i ∈ Z+}

Thread Effects φ ∈ Φ , E → E

Intervals and effects are ordered in the expected way, namely: [n,N] ≤ [n′,N′] when
n′ ≤ n and N ≤ N′ and (d, i) ≤ (d′, i′) when d′ ≤ d and i ≤ i′ . It is also convenient to
define the component-wise sum operator for effects: (d, i)+(d′, i′) = (d+d′, i+ i′), and
lift it to Φ pointwise: φ1 + φ2 = λε.φ1(ε)+ φ2(ε).

The syntax of types is defined by the following productions:

Message Types W ::= Amb〈ι,ε,χ〉 | Cap〈φ,χ〉

Exchange Types χ ::= Shh |W

Process Types Π ::= Proc〈ε,χ〉

Type Proc〈ε,χ〉 is the type of processes with ε effects and χ exchanges. Specifically, for
a process P of type Proc〈(d, i),χ〉, the effect (d, i) bounds the number of slots delivered
(|d|) and acquired (i) by P as the cumulative result of exercising P’s transfer capabilities.

Type Amb〈ι,ε,χ〉 is the type of ambients with weight ranging in ι, and enclosing
processes with ε effects and χ exchanges. As in companion type systems, values that can
be exchanged include ambients and (paths of) capabilities, while the type Shh indicates
no exchange. As for capability types, Cap〈φ,χ〉 is the type of (paths of) capabilities
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which, when exercised, unleash processes with χ exchanges, and compose the effect of
the unleashed process with the thread effect φ. The functional domain of thread effects
helps compute the composition of effects. In brief, thread effects accumulate the results
from get’s and put’s, and compose these with the effects unleashed by occurrences of
open.

We introduce the following combinators (functions in Φ) to define the thread effects
of the put, get and open capabilities.

Put = λ(d, i).(d−1,max(0, i−1))

Get = λ(d, i).(min(0,d+ 1), i+ 1)

Open(ε) = λ(d, i).(ε+(d, i))

The intuition is as follows. A put that prefixes a process P with cumulative effect (d, i),
contributes to a “shift” in that effect of one unit. The effect of a get capability is dual. To
illustrate, the thread effect ε associated with P = put...put...get a is computed as follows,
where we use function composition in standard order (i.e. f ◦ g(x) = f (g(x))):

ε = (Put ◦ Put ◦ Get)((0,0)) = (−2,0).

The intuition about an open capability is similar, but subtler, as the effect of opening an
ambient is, essentially, the effect of the process unleashed by the open: in open n.P, the
process unleashed by open n runs in parallel with P. Consequently, open has an addi-
tive import in the computation of the effect. To motivate, assume that n : Amb〈ι,ε,χ〉.
Opening n unleashes the enclosed process in parallel to the process P. To compute the
resulting effect we may rely on the effect ε declared by n to bound the effect of the un-
leashed process: that effect is then added to the effect of the continuation P. Specifically,
if P has effect ε′, the composite effect of open n.P is computed as Open(ε)(ε′) = ε+ε′.

2.2 The typing rules

The typing rules are collected in Figures 2 and 3, where we denote with idΦ the identity
element in the domain Φ.

The rules in Figure 2 derive judgements Γ ` M : W for well-typed messages. The
environment Γ is a set of assumptions either of the shape a : Amb〈ι,ε,χ〉 with a ∈ N

or of the shape x : W with x ∈ V , where all names and variables are distinct. The rules
draw on the intuitions we gave earlier. Notice, in particular, that the capabilities in, out
and the cocapability open have no effect, as reflected by the use idΦ in their type. The
same is true also of the the co-capability put↓. In fact, by means of the superscript k in
ak[[[ P ]]] we can record the actual weight of the ambient (cf. reduction rule (GETD)). This
implies that the weight of an ambient in which put↓ is executed does not change: the
ambient loses a slot, but the weight of one of its sub-ambients increases.

The rules in Figure 3 derive judgements Γ ` P : Proc〈ε,χ〉 for well-typed processes.
An inspection of the typing rules shows that any well-typed process is also well-formed
(in the sense of Definition 1). We let 0E denote the null effect (0,0): thus, rules (000) and
( ) simply state that the inhert process and the slot form have no effects. Rule (prefix)
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Fig. 2 Good Messages

(axiom)
Γ,M : W ` M : W

Γ ` M : Cap〈φ,χ〉 Γ ` M′ : Cap〈φ′,χ〉
(path)

Γ ` M.M′ : Cap〈φ ◦ φ′,χ〉

Γ ` M : Amb〈−,−,−〉
(get M)

Γ ` get M : Cap〈Get,χ〉
(put)

Γ ` put : Cap〈Put,χ〉

(get↑)
Γ ` get↑ : Cap〈Get,χ〉

(put↓)
Γ ` put↓ : Cap〈idΦ,χ〉

Γ ` M : Amb〈−,−,−〉
(in M)

Γ ` in M : Cap〈idΦ,χ〉

Γ ` M : Amb〈−,−,−〉
(out M)

Γ ` out M : Cap〈idΦ,χ〉

Γ ` M : Amb〈−,ε,χ〉
(open M)

Γ ` open M : Cap〈Open(ε),χ〉
(open)

Γ ` open : Cap〈idΦ,χ〉

computes the effects of prefixes, by applying the thread effect of the capability to the
effect of the process. Rule (par) adds up the effects of two parallel threads, while the
constructs for input, output and restriction do not have any effect.

Rule (amb) governs the formation of ambient processes. The declared weight k of
the ambient must reflect the weight of the enclosed process. Two further conditions
ensure (i) that k modified by the effect (d, i) of the enclosed process lies within the in-
terval [n,N] declared by the ambient type, and (ii) that effect ε declared by the ambient
type is a sound approximation for the effects released by opening the ambient itself.
The condition that ensures (i) is simply [max(k+d,0),k+ i]≤ [n,N], where the use of
max(k+ d,0) is justified by observing that the weight of an ambient may never grow
negative as a result of the enclosed process exercising put capabilities. To motivate
the condition that ensures (ii), first observe that opening an ambient which encloses a
process with effect (d, i) may only release effects ε ≤ (d− i, i− d). The lower bound
arises in a situation in which the ambient is opened right after the enclosed process
has completed its i get ’s and is thus left with |d− i| put’s unleashed in the opening
context. Dually, the upper bound arises when the ambient is opened right after the en-
closed process has completed its |d| put’s, and is left with i− d get ’s. On the other
hand, we also know that the maximum increasing effect released by opening ambients
with weight ranging in [n,N] is N− n. Collectively, these two observations justify the
condition (d− i,min(N−n, i−d))≤ ε in rule (amb).

In rule (spawn), the effect of k . P is the same as that of the reduct P. Finally, to
prevent the effects of duplicated processes to add up beyond control, with unpredictable
consequences, rule (bang) enforces duplicated processes to have null effects.
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Fig. 3 Good Processes

( )
Γ ` : Proc〈0E ,χ〉

(000)
Γ ` 000 : Proc〈0E ,χ〉

Γ ` M : Cap〈φ,χ〉 Γ ` P : Proc〈ε,χ〉
(prefix)

Γ ` M ...P : Proc〈φ(ε),χ〉

Γ ` P : Proc〈ε,χ〉 Γ ` Q : Proc〈ε′,χ〉
(par)

Γ ` P ||| Q : Proc〈ε+ ε′,χ〉

Γ,x : W ` P : Proc〈ε,W 〉
(input)

Γ ` (x : W )P : Proc〈ε,W 〉

Γ ` M : W Γ ` P : Proc〈ε,W 〉
(output)

Γ ` 〈M〉P : Proc〈ε,W 〉

Γ,a : Amb〈ι,ε,χ〉 ` P : Proc〈ε′,χ′〉
(new)

Γ ` (νννa : Amb〈ι,ε,χ〉)P : Proc〈ε′,χ′〉

Γ ` M : Amb〈[n,N],ε,χ′〉

Γ ` P : Proc〈(d, i),χ′〉 w(P) = k

[max(k+d,0),k+ i] ≤ [n,N]

(d− i,min(N−n, i−d)) ≤ ε
(amb)

Γ ` Mk[P] : Proc〈0E ,χ〉
Γ ` P : Proc〈0E ,χ〉 w(P) = k

(spawn)
Γ ` k. P : Proc〈0E ,χ〉

Γ ` π...P : Proc〈0E ,χ〉 w(π...P) = 0
(bang)

Γ ` !!!π...P : Proc〈0E ,χ〉

A first property of the type system is that all typable preterms are proper, hence
well-formed, terms. In addition, the following result complements Proposition 1 and
shows that capacity bounds on ambients are preserved during computations, while the
processes’ ability to shrink or expand reduces.

Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction). Assume Γ ` P : Proc〈ε,χ〉 and P ↘↘↘∗ Q. Then Γ `
Q : Proc〈ε′,χ〉 for some ε′ ≤ ε.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the reduction from P to Q. In the
inductive case, the reasoning is by a cases analysis of the reduction in question. The
interesting cases are those for rules (GETS) and (GETD). Below, we give the case of
(GETS), the treatment of (GETD) being similar. Also, we give a proof disregarding the
exchange components of our capacity types, as they are irrelevant for our argument.

Let D be a derivation for the redex of a (GETS) reduction:

Γ ` ak+1[[[ put...P ||| ||| Q ]]] ||| bh[[[ get a...R ||| S ]]] : Proc〈0E 〉

An inspection of the typing rules – (amb) and (par) – shows that the type of the redex
must indeed be of the form given. Inside D there must be judgements of the shape:

Γ ` a : Amb〈ι,ε〉, Γ ` P : Proc〈(d, i)〉, Γ ` Q : Proc〈(d′, i′)〉
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for some ι,ε, i, i′,d,d′. By rules (put) and (prefix), Γ ` P : Proc〈(d, i)〉 implies Γ `
put...P : Proc〈(d−1,max(i−1,0))〉. Then the application of rule (amb) for deriving

Γ ` ak+1[[[ put...P ||| ||| Q ]]] : Proc〈0E〉

has the following conditions:

[max(k+ 1 +d−1 +d′,0),k+ 1 +max(i−1,0)+ i′] ≤ ι

(d−1 +d′−max(i−1,0)− i′,min(N−n,max(i−1,0)+ i′−d+ 1−d′) ≤ ε,

where ι = [n,N]. The conditions required to apply rule (amb) for the derivation of the
judgement Γ ` ak[[[ P ||| Q ]]] : Proc〈0E 〉 are

[max(k+d+d′,0),k+ i+ i′] ≤ ι

(d+d′− i− i′,min(N−n, i+ i′−d−d′) ≤ ε.

These conditions can be shown to derive from the previous ones by easy algebraic
manipulations. With a similar reasoning one checks that the judgement Γ ` bh+1[[[ ||| R |||
S ]]] : Proc〈0E〉 is derivable. From this, we can conclude that the judgement Γ ` ak[[[ P |||
Q ]]] ||| bh+1[[[ ||| R ||| S ]]] : Proc〈0E 〉 is derivable, as desired.

It follows as a direct corollary that no ambient may be subject to under/over-flows dur-
ing the computation of a process.

Theorem 2 (Absence of under/over-flow). Assume Γ ` P : Proc〈ε,χ〉 and let P↘↘↘∗ Q.
If a : Amb〈[n,N],−,−〉 ∈ Γ, then, for any subterm of Q of the form ak[[[ R ]]], not in the
scope of a binder for a, we have n ≤ k ≤ N.

The proviso “not in the scope of a binder for a” is needed since the environment Γ
could contain an assumption for the name a which has no connection whatsoever with
the type of a bound occurrence of the same name a. In particular these two types could
have very different weight ranges.

2.3 Typed Examples

All the examples in §1.2 that do not use both the open and the transfer capabilities
are easily seen to typecheck. For instance, in the cab trip protocol, one verifies that
all the processes typecheck, by taking W1 = Amb〈[1,1],0E 〉, W0 = Amb〈[0,0],0E 〉, by
declaring the c with W1 and assuming the following types for the free names call : W1,
cab : W1, trip : W0, load : W0, done : W0, bye : W0.

Below we illustrate the typing system at work with a typed version of the memory
module of Section 1.2. We start with the malloc ambient

MALLOC , m[[[ out u... in mem...open...put...get u...open m ]]]

Since there are no exchanges, we give the typing annotation and derivation disregarding
the exchange component from the types. Let Pmalloc denote thread enclosed within the
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ambient m. If we let m : Amb〈[0,0],(−1,0)〉 ∈ Γ, an inspection of the typing rules for
capabilities and paths shows that the following typing is derivable for any ambient type
assigned to mem:

Γ ` out u... in mem...open...put...get u...open m : Cap〈Put ◦ Get ◦ λε...((−1,0)+ ε)〉

From this one derives Γ ` Pmalloc : Proc〈(−1,0)〉, which gives Γ ` MALLOC : Proc〈0E 〉.
As to the memory module itself, it is a routine check to verify that the process

MEM_MOD , mem[[[ 256MB ||| open m ||| . . . ||| open m ]]]

typechecks with m : Amb〈[0,0],(−1,0)〉, mem : Amb〈[0,256MB],(−256MB,256MB)〉.

2.4 Inferring Effects

We have shown that the type system gives enough flexibility to typecheck interesting
protocols. On the other hand, the structure of the types is somehow complex: ideally,
one would like to be able to use ambient types only to specify resource-related policies,
without having to worry about the effects. Thus, for instance, one would specify the
memory module protocol by simply declaring m : Amb[0,0] and mem : Amb[0,256MB]
and leave it to the type system to infer the effect-related part of the types required to
ensure that such bounds are indeed complied with.

We look at effect inference below. To ease the presentation, we give an inference
system for the combinatorial subset of the calculus and disregard communications (and
hence we do not consider the set of variables V ).
The ambient types give only the range ι for the weights of processes inside them, i.e.
they have the shape: Amb−〈ι〉. For each name a in N we introduce two integer variables
da, ia. So, in a sense, a pair (da,ia) can be looked at as an effect variable for the ambient
a. Our inference system determines (by a set of inequalities constraints) the instances
of effect variables which make a process typeable.

In the inference system an effect is no longer a pair of integers, but a pair of expres-
sions (e,e′) where e,e′ ∈ EXP and EXP is defined by:

EXP ::= da | ia | n ∈ Z | EXP+ EXP | EXP−EXP | min(EXP,EXP) | max(EXP,EXP)

with a ∈ N . Of course this implies that thread effects are now functions on expressions,
that is:

Effects ε ∈ E , {(e,e′) | e,e′ ∈ EXP}

Thread Effects φ ∈ Φ , E → E

The rules for messages in our inference system are those in Figure 2, but for rule
(open M) which becomes:

Γ ` a : Amb−〈−〉
̂(open a)

Γ ` open a : Cap〈Open(da,ia)〉
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Fig. 4 Effect Inference

(̂ )
Γ ` : Proc〈0E 〉 ⇓ /0

(̂000)
Γ ` 000 : Proc〈0E 〉 ⇓ /0

Γ ` M : Cap〈φ〉 Γ ` P : Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆
(̂prefix)

Γ ` M ...P : Proc〈φ(ε)〉 ⇓ ∆

Γ ` P : Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆ Γ ` Q : Proc〈ε′〉 ⇓ ∆′

(̂par)
Γ ` P ||| Q : Proc〈ε+ ε′〉 ⇓ ∆∪∆′

Γ,a : Amb−〈ι〉 ` P : Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆
(̂new)

Γ ` (νννa : Amb−〈ι〉)P : Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆

Γ ` a : Amb−〈[n,N]〉 Γ ` P : Proc〈(e,e′)〉 ⇓ ∆ w(P) = k
(̂amb)

Γ ` ak[P] : Proc〈0E 〉 ⇓ ∆∪

{
n ≤ max(k+e,0), k+e′ ≤ N,
da ≤ e−e′, min(N−n,e′−e) ≤ ia

}

Γ ` P : Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆ w(P) = k
̂(spawn)

Γ ` k. P : Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆

Γ ` π...P : Proc〈0E 〉 ⇓ ∆ w(π...P) = 0
(̂bang)

Γ ` !!!π...P : Proc〈0E 〉 ⇓ ∆

The inference rules are in Figure 4 and the judgements they derive have the shape
Γ ` P : Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆. This means that in our system, beside providing a process P with
a process type Proc〈ε〉, we produce for P also a set of inequality constraints ∆, whose
satisfiability implies the typability of the process in our former system. The constraints
are of the form e ≤ e′ where the (integer) unknowns are of the form da, ia.

The only rules that contribute to the formation of the constraint set are (̂par) and
(̂amb). Rule (̂par) simply joins the sets of constraints of two parallel processes. It is
only by means of rule (̂amb) that we really produce new constraints. These ones are
simply a different way of stating, in our inference setting, the conditions of the (amb)
rule of the type system. In our inference system, instead of checking a condition, we
simply record it as a constraint whose satisfiability shall be checked at the end of the
inference process.

In order to check the satisfiability of a set of constraints, we can transform them in a
standard way, by adding two fresh variables with suitable conditions1 for each max() or
min() subexpression, obtaining an integer linear programming problem (see for exam-

1 Let M be the maximum weight in the types of ambients occurring in the process P and h

the total number of put and get capabilities occurring in P. Then M+ 2h is an upper bound
for all integers which can occur in the set of constraints for P. We replace each min(e,e′)
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ple [20]). Notice that we are only interested in the satisfiability (non emptyness of the
solution space) of the resulting linear programming problem, that is we have no particu-
lar target function to optimize (but the auxiliary ones introduced when we get rid of the
max() or min() subexpressions). In fact, given a process P, what matters is whether the
effect variables can be instantiated enabling the typing of P. An optimization problem
arises only in case we need to insert P in a particular context. For instance, if P is in
a context where one of its ambients a has to be opened, we could try to minimise the
effect of the type of a in order to have more chances the capacity of the opening ambient
not be exceeded. On the contrary, if P is in a context where one of its ambients a must
contain a process Q, we need to maximize the effect of the type of a in order to allow
more freedom in the choice of the process Q.

It is worth noticing that any set of constraints can be extended with the following
two, making the set of possible solutions always finite: −h ≤ da ≤ 0 and 0 ≤ ia ≤ h,
where h is the total number of put and get capabilities occurring in P. The soundness
of these additional constraints can be checked by a simple inspection of the rules.

The type inference illustrated above can easily be adapted to infer the ranges ι of
ambients (instead of using environments): it suffices to consider for each name a other
two integer variables na, Na and replace them respectively to n,N in rule (amb). So
in this case we obtain a set of constraints where also na and Na are unknown: if the
constraints can be satisfied then there is also a solution such that 0 ≤ na ≤ k ≤ Na,
where k is the weight of the process P. Furthermore, notice that the judgements ` P :
Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆ are built in a compositional way, and then Proc〈ε〉 ⇓ ∆ can be seen as the
principal typings of the processes P in the sense of [28].

3 Controlling Resource Races – BoCa Revisited

In this section we extend the calculus with further, term-level, mechanisms to comple-
ment the typing system in providing for a richer and stronger control over the dynamics
of space allocation and distribution.

As we observed in §1.3, a basic requirement is to provide for the ability by an
ambient to reserve resources for internal use, i.e. for spawning new processes. In fact,
reserving private space for spawning is possible with the current primitives, by encoding
a notion of “named resource”. This can be accomplished by defining:

k

a , a[[[ putk ||| k ]]], and k. (a,P) , (νννn)(n[[[ (get a)k.k. open.P ]]] | open n)

Then, assuming w(P)= k, one has (νννa)( k
a ||| k. (a,P))∼= P, as desired. It is also possible

to encode a form of “resource renaming”, by defining:

{x/y}.P , (νn)(n[[[ get y.put.open ]]] ||| x[[[ get n.put]]] ||| open n.P)

subexpression by a fresh variable t and we add the following conditions:

0 ≤ e− t ≤ (M+2h)y
0 ≤ e′− t ≤ (M+2h)(1−y)

with y ∈ {0,1} and fresh. We deal with max() subexpressions similarly.
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Then, a y-resource can be turned in to an x-resource: {x/y}.P ||| y ↘↘↘∗ P ||| x.

Encoding a similar form of named, and reserved, resources for mobility is subtler.
On the one hand, it is not difficult to encode a construct for reserving a x-slot for am-
bients named x. For example, ambients a and b may agree on the following protocol to
reserve a private slot for the move of a into b. If we want to use the space in ambient b
for moving a we can write the process:

(νννp,q)(p[[[ in b...get q...1 . open...a1[[[ ]]] ]]] ||| b[[[ P ||| q[[[ ||| put ]]] ||| open p ]]])

On the other hand, defining a mechanism to release a named resource to the context
from which it has been received is more complex, as it amounts to releasing a resource
with the same name it was allocated to. This can be simulated loosely with the current
primitives, by providing a mechanism whereby a migrating ambient releases an anony-
mous slot, which is then renamed by the context that is in control of it. The problem is
that such a mechanism of releasing and renaming lacks the atomicity required to guard
against unexpected races for the released resource. Indeed, we believe that such atomic
mechanisms for named resources can not be defined in the current calculus.

3.1 Named resources and their semantics

To counter the lack of atomicity discussed above, we enrich the calculus with named re-
sources as primitive notions, and tailor the constructs for mobility, transfer and spawn-
ing accordingly. Resource units come now always with a tag, as in η, where η ∈
N + V + {∗} is the unit name. To make the new calculus a conservative extension of
the one presented in §1, we make provision for a special tag ‘*’, to be associated with
anonymous units: any process can be spawned on an anonymous slot, as well any ambi-
ent can be moved on it. In addition, we extend the structure of the transfer capabilities,
as well as the construct for spawning and ambient as shown in the productions below,
which replace the corresponding ones in §1.

Processes P ::= η | M[[[ P ]]]η | . . . as in Section 1

Capabilities C ::= getMη | get↑η | . . . as in Section 1
Messages M ::= . . . as in Section 1
Prefixes π ::= k.η | . . . as in Section 1

Again, a (well-formed) term is a preterm such that in any subterm of the form ak[[[P]]] or
k .η P, P has weight k. The weight of a process can be computed by rules similar to
those of Section 1. The anonymous slots ∗ will be often denoted simply as .

The dynamics of the refined calculus is again defined by means of structural con-
gruence and reduction. Structural congruence is exactly as in Figure 1, the top-level
reductions are defined in Figure 5.
Ambients acquire tags, as in a[[[ P ]]]η, as they move. Initially, we may interpret each
occurrence of an ambient a[[[ P ]]] as denoting the tagged occurrence a[[[ P ]]]a. To complete
a move an ambient a must be granted an anonymous resource or an a-resource. The
migrating ambient releases a resource under the name that it was assigned upon the
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Fig. 5 Top-level reductions with named units

The reductions for ambient opening and exchanges are as in Figure 1, and the rules (ENTER)
and (EXIT) have ρ,η ∈ {a,?} as side condition. The omitted subscripts on ambients are meant to
remain unchanged by the reductions.

ak[[[ in b...P ||| Q ]]]ρ ||| b[[[ k
η ||| R ]]] ↘↘↘ k

ρ ||| b[[[ ak[[[ P ||| Q ]]]η ||| R ]]](ENTER)

k
η ||| b[[[ P ||| ak[[[ out b...Q ||| R ]]]ρ ]]] ↘↘↘ ak[[[ Q ||| R ]]]η ||| b[[[ P ||| k

ρ ]]](EXIT)

bh+1[[[ put...P ||| η ||| Q ]]] ||| ak[[[ getbη ...R ||| S ]]] ↘↘↘ bh[[[ P ||| Q ]]] ||| ak+1[[[ R ||| η ||| S ]]](GETS)

put↓...P ||| η ||| ak+1[[[ get↑η ...Q ||| R ]]] ↘↘↘ P ||| ak[[[ η ||| Q ||| R ]]](GETU)

k.η P ||| k
η ↘↘↘ P(SPAWN)

move (as recorded in the tag associated with the ambient construct): this solves the
problem we discussed above. Also note that the dynamics of mobility guarantees the
invariant that in a[[[ P ]]]η one has η ∈ {a,∗}.

The reductions for the transfer capabilities are the natural extensions of the original
reductions of §1. Here, in addition to naming the target ambient, the get capabilities also
indicate the name of the unit they request. The choice of the primitives enables natural
forms of scope extrusion for the names of resources. Consider the following system:

S , n[[[ (νννa)(put...P ||| a ||| p[[[ out n... in m...open...getna ]]]) ]]] ||| m[[[ open p.Q ]]]

Here, the private resource enclosed within ambient n is communicated to ambient m, as
S↘↘↘∗ (νννa)(n[[[ P ]]] ||| m[[[ Q ||| a ]]]).

Finally, the new semantics of spawning acts as expected, by associating the process
to be spawned with a specific set of resources.

These definitions suggest a natural form of resource renaming (or rebinding), noted
{{{η///ρ}}}k with the following operational semantics.

{{{η///ρ}}}k ...P ||| k

ρ ↘↘↘ P ||| k

η

Notice that this is a dangerous capability, since it allows processes to give particular
names to anonymous slots, and for instance put in place possible malicious behaviours
to make all public resources their own: !!!{{{y///∗}}}. This suggests that in many situations
one ought to restrict k.η to η ∈ N . The inverse behaviour, that is a “communist for y
spaces,” is also well-formed and it is often useful (even though not commendable by
everyone). Notice however that it can be harmful too: !!!{{{∗///y}}}. We have not defined the
name rebinding capability as a primitive of our calculus since it can be encoded using
the new form of spawning as follows, for a fresh.

{{{η///ρ}}}k ...P , (νννa)(k.ρ ( k

η ||| a0[[[ open ]]]) ||| open a...P)
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Observe that the simpler encoding k .ρ ( k
η ||| P) is allowed only for processes P of

weight 0.
The possibility of encoding the renaming capability justifies also our choice of tags

in the (SPAWN) reduction. As a matter of fact it would seem more reasonable to define
this reduction as k.η P ||| k

ρ ↘↘↘P with the side condition η = ρ or ρ = ∗. This behaviour,
however, can be approximated closely enough by putting a renaming process in parallel
with the spawning one, namely {{{η///∗}}} ||| k.η P.

It is easy to check that the type system of Section 2 can be used with no substantial
modifications also for the calculus with named slots. The obvious changes required are
those which guarantee syntax consistency, as e.g. that the x in x can only be instantiated
by a name. For this calculus the same properties proved in Section 2 hold.

Theorem 3 (Subject Reduction and Under/Over-flow absence). For the processes
and reduction relation of this section, we have:

(i) Γ ` P : Proc〈ε,χ〉 and P↘↘↘∗ Q imply Γ ` Q : Proc〈ε′,χ〉 with ε′ ≤ ε.
(ii) If Γ,a : Amb〈[n,N],χ〉 ` P : Proc〈ε,χ〉, P↘↘↘∗ C[ak[[[ R ]]]], and the showed occurrence

of a is not in the scope of a binder for a, then n ≤ k ≤ N.

3.2 Behavioural Semantics

The semantic theory of BoCa is based on barbed congruence [19], a standard equality
relation based on reduction and a notion of observability. As usual in ambient calculi,
our observation predicate, P ↓a, indicates the possibility for process P to interact with
the environment via an ambient named a. In Mobile Ambients (MA) this is defined as
follows:

(1) P ↓a , P ≡ (νm̃)(a[[[ P′ ]]] ||| Q) a 6∈ m̃

Since no authorisation is required to cross a boundary, the presence of an ambient a
at top level denotes a potential interaction between the process and the environment
via a. In the presence of co-capabilities [16], however, the process (νννm̃)(a[[[ P ]]] ||| Q)
only represents a potential interaction if P can exercise an appropriate co-capability.
The same observation applies to BoCa, as many aspects of its dynamics rely on co-
capabilities: notably, mobility, opening, and transfer across ambients. Correspondingly,
we have several reasonable choices of observation, among which (for a,η 6∈ {m̃}):

P ↓opn
a , P ≡ (νννm̃)(a[[[ open...P′ ||| Q ]]] ||| R)(2)

P ↓slt
a , P ≡ (νννm̃)(a[[[ η ||| Q ]]] ||| R)(3)

P ↓put
a , P ≡ (νννm̃)(a[[[ put...P′ ||| η ||| Q ]]] ||| R)(4)

As it turns out, definitions (1)–(4) yield the same barbed congruence relation. Indeed,
the presence of 0-weighted ambients makes it possible to rely on the same notion of
observation as in MA, that is (1), without consequences on barbed congruences. We
discuss this in further detail below.
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Our notion of barbed congruence is standard in typed calculi, in that we require
closure (only) by well-formed contexts. Say that a relation R is reduction closed if
PR Q and P ↘↘↘ P′ imply the existence of some Q′ such that Q ↘↘↘∗ Q′ and P′R Q′; it is
barb preserving if PR Q and P↓a imply Q⇓a, i.e. Q↘↘↘∗↓a.

Definition 2 (Barbed Congruence). Barbed bisimulation, noted ', is the largest sym-
metric relation on closed processes that is reduction closed and barb preserving. Two
processes P and Q are barbed congruent, written P ∼= Q, if for all contexts C [·], preterm
C [P] is a term iff so is C [Q], and then C [P] ' C [Q].

Let then ∼=i be the barbed congruence relation resulting from Definition 2 and from
choosing the notion of observation as in (i) above (with i ∈ [1..4]).

Proposition 2 (Independence from barbs). ∼=i = ∼= j for all i, j ∈ [1..4].

Since the relations differ only on the choice of barb, Proposition 2 is proved by just
showing that all barbs imply each other. This can be accomplished, as usual, by exhibit-
ing a corresponding context. For instance, to see that ∼=3 implies ∼=2 use the context
C [·] = [·] ||| open a.b1[[[ ]]], and note that for all P such that b is fresh in P one has P ⇓

opn
a

if and only if C [P] ⇓slt
b . Thanks to this Proposition we can denote barbed congruence

for BoCa simply by ∼=.
The import of the processes’ weight in the relation of behavioural equivalence is

captured directly by the well-formedness requirement in Definition 2. In particular,
processes of different weight are distinguished, irrespective of the their “purely” be-
havioral properties. To see that, note that any two processes P and Q of weight, say, k

and h with h 6= k, are immediately distinguished by the context C [·] = ak[[[ [·] ]]], as C [P]
is well-formed while C [Q] is not. Ultimately, weight is a ‘behavioural’ property, in that
it requires system’s space allocation.

3.3 Algebraic laws

In Appendix A we give a labelled transition system for the calculus of this section, and
sketch a proof of adequacy of the resulting notion of labelled bisimilarity with respect to
the relation of barbed congruence given in Definition 2. A number of algebraic laws can
be proved based on the resulting co-inductive characterization of barbed congruence.
We highlight some of these below.

Garbage. There are many different characterization of wasted resources, and all these
are congruent, provided they have the same weights.

(A1) (νννa)ak[[[ k
η ]]] ∼= (νννa)cap a. k

η (cap ∈ {in ,out , . . .})

Indeed, all these processes are inhert, hence behaviorally equivalent to the null process.
Given that they have non-null weight, however, they are not congruent to the 000 process,
but rather to what may be construed as a new process construct, noted 000k, that provides
an explicit representation of a notion of garbage in the calculus.
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Spawning. The spawning of a process cannot be observed as long as the space required
is protected from other, unintended uses. This is true of the form of private spawning
based on the primitive naming mechanism for slots, as well as of the encoding given
earlier in this section. Specifically, we have:

(A2) (νννa)(ak[[[ k ||| k. open...P ]]] ||| open a) ∼= P

(A3) (νννa)( a ||| k . a P) ∼= P

Transfers. Similar laws relate the exchange of slots between ambients. For example:

(A4) (νννa)(ak[[[ k ||| putk ]]] ||| bh[[[ get ak ||| P ]]]) ∼= bk+h[[[ k ||| P ]]]

Ambient opening and movement. Given the presence of a co-capability for open , am-
bient opening satisfies the same laws as the calculus of Safe Ambients of [16]. As for
movement, corresponding laws hold only for ambients with non-null weight: such am-
bients may be characterized by means of a typing system in which one requires that all
ambient types have a strictly positive lower bound.

For the calculus of §1, the mobility laws are weaker than the corresponding laws
in [16], as our slots act uniformly as co-capabilities for in and out moves. For the
calculus of this section, instead, if we assume the typing restriction discussed above,
we have:

(A5) (νννb)(bk[[[ in a...P ]]] ||| ak[[[ k

b ]]]) ∼= (νννb)( k

b ||| ak[[[ bk[[[ P ]]] ]]])

As a further remark, we note that there are congruences, like (A4), between typeable and
untypeable terms for a fixed environment. In fact assuming w(P) = h, b 6∈ Γ, and Γ `
P : Proc〈0E ,χ〉 the term bk+h[[[ k ||| P ]]] can be typed in the environment Γ,b : Amb〈[k+
h,k+h],0E ,χ〉, while (νννa)(ak[[[ k ||| putk ]]] ||| bh[[[ get ak ||| P ]]]) cannot.

3.4 More Examples

The cab trip revisited. Named slots allow us to avoid unwanted behaviours when
encoding the cab trip example. The main steps of the protocol may now be described as
follows:

. The cab initially contains one slot named call to signal that it is vacant.

. Once the ambient call reaches a cab, it is opened there to drive cab to the client’s
site. In addition, opening call inside cab leaves in cab a slot with the (private)
name client of the client. Consequently, only the client whose call reached cab may
eventually enter cab.

. When client enters cab, it leaves a slot named client which is then rebound to an
anonymous slot in order for the enclosing site to be able to accept new incoming
cabs on that slot.

. Upon completing the trip to destination, cab sets out to complete the protocol: it
opens the synchronization ambient arrived, and rebinds the slot named client to the
(again private) name of the acknowledgement ambient bye. Opening arrived also
unleashes the inner occurrence of done which in turn enters client to signal that it
is time for client to leave cab.
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. At this stage client exits cab and the protocol completes with ambient bye entering
cab and being opened there to drive cab out of the destination site with a slot named
call.

Let W1 = Amb[1,1] W0 = Amb[0,0]. As in Subsection 2.3 the typing environment con-
tains call : W1, cab : W1, trip : W0, done : W0: instead, in the new encoding the ambient
bye has type W1 and is private to the client. Furthermore, we add the ambient arrived
with type W0, and we do not need the ambient load.

CALL( f rom,client,bye) ,

call1[[[out client ...out f rom... in cab...open...

in f rom...( client ||| open arrived ...{{{bye///client}}}...open bye)]]]

T RIP( f rom,to,client) ,

trip0[[[ out client ...open...out f rom... in to...arrived0[[[ open...done0[[[ in client ...open ]]] ]]] ]]]

CLIENT ( f rom,to) ,

(νννclient : W1,bye : W1)(client1[[[CALL( f rom,client,bye) ||| in cab...T RIP( f rom,to,client)

||| open done...out cab...1.call bye1[[[ out client ... in cab...open...out to... call ]]]]]] ||| {{{∗///client}}})

CAB , cab1[[[ call ||| !!!(open call ...open trip) ]]] ||| {{{∗///cab}}}

SIT E(i) , sitei[[[ CLIENT (sitei,site j) |||CLIENT(sitei,sitel) ||| · · · ||| ||| ||| · · · ]]]

CITY , city[[[ CAB |||CAB ||| · · · ||| SITE(1) ||| · · · ||| SIT E(n) ||| ||| ||| · · · ]]]

Using the labelled transition system given in the Appendix we can prove properties of
the CAB system, including the expected ones that clients will not be able to board a
taxi different from that called and that the ambient bye always enter the cab the client
just left.

A Travel Agency. We conclude the presentation with an example that shows the ex-
pressiveness of the naming mechanisms for resources in the refined calculus. We wish
to model clients buying tickets from a travel agency, paying them one slot (the fortkt
inside the client), and then use them to travel by plane. At most two clients may enter
the travel agency, and they are served one by one. The three components of the systems
are defined below.

. THE AGENCY: ag5[[[ 2
cl ||| req ||| tkt

desk1[[[ req ||| !!!(open req...1 .fortkt ... tkt1[[[ out desk... in cl...CONT ]]] ||| {{{req///tkt}}})]]] ]]]

where CONT = (open...out ag... in plane...rdy0[[[ out cl ]]] ||| getoff ||| open getoff)

. THE CLIENT: cl1[[[ in ag... req1[[[ out cl... in desk...open... fortkt ]]] ||| {{{tkt///req}}} ||| open tkt ]]]

. THE AIRCRAFT: plane4[[[ 2
cl ||| open rdy...open rdy...TRIP...(GETOFF ||| GETOFF) ]]]

where GETOFF = getoff1[[[ in cl...open...out plane ||| ]]] and TRIP is the unspecified
path modelling the route of the aircraft.

We assume that there exists only one sort of ticket, but it is easy to extend the
example with as many kinds of ticket as possible plane routes. What makes the example
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interesting is the possibility of letting two clients into the agency, but serving them non-
deterministically in sequence. Notice that the use of the named slots is essential for
a correct implementation of the protocol. When the request goes to the desk, a slot
named tkt is left in the client. This slot allows the ticket to enter the client. In this way
we guarantee that no ticket can enter a client before its request has reached the desk.

We assume the aircraft to leave only when full. This constraint is implemented by
means of the rdy ambient. The ambient getoff enables the passengers to get off once at
destination; assigning weight 1 to the getoff ambients prevents them to get both into the
same client.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an ambient-like calculus centred around an explicit primitive rep-
resenting a resource unit: the space “slot” . The calculus, dubbed BoCa, features ca-
pabilities for resource control, namely pairs get/put to transfer spaces between sibling
ambients and from parent to child, as well as the capabilities in a and out a for ambi-
ent migration, which represent an abstract mechanism of resource negotiation between
travelling agent and its source and destination environments. A fundamental ingredi-
ent of the calculus is .(_), a primitive which consumes space to activate processes.
The combination of such elements makes of BoCa a suitable formalism, if initial, to
study the role of resource consumption, and the corresponding safety guarantees, in the
dynamics of mobile systems. We have experimented with the all important notion of
private resource, which has guided our formulation of a refined version of the calculus
featuring named resources.

The presence of the space construct induces a notion of weight on processes, and
by exercising their transfer capabilities, processes may exchange resources with their
surrounding context, so making it possible to have under- and over-filled ambients. We
have introduced a type system which prevents such unwanted effects and guarantees
that the contents of each ambient remain within its declared capacity.

As we mentioned in the Introduction, our approach is related to the work on Con-
trolled Mobile Ambients (CMA) [27] and on Finite Control Mobile Ambients [6]. There
are, however, important difference with respect to both approaches.

In CMA the notions of process weight and capacity are entirely characterized at
the typing level, and so are the mechanisms for resource control (additional control on
ambient behavior is achieved by means of a three-way synchronization for mobility, but
that is essentially orthogonal to the mechanisms targeted at resource control). In BoCa,
instead, we characterize the notions of space and resources directly in the calculus,
by means of an explicit process constructor, and associated capabilities. In particular,
the primitives for transferring space, and more generally for the explicit manipulation
of space and resources by means of spawning and replication appear to be original to
BoCa, and suitable for the development of formal analyses of the fundamental mecha-
nism of the usage and and consumption of resources which do not seem to be possible
for CMA.

As to [6], their main goal is to isolate an expressive fragment of Mobile Ambients
for which the model checking problem against the ambient logic can be made decidable.
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Decidability requires guarantees of finiteness which in turn raise boundedness concerns
that are related to those we have investigated here. However, a more thorough com-
parison between the two approaches deserves to be made and we leave it to our future
work.

Plans for future include further work in several directions. A finer typing discipline
could be put in place to regulate the behavior of processes in the presence of primi-
tive notions of named slots. Also, the calculus certainly needs behavioral theories and
proof techniques adequate for reasoning about resource usage and consumption. Such
theories and techniques could be assisted by enhanced typing systems providing static
guarantees of a controlled, and bounded, use of resources, along the lines of the work
by Hofmann and Jost in [14].

A further direction for future development is to consider a version of weighed am-
bients whose “external” weight is independent of their “internal” weight, that is the
weight of their contents. This approach sees an ambient as a packaging abstraction
whose weight may have a different interpretation from that of contents’. For instance,
modelling a wallet the weight of its contents could represent the value of the money
inside, whereas its external weight could measure the physical space it occupies. A di-
rectory’s internal weight could be the cumulative size of its files, while the external
weight their number.

Last, but not least, we would like to identify logics for BoCa to formulate (quanti-
tative) resource properties and analyses; and to model general resource bounds negoti-
ation and enforcement in the Global Computing scenario.

Acknowledgements We gratefully acknowledge the anonymous referees of ASIAN
2003 for careful reading and useful suggestions.
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A A Labelled Transition system for BoCa

Table 1 Labels, concretions and outcomes

Prefixes γ ::= in a | out a | open a | open | getaη | get↑η | put | put↓ | k. η

Labels α ::= γ | k | k
η | put η | put↓ η | 〈M〉 | 〈−〉

| ∗[[[ getaη ]]] | ∗[[[ get↑η ]]] | ηk[[[ out a ]]] | ηk[[[ in a ]]] | ηk[[[ exit a ]]]

| a[[[ open ]]] | a[[[ putη ]]] | a[[[ k
η ]]]

Concretions K ::= (νννm̃)〈P〉Q | (νννm̃)〈M〉P

Outcomes O ::= P | K

We give a labelled transition system for the calculus of §3. A corresponding LTS can
readily be obtained for the calculus of §1 by simply erasing all the occurrences of η
and ρ from the labels and the corresponding transitions. Based on the labelled tran-
sitions, we then introduce a labelled bisimilarity which, because of its co-inductive
nature, will provide powerful proof techniques for establishing equivalences [23, 26,
24]. As usual for ambient calculi [9, 17, 18, 4], the labelled transitions have the form

P
α

−−→ O, where P is a well-formed term , and

. the label α encodes the minimal contribution by the environment needed for the
process to complete the transition;

. the outcome O can be either a concretion, i.e. a partial derivative which needs a
contribution from the environment to be completed, or a process.

Table 1 defines labels and concretions. In (νννp̃)〈P〉Q the process P represents the
moving ambient and the process Q represents the remaining system not affected by the
movement. In (ννν p̃)〈M〉P the message M represents the information transmitted and the
process P represents the remaining system not affected by the output. In both cases p̃ is
the set of shared private names.

Tables 2 and 3 give the labelled transition system. In writing the rules we will use
the following standard conventions:

. if O is the concretion (νννp̃)〈P〉Q, then:
• (νννr)O = (νννp̃)〈P〉(νννr)Q, if r 6∈ fn(P), and (νννr)O = (νννr, p̃)〈P〉Q otherwise.
• O | R = (νννp̃)〈P〉(Q | R), where p̃ are chosen so that fn(R)∩{ p̃} = /0.

. if O is the concretion (νννp̃)〈M〉P, then:
• (νννr)O is (νννp̃)〈M〉((νννr)P), if r 6∈ fn(M), and (νννr, p̃)〈M〉Q otherwise.
• O | R = (νννp̃)〈M〉(P | R), where p̃ are chosen so that fn(R)∩{ p̃} = /0.
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Table 2 Commitments: Visible transitions

(CAP)

M ∈ {in a,out a,open a,open,put,put↓,k. η}

M.P
M

−−→ P

(PATH)

M1.(M2.P)
α

−−→ P′

(M1.M2).P
α

−−→ P′

(WEIGHT)
w(P) = k

P
k

−−→ P

(SLOT-0)

P
0
?

−−→ P

(SLOT-1)

1
η

−−→ 000

(SLOT-PAR)

P
k
η

−−→ P1 Q
1
η

−−→ Q1 (k ≥ 1)

P ||| Q
k+1
η

−−−→ P1 | Q1

(GET)

M ∈ {getaη,get↑η}

M ...P
M

−−→ η ||| P

(PUT)

M ∈ {put,put↓} P
M

−−→ P′ Q
1
η

−−→ Q′

P ||| Q
M η
−−→ P′ ||| Q′

(SLOT-INC)

M ∈ {getaη,get↑η} P
M

−−→ P′

ak[[[ P ]]]
∗[[[ M ]]]
−−−→ ak+1[[[ P′ ]]]

(SLOT-DEC)

P
put η
−−−→ P′

ak+1[[[ P ]]]
a[[[ put η ]]]
−−−−−→ ak[[[ P′ ]]]

(INPUT)

(x : χ).P
〈M〉
−−→ P{x := M}

(OUTPUT)

〈M〉.P
〈−〉
−−→ (ννν)〈M〉P

(IN-OUT)

P
M

−−→ P′ M ∈ {in a,out a}, η ∈ {b,∗}

bk[[[ P ]]]ρ
ηk[[[ M ]]]
−−−−→ (ννν)〈bk[[[ P′ ]]]η〉

k
ρ

(CO-IN)

P
k
η

−−→ P′

ah[[[ P ]]]
a[[[ k

η ]]]

−−−−→ (ννν)〈P′〉000

(EXIT)

P
ηk[[[ out a ]]]
−−−−−−→ (ννν p̃)〈P1〉P2

ah[[[P]]]
ηk[[[ exit a ]]]
−−−−−−→ (ννν p̃)(P1 ||| ah[[[P2]]])

(CO-OPEN)

P
open
−−−→ P′

a[[[ P ]]]
a[[[ open ]]]
−−−−−→ P′
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Table 3 Commitments: τ transitions and structural transitions

(τ-ENTER)

P
ηk[[[ in a ]]]
−−−−−→ (ννν p̃)〈P1〉P2 Q

a[[[ k
η ]]]

−−−−→ (νννq̃)〈Q1〉Q2

h = w(P1 ||| Q1)
(fn(P1)∪ fn(P2))∩{q̃} = /0

(fn(Q1)∪ fn(Q2))∩{ p̃} = /0

P | Q
τ

−−→ (ννν p̃, q̃)(ah[[[Q1 | P1]]] | P2 | Q2)

(τ-EXIT)

P
ηk[[[ exit a ]]]
−−−−−−→ P1 Q

k
η

−−→ Q1

P | Q
τ

−−→ P1 | Q1

(τ-OPEN)

P
open a
−−−−→ P1 Q

a[[[ open ]]]
−−−−−→ Q1

P | Q
τ

−−→ P1 | Q1

(τ-TRANS)

P
∗[[[ getaη ]]]
−−−−−−→ P1 Q

a[[[put η]]]
−−−−−→ Q1

P | Q
τ

−−→ P1 | Q1

(τ-TRAND)

P
∗[[[ get↑η ]]]
−−−−−→ P1 Q

put↓ η
−−−−→ Q1

P | Q
τ

−−→ P1 | Q1

(τ-EXCHANGE)

P
(M)
−−→ P1 Q

〈−〉
−−→ (νννq̃)〈M〉Q1 fn(P)∩ q̃ = /0

P | Q
τ

−−→ (νq̃)(P1 | Q1)

(τ-SPAWN)

P
k.η
−−→ P1 Q

k
η

−−→ Q1

P | Q
τ

−−→ P1 | Q1

(PAR)

P
α

−−→ O

P | Q
α

−−→ O | Q

(RES)

P
α

−−→ O n 6∈ fn(α)

(νννn)P
α

−−→ (νννn)O

(τ-AMB)

P
τ

−−→ P′

n[[[P]]]
τ

−−→ n[[[P′]]]

(REPL)

π...P
α

−−→ O

!π...P
α

−−→ !π...P | O

The transitions are similar to the transitions defined for [17, 4] when we interpret an
occurrence of a slot as a co-capability for movement and spawning. The newest rule
is (WEIGHT) which allows to distinguish processes only on the basis of their weights.
Peculiar to our calculus are the rules dealing with slots: in particular rule (SLOT-0) says
that each process becomes itself using no slot, instead rule (SLOT-1) says that one slot
can be consumed becoming the null process. Rule (SLOT-0) is useful for allowing the
movement and the spawning of processes with weight 0. Peculiar are also rules (SLOT-
INC) and (SLOT-DEC) in which the weights of the ambient change.

The labelled transition semantics agrees with the reduction semantics: this can be
easily checked from the definitions.

Theorem 4. If P τ
−→ Q then P ↘↘↘ Q. Conversely, if P ↘↘↘ Q then P τ

−→ Q′ for some
Q′ ≡ Q.
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Table 4 Commitments: Higher-Order transitions

(HO OUTPUT)

P
〈−〉
−−→ (ννν p̃)〈M〉P′

fv(Q) ⊆ {x}, p̃∩ fn(Q) = /0

P
〈−〉Q
−−−→ (ννν p̃)(P′ | Q{x := M})

(HO IN/CO-IN)

P
M

−−→ (ννν p̃)〈P1〉P2 M ∈ {ηk[[[ in a ]]],a[[[ k
η ]]]} p̃∩ fn(Q) = /0, h = w(P1 ||| Q)

P
MQ
−−→ (ννν p̃)(ah[[[ P1 | Q ]]] | P2)

(HO OUT)

P
ηk[[[ out a ]]]
−−−−−−→ (ννν p̃)〈P1〉P2 p̃∩ fn(Q) = /0, h = w(P2 ||| Q)

P
ηk[[[ out a ]]]Q
−−−−−−−→ (ννν p̃)(P1 | ah[[[ P2 | Q ]]])

We can also shows that our definition of barb coincides with one particular action
of the labelled transition system: the action a[[[ 0

∗ ]]]. This follows from the fact that for

all Q we get a[[[ Q ]]]
a[[[ 0

∗ ]]]
−−−−→ (ννν)〈Q〉000. Below, we write in to denote 0

∗.

Proposition 3. P↓a if and only if P
a[[[ in ]]]
−−−→ (ννν)〈Q〉R for some Q,R.

Following [18, 4], in order to provide a characterization of barbed congruence in
terms of (weak) labelled bisimilarity, we introduce a new, higher-order transition for
each of the first-order transitions whose outcome is a concretion, rather than a process.

The new transitions are collected in Table 4. The higher-order labels occurring in
these transitions encode the minimal contribution by the environment needed for the
process to complete a transition. Thus, in (HO OUTPUT) the process Q represents the
context receiving the value M output by P, and the variable x is a placeholder for that
value. In rule (HO IN) the environment provides an ambient a[[[Q]]] in which P1 moves,
while in the rule (HO CO-IN) the environment provides an ambient Q moving into a.
Finally in rule (HO OUT) we can imagine the environment wrapping the process P with
an ambient a[[[Q]]].

We are now ready to give the relation of labelled bisimilarity. Let Λ be the set of
all labels including the first-order labels of Table 1 as well as the higher-order labels
determined by the transitions in Table 4. We denote with λ any label in the set Λ. As
usual, we focus on weak bisimilarities based on weak transitions, and use the following
notation:

i) λ
=⇒ denotes τ

−→
∗ λ
−→

τ
−→

∗
;

ii) λ̂
=⇒ denotes τ

−→
∗

(also noted =⇒) if λ = τ and λ
=⇒ otherwise.
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Definition 3 (Bisimilarity). A symmetric relation R over closed processes is a bisim-

ulation if PR Q and P λ
−→ P′ imply that there exists Q′ such that Q λ̂

=⇒ Q′ and P′R Q′.
Two processes P and Q are bisimilar, written P ≈ Q, if PR Q for some bisimulation R .

This definition of bisimilarity is only given for closed processes. We generalize it to
arbitrary processes as follows:

Definition 4 (Full bisimilarity). Two processes P and Q are full bisimilar, P ≈c Q, if
Pσ ≈ Qσ for every closing substitution σ.

Note that the definition of bisimilarity only tests transitions from processes to processes.
As expected the full bisimilarity is a congruence: this can be proved using the technique
of [18, 4]. Moreover the full bisimilarity is sound but not complete w.r.t. the reduction
barbed congruence.

Theorem 5 (Soundness of full bisimilarity). If P ≈c Q then P ∼= Q.

Proof. Notice that rule (WEIGHT) distinguishes processes of different weights. Then it
is enough to show that ≈c is reduction closed and barb preserving, up to ≡. Assume that
P↘↘↘ P′. By Theorem 4 P τ

−→≡ P′. Since P ≈c Q, there exits Q′ such that Q↘↘↘∗ Q′ and
P′ ≡≈c≡Q′. Now assume P≈c Q. If P↓a then, by Proposition 3, and rule (HO CO-IN),

P
a[[[ in ]]]R
−−−−→ S for some R,S. Since P ≈c Q we know that Q

a[[[ in ]]]R
====⇒ S′ for some S′ ≈c S,

from which Q⇓a, as desired.

The failure of completeness is due to the fact that contexts are insensible to repeated
entering and exiting. This phenomena is called stuttering in [25] and it is typical of
movements which do not consume co-capabilities, as happen in our calculus. Let us
recall the example of [25]. If P + Q denotes the sum operator à la CCS (which can be
encoded for example as (νννa)(a[[[ P | open ]]] | a[[[ Q | open ]]] | open a)), then no context
can distinguish between the processes:

in a...out a... in a...000
in a...out a... in a...000+ in a...000

Notice that it is crucial for BoCa that the process after the movement has weight 0:
in fact if we consider

P ≡ in a...out a... in a...P′

Q ≡ in a...out a... in a...P′ + in a...P′

where the weight of P′ is k+1 (so P weights k+1 and Q weights 2k+2), then a context
which discriminates these two processes is ak+1[[[ [ ] ]]], since ak+1[[[ P ]]] is well-formed
while ak+1[[[ Q ]]] is not.
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Abstract. This paper presents O’KLAIM (Object-Oriented KLAIM), a linguistic
extension of the higher-order calculus for mobile processes KLAIM with object-
oriented features. Processes interact by an asynchronous communication model:
they can distribute and retrieve resources, sometimes structured as incomplete
classes, i.e., mixins, to and from distributed tuple spaces. This mechanism is co-
ordinated by providing a subtyping relation on classes and mixins, which become
polymorphic items during communication. We propose a static typing system
for: (i) checking locally each process in its own locality; (ii) decorating object-
oriented code that is sent to remote sites with its type. This way, tuples can be
dynamically retrieved only if they match by subtyping with the expected type. If
this pattern matching succeeds, the retrieved code can be composed with local
code, dynamically and automatically, in a type-safe way. Thus a global safety
condition is guaranteed without requiring any additional information on the local
reconfiguration of local and foreign code, and, in particular, without any further
type checking. Finally, we present main issues concerning the implementation of
O’KLAIM.

1 Introduction
Mixins [14, 22, 1] are (sub)class definitions parameterized over a superclass and were
introduced as an alternative to standard class inheritance. A mixin could be seen as
a function that, given one class as an argument, produces another class, by adding or
overriding specific sets of methods. The same mixin can be used to produce a variety
of classes with the same functionality and behavior, since they all have the same sets
of methods added and/or redefined. The superclass definition is not needed at the time
of writing the mixin definition, thus improving modularity. The uniform extension and
modification of classes is instead absent from the classical class-based languages.

Due to their dynamic nature, mixin inheritance can be fruitfully used in a mobile
code setting [28, 17]. In [8], we introduced MOMI (Mobile Mixins), a coordination
model for mobile processes that exchange object-oriented code. The underlying idea

? This work has been partially supported by EU within the FET - Global Computing initia-
tive, project MIKADO IST-2001-32222, DART project IST-2001-33477 and by MIUR project
NAPOLI. The funding bodies are not responsible for any use that might be made of the results
presented here.



motivating MOMI is that standard class-based inheritance mechanisms, which are of-
ten used to implement distributed systems, do not appear to scale well to a distributed
context with mobility. MOMI’s approach consists in structuring mobile object-oriented
code by using mixin-based inheritance, and this is shown to fit into the dynamic and
open nature of a mobile code scenario. For example, a downloaded mixin, describing a
mobile agent that must access some files, can be completed with a base class in order
to provide access methods that are specific of the local file system. Conversely, critical
operations of a mobile agent enclosed in a downloaded class can be redefined by apply-
ing a local mixin to it (e.g., in order to restrict the access to sensible resources, as in a
sand-box). Therefore, MOMI is a combination of a core coordination calculus and an
object-oriented mixin-based calculus.

MOMI highly relies on typing. The most important feature of MOMI’s typing is the
subtyping relation that guarantees safe, yet flexible, code communication. We assume
that the code that is sent around has been successfully compiled in its own site (inde-
pendently from the other sites), and it travels together with its static type. When the
code is received on a site (whose code has been successfully compiled, too), it is ac-
cepted only if its type is compliant with respect to the one expected, where compliance
is based on subtyping. Thus, dynamic type checking is performed only at communi-
cation time. This is a crucial matter for mobility, since mobile code and in particular
mobile agents are expected to be autonomous: once the communication successfully
occurred, transmitted code behaves remotely in a type safe way (no run-time errors due
to type violations). This makes the code exchange an atomic action.

This paper presents the experimental language O’KLAIM that is obtained by apply-
ing MOMI’s approach [8] to the language KLAIM [18, 4], which is specifically designed
to program distributed systems where mobile components interact through multiple dis-
tributed tuple spaces and mobile code. A preliminary design that led to O’KLAIM was
introduced in [7]. KLAIM offers a much more sophisticated, complete, and effective
coordination mechanism of mobile processes than the toy language of MOMI, where
the focus was mainly on the subtyping relation on classes and mixins. O’KLAIM in-
tegrates the mixin-based object-oriented features into a mobile code calculus with an
asynchronous coordination mechanism. To this aim, the notion of “tuple” is extended to
include object-oriented code, therefore KLAIM processes can retrieve from and insert
into tuple spaces object-oriented components (in particular, classes, mixins and objects)
as well as standard KLAIM processes. A type system is designed for checking statically
the extended notion of processes, so that compiled processes contain some static type
information which is used dynamically. Therefore, the tuples that are added to a tuple
space are decorated with their type, and a process willing to retrieve a tuple from a
tuple space will employ an extended pattern matching mechanism that uses also this
tuple type information. This matching essentially consists in checking subtyping on
object-oriented components. If the code is successfully accepted, it can interact with
the local code in a safe way (i.e., no run-time errors) without requiring any further type
checking of the whole code. Type safety of the communication results from the static
type soundness of local and foreign code and a (global) subject reduction property. In
particular, we show that the subject reduction property is based on a crucial property
of substitutivity by subtyping. The underlying substitution operation requires specific



methods renaming, in order to avoid name collision problems that arise when classes
and mixins are used as first-class data in a mobile code setting where matching relies on
subtyping. These new metatheoretical results about the precise concept of substitution
to be used extend and improve the results presented for MOMI in [8].

Summarizing, O’KLAIM aims at two complementary goals. Firstly, subtyping on
classes and mixins (as designed for MOMI) is successfully experimented as a tractable
mechanism to coordinate mobile code exchange within a process calculus with a more
sophisticated communication mechanism. Secondly, the language KLAIM is enriched
with object-oriented code. This casts some light on how the same approach can be
fruitfully used for extending other mobile code languages with safe object-oriented code
exchange. Finally, the implementation of O’KLAIM is presented. This consists in a
Java package, momi, providing the run-time systems for classes and mixins that can be
dynamically manipulated and composed. The programming language X-KLAIM (that
implements the basic concepts of KLAIM) has been extended in order to be compiled
into Java code exploiting the momi package.

2 O’KLAIM: an object-oriented KLAIM

O’KLAIM is a linguistic integration of KLAIM with object-oriented features, following
the design of MOMI [8]. The coordination part and the object-oriented part are orthog-
onal, so that, in principle, such an integration would work for any extension/restriction
of KLAIM (as discussed in [4]) and also for other calculi for mobility and distribution,
such as DJoin [23]. We first recall the main features of KLAIM and MOMI and then we
show how they are integrated in order to build O’KLAIM.

2.1 The basics of KLAIM

KLAIM (Kernel Language for Agent Interaction and Mobility) [18, 4] is a coordina-
tion language inspired by the Linda model [24], hence it relies on the concept of tuple
space. A tuple space is a multiset of tuples; these are sequences of information items
(called fields). There are two kinds of fields: actual fields (i.e., expressions, processes,
localities, constants, identifiers) and formal fields (i.e., variables). Syntactically, a for-
mal field is denoted with !ide, where ide is an identifier. Tuples are anonymous and
content-addressable; pattern-matching is used to select tuples in a tuple space:

– two tuples match if they have the same number of fields and corresponding fields
have matching values or formals;

– formal fields match any value of the same type, but two formals never match, and
two actual fields match only if they are identical.

For instance, tuple ("foo", "bar", 300) matches with ("foo", "bar", !val). After
matching, the variable of a formal field gets the value of the matched field: in the previ-
ous example, after matching, val (an integer variable) will contain the value 300.

Tuple spaces are placed on nodes (or sites), which are part of a net. Each node
contains a single tuple space and processes in execution, and can be accessed through its
locality. The distinction between logical and physical locality (and thus the concept of
“allocation environment”), and the creation of new nodes and process definitions are not



relevant in the O’KLAIM context, thus, for the sake of simplicity, we omit them in the
present formal presentation. Notice, however, that their integration, being orthogonal,
is completely smooth.

KLAIM processes may run concurrently, both at the same node or at different nodes,
and can perform four basic operations over nodes. The in(t)@` operation looks for tuple
t ′ that matches with t in the tuple space located at `. Whenever the matching tuple t ′

is found, it is removed from the tuple space. The corresponding values of t ′ are then
assigned to the formal fields of t and the operation terminates. If no matching tuple
is found, the operation is suspended until one is available. The read(t)@` operation
differs from in(t)@` only because the tuple t ′, selected by pattern-matching, is not
removed from the tuple space located at `. The out(t)@` operation adds the tuple t to
the tuple space located at `. The eval(P)@` operation spawns process P for execution
at node `.

KLAIM is higher-order in that processes can be exchanged as primary class data.
While eval(P)@` spawns a process for (remote) evaluation at `, processes sent with an
out must be retrieved explicitly at the destination site. The receiver can then execute the
received process locally, as in the following process: in(!X)@self.eval(X)@self.

2.2 MOMI and O’KLAIM

MOMI was introduced in [8], where mixin inheritance is shown to be more flexible than
standard class inheritance to fit into the dynamic nature of a mobile code scenario. The
key rôle in MOMI’s typing is played by a subtyping relation that guarantees safe, yet
flexible and scalable, code communication. MOMI’s subtyping involves not only object
subtyping, but also a form of class subtyping and mixin subtyping: therefore, subtyping
hierarchies are provided along with the inheritance hierarchies. It is important to notice
that we are not violating the design rule of keeping inheritance and subtyping separated,
since mixin and class subtyping plays a pivotal role only during the communication,
when classes and mixins become genuine run-time polymorphic values.

In synthesis, MOMI consists of:

1. the definition of an object-oriented “surface calculus” containing essential features
that an object-oriented language must have to write mixin-based code;

2. the definition of a new subtyping relation on class and mixin types to be exploited
dynamically at communication time;

3. a very primitive coordination language consisting in a synchronous send/receive
mechanism, to study the communication of the mixin-based code among different
site.

O’KLAIM integrates the object-oriented component of MOMI, in particular the
subtyping relation on classes and mixins (both described in the next section), within
KLAIM, which offers a much more sophisticated, complete, and effective coordination
mechanism than the toy one of MOMI.

2.3 O’KLAIM: object-oriented expressions

In this section we present the object-oriented part of O’KLAIM, which is defined as
a class-based object-oriented language supporting mixin-based class hierarchies via



exp ::= v (value)
| new exp (object creation)
| exp ⇐ m (method call)
| exp1 � exp2 (mixin appl.)

v ::= {mi : τmi = bi
i∈I} (record)

| x (variable)
| class [mi : τmi = bi

i∈I ] end (class def)
| mixin

expect[mi : τmi
i∈I ]

redef[mk : τmk with bk
k∈K ]

def[m j : τm j = b j
j∈J ]

end

(mixin def)

Table 1. Syntax of object-oriented terms.
mixin definition and mixin application (see Table 1). It is important to notice that spe-
cific incarnations of most object-oriented notions (such as, e.g., functional or imperative
nature of method bodies, object references, cloning, etc.) are irrelevant in this context,
where the emphasis is on the structure of the object-oriented mobile code. Hence, we
work here with a basic syntax of the kernel object-oriented calculus.

Object-oriented expressions offer object instantiation, method call and mixin appli-
cation; � denotes the mixin application operator. An object-oriented value, to which an
expression reduces, is either an object, which is a (recursive) record {mi : τmi = bi

i∈I},
or a class definition, or a mixin definition, where [mi : τmi = bi

i∈I ] denotes a sequence of
method definitions, [mk : τmk with bk

k∈K ] denotes a sequence of method re-definitions,
and I, J and K are sets of indexes. Method bodies, denoted here with b (possibly with
subscripts), are closed terms/programs and we ignore their actual structure. A mixin can
be seen as an abstract class that is parameterized over a (super)class. Let us describe in-
formally the mixin use through a tutorial example:

M = mixin

expect [n : τ]
redef [m2 : τ2 with . . . next . . .]
def [m1 : τ1 = . . .n() . . .]

end

C = class

[n = . . .
m2 = . . .]

end

(new (M � C))⇐ m1()

Each mixin consists of three parts:

1. methods defined in the mixins, like m1;
2. expected methods, like n, that must be provided by the superclass;
3. redefined methods, like m2, where next can be used to access the implementation

of m2 in the superclass.

The application M �C constructs a class, which is a subclass of C.
The typing for the object-oriented code refines essentially the typing rules sketched

in [8]. The set T of types is defined as follows.

τ ::= Σ | ι | τ1 → τ2 | class〈Σ〉 | mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 Σ ::= {mi : τmi
i∈I}

ι is a basic type and → is the functional type operator. Σ (possibly with a subscript)
denotes a record type of the form {mi : τmi

i∈I}. if mi : τmi ∈ Σ we say that the subject mi



(proj)
Γ,x : τ ` x : τ

Γ  {mi : τmi = bi
i∈I} : {mi : τmi

i∈I}
(rec)

Γ ` {mi : τmi = bi
i∈I} : {mi : τmi

i∈I}

Γ ` {mi : τmi = bi
i∈I} : {mi : τmi

i∈I}
(class)

Γ ` class [mi : τmi = bi
i∈I ] end : class〈{mi : τmi

i∈I}〉

Γ,
S

i∈I mi : τmi ,
S

k∈K mk : τmk ` {m j : τm j = b j
j∈J} : {m j : τm j

j∈J}
Γ,

S

i∈I mi : τmi ,
S

k∈K mk : τmk ,
S

j∈J m j : τm j ,next : τmr  br : τ′mr
τ′mr

<:τmr ∀r ∈ K
Subj(Σnew)∩Subj(Σexp) = /0 Subj(Σnew)∩Subj(Σred) = /0

Subj(Σred)∩Subj(Σexp) = /0
(mixin)

Γ `

mixin

expect[mi : τmi
i∈I ]

redef[mk : τmk with bk
k∈K ]

def[m j : τm j = b j
j∈J ]

end

: mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉

where Σnew = {m j : τm j
j∈J},Σred = {mk : τmk

k∈K},Σexp = {mi : τmi
i∈I}

Table 2. Typing rules for object-oriented values

Γ ` exp : {mi : τmi
i∈I} j ∈ I

(lookup)
Γ ` exp ⇐ m j : τm j

Γ ` exp : class〈{mi : τmi
i∈I}〉

(new)
Γ ` new exp : {mi : τmi

i∈I}

Γ ` exp1 : mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉
Γ ` exp2 : class〈Σb〉
Σb <:(Σexp ∪Σred)
Meth(Σb)∩Meth(Σnew) = /0

(mixin app)
Γ ` exp1 � exp2 : class〈Σb ∪Σnew〉

Table 3. Typing rules for object-oriented expressions.

occurs in Σ (with type τmi ). Subj(Σ) is the set of the subjects of Σ and Meth(Σ) is the set
of all the method names occurring in Σ (e.g., if Σ = {m : {n : τ}} then Subj(Σ) = {m}
while Meth(Σ) = {m,n}). As we left method bodies unspecified (see above), we must
assume that there is an underlying system to type method bodies and records. We will
denote this typing with . Rules for  are obviously not specified, but -statements are
used as assumptions in other typing rules. The typing rules for values are in Table 2.

Mixin types, in particular, encode the following information:

1. record types Σnew and Σred contain the types of the mixin methods (new and rede-
fined, respectively);

2. record type Σexp contains the expected types, i.e., the types of the methods expected
to be supported by the superclass;

3. well typed mixins are well formed, in the sense that name clashes among the dif-
ferent families of methods are absent (the last three clauses of the (mixin) rule).

The typing rules for expressions are in Table 3.



Σ′<:Σ
(v class)

class〈Σ′〉 v class〈Σ〉

Σ′
new <:Σnew Σexp <:Σ′

exp Σ′
red = Σred

(v mixin)
mixin〈Σ′

new,Σ′
red,Σ′

exp〉 v mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉

Table 4. Subtype on class and mixin types.

Rule (mixin app) relies strongly on a subtyping relation <: . The subtyping relation
rules depend obviously on the nature of the object-oriented language we choose, but
an essential constraint is that it must contain the width subtyping rule for record types:
Σ2 ⊆ Σ1 ⇒ Σ1 <:Σ2.

We consider m : τ1 and m : τ2 (τ1 6≡ τ2) as distinct elements, and Σ1 ∪ Σ2 is the
standard record union. Σ1 and Σ2 are considered equivalent, denoted by Σ1 = Σ2, if they
differ only for the order of their pairs mi : τmi .

In the rule (mixin app), Σb contains the type signatures of all methods supported by
the superclass to which the mixin is applied. The premises of the rule (mixin app) are
as follows:

i) Σb <:(Σexp ∪ Σred) requires that the superclass provides all the methods that the
mixin expects and redefines;

ii) Meth(Σb)∩Meth(Σnew) = /0 guarantees that name clashes cannot occur during the
mixin application.

Notice that the superclass may have more methods than those required by the mixin
constraints. Thus, the type of the mixin application expression is a class type containing
both the signatures of all the methods supplied by the superclass (Σb) and those of the
new methods defined by the mixin (Σnew).

The key point is the introduction of a novel subtyping relation, denoted by v, de-
fined on class and mixin types. This subtyping relation is used to match dynamically the
actual parameter’s types against the formal parameter’s types during communication.
The part of the operational semantics of O’KLAIM, which describes communication
formally, is presented in Section 2.6. The subtyping relation v is defined in Table 4.
Rule (v class) is naturally induced by the (width) subtyping on record types, while
rule (v mixin): permits the subtype to define more ‘new’ methods; prohibits to override
more methods; and enables a subtype to require less expected methods.

2.4 O’KLAIM: processes and nets

O’KLAIM syntax is defined in Table 5. In order to obtain O’KLAIM, we extend the
KLAIM syntax of tuples t to include any object-oriented value v (defined in Table 1).
In particular, differently from KLAIM, formal fields are now explicitly typed. Actions
in(t)@` (and read(t)@`) and out(t)@` can be used to move object-oriented code (to-
gether with the other KLAIM items) from/to a locality `, respectively. Moreover, we add
to KLAIM processes the construct let x = exp in P in order to pass to the sub-process
P the result of computing an object-oriented expression exp (for exp syntax see Table
1). We use the following syntactic convention: x, X and χ are variables representing



P ::= nil (null process)
∣

∣ act.P (action prefixing)
∣

∣ P1 | P2 (parallel composition)
∣

∣ X (process variable)
∣

∣ let x = exp in P (OO expression)

N ::= l :: p (single node)
∣

∣ N1 ‖ N2 (net composition)

p ::= P
∣

∣ 〈t〉
∣

∣ p1 | p2 (located item)

act ::= out(t)@`
∣

∣ in(t)@`
∣

∣ read(t)@`
∣

∣ eval(P)@` ` ::= l
∣

∣ χ t ::= f
∣

∣ f , t

f ::= arg
∣

∣ ! id : σ id ::= x
∣

∣ X
∣

∣ χ arg ::= id
∣

∣ e
∣

∣ P
∣

∣ l
∣

∣ v

Table 5. O’KLAIM syntax (see Table 1 for the syntax of exp and v, and Section 2.5 for types σ).

(proj)
Γ, id : σ ` id : σ

(loc)
Γ ` l : loc

(nil)
Γ ` nil : proc

a ≡ in,read,out

Γ ` ` : loc

Γ ` fi : σi i = 1, . . . ,n ∧ fi ≡ arg
Γ∪ ftypes( f1, . . . , fn) ` P : proc

(action)
Γ ` a( f1, . . . , fn)@`.P : proc

ftypes( f , t) =

{

{id : σ}∪ ftypes(t) if f ≡ !id : σ
ftypes(t) otherwise

Γ ` Q : proc Γ ` ` : loc
(eval)

Γ ` eval(Q)@`.P : proc

Γ ` P1 : proc Γ ` P2 : proc
(comp)

Γ ` (P1 | P2) : proc

Γ ` exp : τ Γ,x : τ ` P : proc
(let)

Γ ` let x = exp in P : proc

Table 6. Typing rules for processes

object-oriented values, processes and localities, respectively. A constant locality (e.g.,
IP:port) is denoted by l. Moreover, e is a basic expression (i.e., not object-oriented).

A Net is a finite collection of nodes. A node is a pair where the first component is
a (constant) locality and the second component is either a process P or a tuple 〈t〉 or a
composition of processes and tuples. Thus, a tuple space is represented by the parallel
composition of located tuples. Notice that programmers write only located processes,
while located tuples are produced at run-time by evaluating out actions (see Table 8).

2.5 Typing for O’KLAIM

In order to type processes and nets, we extend the set of types T to T ∗ = T ∪
{proc, loc}. σ will range over T ∗; in particular, loc is used to type localities and proc

for well-typed processes. Typing rules for processes are defined in Table 6. O’KLAIM
type system is not concerned with access rights and capabilities, as it is instead the type
system for KLAIM presented in [19]. In the O’KLAIM setting, types serve the purpose
of avoiding the “message-not-understood” error when merging local and foreign object-
oriented code in a site. Thus, we are not interested in typing actions inside processes:



from our perspective, an O’KLAIM process is well typed when it has type proc, which
only means that the object-oriented code that the process may contain is well typed.

O’KLAIM requires that every process is statically type-checked separately on its
site and annotated with its type. The annotation process, not formally presented here,
can be performed by the compiler during type checking: namely, every tuple item ti
that takes part in the information exchange (which may be an object-oriented value)
must be decorated with its type information, denoted by tiσi . The types of the tuples are
built statically by the compiler, while the types of tuple formal fields must be written
explicitly by the programmer. In a process of the form in(! id : σ)@`.P, the type σ
is used to statically type check the continuation P, where id is possibly used. More
generally, concerning (action) rule, in a process performing an operation with a tuple
(i.e., out, read and in), the actual fields of the tuple are type checked, and the types of
formal fields (collected by the function ftypes) are used to type check the continuation.

We observe that the typing rules for object-oriented expressions are syntax-driven
and do not contain an explicit subsumption rule. Thus, they define an algorithm to
assign a principal type to each expression, in a given environment Γ. Analogously, both
subtyping and typing rules for processes are in an algorithmic shape.

2.6 Operational semantics for O’KLAIM

The operational semantics of O’KLAIM involves two sets of rules. The first set of rules
describes how object-oriented expressions reduce to values and is denoted by →→. We
omit here most of the rules because they are quite standard; they can be found in [6, 3].
However, we want to discuss the rule concerning mixin application, that produces a new
class containing all the methods which are added and redefined by the mixin and those
defined by the superclass. The rule (mixinapp) is presented in Table 7. The function
override, defined below and used by rule (mixinapp), takes care of introducing in the
new class the overridden methods. In particular, in the body of a mixin’s overridden
method mi, the reserved variable next can be used to denote mi’s implementation in the
superclass: this “old” implementation is given a fresh name mi′ . Dynamic binding is
then implemented for redefined methods, and old implementations from the super class
are basically hidden in the derived class, since they are given a fresh name.

Definition 1. Given two method sets, ρ1 and ρ2, the result of override(ρ1,ρ2) is the
method set ρ3 defined as follows:

– for all mi : τmi = bi ∈ ρ2 such that mi 6= m j for all m j : τm j = b j ∈ ρ1, then mi : τmi =
bi ∈ ρ3;

– for all mi : τmi = bi ∈ ρ1 such that mi : τmi = b′i ∈ ρ2, let mi′ be a fresh method name:
then mi′ : τmi = b′i ∈ ρ3 and mi : τmi = bi[mi′/next] ∈ ρ3.

Notice that name clashes among methods during the application will never take place,
since they have already been solved during the typing of mixin application.

The second set of rules for O’KLAIM, shown in Table 8, concerns processes and it
is an extension of the operational semantics of KLAIM. Notice that the O’KLAIM’s op-
erational semantics must be defined on typed compiled processes, i.e., processes where
each object-oriented value and tuples are decorated with their types, as explained in



exp1 →→













mixin

expect[mi : τmi
i∈I ]

redef[mk : τmk with bk
k∈K ]

def[m j : τm j = b j
j∈J ]

end













exp2 →→ class [ml : τml = bl
l∈L] end

exp1 � exp2 →→









class

[m j : τm j = b j
j∈J ] ∪

override([mk : τmk = bk
k∈K ], [ml : τml = bl

l∈L])
end









Table 7. The (mixinapp) operational rule

(OUT)
l :: out(t)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: P′ �−→ l :: P ‖ l′ :: P′ | 〈t〉

match(t, t ′)
(IN)

l :: in(t)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t ′〉 �−→ l :: P[t ′/t] ‖ l′ :: nil

match(t, t ′)
(READ)

l :: read(t)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t ′〉 �−→ l :: P[t ′/t] ‖ l′ :: 〈t ′〉

(EVAL)
l :: eval(P)@l′.P′ ‖ l′ :: P′′ �−→ l :: P′ ‖ l′ :: P′ | P

exp →→ v
(LET)

l :: let x = exp in P �−→ l :: P[v/x]

N ≡ N1 N1 �−→ N2 N2 ≡ N′

(NET)
N �−→ N′

Table 8. O’KLAIM operational rules

Section 2.5, because the crucial point is the dynamic matching of types. In fact, an out
operation adds a tuple decorated with a (static) type to a tuple space, and a process can
perform an in action by synchronizing with a process which represents a matching typed
tuple. The rule for let x = exp in P relies on the reduction relation for object-oriented
expressions →→.

The predicate for tuples, match, is presented in Table 9. The matching rules exploit
the static type information, delivered together with the tuple items, in order to dynami-
cally check that the received item is correct with respect to the type of the formal field,
say τ. Therefore, an item is accepted if and only if it is subtyping-compliant with the

match(e,e) match(l, l)
match(t2, t1)

match(t1, t2)

match(t1, t2) match(t3, t4)

match((t1, t3),(t2, t4))

match(σ,σi)

match(!id : σ, tiσi)

match(σ1,σ2) =

{

σ1 v σ2 if σ1 and σ2 are mixin or class types
σ1 <:σ2 otherwise

Table 9. Matching rules (with proc<:proc and loc<: loc)



expected type of the formal field. Informally speaking, one can accept any class contain-
ing more resources than expected, and any mixin with weaker requests about methods
expected from the superclass can be accepted. This subtyping checking is analogous to
the one we would perform in a sequential language where mixins and classes could be
passed as parameters to methods. In a sequential setting, this dynamic checking might
look as a burden (for example, in [13], mixins and classes are first-order entities, i.e.,
they can be passed as parameters in methods, but the matching among formal and actual
parameters is by syntactic equality on types and not by subtyping), but in a distributed
mobile setting the burden seems well-compensated by the added flexibility in commu-
nications.

Finally, the semantics for the distributed part is based on structural congruence and
reduction relations. Reduction represents individual computation steps, and is defined in
terms of structural congruence. The structural congruence ≡ allows the rearrangement
of the syntactic structure of a term so that reduction rules may be applied. It is defined
as the least congruence relation closed under the following rules.

N1 ‖ N2 = N2 ‖ N1 (N1 ‖ N2) ‖ N3 = N1 ‖ (N2 ‖ N3) l :: P = l :: P | nil
l :: (P1 | P2) = l :: P1 ‖ l :: P2

As a final remark, let us observe that we do not define a matching predicate for
actual fields containing object-oriented values and processes since this would require to
decide equalities on classes, mixins and objects (e.g., equality on their interfaces) and
on processes (e.g., a bisimulation). This issue is out of the scope of the present work,
since matching between two actual fields does not involve any substitution and then
does not cause problems w.r.t. typing.

3 Typing issues and subject-reduction property
The important point in O’KLAIM semantics is that if a process P (statically well-
typed) retrieves a tuple by the subtyping matching mechanism and the retrieved value
is merged in the continuation of P, then the evaluation proceeds without any additional
type-checking. Thus, in order to obtain the subject-reduction theorem, we need to prove
that substitution preserves well-typedness, in particular when classes and mixins are re-
placed to variables inside object-oriented expressions. In the following, we address this
issue and we outline the main technical steps, skipping proofs and details for lack of
space.

The crucial case concerns mixin application expressions; namely if class/mixin vari-
ables are replaced by classes/mixins having a subtype, accidental overrides can occur
because of names of the new methods added by the replacing value (see the definition
of v). This matter is related to the “width subtyping versus method addition” problem
(well known in the object-based setting, see for instance [21]), that in our case boils
down to a careful management of these dynamic name clashes. Thus, we must define
a suitable capture-avoid-substitution, [ ], requiring possible renaming of methods with
fresh names.

Definition 2 (Substitution by refresh). If x is a class variable of type class〈Σ〉 and C
is a class value of type class〈Σ′〉 such that class〈Σ′〉 v class〈Σ〉, then [C/x] denotes the



replacement of C′ to x, where C′ is obtained from C by renaming all methods belonging
to Meth(Σ′)−Meth(Σ) with fresh names. For mixins variables and values, the renaming
acts on all and only the methods belonging to Meth(Σ′

new)−Meth(Σnew).

With our solution, new methods added by a class or a mixin value during substi-
tution are hidden by renaming, for each occurrence of the variable to be replaced (this
is very similar to the “privacy via subsumption” of [27]). On the other hand, we only
rename methods that do not appear in the type of the variable x. This second con-
straint ensures a basic property: the refreshed version C′ of C has a type τ′ such that
τ′ v class〈Σ〉. The same holds for refreshed mixins.

Now, using this definition, we can prove that substitution is type safe. For simplicity,
in order to deal with <: and v at the same time, we introduce the meta notation:

τ1 4 τ2 =

{

τ1 v τ2 if τ1 is a mixin or a class type
τ1 <:τ2 otherwise

Lemma 1 (Substitution by narrowing). Let v, exp and P be an object-oriented value,
an object-oriented expression and a process, respectively,

1. if x : τ1 ` exp : τ and Γ ` v : τ2 where τ2 4 τ1, then Γ ` exp[v/x] : τ′ with τ′ 4 τ;
2. if x : τ1 ` P : proc and Γ ` v : τ2 where τ2 4 τ1, then Γ ` P[v/x] : proc.

Sketch of proof:

1. By induction on typing rules for expressions. The only crucial case is when exp is
a mixin application and v is a class value or a mixin. Notice that, exp is well-typed
and no method occurring in the type x is renamed; then the last condition in (mixin
app) rule is preserved and ensures that no name clash can occur after substitution.

2. By induction on typing rules for processes using the previous point.

Summarizing, the type safety of the communication results from two main proper-
ties: (i) static type soundness of local and foreign code; (ii) the preservation of well-
typedness under substitution by subtyping. It is standard to verify that all the other
rules concerning →→ preserve well typedness and so we obtain the subject-reduction
theorem. Thus, the local evaluation of a process cannot produce errors like “message-
not-understood” even if it retrieves data from foreign sites and merges it in the local
configuration. In other words, a well-typed net (i.e., a net where each process in each
site is well-typed) remains well typed during its evolution (global safety condition).

We remark that, from the point of view of the implementation, the above treatment
of “global” fresh names can be solved with static binding for the mentioned methods.
The technique of using the static types of variables and the actual types of substituted
mixin and class definitions may recall the approach of [22] of allowing overriding, i.e.,
dynamic binding, only for methods declared in the mixin’s inheritance interface.

4 The implementation
We recall that the implementation we present is based on X-KLAIM [10, 11] (extended
with the proper object-oriented mixin-based primitives), used both as the “surface”



object-oriented calculus and as the coordination language, with the added bonus of
being able to write methods that can perform KLAIM actions, all the same guaranteeing
absence of message-not-understood run-time errors, as shown in the previous section.

The implementation of the O’KLAIM object-oriented component in Java consists in
a package momi presented in [2] and described in details in [3]. This package provides
the run-time system, or the virtual machine, for classes, mixins and objects that can
be downloaded from the network and dynamically composed (via the mixin applica-
tion operation). It thus provides functionalities for checking subtyping among classes
and among mixins and for building at run-time new subclasses. Since we abstract from
the specific communication and mobility features, this package does not provide means
for code mobility and network communication, so that momi can be smoothly integrated
into existing Java mobility frameworks. We would like to stress that this package should
be thought of as an “assembly” language that is the target of a compiler for a high-level
language (in our case the language is X-KLAIM). If momi, as it is, was used for directly
writing object-oriented expressions, the programmer would be left with the burden of
writing methods containing Java statements dealing with momi objects, classes and mix-
ins, and to check manually that they are well typed. Basically these are the same diffi-
culties a programmer has to face when using an assembly language directly, instead of
a high-level language. We could say that momi enhances the functionalities of the Java
virtual machine: while the latter already provides useful mechanisms for dynamically
loading new classes into a running application, the former supplies means for dynami-
cally building class hierarchies (based on mixins) and for inserting new subclasses into
existing hierarchies (which is not possible in Java).

In order to implement O’KLAIM we extended the KLAIM programming framework
that consists in the programming language X-KLAIM [10, 11], which extends KLAIM
with high-level programming constructs, and KLAVA [12] a Java package that imple-
ments the run-time system for X-KLAIM operations (X-KLAIM programs are compiled
into Java programs that use KLAVA). The package KLAVA already provided all the prim-
itives for network communication, through distributed tuple spaces, and, in particular,
for code mobility, not supplied by momi. Thus the package has been modified in order
to be able to exchange code that is based on momi, and for performing subtyping on
momi elements during pattern matching by relying on the MoMiType classes and the
associated subtyping. On the other hand, the X-KLAIM compiler generates code that
uses both the KLAVA package and momi. Obviously, before generating code, it also per-
forms type checking according to the type system defined by MOMI. All this software
is freely available at http://music.dsi.unifi.it.

The programming example shown in this section involves mixin code mobility, and
implements “dynamic inheritance” since the received mixin is applied to a local parent
class at run-time. We assume that a site provides printing facilities for local and mobile
agents. Access to the printer requires a driver that the site itself has to provide to those
that want to print, since it highly depends on the system and on the printer. Thus, the
agent that wants to print is designed as a mixin, that expects a method for actually
printing, print_doc, and defines a method start_agent through which the site can
start its execution. The actual instance of the printing agent is instantiated from a class
dynamically generated by applying such mixin to a local superclass that provides the



mixin MyPrinterAgent
expect print doc(doc : str) : str;
def start agent() : str
begin

return
this.print doc
(this.preprocess("my document"))

end;
def preprocess(doc : str) : str
begin

return "preprocessed(" + doc +")"
end

end

rec SendPrinterAgent[server : loc]
declare
var response : str

begin
out(MyPrinterAgent)@server;
in(!response)@server;
print "response is " + response

end

mixin PrinterAgent
expect print doc(doc : str) : str;
def start agent() : str;

end

class LocalPrinter
print doc(doc : str) : str
begin
# real printing code omitted :−)
return "printed " + doc

end;
init()
begin
nil # foo init

end
end

rec ReceivePrinterAgent[]
declare
var rec mixin : mixin PrinterAgent;
var result : str

begin
in(!rec mixin)@self;
result :=
(new rec mixin <> LocalPrinter).start agent();
out(result)@self

end

Listing 1: The printer agent example.
method print_doc acting as a wrapper for the printer driver. However the system is
willing to accept any agent that has a compatible interface, i.e., any mixin that is a
subtype of the one used for describing the printing agent. Thus any client wishing to
print on this site can send a mixin that is subtyping compliant with the one expected. In
particular such a mixin can implement finer printing formatting capabilities.

Listing 1, where rec is the X-KLAIM keyword for defining a process, presents a pos-
sible implementation of the printing client node (on the left) and of the printer server
node (on the right). The printer client sends to the server a mixin MyPrinterAgent

that complies with (it is a subtype of) the mixin that the server expects to receive,
PrinterAgent. In particular MyPrinterAgent mixin will print a document on the
printer of the server after preprocessing it (method preprocess). On the server, once
the mixin is received, it is applied to the local (super)class LocalPrinter, and an ob-
ject (the agent) is instantiated from the resulting class, and started so that it can actually
print its document. The result of the printing task is then retrieved and sent back to the
client.

We observe that the sender does not actually know the mixin name PrinterAgent:
it only has to be aware of the mixin type expected by the server. Furthermore, the sent
mixin can also define more methods than those specified in the receiving site, thanks
to the mixin subtyping relation. This adds a great flexibility to such a system, while
hiding these additional methods to the receiving site (since they are not specified in the
receiving interface they are actually unknown statically to the compiler).

5 Conclusions and related work
We have presented the kernel language O’KLAIM, which extends the higher-order cal-
culus KLAIM for mobile processes with mixin-based object-oriented code. The novel



contributions of this paper, with respect to [8] (where we firstly presented design moti-
vations for a mixin-based approach in a mobile context), can be summarized as follows:

1. we integrate the basic ideas of [8] into a mobile process calculus with an asyn-
chronous and more sophisticated communication mechanism;

2. we refine the typing for the object-oriented component, we define a new typing
system for KLAIM processes, and we study main typing concerns (in particular, a
notion of substitution with renaming) in order to demonstrate the soundness of the
proposed solution;

3. we present an implementation of O’KLAIM.

Keeping the O’KLAIM object-oriented calculus and the O’KLAIM processes sepa-
rated may appear a limitation, but in fact this is not true. Our system consists of three
components: the “surface” object-oriented component, a mixin/class subtyping rela-
tion, and a coordination calculus. If the object-oriented component is chosen to be an
object-oriented concurrent/mobile language, the two components (object-oriented and
concurrent/mobile) may interleave in a deeper way. A good example is the O’KLAIM
implementation presented in Section 4: in there, X-KLAIM (extended with the proper
object-oriented mixin-based primitives) is both the “surface” object-oriented calculus
and the coordination language, so that method bodies can perform KLAIM actions. The
matching mechanism that allows safe interactions during code exchange is based on the
subtyping relation that acts as a general glue to glue together the two language com-
ponents, of whichever nature they are (as long as the object-oriented one implements
classes and mixins).

In the literature, there are several proposals of combining objects with processes
and/or mobile agents. Obliq [16] is a lexically-scoped language providing distributed
object-oriented computation. Mobile code maintains network references and provides
transparent access to remote resources. In [15], a general model for integrating object-
oriented features in calculi of mobile agents is presented where agents are extended
with constructs for remote method invocations. Other works, such as, e.g., [20, 26, 25]
do not deal explicitly with mobile distributed code. Our approach is more related to
papers, as [29], where properties of distributed systems are enforced by a typing system
equipped with subtyping. In our case the property we address is a flexible and type-safe
coordination for exchanging code among processes, up- and down-loading classes and
mixins from different sites.

Further extensions of O’KLAIM are topics for future developments: subtyping can
be extended to depth subtyping, which offers a more flexible communication pattern
(see [9] for a preliminary discussion) and the object-oriented component can be en-
riched with incomplete objects, i.e., objects instantiated from mixins [5].
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Abstract. The explicit management of Quality of Service (QoS) of net-
work connectivity, such as, e.g., working cost, transaction support, and
security, is a key requirement for the development of the novel wide area
network applications. In this paper, we introduce a foundational model
for specification of QoS attributes at application level. The model han-
dles QoS attributes as semantic constraints within a graphical calculus
for mobility. In our approach QoS attributes are related to the program-
ming abstractions and are exploited to select, configure and dynamically
modify the underlying system oriented QoS mechanisms.

1 Introduction

Wide-Area Network (WAN) applications have become one of the most important
classes of applications in distributed computing. Currently, Internet and World
Wide Web are the primary environments for designing, developing and distribut-
ing applications. Network services have evolved into self-contained components
which inter-operate easily by exploiting WEB-based access protocols [17]. In
addition, network services may adapt themselves to match the particular capa-
bilities of a variety of devices ranging from traditional PCs, to Personal Digital
Assistants and Mobile Phones having intermittent connectivity to the network.

In this new scenario both final users and WAN application designers put
special emphasis on Quality of Service (QoS) issues. For final users, the perceived
QoS of their computations is not only dependent on the performance of WEB
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servers but also on the availability of certain resources. Indeed, in addition to
access services, users are allowed to control the QoS they receive. Here, QoS is
meant as a measure of the non functional properties of services along multiple
dimensions. For instance, network bandwidth is a QoS measure for multimedia
services. Timely response and security are other examples of (higher level) QoS
measures.

In general, QoS attributes are special parameters of network services. Aware-
ness of these information is crucial for choosing network services to match user
requirements. For instance, final users can react to network congestion by binding
their network devices to different sites where the requested services are available.
Similarly, QoS awareness is exploited by WAN application designers to control
resource usage and resource access in order to guarantee and maintain certain
security levels and to provide users with differentiated QoS.

The advances in network technologies and the growth of commercial WEB
services have prompted questions about suitable mechanisms for providing QoS
guarantees. In the last few years, several models have been proposed to meet
the demands of QoS. We mention the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)
[6], Differentiated Services [5], Constraint-based Routing [26], and we refer to
[28] for a detailed discussion of this topic. This stream of research is basically
system-oriented : it focuses on the lower layers of the Internet protocol stack.

Another significant line of research has dealt with enhancing existing dis-
tributed programming middlewares to support QoS features. QoS-aware mid-
dlewares allow clients to express their QoS requirements at a higher level of
abstraction. In this way the application has good degree of control over QoS
without having to deal with low-level details. Examples of QoS-aware middle-
ware are Agilos [22], Mobiware [1], and Globus [13].

Novel computational models exploit the idea of network awareness to man-
age the dynamic nature of network infrastructures. This has led to the develop-
ment of models and foundational calculi where mobility is the basic notion and
applications have control over localities where computation progresses. These
computational models do not provide natural and expressive QoS mechanisms.
Some preliminary results in this direction can be found in [7]; there a calculus
is introduced which incorporates a notion of communication rate (bandwidth)
and describe some programming constructs based on this calculus.

We believe that the ability of identifying and managing QoS requirements
at the early stages of software development (programmable QoS ) is a key issue
and the added-value of the evolutionary paradigms for WAN programming. In-
deed, programmable QoS allows one to evaluate the impact of QoS requirements
on the overall software architectures without committing to specific low level
technological details. Moreover, when implementing a specific application, this
information can be used to select and configure the primitives of the underlying
QoS-aware middleware.

Our research goal is to contribute at a formal understanding of programmable
QoS, as a step toward the development of proof techniques and tools for the
automated verification and certification of properties of WAN applications. To



achieve this, we provide an appropriate level of abstraction to describe pro-
grammable QoS together with a semantic model which can be used to experiment
programmable QoS without relying on the current complex network technolo-
gies.

In particular, we have abstracted the basic features of the problem in a cal-
culus with primitives which control explicitly QoS attributes. This calculus, that
we call Kaos (Klaim-based calculus for Application Oriented QoS ), is a first
contribution of the paper. Kaos builds on Klaim (Kernel Language for Agent
Interaction and Mobility) [9]. Klaim is an experimental kernel programming
language specifically designed to model and program WAN applications with
located services and mobility. Klaim naturally supports a peer-to-peer program-
ming model where interacting peers (network nodes or sites, in Klaim termi-
nology) cooperate to provide common sets of services. Kaos enriches Klaim

networking constructs [2] with attributes which are used to specify the QoS
properties of peer groups. This QoS attributes may be seen, e.g., as a value
specifying the abstract cost c of using a given connection, or as a pair 〈c, π〉 that
additionally specifies the set π of access rights (in the sense of [10]), or, more
generally, as a vector whose components represent different QoS aspects.

Although Kaos provides semantic idioms to deal with programmable QoS,
it does not directly handle how QoS attributes can be effectively enforced and
guaranteed. To this purpose, we introduce a formal model that enables us to de-
scribe and reason about QoS guarantees. Our model is based on (hyper-)graphs
and local graph synchronization and extends the graphical calculus for mobility
introduced in [15]. Graphs naturally provide the capabilities to describe inter-
networking systems: edges represent network components and vertices model
the network environments. If some edges share a vertex then the corresponding
components may interact by exploiting the underlying network communication
infrastructure. Graph synchronization is purely local and it is obtained by the
combination of graph rewriting with constraint solving. The intuitive idea is that
properties of components are specified as constraints over their local resources.
Hence, local evolutions of components depend on the outcome of a (possibly dis-
tributed) constraint satisfaction algorithm. In other words, the actual behaviour
is the result of a constraint solving algorithm [25, 29].

As a second contribution of the paper we provide an operational semantics
for Kaos in terms of the graphical calculus. The key issue of the approach is that
QoS attributes become semantic constraints of the graphical calculus. In other
words, the model fosters a declarative approach by identifying the points where
satisfaction of QoS requirements has a strong impact on behaviours. Hence,
the goal of finding a connection between two Kaos peers with a certain QoS
level corresponds to find the optimal path with respect to the QoS constraints.
The main result of the paper proves that the graphical semantics provides the
desired properties. In particular, we show that whenever a remote operation is
performed, the graphical calculus always select the optimal path with respect to
the QoS constraints set up by the application.



Throughout the paper we focus on Kaos since the specification of QoS at-
tributes and their enforcement in the graphical semantics are specifically de-
signed for Klaim. However, similar techniques could be applied to other process
languages in which network infrastructures can be specified declaratively.

Structure of the paper. Syntax and semantics of Kaos are given in Sections 2
and 3, respectively. An example of how an application can be modeled with
Kaos is presented in Section 4. Section 5 defines hypergraphs and their seman-
tics in terms of hyperedge replacement. A mapping of Kaos into hypergraphs
and their semantics is defined in Section 6, while productions for edges used in
translations of Kaos nets are detailed in Section 7. Section 8 shows how path
reservation can be obtained by simple changes of productions for hypergraphs of
Kaos nets. Section 9 applies the translation of Section 6 to the example in Sec-
tion 4 and shows that the paths reserved by using the productions in Section 8
are the optimal paths computed by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm applied to
graphs representing Kaos nets. Finally, some concluding remarks are reported
in Section 10.

2 Kaos: a Calculus for Programmable QoS

This section presents the syntax of Kaos (Klaim-based calculus for Application
Oriented QoS ) as reported in Table 1. We assume a set N of names ranged
over by metavariables r, s, t, . . . . Names provide the abstract counterpart of the
set of communicable values. Generally speaking, communicable values consist
of expressions, processes, tuples (ordered sequences of values), and so on. For
the sake of simplicity, here communicable values are simply localities. These
are the syntactic ingredient used to express the idea of administration domain:
computations at a certain locality are under the control of a specific authority.
We also assume a set of process variables ranged over by X,Y, . . ..

Finally, we assume a set of costs which are special values used to measure
and manage QoS attributes. Cost values (ranged over by κ) are equipped with
two binary operations (an additive and a multiplicative operation) together
with a partial order relation v. Formally, the algebraic structure of cost val-
ues is a constraint semiring [3] (or c-semiring, for short). An algebraic structure
〈A,+,×,0,1〉 is a constraint semiring if A is a set (0,1 ∈ A), and + and × are
binary operations on A that satisfy the following properties:

– + is commutative, associative, idempotent, 0 is its unit element and 1 is its
absorbing element;

– × is commutative, associative, distributes over +, 1 is its unit element, and
0 is its absorbing element.

The additive operation of a c-semiring induces a partial order on A defined as
a ≤A b ⇐⇒ ∃c : a+ c = b. The minimal element is thus 0 and the maximal 1.
Hence, a ≤A b means that a is more constrained than b.



N ::= Nets

s ::L P Single node

| (ν s)N Node restriction

| N1 ‖ N2 Net composition

γ ::= Actions

(s) Input

| ν(s · κ) Node creation

|
κ
_ s Login

| s
κ
^ Accept

| δ l Disconnect

l ::= Links

〈s, κ〉 Incoming link

| 〈κ, s〉 Outgoing link

P ::= Processes

0 Null process

| γ.P Action prefixing

| 〈t〉 Output

| ε(P )@s Process spawning

| P1 | P2 Process composition

| X Process variables

| rec X.P Recursion

Table 1. Kaos Syntax

The actual definitions of the operations of the constraint semiring depend
on the notion of costs we intend to capture. For instance, the constraint semir-
ing of truth values (the structure ({T, F},∨,∧, F, T )) allows reasoning on the
availability of network connections.

The following examples give an intuition of some c-semiring structures that
will be exploited in next sections.

Example 1. An example of c-semiring is the structure 〈N,min,+,+∞, 0〉, the
c-semiring of natural numbers N where the additive operation is min (which
induces the obvious order) and the multiplicative operation is the sum over nat-
ural numbers. Notice that in this case the partial order induced by the additive
operations (i.e. min) is the inverse of the ordinary total order on natural num-
bers.

Another example is given by 〈℘({A}),∪,∩, A,A}〉 where ℘(A) is the powerset
of a set A, and ∪ and ∩ are the usual set union and intersection operations. Notice
that in the latter example also the multiplicative operation is idempotent. When
this is the case, additional constraint satisfaction algorithms apply (e.g. local
propagation).

Kaos programs, called nets, are the parallel composition of a set of nodes.
A node is characterized by a unique name, representing its locality, and it is
a container of resources (data) and active computational entities (processes).
Syntactically, a node is written

s ::L P

where s is the locality of the node, P is the process running at s, and L is the
network interface of the node, i.e. a set of links. Links (ranged over by l) are
pairs either of the form 〈s, κ〉 or of the form 〈κ, s〉, where s is a locality and
κ is a cost. Pair 〈s, κ〉 (〈κ, s〉) represents a link from (to) node s with costs κ.
Restriction (ν s)N is a binder for s and is used to express the lexical scope of
location s in net N . Intuitively, it is similar to local declarations inside a “block”,



namely, s is a variable whose scope is local to N . Differently from declarations
of usual programming languages, the scope of s can dynamically change. This
is a key feature of name passing process calculi (the well known example is the
π-calculus [24]) formally defined as scope extrusion.

Kaos processes are built up from the special process 0, that does not perform
any action, and from a set of basic actions by using action prefixing, parallel
composition and recursion. Inter-processes communication is local. The output
process 〈s〉 makes available name s in the local repository. Intuitively, the output
operation abstracts the idea of publishing a service (a data) into a directory (the
repository). The input action (s) withdraws a name from the local repository
and uses it to replace the formal name s in the rest of the process; if no name
is available, the executing process is blocked. In our analogy, input abstracts
the idea of resource discovery. The operation for creating a new node ν(s · κ)
has the effect of establishing a link with cost attribute κ between the creating
node and the fresh node (otherwise, the created node would be unreachable, i.e.
completely useless). The only possibly remote operation is ε(P )@s that provides
code mobility. The execution of ε(P )@s has the effect of sending process P for
execution at the node s. Process P1 | P2 is the parallel composition of processes
P1 and P2, namely P1 and P2 are executed concurrently. Process recX.P is
a recursive process. It is equivalent to execute the process obtained from P
once process variable X has been replaced by its definition. Variable X can be
renamed without affecting the behaviour of recX.P . Indeed, if Y does not occur
in P , rec Y. P [Y /X ] is equivalent to recX.P ([Y /X ] denotes the substitution that
replace occurrences of X with Y in P if they are not in the scope of a rec .
binder).

Actions login, accept and disconnect allow specifying the characteristic of
connections among nodes. A login operation sends to the receiver a message
detailing the QoS attributes of the required connection. The receiver may accept
a login request by performing the accept operation. If a login request is accepted
a link with the specified QoS attributes is set up among the two nodes involved.
The disconnect operation removes the link with the specified QoS attributes
from the network interface of a node.

Names occurring in Kaos processes and nets can be bound. More precisely,
prefix (s).P binds s in P ; this prefix is similar to the λ-abstraction of the λ-
calculus. Prefix ν(s · κ).P binds s in P and, similarly, (ν s)N binds s in N . A
name that is not bound is called free. The sets bn(·) and fn(·) (respectively, of
bound and free names of a term) are defined in Table 2 (where fn(L) denotes the
names occurring in the set of links L). The set n(·) of names of a term is the union
of its sets of free and bound names. We say that two terms are α-equivalent, ≡α,
if one can be obtained from the other by renaming bound names.

Hereafter, we will identify Kaos nets which intuitively represent the same
net. We therefore define structural congruence ≡, namely an equivalence relation
over nets that equates terms denoting the same net and differ only for meaning-
less syntactic details. Relation ≡ relates nets and relies on a relation ≡p which
defines structural congruence over processes and is defined as:



γ fn() bn()

(s) ∅ {s}
ν(s · κ) ∅ {s}
κ
_ s {s} ∅

s
κ
^ {s} ∅

δ 〈κ, s〉 {s} ∅
δ 〈s, κ〉 {s} ∅

P fn() bn()

0 ∅ ∅
γ.P fn(P ) \ bn(γ) ∪ fn(γ) bn(P ) ∪ bn(γ)
〈s〉 {s} ∅

ε(P )@s fn(P ) ∪ {s} bn(P )
P1 | P2 fn(P1) ∪ fn(P2) bn(P1) ∪ bn(P2)
X ∅ ∅

recX.P fn(P ) bn(P )

N fn() bn()

s ::L P {s} ∪ fn(L) ∪ fn(P ) bn(P )
N1 ‖ N2 fn(N1) ∪ fn(N2) bn(N1) ∪ bn(N2)
(ν s)N fn(N) \ {s} bn(N) ∪ {s}

Table 2. Free and bound names

– P | 0 ≡p P , for any P ;
– P | Q ≡p Q | P , for any P and Q;
– P | (Q | R) ≡p (P | Q) | R, for any P , Q and R.

The axioms above state that (P, |,0) is a commutative monoid.
We can define net structural equivalence as the smallest relation over nets

such that

1. ‖ is a commutative and associative;

2.
N ≡α N

′

N ≡ N ′
;

3.
P ≡p Q

s ::L P ≡ s ::L Q
.

Notice that ≡ identifies only nets whose equality derives from their syntactical
structure and has nothing to do with the semantics of nets (which has still to
be introduced and shall rely on structural congruence). With a slight abuse of
notation, in the following we write P ≡ Q instead of P ≡p Q; the context will
always clarify whether ≡ is the relation on nets or on processes.

A net s1 ::Ln P1 ‖ ... ‖ sn ::Ln Pn is well-formed if, and only if, for any
i, j, if i 6= j then si 6= sj and if 〈κ, sj〉 ∈ Li (〈sj , κ〉 ∈ Li) then 〈si, κ〉 ∈ Lj
(〈κ, si〉 ∈ Lj). Notice that this definition implies that, in well-formed nets, a
connection from s to t costing κ is possible only if two links, 〈t, κ〉 and 〈κ, s〉 are
in the network interfaces of nodes s and t, respectively. We shall only consider
well-formed nets.

3 An LTS Semantics for Kaos

This section presents the operational semantics of Kaos as a standard labeled
transition system semantics. For simplicity, we write M ∪e (resp. M \e) instead
of M ∪ {e} (resp. M \ {e}).



The semantics is given in terms of a transition relation that describes possible
net evolutions and the corresponding abstract costs (we omit the cost when it
is negligible).

Definition 1 (
α

−−→
ρ
>). The LTS semantics of Kaos is the minimal relation

−→> ⊆ N × 〈α, ρ〉 × N closed under the inference rules of Tables 3 and 4 and

rule

(struct)
N1 ≡ N ′

α
−−→
ρ
> N ′′ ≡ N2

N1
α

−−→
ρ
> N2

.

Labels of transition −→> are defined as follows:

α ::= τ | sC t | sB t | s(η, P )@t | s ε t | X@s

| s
κ
_ t | s

κ
^ t | δ(s, 〈t, κ〉) | δ(s, 〈κ, t〉)

ρ ::= ε | s, κ

In the operational rules we adopt a notational convention borrowed from a
similar notation for terms. In particular,

– bn(α) is equal to η if α = s(η, P )@t, ∅ otherwise,
– n(α) (n(ρ) resp.) denotes the set of all names (free and bound) occurring in
α (ρ resp.).

Finally, we will write κ |= T (P ) to indicate that the behaviour of P is compatible
with the cost κ. Intuitively, T (P ) represents the type or capabilities of process P .
Like for abstract costs, we intentionally do not specify what T (P ) exactly is. For
example, it could be determined by using a type system like the one in [10]. From
a pragmatic point of view, T (P ) is a parameter used to discriminate between
processes that can be executed at a site and processes that cannot.

Let us now comment on the semantics. Labels α are used to describe process
activities.

– τ describes internal activity.
– s C t (s B t) says that a process located at s aims at receiving (sending) a

name t.
– s(η, P )@t says that a process at s intends spawning process P for execution

at t. Set η contains the localities occurring in P that must be restricted upon
migration (because their scope must also include the target node t).

– s ε t says that a process from s is migrated to t.
– X@s says that node s does exist and can accept a process for execution at
s; variable X is the placeholder where the migrating process that reaches s
will be substituted for.

– s
κ
_ t says that a process at s intends to establish a link between s and t

with cost κ.
– s

κ
^ t says that a process at s accepts the establishment of a link between s

and t with cost κ.



(out) s ::L 〈t〉
sB t

−−−−→> s ::L 0

(in) s ::L (x).P
sC t

−−−−→> s ::L P [t/x]

(leval) s ::L∪〈s,κ〉 ε(P )@s
τ

−−→> s ::L∪〈s,κ〉 P , if κ |= T (P )

(eval) s ::L ε(P )@t
s(∅, P )@t

−−−−−−−−→
s, 1

> s ::L 0, if s 6= t

(new)
s ::L (ν(x · κ).P ) | Q

τ
−−→> (ν x)(s ::L∪〈κ,x〉 P | Q ‖ x ::〈s,κ〉 0),

if x 6∈ n(L) ∪ {s} ∪ fn(Q)

(llogin) s ::L
κ
_ s.P

τ
−−→> s ::L∪{〈s,κ〉,〈κ,s〉} P

(login) s ::L
κ
_ t.P

s
κ
_ t

−−−−−→> s ::L∪〈κ,t〉 P , if s 6= t

(accept) s ::L t
κ′

^ .P
t
κ
^ s

−−−−−→> s ::L∪〈t,κ〉 P , if κ ≤ κ′

(ldisc) s ::L δ〈s, κ〉.P
τ

−−→> s ::L\〈s,κ〉\〈κ.s〉 P

(idisc) s ::L δ 〈t, κ〉.P
δ(s, 〈t, κ〉)

−−−−−−−−→> s ::L\〈t,κ〉 P , if t 6= s

(odisc) s ::L δ 〈κ, t〉.P
δ(s, 〈κ, t〉)

−−−−−−−−→> s ::L\〈κ,t〉 P , if t 6= s

(node) s ::L∪〈r,κ〉 P
X@s

−−−−→
r, κ

> s ::L∪〈r,κ〉 P | X, if X fresh

(rec) s ::L rec X.P
τ

−−→> s ::L P [rec X.P /X ]

Table 3. Axioms of Kaos interactive semantics

– δ(s, 〈t, κ〉) (δ(s, 〈κ, t〉)) says that a process running at s wants to remove the
link 〈t, κ〉 (〈κ, t〉) from the network interface of node s.

Labels ρ can be either the empty label ε (that carries no information and will
be omitted) or the pair 〈s, κ〉 which point out that s is used as gateway for a
remote action at node s and κ is the cost of the path from the source node to s.

Axioms in Table 3 describe process activities. The informal semantics has
been explained in the previous section. Here we only add a few comments.

– Axiom (in) gives an “early” flavor to the semantics (in the sense of the
π-calculus [24]).

– Axioms (leval) and (eval) deal with process spawning. The first one says that
local evaluation is authorized only if the type of the process is compatible



with the cost of performing a local spawning. The second axiom accounts
for remote evaluation.

– Axioms (llogin) and (login) deal with the establishment of a new link. A local
link can always be established, while a remote one needs the authorization
of the target node. In both cases, the node network interface is enriched with
an outgoing link.

– Axiom (accept) says that any connection request having a cost κ less than
κ′ can be accepted. The node network interface is enriched with an incoming
link.

– Axioms (ldisc), (idisc) and (odisc) handle requests for removing local, incom-
ing and outgoing links, respectively. Removing local links simply updates the
network interface of a node, whereas, removing a link from/to a remote node
t requires to signal node t that the corresponding link must be removed from
its network interface (see rule (remlink) in Table 4).

– Axiom (node) says that a node s dynamically creates an execution context
named (by the process variable) X where a (possibly remote) process can
be placed. Other than X, the transition label contains the locality r of a
node that can be used as an intermediate node (a sort of gateway) to reach
s (because there exists a link from r to s).

Rules in Table 4 coordinate the behaviour of processes in a net. Most of the
rules (e.g. (par1), (par2) and (res)) are standard. Here, we comment on a few
peculiarities.

– Rule (com) says that communication is always local and asynchronous.
– Rule (connect) says that in order to establish a link, a synchronization must

occur between the requiring process and the accepting one.
– Rule (remlink) says that to remove a link, a synchronization between the

two nodes connected by the link is necessary in order to guarantee that the
network interfaces of these two nodes will be updated coherently. Notice that
this synchronization occurs provided that the link actually exists.

– Scope extrusion of bound names that are exported by migrating processes is
implemented by rules (open) and (close) in the style of the π-calculus [24].

– Rules (route) and (close) check step-by-step the existence of a path of links
from the node s (performing the remote spawning of process P ) to the target
node t. In particular, the first premise of these rules checks the existence of
a path from s to an intermediate gateway r′. The second premise checks
the existence of a link starting from r′. If both checks succeed, and if the
type of P complies with the cost of each link along the path, the path can
be extended by including the link from r′ (which is used as an intermediate
node). Additionally, in rule (route) the obtained path connects s to an r 6= t
(see the reduction labels in the conclusion of the rule), hence the free context
X of r is not used to execute P and must be removed. This is done by simply
plugging process 0 inside X and by exploiting the fact that Q | 0 ≡ 0 and
rule (struct). On the other hand, rule (close) obtains a path from s to t, hence
P is now plugged in the execution context X of t (i.e. P is sent for execution



(par1)
s ::L P

α
−−→
ρ
> s ::L P ′

s ::L P | Q
α

−−→
ρ
> s ::L P ′ | Q

(par2)
N1

α
−−→
ρ
> N ′1

N1 ‖ N2
α

−−→
ρ
> N ′1 ‖ N2

if bn(α) ∩ fn(N2) = ∅

(com)
s ::L P

sB t
−−−−→> s ::L P ′ s ::L P ′

sC t
−−−−→> s ::L Q

s ::L P
τ

−−→> s ::L Q

(connect)
N1

s
κ
_ t

−−−−−→> N ′1 N2
s
κ
^ t

−−−−−→> N ′2

N1 ‖ N2
τ

−−→> N ′1 ‖ N ′2

(remlink)
N1

δ(t, l)
−−−−−→> N ′1

N1 ‖ t ::L∪l P
τ

−−→> N ′1 ‖ t ::L P

(res)
N

α
−−→
ρ
> N ′

(ν x)N
α

−−→
ρ
> (ν x)N ′

if x 6∈ n(α, ρ)

(open)
N

s(η, P )@t
−−−−−−−−→

r, κ
> N ′

(ν x)N
s(η ∪ {x}, P )@t

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
r, κ

> N ′
if x ∈ fn(P ) \ {r, s, t}

(route)

N1
s(η, P )@t

−−−−−−−−→
r′, κ

> N ′1 N2
X@r

−−−−→
r′, κ′

> N ′2 κ′ |= T (P )

N1 ‖ N2
s(η, P )@t

−−−−−−−−→
r, κ× κ′

> N ′1 ‖ N ′2[0/X ]

if r 6= t

(close)

N1
s(η, P )@t

−−−−−−−−→
r′, κ

> N ′1 N2
X@t

−−−−→
r′, κ′

> N ′2 κ′ |= T (P )

N1 ‖ N2
s ε t

−−−−−→
t, κ× κ′

> (ν η)(N ′1 ‖ N ′2[P /X ])

Table 4. Inference rules of Kaos interactive semantics

at t). Moreover, the restrictions over the bound names carried along with
P are restored to extend the scope of these names to the resulting net as a
whole. An example of use of these two rules is given in Figure 3.

4 A Kaos Application

This section shows how Kaos can be used to model QoS requirements at ap-
plication level. The scenario is a messaging application. A group of nodes are
connected and have to exchange messages (or files). When a message must be
sent from node s to node t a notification message is first sent to t. At this point,
node t spawns an agent on s that will examine the message and, if all checks
are satisfied, the message is effectively moved on t. Intuitively, the agent acts as
a “filter” that can be programmed to avoid useless messages to roam the net.



This mechanism also enhances network performances when messages are much
greater than notifications and agents. The above message exchange protocol is
depicted in Figure 1 where the bold line represents the fact that an agent is
spawned from t to s and the dashed line represents the fact that the message is
downloaded only if the checking phase is passed.

s

3. download message

2. check message

1. message on s

Send ’msg’ to t

t

Fig. 1. The filter protocol between s and t

Nodes s and t may not be directly connected but can be connected by means
of (a number of) links passing through a number of intermediate nodes that are
used for forwarding messages between t and s. We assume that the attributes of
a link between r and r′ that can affect our messaging application could be

1. the geographical distance between r and r′;

2. the capabilities granted to processes executed at r′ from r (at r from r′);

3. the price of the connection.

Figure 2 depicts a possible way of connecting s and t and the costs associated
to the links. Lines which are arrowed at both extremities, see e.g. the line between
t and x, represent two links, one from t to x and another from x to t, both links
have the same cost (e.g. 〈10, {i, o}, 2〉). Notice that, in the net of Figure 2, t is
connected to s via two paths (the path t− x− z− s and the path t− y− z− s),
while only one path goes from s to t.

x

y

zt

<10,{i,o},2>

<10,{i},20> <150,{i,o},2>

<100,{i,o,n},2>

<300,{i,o},60> s

Fig. 2. A net connecting s and t



We now show how Kaos primitives can be exploited both for declaring the
network connections and for programing the described messaging application.

Costs First we describe costs as triples κ = 〈d,C, p〉 where

1. d is the geographical distance (in Km);

2. C ⊆ {i, o, n} are the capabilities, where i, o and n stand for input, output
and creation of new nodes, respectively;

3. p is the price (in euros).

All the components of costs are elements of the following c-semirings, respectively

1. (N,min,+,+∞, 0),

2. (℘({i, o, n}), glb,∩, {i, o, n}, {i, o, n}),

3. (Q,min,+,+∞, 0).

In [3] it has been proved that the cartesian product of c-semirings is a c-semiring
as well. Therefore, we can define operations × and + of the cost c-semiring as

〈d,C, p〉 × 〈d′, C ′, p′〉 = 〈d+ d′, C ∩ C ′, p+ p′〉
〈d,C, p〉 + 〈d′, C ′, p′〉 = 〈min{d, d′}, glb{C,C ′},min{p, p′}〉.

Accordingly, the neutral elements of × and +, respectively are defined as 1 =
〈0, {i, o, n}, 0〉 and 0 = 〈+∞, ∅,+∞〉.

In the following, we use the convention that κuv denotes the cost of the link
from u to v. In Figure 2, for instance, κxt is 〈10, {i, o}, 2〉. We also avoid writing
trailing occurrences of 0, hence γ.0 will be abbreviated as γ.

Connections In order to establish connections among nodes t, x, y, z and s
corresponding to Figure 2, we can start with the following Kaos net:

t ::∅ Pt ‖ x ::∅ Px ‖ y ::∅ Py ‖ z ::∅ Pz ‖ s ::∅ Ps

where

Pt
4
= x

κxt^ |
κtx_ x |

κty
_ y

Px
4
= t

κtx^ | z
κzx^ |

κxt_ t |
κxz_ z

Py
4
= t

κty
^ |

κyz
_ z

Pz
4
= x

κxz^ | y
κyz
^ | s

κsz^ |
κzx_ x |

κzs_ s

Ps
4
= z

κzs^ |
κsz_ z.

According to the semantics of Kaos, after all executions of login and accept
actions, the network interfaces of the nodes in the resulting net will correspond



to the graph of Figure 2 and the Kaos net obtained is the following:

t ::{〈x,κxt〉,〈κtx,x〉,〈κty,y〉} 0 ‖

x ::{〈t,κtx〉,〈z,κzx〉,〈κxt,t〉,〈κxz,z〉} 0 ‖

y ::{〈t,κty〉,〈κyz,z〉} 0 ‖

z ::{〈x,κxz〉,〈y,κyz〉,〈s,κsz〉,〈κzx,x〉,〈κzs,s〉} 0 ‖

s ::{〈z,κzs〉,〈κsz,z〉} 0.

(1)

Capabilities In order to consider the intentions of remotely evaluated processes
it is necessary to define T (P ). Given a process P , we define T (P ) as follows

T (P ) =





∅, if P = 0 ∨ P = ε(Q)@t ∨ P = X
{o}, if P = 〈t〉
T (P1) ∪ T (P2), if P = P1 | P2

T (Q), if P = rec X.Q
T (γ) ∪ T (Q), if P = γ.Q

where

T (γ) =





{i}, if γ = (x)
{n}, if γ = ν(x · κ)
∅, otherwise.

Capabilities of processes that are arguments of spawning actions performed
by P are not part of the type of P ; instead, they will be looked at when the
spawning actions are effectively executed (see rules (route) and (close) in Ta-
ble 4).

We can now instantiate relation |= to costs and process types defined in this
section. Given a process P , we say that a cost 〈d,C, e〉 satisfies T (P ) (written
〈d,C, e〉 |= T (P )) if, and only if, T (P ) ⊆ C. This interpretation states that a
remote evaluation of a process P can traverse a link if all the capabilities that
P might exercise occur in the cost of the link.

Sender, receiver and filter processes The messaging application can be defined
by means of a sender process executed at t, a receiver process executed at s and
the agent that filters the file which migrates from t to s and provides the result
to t. This three rôles can be formalized in Kaos1 as follows:

S
4
= ε(〈“bigfile′′, s〉)@t | 〈“bigfile′′, file〉

R
4
= (f, u).ε(Ff,t)@u.(res)...

Ff,t
4
= (f, v).if test(v) then ε(〈v〉)@t else ε(〈no〉)@t

1 In this example we use tuples, ground values as string or files, the boolean function
test and the if-then-else construct. In the formal definition of Kaos we chose not to
have many constructs and types in order to give a smoother definition of the calculus.
It is, of course, straightforward to extend Kaos to all programming constructs used
in our running example.



Process S (allocated at s) notifies to R (allocated at t) that a “big file” is available
at s (spawning action of S). When R acquires the notification, the filter F is
spawned at u and the result of its check is waited for. Agent F , once in execution,
accesses the file, and tests whether it must be sent to t or not. In the first case,
the file is effectively sent to t while, in the second case, a conventional signal no
is sent.

If S and R are respectively allocated at nodes s and t of net (1) we can
detail how Kaos semantics can deal with the remote operations and costs of
connections. In order to avoid cumbersome replica of link costs, in the following
we use Lu to denote the network interface of node u. Hence, we consider the
initial configuration as given in net (1)

t ::Lt R ‖ x ::Lx 0 ‖ y ::Ly 0 ‖ z ::Lz 0 ‖ s ::Ls S (2)

and show how Kaos semantics can determine a path connecting t and s and,
for each path, its total cost. For instance, let us consider the spawning action of
S. By definition T = T (〈“bigfile′′, s〉) = {o}.

s ::Ls ε(〈“bigfile′′, s〉)@t
s(∅, 〈“bigfile′′, s〉)@t

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
s, 1

> s ::Ls 0

s ::Ls S
s(∅, 〈“bigfile′′, s〉)@t

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
s, 1

> s ::Ls 〈“bigfile′′, file〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸
eval−s−z

eval − s− z z ::Lz 0
X@z

−−−−→
s, κsz

> z ::Lz X κsz |= T

s ::Ls S ‖ z ::Lz 0
s(∅, 〈“bigfile′′, s〉)@t

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
z, 1× κsz

> s ::Ls 〈“bigfile′′, file〉 ‖ z ::Lz 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
path−s−z

path− s− z x ::Lx 0
Y@x

−−−−→
z, κzx

> x ::Lx Y κzx |= T

N1
s(∅, 〈“bigfile′′, s〉)@t

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
x, 1× κsz × κzx

> N2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
netpath−s−z

netpath− s− z t ::Lt R
Z@t

−−−−→
x, κxt

> t ::Lt R | Z κxt |= T

N1 ‖ t ::Lt R
s ε t

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
t, 1× κsz × κzx × κxt

> N2 ‖ t ::Lt R | 〈“bigfile′′, s〉

Fig. 3. Proving a net reduction

An example of inference proof that uses the Kaos semantics rules can be
found in Figure 3 where, for the sake of readability, we use the following short-
hands: N1 stands for the net s ::Ls S ‖ z ::Lz 0 ‖ x ::Lx 0 and N2 for the net



s ::Ls 〈“bigfile′′, file〉 ‖ z ::Lz 0 ‖ x ::Lx 0. The first inference is an application
of rule (par1) that uses axiom (eval) as premise. The second inference, uses the
conclusion of the first one (that we call eval − s − z) and axiom (node) for the
premises, and then proceeds by first applying (route) and (struct). The resulting
net reduction (that we call path− s− z because determines a path from s to z)
is then used as the first premise of the third inference proof. This inference also
uses axiom (node) as premise and proceeds by applying (route) and (struct).
Finally, the resulting net reduction (that we call netpath − s − z) and axiom
(node) are the premises of the last inference that concludes by applying rule
(close).

5 A Calculus of Graphs

Graph-based techniques can be usefully adopted for modeling inter-networking
systems. Indeed, (hyper)edges (namely, edges that connect more than two ver-
tices) can be used to represent components, while vertices model the network en-
vironment of components. Edges sharing a vertex means that the corresponding
components may interact by exploiting network communication infrastructure.
Structured versions of graphs (typed graphs, term graphs, hierarchical graphs)
can precisely model complex inter-network configurations [14, 15] and access con-
trol policies [18–20].

Graph synchronization adds to network awareness the ability of dealing with
the temporal dimension of computations. Graphs synchronization is purely local
and it is obtained by the combination of graph rewriting with constraint solving.
The intuitive idea is that local rewritings depends on the outcome of a (possibly
global) constraint satisfaction algorithm.

Graph rewriting based on edge replacement and synchronization was intro-
duced in [8, 11] and related to distributed constraint satisfaction problems in [25].
The version with mobility, which employs a notation based on logical judgments
and inference rules, was introduced recently in [14] and extended in [15] to en-
code the π-calculus. Abstract semantics based on bisimilarity has been discussed
in [21].

Next sections introduce syntax and semantics of graphs.

5.1 Syntax of Graphs

We assume that V is an ordered set of vertices. An edge, is an atomic item with
a label from a ranked alphabet L. We write L(x1, ..., xn) to indicate an edge
labeled L connecting vertices x1,..., xn. In this case, we say that L has rank n
(written as L : n) and that x1, ..., xn are the attachment vertices (or attachment
points) of L. Figure 5.1 represents edge L(a, b, c) where L : 3. Wires connecting
vertices a, b and c to L are called tentacles. Graphs are built from ranked edges
in L and vertices in V. Moreover, we write L(x) with the implicit assumption
that L has rank |x|, namely the length of vector x.

We can now define graphs.



•
b

•a L • c

Fig. 4. An edge

Definition 2 (Syntactic judgments). A (hyper)graph is a syntactic sequent
of the form Γ ` G, where

– Γ ⊆ V is a finite set of vertices called external vertices, and
– G is one of the terms generated by the following grammar, where y ∈ V and
L : |x| is an edge:

G ::= L(x)
∣∣ G | G

∣∣ ν y.G
∣∣ nil.

We call terms G graph terms.

The productions in Definition 2 permits generating single edges (L(x)), compos-
ing terms in parallel (G | G) and hiding vertices (ν y.G). Graph nil represents
the empty graph. We will use fv(G) to denote the set of the vertices of G which
does not occur in the scope of a ν operator. Hereafter, we omit the curly brack-
ets in judgments and write x1, ..., xn ` G instead of {x1, ..., xn} ` G; moreover,
we will often use x ` G instead of x1, ..., xn ` G, if x = (x1, ..., xn), . We use
the notation Γ, x instead of Γ ∪ {x} with the implicit assumption that x 6∈ Γ ;
similarly, we write Γ1, Γ2 instead of Γ1 ∪ Γ2 assuming that Γ1 ∩ Γ2 = ∅.

Example 2. Let us consider the judgment x, y ` ν z.(L(y, z, x) |M(x, z)), where
L : 3 and M : 2; a graphical representation of the judgment is

•x

L

ÄÄÄÄ
CCCC M

CCCC

•y ◦z

where filled circles and empty circles are used for representing free and restricted
vertices, respectively.

Definition 3 gives the structural congruence rules for graph terms. We take
advantage of such congruence to avoid writing cumbersome parenthesis.

Definition 3 (Structural Congruence). The structural congruence is the
smallest binary relation ≡ over graph terms that obeys axioms in Table 5.

Axioms (AG1 ), (AG2 ) and (AG3 ) define associativity, commutativity and
identity over nil for operation |, respectively. Axioms (AG4 ) and (AG5 ) state
that the vertices of a graph can be restricted in any order and that restric-
tion does not play any rôle on non-free vertices of a graph, respectively. Axiom



(AG1) (G1 | G2) | G3 ≡ G1 | (G2 | G3)

(AG2) G1 | G2 ≡ G2 | G1

(AG3) G | nil ≡ G

(AG4) ν x.ν y.G ≡ ν y.ν x.G

(AG5) ν x.G ≡ G, if x /∈ fv(G)

(AG6) ν x.G ≡ ν y.G{y/x}, if y /∈ fv(G)

(AG7) ν x.(G1 | G2) ≡ (ν x.G1) | G2, if x /∈ fv(G2)

Table 5. Graphs structural congruence rules

(AG6 ) deals with alpha conversion of hidden bound vertices, while (AG7 ) tunes
the interplay between hiding and the operator for parallel composition. Occa-
sionally, taking advantage of axiom (AG4 ), we will write ν X, with X =

⋃
xi,

to abbreviate ν x1.ν x2 . . . ν xn.

We will work with well-formed judgments .

Definition 4 (Well-Formed Judgments). A judgment is well-formed if it is
generated by applying the rules in Table 6 up to structural congruence.

(RG1)
x1, . . . , xn ` nil

Γ ` G1 Γ ` G2

(RG3)
Γ ` G1 | G2

L : m y1, . . . , ym ∈ {x1, . . . , xn}
(RG2)

x1, . . . , xn ` L(y1, . . . , ym)

Γ, x ` G
(RG4)

Γ ` ν x.G

Table 6. Well-formed judgments

Rule (RG1) states that graphs with n isolated vertices and no edges are
well-formed. Rule (RG2) states that a graph with n vertices and one edge L
(having sort m) whose tentacles are all connected to vertices of the graph is
well-formed. Notice that (RG2) does not make any assumption on n and m,
hence it could be the case that m ≥ n. This implies that some tentacles of L
can be connected to the same vertex. Rule (RG3) allows one to put together
(using |) two well-formed judgments that share the same set of external vertices.
Finally, rule (RG4) permits hiding a vertex from the environment.



The correspondence theorem expressing that well-formed judgments up to
structural axioms are isomorphic to graphs up to isomorphism has been proved
in [15].

5.2 Graph Rewritings

We propose a new rewriting mechanism for graphs that permits interconnection
modification and relies on edge replacement. The idea is that an edge can be
rewritten if the constraints it imposes on its external vertices accomplish with
constraints of all other edges connected to such vertices. What here is meant for
“constraint” is a pair consisting of a label and a tuple of vertices. The label in a
constraint is an action of a synchronization algebra. A synchronization algebra
is a structure (Act , S : Act ×Act → Act) where Act is a set of actions and S is
a binary function on Act . If a = S(a1, a2) then we say that the a is the action
obtained by synchronizing a1 and a2.

Observation 1 The principal and well studied synchronization algebras are á
la Milner (CCS [23], where S(a, ā) = τ), and á la Hoare (CSP [16], where
S(a, a) = a) synchronizations [27]. The former takes two partner to synchronize
trough complementary actions, while the latter requires that all participants of a
synchronization perform the same action. Hereafter, we consider synchroniza-
tions á la Milner.

As will be clarified later, constraints are used to “select” which adjacent edges
in a graph must be replaced in a graph rewriting.

Figure 5 aims at giving a graphical intuition of edge replacement. Edge L
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Fig. 5. Hyperedge replacement

in Figure 5(a) is connected to graphs G1 and G2, indeed external vertices 1
and 2 are attachment points of both L and G1, while vertices 3, 4 and 5 are
attachment points of both L and G2.

Figure 5(b) represents the graph obtained by replacing edge L with graph G.
The dashed gray part of the Figure 5(b) represents the initial situation which
disappears after the transition has taken place.



The main things to remark are that (i) G1 is not modified after the transition;
(ii) all vertices in G different from 1 and 2 are new vertices generated by the
transition; (iii) some vertices can be “fused” after the transition as 4 and 5 in
Figure 5(b). As will be shown later, this accounts for mobility of components,
that dynamically can change their connections.

5.3 Productions

A graph rewriting system , G = 〈Γ0 ` G0,P〉, consists of an initial graph Γ0 ` G0

and a set of productions :

Definition 5 (Production). Let X ⊆ V be the set {x1, . . . , xn} and L be an
edge label with rank n. A production is a transition of the form

X ` L(x1, . . . , xn)
Λ

−−→
π
> Γ ` G, (3)

where

- function π : X → X is a fusion substitution;
- Λ ⊆ X × Act × V∗ is a set of constraints;
- Γ = π(X) ∪ (v(Λ) \X);
- fv(G) ⊆ Γ .

Production (3) specifies the constraints that the environment must satisfy in
order to replace L(x) with G. Such constraints are imposed by Λ on the set X
of external vertices of L. Once constraints in Λ are satisfied, vertices must be
coalesced according to fusion substitution π. Λ and π are detailed below.

Function π is a fusion substitution if

∀xi, xj ∈ X.π(xi) = xj ⇒ π(xj) = xj ,

namely π induces an equivalence relation partition 'π over X defined as x 'π

x′
def

⇐⇒ π(x) = π(x′). Equivalence 'π partitions X into equivalence classes
where each vertex x ∈ X is mapped to a representative element π(x).

Λ associates actions in Act and sequences of vertices to (some of the) external
vertices of L. Λ is the graph relation of a partial function with (finite) domain
X and codomain in Act × V∗. Given Λ, we indicate the set of constraints of a
vertex x with Λ(x). If (x, a,y) ∈ Λ then L can synchronize with edges in the
environment that have a tentacle connected to x and satisfy condition a (that
will depend on the chosen synchronization algebra). Intuitively, in order to
perform a transition, all conditions on external vertices must be in accordance
with the synchronization policy. Thus, actions in Act constraint the possible
synchronizations among connected edges.

Let us again consider constraint (x, a,y)2; vector y contains the vertices of
the constraint; we let v(Λ) denote the union of the vertices of the constraints

2 We assume that any label a ∈ Act has an arity ; we let | · | : Act → ω be the arity
function on Act . Arities of actions are needed to maintain consistent constraints on
vertices. More precisely |a| = |y|, for each constraint (x, a, y).



in Λ. Vector y either contains vertices that appear in X or new vertices that
will be present in Γ ` G. We impose a further condition on productions, indeed
we require that v(Λ) ∩ X ⊆ π(X); namely, the external vertices used in the
synchronization must be representative elements according to 'π.

Let us now consider the structure of the right hand side of judgment (4). Γ
consists of the vertices which are image of x1, . . . , xn through π and the new
vertices used in the synchronization, namely those vertices that appear in Λ and
are not in X. In general, G may be any graph provided that fv(G) ⊆ Γ .

Synchronized edge replacement is obtained by graph rewriting combined with
constraint solving. More specifically, we use context-free productions labeled with
actions useful for coordinating the simultaneous application of two or more pro-
ductions. Coordinated rewriting allows the propagation of synchronization all
over the graph where productions are applied. Determining the productions to
synchronize at a given stage corresponds to solving a distributed constraint sat-
isfaction problem [25].

Example 3. Referring to Example 2, let us assume that the following production
is given:

x1, x2, x3 ` L(x1, x2, x3)

{
(x3, send, 〈u〉),
(x1, rec, 〈v〉)

}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[x2/x1

]
> x2, x3, u, v ` L′(x3, x2) | L′′(u, x2, v).

The above production states that, once constraints on vertices x1 and x3 are
satisfied by the environment, edge L is replaced by two edges: L′ and L′′. L′

has tentacles to vertices x2 and x3, while L′′ is connected to x3 and to two
newly generated vertices u and v. Fusion substitution [x2/x1

] represents the

mapping




x1 7→ x1

x2 7→ x1

x3 7→ x3

and determines the partition {{x1, x2}, {x3}}, where x2 is

the representative element of {x1, x2}.
The production can be graphically represented as follows:

•send 〈u〉 x3 •x3 •u •v

L

ÄÄÄÄ
????

// L′

@@@@ L′′

||||

||||

•rec 〈v〉 x1 •x2 •x2

5.4 Edge Replacements

A production rewrites a single edge into an arbitrary graph. Before giving the
formal definition of edge replacement we describe an intuitive procedure that
can be naively regarded as a procedural way of obtaining edge replacement.

A production p : L → R can be applied to a graph G yielding H if there
exists an occurrence of an edge labeled by L in G. Graph H is obtained from G
by



1. removing the occurrence of L,
2. embedding a fresh copy of R in G and
3. coalescing external vertices of R with the corresponding attachment vertices

of the occurrence of edge L.

Example 4. If we apply the production defined in Example 3 to the graph of
Example 2, i.e. to the judgment x, y, z ` L(y, z, x) | M(x, z), we obtain the
following graph rewriting:

•send 〈u〉 x •x •u •v

L

ÄÄÄÄ
BBBBB M

BBBB

// L′

DDDD M

DDDD

L′′

yyyy

||||

•rec 〈v〉 y •z •y •z

As already stated, it is not mandatory that all edges take place in replace-
ments, namely, some components can remain idle while others are replaced.

Graphs over edge labels L and vertices V obey the usual structural congru-
ence axioms in the same style of Section 2; in particular, given a production

x ` L(x)
Λ

−−→
π
> Γ ` G,

renaming can be applied in several ways:

i. external vertices of x can be changed throughout the judgment;
ii. vertices declared in v(Λ) − Γ can be α-converted;

iii. the representative vertices chosen by π can be consistently changed.

5.5 Transitions of Graphs

Productions are synchronized via the inference rules in Table 7. Graph seman-
tics is based on productions to specify edge replacement, while inference rules
essentially synchronize productions and confer dynamic behaviour to graphs.

A transition is a logical judgment

Γ1 ` G1
Λ

−−→
π
> Γ2 ` G2 (4)

where Λ, π, Γ2 and G2 obeys the same conditions imposed on productions.
Essentially, transitions can be seen as productions having general graphs on their
left hand side. Hence transitions describe the dynamic evolutions of graphs.

Transition (4) states that Γ1 ` G1 can take part to rewritings that match
constraints Λ and determine fusion substitution π. Once such conditions are
satisfied, Γ1 ` G1 rewrites as Γ2 ` G2.

Definition 6 (Graph transitions). Let 〈Γ0 ` G0,P〉 be a graph rewriting sys-
tem. The set of transitions T (P) is the smallest set that contains P and that is
closed under the four inference rules in Table 7.



(merge1)

Γ, y ` G
Λ

−−→
π
> Γ ′ ` G′

Λ(y) = ∅ x 'π y ⇒ y 6= π(y)

ρ = [π(x)/π(y)]

Γ ` [x/y]G
ρΛ

−−−−−→
(π; ρ)−y

> v(ρΛ) ∪ (π; ρ)−y(Γ ) ` ρG′

(merge2)

Γ, y ` G
Λ ∪ {(x, a, v), (y, a,w)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
π

> Γ ′ ` G′

x 'π y ⇒ y 6= π(y) ρ = mgu{[[
x/y ]w/[x/y ]v], [π(x)/π(y)]}

Γ ′′ = v(ρΛ) ∪ (π; ρ)−y(Γ ) U = ρ(Γ ′) \ Γ ′′

Γ ` [x/y]G
(ρΛ ∪ (x, τ, 〈〉))

−−−−−−−−−−−→
(π; ρ)−y

> Γ ′′ ` ν U.ρG′

(res)

Γ, y ` G
Λ

−−→
π
> Γ ′ ` G′

Λ(y) = ∅ ∨ Λ(y) = {(y, τ, 〈〉)} x 'π y ⇒ y 6= π(y)

U = Γ ′ \ (v(Λ) ∪ π−y(Γ ))

Γ ` ν y.G
Λ \ (y, τ, 〈〉)

−−−−−−−−−→
π−y

> v(Λ) ∪ π−y(Γ ) ` ν U.G′

(par)

Γ1 ` G1
Λ

−−→
π
> Γ2 ` G2 Γ ′1 ` G′1

Λ′
−−−→
π′
> Γ ′2 ` G′2

Γ1 ∩ Γ ′1 = ∅

Γ1 ∪ Γ ′1 ` G1 | G′1
Λ ∪ Λ′

−−−−−→
π ∪ π′

> Γ2 ∪ Γ ′2 ` G2 | G′2

Table 7. Inference rules for graph synchronization

A derivation is obtained by starting from the initial graph and by executing a
sequence of transitions, each obtained by synchronizing productions. The syn-
chronization of rewriting rules requires matching of the actions and unification
of the third components of the constraints Λ. After productions are applied, the
unification function is used to obtain the final graph by merging the correspond-
ing vertices.

In Table 7 we use notation [v1,...,vn/u1,...,un ] (abbreviated as [v/u]) to denote
substitutions that are applied both to graphs and sets of constraints. If ρ =
[v/u] is a substitution then ρG is the graph obtained by substituting all free
occurrences of ui with vi in G for each i = 1, ..., n, while ρΛ = {(x, a, ρy) :
(x, a,y) ∈ Λ} where ρy is the vector whose components result from applying ρ
to the corresponding components of y.

Finally, given a function f : A→ B and y ∈ A, f
−y : A \ y → B is defined as

f
−y(x) = f(x), for all x ∈ A \ y.



The most important rules in Table 7 are (merge1) and (merge2). They reg-
ulates how vertices can be fused. Rule (merge1) fuses two vertices provided that
no constraint is required on one of them, whereas rule (merge2) handles with
vertices upon which complementary actions are required. Rule (res) describes
how graph transitions can be performed under vertex restriction. Finally, rule
(par) states how transitions on disjoint graphs can be combined together.

Let us comment more on all the rules.

Rule (merge1) fuses vertex x and y provided that no constraint is imposed
on y (i.e. Λ(y) = ∅) and that x and y are equivalent according to π. Premise
x 'π y ⇒ π(y) 6= y imposes that, when y is fused with a different equivalent
vertex x, then y must not be the representative element. A transition from
Γ, y ` G may be re-formulated to obtain the transition where y and x are
coalesced, provided that fusion of their representative elements, ρ, is reflected
on Λ, on π and on continuation Γ ′ ` G′. Indeed, if y is fused with x, also the other
vertices equivalent to them are fused; the fusion substitution in the conclusion
of (merge1) is π; ρ (restricted to Γ ), all occurrences of π(y) are replaced with
π(x) in v(Λ) and the final graph is ρG′. It is obtained by merging π(y) and π(x)
in G′.

Rule (merge2) synchronizes complementary actions. The rule permits merg-
ing x and y in a transition where they offer complementary non-silent actions.
As for (merge1), x cannot replace the representative element of its equivalence
class. Most general unifier ρ takes into account possible equalities due to the
transitive closure of substitutions [v/u] after [x/y] has been applied. ρ fuses the
corresponding vertices of the constraints and propagates previous fusions π. The
resulting constraints ρΛ∪{(x, τ, 〈〉)} does not change constraints offered on ver-
tices different from x and y (up to the necessary fusion ρ). Fusion substitution
(π; ρ)

−y acts on Γ by applying ρ. Finally, nodes U are the restricted nodes of
ρG′ and are those nodes that neither are in (π; ρ)

−y(Γ ) nor are generated by ρΛ.
This corresponds to the close rule of the π-calculus.

Finally, vertices U are the restricted vertices in ρG′ and are those vertices
that are neither in (π; ρ)

−y(Γ ) nor are generated by ρΛ.

Rule (res) deals with vertex restriction. Representative elements cannot be
restricted if other vertices are in their equivalence class. Furthermore, only ver-
tices can be restricted where either a synchronization action takes place or no
constraint is imposed. If those conditions hold, the (possible) silent action on y
is hidden and vertices not in Γ ′ \ (v(Λ) ∪ π

−y(Γ )) are restricted.

Rule (par) simply combines together disjoint judgments. Function π ∪ π′

applied to a vertex x is π(x) or π′(x) depending on x ∈ Γ ′. Note that π ∪ π′ is
well defined because Γ ∩ Γ ′ = ∅.

6 Kaos Translation

In this section, by exploiting the graphical calculus, we define an alternative
semantics for Kaos which takes care of QoS attributes. We first present a trans-



lation scheme from Kaos nets and processes to the graphical calculus, then we
present the productions of edges used in the translation.

Our translation relies on two particular edges: node edges and link edges.
A node edge S

s models Kaos node s while link edge Gκ
t represents a link

to node t with cost κ. Moreover, we use a distinguished vertex ¦ to represent
the communication infrastructure used to interact with other node edges. In
this work we simply represent the communication infrastructure with a special
vertex, however, in general this layer could be arbitrarily complex; for instance
it could be an ethernet or an internet connection. The only assumption on ¦ is
that it must be able to connect any two node edges, indeed ¦ will be exploited
to establish links among Kaos nodes.

It is worth to remark that ¦ does not play any rôle in managing application
QoS features (indeed, in our framework, virtual networks are built over an un-
derlying physical net3) and QoS attributes are established by applications and
are not directly related to the underlying communication infrastructure.

The mapping function [[ ]] associates a graph to a well-formed Kaos net.
Function [[ ]] is defined by induction on the syntactical structure of Kaos nets.
The most important case is the translation of a Kaos node s ::L P , where
L = {〈s1, κ1〉, . . . , 〈sm, κm〉, 〈κ1, t1〉, . . . , 〈κn, tn〉}. Since s ::L P is part of a well
formed net, Ls = {l : l = 〈s, κ〉 ∈ L} and Ls = {l : l = 〈κ, s〉 ∈ L} are in bijective
correspondence. We assume fixed a bijective function λ : Ls → Ls. We define a
set of vertices Γ containing vertex ¦ and a vertex for each link occurrence in L:
Let Γ = {u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vn, ¦} (hereafter, we write u in place of u1, . . . , um
and v in place of v1, . . . , vn). Then Γ \ ¦ is in bijective correspondence with L
and we say that ui corresponds to 〈si, κi〉 (i = 1, . . . ,m) and that vj corresponds
to 〈κj , tj〉 (j = 1, . . . , n).

[[ s ::L P ]] = π(Γ ` (ν x, p)([[ P ]]p | S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦) |

n∏

j=1

G
κj
tj

(xj , vj))) (5)

where x is a vector of n pairwise distinct vertices, one for each outgoing link in L
and π : Γ → Γ is a fusion substitution such that π is the identity for all vertices
which do not correspond to links in Ls, whereas for all v ∈ Γ that corresponds to
〈κ, s〉 ∈ Ls, π(v) = u iff u corresponds to l′ and λ(〈κ, s〉) = l′. In other words, π
opportunely connects the outgoing link edges that connects s with itself. Notice
that, depending on the chosen λ, π changes, hence the translation depends on
λ. However, the obtained graphs are equivalent in the sense that they have the
same behaviour up-to renaming of external vertices.

The graph associated to s ::L P contains an edge S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦) representing

node s. Vertices in x are used to connect link edges G
κj
tj to the node edge. A

graphical representation is given in Figure 6. The graph representing process P
allocated at s is connected to S

s on vertex p which is used for synchronizing S
s

with local processes. In some sense, edge S
s is the coordinator of node s and

interfaces incoming links, processes executed at s and links departing from s. The

dotted tentacles in Figure 6 aim at remarking that each edge G
κ′i
s , corresponding

3 This is a typical peer-to-peer fashion of coordinating distributed computations.
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Fig. 6. Graphs for Kaos nodes

to a link from si to s, is connected to a restricted node shared with a tentacle
of the node edge of si.

Net N1‖N2 is mapped into a graph obtained by juxtaposing the graphs of
the constituent nets, N1 and N2 and opportunely connecting their link edges.

[[ N1‖N2 ]] = π(Γ1, Γ2 ` G1 | G2), if [[ Ni ]] = Γi ` Gi, i = 1, 2

Function π : Γ1, Γ2 → Γ1, Γ2 is fusion substitution that plays that same rôle as
in translation of a single done. Indeed, since N1 ‖ N2 is a well-formed net, there
is a bijective correspondence between outgoing links in the network interface of
nodes in N1 and incoming links of nodes in N2 (and viceversa). Hence, if v ∈ Γ1

(v ∈ Γ2) is a vertex corresponding to a link 〈κ, t〉 in the network interface of
node s in N1 (N2) and u ∈ Γ2 (u ∈ Γ1) is the vertex corresponding to 〈s, κ〉,
then π(v) = u.

Restriction of nodes is trivially translated according to the following clause:

[[ (ν s)N ]] = Γ \ u \ v ` (ν u,v).G, if [[ N ]] = Γ ` G

where, u and v are the vertices where incoming and outgoing link edge of S
s

are respectively connected, if S
s occurs in G and are empty vectors otherwise.

The graph of a net with a restricted node name, (ν s)N , is computed by first
translating N and then restricting all vertices corresponding to node s.



The mapping for processes is described by the equations below:

[[ 0 ]]p = nil

[[ 〈t〉 ]]p = L〈t〉(p)

[[ γ.P ]]p = Lγ.P (p)

[[ ε(P )@s ]]p = (ν u)(ε
T (P )
s (u, p) | SP (u))

[[ P1 | P2 ]]p = [[ P1 ]]p | [[ P2 ]]p

[[ recX.P ]]p = [[ P [recX.P /X ] ]]p.

The graph of a process P has an outgoing tentacle toward its execution vertex.
The graph relative to the empty process simply is the empty graph; tuple pro-
cesses and action prefixing are mapped to edges attached to p and labeled with
the process. Translation of ε(P )@s consists of two edges connected through the
(hidden) vertex u. On the one hand, edge εTs (P ) is connected to vertex p and
handles migration of SP to its destination node; on the other hand, P cannot
be translated as a normal process because it must be executed when the migra-
tion has taken place. Hence, edge SP is used; as will be clear once productions
will be specified, SP remains “idle” until the destination node is reached and
at that time, P will be executed on the arrival node. The parallel processes are
mapped to the union of the graphs of their parallel components; finally, recur-
sive processes are translated by translating the unfolded process. It is worth to
remark that we consider only “guarded” recursion, namely we require that in
recX.P any process variable is in the scope of a prefix action. This implies that
translation always terminates.

The following property holds for the presented translation functions:

Theorem 1. If N is a well-formed Kaos net, then for each link edge Gκ
s ( , u) in

[[ N ]] there is a (unique) node edge S
s
m,n(u, , , ¦) in [[ N ]] such that u appears

exactly once in u.

7 Productions for Kaos

As anticipated in Section 1, graphs permit path reservation. However, we prefer
to introduce first productions which do not consider path reservation, but are
more strictly related to Kaos semantics and, later on, we show how a path can
be reserved and traversed.

We distinguish between activity and coordination productions. Indeed, it is
necessary to coordinate node, link and process edges in order to detect the best
path connecting two vertices. Hence, we separate the presentation of activity and
coordination productions in different sections. Section 7.1 describes the activity
productions necessary for executing Kaos actions; Section 7.2 and Section 7.3
respectively report coordination productions for node edges and for link edges.



7.1 Activity Productions

Activity productions for Kaos deal with actions for accessing tuple spaces, for
managing links, for creating nodes and for spawning processes on remote nodes.
Let us consider actions for accessing tuple spaces; the productions for the corre-
sponding edges are:

p ` L(x).P (p)
{(p, in t, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−→> p ` [[ P [t/x] ]]p

p ` L〈t〉(p)
{(p, in t, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−→> p ` nil

The above productions state that edges corresponding to input actions wait on
the vertex p for synchronizing with the production of an output. Notice that, in
the rhs of the last production the edge corresponding to the output process is
removed.

An edge corresponding to ν(r ·κ).P synchronizes with its node edge in order
to acquire the connection to the net (¦) and make the node edge of P to add a
link to r.

p ` Lν(r·κ).P (p)
{(p, ns, 〈y, z〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> p, y, z ` (ν q, u)([[ P ]]p | S
r
1,0(u, q, z) | Gκ

r (y, u)).

The above production “reads” into z the attach point to the net; during the
synchronization, the node edge also generates a new vertex y, used to connect
the outgoing link to vertex u. Production (11) is the complementary of the above
production.

Creation of new links requires to synchronize process and node edges.

p ` L κ
_x.P

(p)
{(p, x log κ, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> p ` [[ P ]]p (6)

Production (6) sends a signal for creating a new link with cost κ to (the node
edge of) x.

The accept action can be similarly handled:

p ` L
x
κ
^.P

(p)
{(p, x acc κ, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> p ` [[ P ]]p.

According to the above production, the process simply “says” to its node edge
that is willing to accept a request of connection from vertex x with cost κ.

Let x and κ respectively be the node and the cost of a link l; the following
productions manage disconnection of l:

p ` Lδ l.P (p)
{(p, κ det x , 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> p ` [[ P ]]p (7)

p ` Lδ l.P (p)
{(p, x det κ, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> p ` [[ P ]]p (8)

Production (7) removes outgoing links, while incoming links are removed by
production (8).



Remote process evaluation is managed by the productions for edge εTs (u, p).
Vertex u is used to connect the “quiescent” process that must be spawned

u, p ` εTs (u, p)
{(r, ev T s, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, p ` ε′s(u, p).

The previous production asks for a path to s that can be exploited to move
a process with capability T . When the path is found, an s κ signal is received
(where κ 6= 0):

u, p ` ε′s(u, p)
{(p, s κ, 〈y〉), (u, run, 〈y〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, p, y ` nil; (9)

vertex y represents the p-vertex of the remote node. Simultaneously, the quies-
cent process connected to u is waken by the action run.

u ` SQ(u)
{(u, run, 〈y〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, y ` [[ Q ]]y. (10)

Finally, the quiescent process SQ starts its execution when it synchronizes with
its ε edge on vertex y. This corresponds to move the process Q to the target
node.

7.2 Productions for Nodes

Productions for node edges must coordinate the activity of processes. We start
with the simplest case. If a process wants to create a new node, then the node
edge can immediately synchronize by sending vertex ¦, namely the net connection
where the new vertex must be attached. The following production formalizes
what informally stated:

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

{(p, ns, 〈y, ¦〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, y, p, s, ¦ ` S

s
m,n+1(u, y,x, p, ¦). (11)

Notice that production (11) adds a tentacle to the node edge and connects it to
the newly generated vertex y which is also returned to the process waiting on p
(see productions 9 and 10).

A slightly more complex production is required for handling new link cre-
ation:

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

Λ
−−→> u,x, p, ¦, y ` ν z.(Ss

m,n+1(u, z,x, p, ¦) | Gκ
y(z, y)),

where Λ = {(p, t log κ, 〈〉), (¦, t acc κ, 〈y〉)}. The intuition is that, when a
process asks to its node edge for a new link to node t with attributes κ (action
on p), then the node edge synchronizes (over ¦) with the node edge at t that
must accept the connection. The new link edge is connected to vertex z and
reaches vertex y. A simpler production is for accepting new links:

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

{
(p, t acc κ, 〈〉),
(¦, t acc κ, 〈z〉)

}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u,x, z, p, ¦ ` S
s
m+1,n(z,u,x, p, ¦).

Indeed, the node edge must simply forward the acc signal to the net.



Finally, incoming link disconnection simply requires to forward the det signal
to the incoming links of node s

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

{
(p, t det κ, 〈〉),

(u, t det κ, 〈〉)
}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦).

The above production synchronizes with an incoming link edge that will disap-
pear.

Removing an outgoing link is more complex because the node edge must
first find which is the tentacle to remove. Hence, the node edge forwards the
disconnection signal (received on p) to its link edges:

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

{
(p, κ det t, 〈〉),

(x, κ det t, 〈〉)
}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u,x, p, ¦ ` S
′s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦).

Edge S
′

waits for the links to determine whether they must disconnect or
not:

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
′s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

{
(x1, nodet, 〈〉),
...(xi, det, 〈〉), ...
(xn, nodet, 〈〉)

}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, z, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n−1(u, z, p, ¦)

where z = x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xn. The link that replies with the signal (det)
disappears (see production (15)) while all other edges remain connected to the
router.

The last task of node edges is the search of paths for remote process spawning.
First, when a process asks for a path to node t such that a process with capa-
bilities T can roam the path (action (p, ev T t , 〈〉)), the signal ev is forwarded
to the outgoing links:

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

{
(p, ev T t, 〈〉),
(x, ev T t, 〈〉)

}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u,x, p, ¦ ` F
s ε t
m,n(u,x, p, p, ¦)

where the signal sent over x contains the type of the migrating process T and
the target node t. As formally stated in the next section, link edges forward
signals ev T t received from their node edge to the remote node edge they are
connected to. Hence, node edges must synchronize with link edges and make the
request traverse the net:

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

{
(u, ev T t, 〈〉),
(x, ev T t, 〈〉)

}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u,x, p, ¦ ` F s ε tm,n(u,x, p,u, ¦).

Edge F and F have similar productions, the only difference being that F for-
wards search results on vertex p, while F sends them to the incoming links
connected to u. Therefore, in the following we consider only productions for F .
When costs are communicated to F , it starts to forward them to links.

u,x, p, ¦ ` F s ε tm,n(u,x, p,u, ¦)

{
(x1, t κ1 , 〈y1〉), ...,
(xn, t κn , 〈yn〉),
(u, t κh , 〈yh〉)

}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u,x, p,y, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)



where κh = κ1 + ...+ κn.
Finally, node edges communicate their p-vertex when incoming links require

them with an eval action (see page 31):

u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦)

{(ui, eval, 〈p〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u,x, p, ¦ ` S

s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦).

7.3 Productions for Links

Whenever a link Gκ
s (x, v) receives a message for searching a path to a vertex t

(t 6= s) suitable for a process with capabilities T , then it forwards the signal,
provided that κ |= T :

x, v ` Gκ
s (x, v)

{(x, ev T t, 〈〉), (v, ev T t, 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v ` Ĝt,κ

s (x, v).

Ĝt,κ
s (x, v) waits on v for the cost κ′ of the path from s to t and sends back to

the router edge the new value of the optimal path:

x, v ` Ĝt,κ
s (x, v)

(v, t κ′, 〈u〉), (x, t κ′ × κ, 〈u〉)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v, u ` Gκ

s (x, v). (12)

Otherwise, if κ 6|= T , the “infinite” cost 0 is backward propagated:

x, v ` Gκ
s (x, v)

{(x, ev T t, 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v ` Gt,κ

s (x, v)

x, v ` Gt,κ
s (x, v)

{(x, t 0 , 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v ` Gκ

s (x, v).

Finally, when a link enters the target vertex, then it asks for the p-vertex of
the node edge and back-forwards it:

x, v ` Gκ
s (x, v)

{(x, ev T s, 〈〉), (v, eval, 〈y〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v ` G′

κ
s (x, v, y)

x, v ` G′
κ
s (x, v, y)

{(x, s κ, 〈y〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v ` Gκ

s (x, v). (13)

Given a graph Γ ` G, we say that vertices u and v of G are link-adjacent if
the graph below is a subgraph of Γ ` G.

◦

• oou S
s
m,n ◦ Gκ

t
// •
v

◦

A link path in G is a sequence of link-adjacent vertices; we say that (free) vertices
of a link path are link-connected . The cost of a link path is the sum of the
costs associated to each link edge appearing in the path. We can now state an
important result on selecting the minimal cost path between two link-connected
vertices.



Theorem 2. Let Γ ` G be a graph and u, v ∈ Γ and v be the vertex where the
edge node is connected. If

Γ ` G
Λ ∪ {(u, t κ, 〈u〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> Γ ′ ` G′ (14)

then the following properties hold:

1. if transition (14) can be derived then u and v are link-connected by a path
of cost κ;

2. if

◦ ◦

• oou
S
s
m1,n1

◦ Gκ1

s1
// •
v1

· · · • oouh
S
sh
mh,nh ◦ G

κh
t

// •
v

◦ ◦

is a link-path between u and v in G, then there is a transition like (14) such
that κ ≤ Σh

i=1κi.

Theorem 2 means that the path search triggered by remote actions detects a
link-path if it exists in the graph (first part of the theorem), moreover the search
always selects the minimal cost path connecting two link-connected vertices (sec-
ond part of the theorem).

Finally, we must consider the productions for disconnecting links. When link
edges receive the logout signal from their router edge, they simply disappears.
We model this by transforming the cost of the link in an infinite cost:

x, v ` Gκ
s (x, v)

{(x, κ det s, 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v ` G0

s(x, v) (15)

x, v ` Gκ
s (x, v)

{(v, s det κ, 〈〉), (x, det, 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v ` G0

s(x, v).

If the link is not the link selected by the logout signal, the link edge remains
connected:

x, v ` Gκ
s (x, v)

{(x, t det κ′, 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v ` Gκ

s (x, v).

8 Path Reservation

This section aims at modifying the productions presented so far in order to
permit path reservation and “routing” along reserved link edges. We show how
path reservation is essentially obtained by enriching the behaviour of node and
link edges with new productions and with slight variations of productions for
Kaos actions introduced in Section 7.1.

Let us again consider production:

u, p ` ε′s(u, p)
{(p, s κ, 〈y〉), (u, run, 〈y〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, p, y ` nil. (16)



In order to reserve paths, we change the behavior of edge ε′s. Indeed, vertex y
should be considered as the “next-hop” vertex instead of being the final vertex.
Therefore, we replace production (16) with

u, p ` ε′s(u, p)
{(p, s κ, 〈y〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, p, y ` ε′′s (u, y)

Edge ε′′s communicates its destination and waits the vertex where to jump to:

u, y ` ε′′s (u, y)
{(y, dest s, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, y ` ε̂s(u, y)

u, y ` ε̂s(u, y)
{(y, jump, 〈z〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, y, z ` ε′′s (u, z)

until a stop signal is received. In this case, ε′′ triggers the roaming process
sending the run message:

u, y ` ε′′s (u, y)
{(y, stop, 〈p〉), (u, run, 〈p〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, y, p ` nil.

As will be clear later, the last link of the route will synchronize with the above
production and stop the migration.

It is also necessary to communicate to the link edges whether they are re-
served or not. Therefore, the production of F edges must be changed as

u,x, p, ¦ ` F s ε tm,n(u,x, p,u, ¦)
Λ

−−→> u,x, p, ¦ ` S
s
m,n(u,x, p, ¦) | ∆̂h

n(x)

where Λ = (x1, t κ1 , 〈y1〉), ..., (xn, t κn , 〈yn〉), (u, t κh , 〈yh〉) and κh =

κ1 + ...+ κn. Edge ∆̂h
n informs link edges whether they are reserved or not:

x ` ∆̂h
n(x)

Λ
−−→> x ` nil

where Λ = {(xi, nores , 〈〉) : i = 1, ..., n ∧ i 6= h}. This production makes ∆̂h
n

to communicate to the h-th link that it is reserved and to the remaining edges
that they have not been selected. Of course links must interact with ∆ edges
in order to accomplish the previous productions. In particular, productions (12)
and (13) must be respectively changed with

x, v ` Ĝt,κ
s (x, v)

{(v, t κ′, 〈y〉), (x, t κ′ × κ, 〈x〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v, y ` Prκs (x, v, y).

and

x, v ` G′
κ
s (x, v, y)

{(x, s κ, 〈x〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v, y ` Prκs (x, v, y).

The difference lies on the fact that, once the link has backward propagated
the cost, it moves to a state Prκs where either the nores signal is waited or a
migrating packet arrives. Edge Prκs (x, v, y) has an incoming tentacle from x, an
outgoing tentacle to v and one to y (where y represents the next-hop vertex).

If a signal nores is received, then Prκs becomes the link to v as stated in the
following production:

x, v, y ` Prκs (x, v, y)
{(x, nores, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v, y ` Gκ
s (x, v).



Otherwise, a packet will be attached to s and Prκs will take care of its destina-
tion. If the destination is s, the packet will terminate its travel:

x, v, y ` Prκs (x, v, y)
{(x, dest s, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v, y ` P̂ r
κ

s (x, v, y).

x, v, y ` P̂ r
κ

s (x, v, y)
{(x, stop, 〈y〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v, y ` Gκ
s (x, v).

Once Prκs receives a signal from an edge ε′′s that wants to reach s, it replies
with a stop message where the last hop vertex is communicated. The intention
is that y is the p-vertex of the node edge of s.

A jump signal is emitted,to let the packet reach vertex t different from s:

x, v, y ` Prκs (x, v, y)
{(x, dest t, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v, y ` Pr′
κ
s (x, v, y)

x, v, y ` Pr′
κ
s (x, v, y)

{(x, jump, 〈y〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, v, y ` Gκ

s (x, v).

The productions presented in this section and Theorem 2 in the previous
section ensure that whenever a remote operation is performed the graphical
calculus always selects the optimal path with respect to the QoS attributes
specified by the Kaos networking constructs. This result depends on the outcome
of a distributed constraint satisfaction problem, the rule matching problem [25].
For the result to hold, QoS attributes must form an ordered c-semiring [3],
whose additive and multiplicative operations allow us to compare and compose
QoS parameters.

9 Messaging & Graphs

This section shows how the graphical calculus is applied to the messaging ap-
plication of Section 4. We aim at illustrating how a minimal path between two
nodes can be reserved and traversed by a remotely evaluated process. We also
describe how the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [12] computes the same paths when
applied to the graph.

We consider the configuration reached by net (2) (see page 15) after the
notification message has reached t and has been acquired by R. More precisely,
we discuss how filter process F is remotely executed at s. In particular, we focus
on determining the minimal path from t to s and how F traverses it in the net
topology determined in Section 4.

Figure 7 reports the graphical representation of the described configuration; it
does not faithfully represent the Kaos net in terms of graphs because we avoid
depicting vertex ¦ and all tentacles connecting node edges with it. Moreover,
vertices where process edges are attached are graphically represented as ?. Both
these choices have respectively been adopted because

– no synchronization takes place on vertex ¦ during the routing phase of F ,
and
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– Figure 7 becomes more readable.

The graph of Figure 7 is the counterpart of Figure 2 in terms of graphs. Node
edges are connected to their outgoing link edges on vertices ◦, while edges for
incoming links are attached on vertices •. Initially, edge εTs “wraps” the edge
corresponding to the filter process SFf,t and is connected to the ? vertex corre-
sponding to node edge S

t. This amounts to say that ε(Ff,t)@s is allocated at t.
Similarly, edge L〈“bigfile′′,file〉 is allocated at s.

Instead of detailing the semantical framework for deducing graph transitions,
we describe edge behaviour and synchronization in terms of graphical figures
(similar to Figure 7), where tentacles are annotated by synchronizing actions.
Since tentacles are connected to the vertices where synchronizations take place,
we avoid writing those information in the labels.

Figure 8 summarizes the productions used for searching a (minimal) path
connecting s and t and represents the graph with the annotated edges. Notice
how each node edge S

u enriches ev labels with name u. For instance, edge S
x

“receives” the signal t ev Ts along tentacle to x and forwards the signal tx ev Ts
to its links. We remark that node edge S

z can non-deterministically synchronize
with two different ev actions, i.e. the one triggered by the link from x or from y
nodes. However, the result does not depend on the chosen synchronization.
Differently from the other link and node edges, Gκzs

s and S
s synchronize through

the eval signal because Gκzs
s is a link to the target vertex s. This synchronization

allows Gκzs
s to determine the ? vertex of S

s as will be explained in the following.

According to the edge replacement mechanisms, the graph in Figure 8
rewrites as shown in Figure 9 (where also the productions for the next graph
transition are listed). Figure 9 depicts the graph after the synchronizations en-
abled in the graph in Figure 8 have taken place. We let κ = κzs× κxz × κtx and
κ′ = κzs × κyz × κty. Labels appearing on tentacles do not mention the “next-
hop” vertex as (formally) required by the corresponding productions because it
is graphically represented by the ◦ vertex where link edges are attached at. As
stated above, Gκzs

z has interacted with S
s and has acquired the vertex where

(the graph corresponding to) filter F must be connected and executed. This is
represented by the dotted tentacle in Figure 9.
In this phase, costs are backwardly propagated by link and node edges. Notice
that F t ε s edge connected to t forwads the (minimal) cost on its ? edge, whereas
the other F t ε s edges send the costs on their • vertices. This is due to the fact that
the second and third productions reported in Figure 8 distinguish whether the
ev signal has been received on the ? or the • vertex and consequently determine
the “result” vertex r.

The graph resulting from synchronizing productions in Figure 9 is reported
in Figure 10. As before, dotted tentacles represents next-hop “address” of the
reserved links. Indeed, edge ε′ moves on the ”tail” vertex of the link connecting t
to x. On this vertex, it will synchronize with Prκtxx through the jump productions
and first reach the (reserved) link from x to z, then the link from z to s and,
finally, it will receive the signal stop together with the p-vertex of S

t.



u, p ` εTs (u, p)
{(r, ev T s, 〈〉)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−→> u, p ` ε′s(u, p)

x, p, s, ¦ ` S
s
n(x, p, s, ¦)

{(p, ev T t, 〈〉), (x, s ev T t, 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, p, s, ¦ ` F s ε tn,1 (x, p, s, p, ¦)

x, p, s, ¦ ` S
s
n(x, p, s, ¦)

{(s, σ ev T t, 〈〉), (x, σs ev T t, 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, p, s, ¦ ` F s ε tn,1 (x, p, s, s, ¦)

x, s ` Gκ
s (x, s)

{(x, σ ev T t, 〈〉), (s, σ ev T t, 〈〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, s ` Ĝt,κ

s (x, s)

x, s ` Gκ
s (x, s)

(x, σ ev T t, 〈〉)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, s ` Gt,κ

s (x, s), if s appears in σ

x, s ` Gκ
s (x, s)

{(x, σ ev T s, 〈〉), (s, eval, 〈y〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, s ` G′

κ
s (x, s, y)

x, p, s, ¦ ` S
s
n(x, p, s, ¦)

{(s, eval, 〈p〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, p, s, ¦ ` S

s
n(x, p, s, ¦)
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x, p, s, r, ¦ ` F s ε tn,i (x, p, s, r, ¦)

(x1, t κ1 , 〈y1〉), ...,
(xn, t κn , 〈yn〉),
(r, t κh , 〈yh〉)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, p, s, r, ¦ ` S
s
n(x, p, s, ¦) | F̂ t κi−1(r) | ∆̂h

n(x),

where i ≥ 1 and κh = κ1 + ... + κn

x ` ∆̂h
n(x)

Λ
−−→> x ` nil, where Λ = {(xi, nores, 〈〉) : i = 1, ..., n ∧ i 6= h} ∪ (xh, res, 〈〉)

x, s ` Ĝt,κ
s (x, s)

{(s, t κ′, 〈y〉), (x, t κ′ × κ, 〈x〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, s, y ` Prκs (x, s, y)

x, s ` G′
κ
s (x, s, y)

{(x, s κ, 〈y〉)}
−−−−−−−−−−−→> x, s, y ` Prκs (x, s, y)
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In this example, in order to give a smooth presentation, we do not consider
the productions for path reservation that are determined by synchronizing the
first and the second productions in Figure 9. However, such synchronizations
are straightforward and simply make link edges become Pr edges or make them
return in their initial “state”, depending whether they are reserved or not.

Given a graph representing a Kaos net and a process ε(Q)@t allocated on
some node s (as net in Figure 7), we can built a matrix of costs such that the
Floyd-Warshall algorithm [12] can be used to compute (one of) the minimal
path(s) connecting s and t that can be traversed by Q.

Intuitively, if κuv |= T (Q) then position (u, v) of the matrix contains κuv, the
cost of the the link edge from u to v;if κuv 6|= T (Q) or no link edges connects u
and v, then position (u, v) contains 0. Table 8 reports the matrix corresponding
to the net in Figure 7.

t x y z s

t 0 κtx 0 0 0
x κxt 0 0 κxz 0
y 0 0 0 κyz 0
z 0 κzx 0 0 κzs
s 0 0 0 κsz 0

Table 8. The initial matrix

Notice that position (t, y) contains 0 because κty 6|= T (Ff,t).

Given a vertex z 6= t, let z−1 represent the vertex that precedes z in the
list [t, x, y, z, s]. The Floyd-Warshall algorithm is an iterative algorithm that
transforms the matrix of costs according the following relation:

κzuv = κz−1

uv + (κz−1

uz × κz−1

zv )

where + and × are the c-semiring operations.

Table 9 reports the matrices computed by the iterations of the Floyd-
Warshall algorithm starting from the cost matrix of Table 8. Position (t, s) of
the last matrix in Table 9 contains the cost of the minimal path from t to s.

We remark that the Floyd-Warshall algorithm can be applied when costs of
edges are totally ordered. In our example this was the case, but in general it
is not. For instance, consider two vertices connected by two link edges having
costs 〈1, T, 2〉 and 〈2, T, 1〉, respectively. According to the definition of +, we
have that 〈1, T, 2〉 + 〈2, T, 1〉 = 〈1, T, 1〉, which does not correspond to any path
between the vertices. In order to overcome this problem, we can use the Hoare
powerdomain of the previous c-semiring of costs. In [4] it has been noticed that if
(A,+,×, 0, 1) is a c-semiring then the Hoare powerdomain (℘H(A),∪,×∗, ∅, A)
is also a c-semiring; here



t x y z s

t 0 κtx 0 0 0
x κxt κxt × κtx 0 κxz 0
y 0 0 0 κyz 0
z 0 κzx 0 0 κzs
s 0 0 0 κsz 0

t x y z s

t κtx × κxt κtx 0 κtx × κxz 0
x κxt κxt × κtx 0 κxz 0
y 0 0 0 κyz 0
z κzx × κxt κzx 0 κzx × κxz κzs
s 0 0 0 κsz 0

t x y z s

t κtx × κxt κtx 0 κtx × κxz 0
x κxt κxt × κtx 0 κxz 0
y 0 0 0 κyz 0
z κzx × κxt κzx 0 κzx × κxz κzs
s 0 0 0 κsz 0

t x y z s

t κtx × κxt κtx 0 κtx × κxz κtx × κxz × κzs
x κxt κxt × κtx 0 κxz κxz × κzs
y κyz × κzx × κxt κyz × κzx 0 κyz κyz × κzs
z κzx × κxt κzx 0 κzx × κxz κzs
s κsz × κzx × κxt κsz × κzx 0 κsz κsz × κzs

t x y z s

t κtx × κxt κtx 0 κtx × κxz κtx × κxz × κzs
x κxt κxt × κtx 0 κxz κxz × κzs
y κyz × κzx × κxt κyz × κzx 0 κyz κyz × κzs
z κzx × κxt κzx 0 κzx × κxz κzs
s κsz × κzx × κxt κsz × κzx 0 κsz κsz × κzs

Table 9. Iterations of the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm

– ℘H(A) is the set of all the subsets X of A which are downward closed under
the ordering ≤ induced on A by the + operation4, i.e. ℘H(A) = {X ⊆ A :
∀x ∈ X. ∀y ∈ A. y ≤ x⇒ y ∈ X};

– ∪ is set union and multiplication ×∗ is just × extended to sets, namely
X ×∗ Y = {x× y : x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ Y }.

Moreover, if + induces a total order on A then ℘H(A) is isomorphic to A with an
additional bottom element ∅, hence it does not give any additional information,
whereas, if A is not totally ordered by +, then application of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm to the Hoare powerdomain computes the costs of all paths. To reduce

4 Remember that x ≤ y ⇔ ∃z.x + z = y.



the computational cost of the algorithm, it is possible to represent each X ∈
℘H(A) with the set of its local maxima which may be small with respect to X.
Then the Floyd-Warshall algorithm computes the costs of all the non-dominated
paths between two nodes, namely all the paths which are maximal and are not
comparable according to the order induced by +. Once the costs of all the non-
dominated paths out of a node s have been computed, to trace an actual path
of cost κ to node t it is sufficient to find an edge out of s with cost κ1 connected
to a node r having a path of cost κ2 to t such that κ = κ1 × κ2, and then to
proceed similarly from r.

10 Concluding Remarks

We have introduced a formal model that provides mechanisms to specify and
reason about application-oriented QoS. We demonstrate the applicability of the
approach by providing the formal modeling of Kaos QoS mechanisms.

The novelty of our proposal is given by the combination of the following
ingredients:

– adopt a declarative approach to the specification of QoS attributes;
– adopt a graphical calculus to describe system evolution;
– reduce declarative QoS specification to semantic constraints of the graphical

calculus.

One may wonder if this approach is too abstract and general and it does not
capture the intrinsic limitations of inter-networking computations. We feel that
on the one side the generality of the approach can be tamed and adapted to the
needs of the various layers of applications, more powerful primitives being made
available to upper layers, like business to business (B2B) or computer supported
collaborative work (CSCW). On the other side, some important network tech-
nologies actually require the solution of global constraints, like modifying local
router tables according to the routing update information sent by the adjacent
routers.

As a future work, we plan to investigate the expressive power of the graphical
model and to develop proof techniques to analyze QoS properties.
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ULM (*)

A Core Programming Model for Global Computing

(Extended Abstract)

Gérard Boudol

INRIA Sophia Antipolis

Abstract. We propose a programming model to address the unreliable char-
acter of accessing resources in a global computing context, focusing on giving
a precise semantics for a small, yet expressive core language. To design the
language, we use ideas and programming constructs from the synchronous pro-
gramming style, that allow us to deal with the suspensive character of some
operations, and to program reactive behaviour. We also introduce constructs
for programming mobile agents, that move together with their state, which
consists of a control stack and a store. This makes the access to references also
potentially suspensive.

1. Introduction
According to the global computing vision, “In the future most objects that we

work with will be equipped with processors and embedded software [...] Many of

these objects will be able to communicate with each other and to interact with the

environment” [15]. In a word: processors everywhere. This is gradually becom-
ing a reality: besides computers and laptops, or personal assistants, nowadays
telephones and smart cards also are equipped with processors, as well as cars,
planes, audio and video devices, household appliances, etc. Then a question is:
will we be able to exploit such a highly distributed computing power? How will
we compute in such a context? There are clearly many new features to deal
with, and many problems to address in order to be able to “compute globally”.
As pointed out by Cardelli [8, 9], the global computing context introduces new
observables, “so radically different from the current computational norm that

they amount to a new model of computation”.
In this paper we address one specific aspect of this global computing vision,

namely the fact that “The availability and responsiveness of resources [...] are

unpredictable and difficult to control” [15]. This is indeed something that every-
body can already experiment while browsing the web: quite often we observe
that an URL appears inaccessible, for various reasons which are not always
clearly identified – failure of a node, insufficient bandwidth, congestion, tran-
sient disconnection, impossibility to cross a firewall, etc. We would like to have
some ability to react and take actions to bypass these obstacles. This is what
Cardelli provided for us, with service combinators for scripting the activity of

(*) ULM is the acronym for the french words “Un Langage pour la Mobilité”. Work partially

supported by the MIKADO project of the IST-FET Global Computing Initiative, and the

CRISS project of the ACI Sécurité Informatique.



web browsing [10]. Cardelli’s combinators are quite specific, however: only the
time and rate of transmission can be used as parameters for a reaction. We
would like to have programming constructs to deal with more general situations
where the availability and responsiveness of resources is not guaranteed. This is
not provided by traditional computing models. For instance, in a LAN, the fact
that some file is unreachable is considered as an error – unless this is prescribed
by some security policy –, and a latency period that exceeds normal response
times and communication delays is the sign of a failure. In global computing,
by contrast, trying to access something which is, maybe temporarily, absent or
unavailable appears to be the rule, rather than the exception. Such a failure
should not be regarded as a fatal error. We should rather have means to detect
and react to the lack of something.

A typical scenario where these partial failures occur is the one of mobile

code, which is thought of as a general technique to cope with the new observable
features of the global computing context [9, 13]. For instance, a mobile code
(which may be code embedded in a mobile device) may fail to link with some
specific libraries it might need at a visited site, if the site does not provide them.
In this case, a default behaviour should be triggered. Conversely, the mobile
code may be unreachable from a site which is supposed to maintain connections
with it. In such a case, the user who has delegated the mobile agent, or who
tries to contact a remote mobile device, for instance, has to wait and, after a
while, take some decisions.

The model we shall use to deal with absence, waiting, and reactions is basi-
cally that of synchronous programming [2, 14]. This does not mean that, in our
approach, something like the web is to be regarded as a synchronous system.
We rather take the view that the global computing world is a (wide) GALS,
that is, a “Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous” network. Only at a
local level does a notion of time make sense, which serves as the basis for taking
decisions to react. As regards the way to program reactions, we follow the Es-

terel imperative (or control-oriented) style [3], which seems more appropriate
for our purpose than the Lustre data flow style [14]. However, in Esterel

a program is not always “causally correct”, and a static analysis is needed to
check correctness. This checking is not compositional, and more specifically, the
parallel composition of causally correct programs is not always correct. From
the point of view of global computing, this is unfortunate, because this makes it
impossible to dynamically add new components, like mobile agents, to a system.
Therefore, we shall use the reactive variant of Esterel designed by Boussinot
[5, 6], which is slightly less expressive, but is well suited for dynamically evolving
concurrent systems. The main ingredients of the synchronous/reactive model,
in its control-oriented incarnation – as we see it – are the following:

• broadcast signals. Program components react according to the absence
or presence of signals, by computing, and emitting signals. These signals
are broadcast to all the components of a synchronous area, which is a
limited area where a local control over all the components exists.
• suspension. Program components may be in a suspended state, either



because of the presence of a signal, or because they are waiting for a sig-
nal which is absent at the moment.
• preemption. There are means to abort the execution of a program com-
ponent, depending on the presence or absence of a signal.
• instants. These are successive periods of the execution of the program,
where the signals are consistently seen as present or absent by all the
components.

Suspension is what we need to signify the lack of something, and preemption
allows us to program reactive behaviours, aborting suspended parts of a program
in order to trigger alternative tasks (1). Notice that a notion of time – the
instants – is needed to give meaning to actions depending on the absence of
a signal: otherwise, when could we decide that we have waited for too long,
and that the signal is to be considered as really absent? This last notion of an
instant is certainly the main innovation of the synchronous programming model,
and also the less easy to grasp. In our formalization, an “instant”, or, better,
a time slot – or simply a slot –, is an interval in the execution of a program,
possibly involving many (micro-)steps, the end of which is determined by the
fact that all the components are either terminated or suspended, and therefore
unable to activate any other component. Moreover, only at the very beginning
of an “instant” interactions with the environment may take place. By contrast
with Esterel, in the reactive programming style of Boussinot, the absence of
a signal can only be determined at the end of the “instant”, and therefore one
cannot suspend a component on the presence of a signal (that is, run it only
if the signal is absent), and one can only abort its execution at the end of a
time slot. The following example illustrates the use of reactive programming in
a global computing perspective:

agent λa.let s = sig in thread λt.if present s then () else (migrate to `)a;

P ; emit s

This is the code of an agent, named a, that, in some site, tries to executes a
program P for one time slot. It spawns a thread (named t) that terminates
if executing P succeeds, and otherwise moves the agent elsewhere. To trigger
the migration, we use a local signal s which is only present when the task P
terminates. One can also easily program a similar migration behaviour triggered
by the presence of a failure signal emitted in a site:

agent λa.(thread λt.(when failure)(migrate to `)a) ; P

Here the migration instruction is suspended, by means of the when construct,
until the failure signal is emitted.

The main novelty in this paper is in the way we deal with the state, and
more generally the context of a program. Apart from the reactive constructs,
we adopt a fairly conventional style of programming, say the ML or Scheme

imperative and functional style, where a memory (or heap) is associated with
a program, to store mutable values. Then, in the presence of mobile code, a

(1) This is surely not new from a system or network programming point of view, where one

needs to deal with suspended or stuck tasks. However, the relevant mechanisms are usually

not integrated in high-level programming languages.



problem arises: when a code migrates, what happens with the portion of the
store it may share with other, mobile or immobile components? There are three
conceivable solutions:

• network references. The owner of a reference (a pointer) keeps it with
him, and remote accesses are managed by means of proxies, forwarding
the requests through the network.
• distributed references. A shared reference is duplicated and each copy
is directly accessible, by local operations. Its value is supposed to be the
same in all the copies.
• mobile references. The owner of a reference keeps it with him, and all
non local accesses to the reference fail.

All the three solutions have their own flaws, the last one being the simplest to
implement, but also the worse, according to the current computing model: it
amounts to systematically introducing dangling pointers upon migration, thus
causing run-time errors. Indeed, as far as I can see, this solution has never
been used. Regarding the first, the construction and use of chains of forwarders
may be costly, but, more importantly, network references rely on the implicit
assumption that the network is reliable, in the sense that a distant site is always
accessible (otherwise this solution is as bad as the last one). As we have seen,
this assumption does not hold in a global computing context, where it is, for
instance, perfectly normal for a mobile device to be sometimes disconnected from
a given network. Similarly, maintaining the coherence of replicated references in
a large network may be very difficult and costly, especially if connections may
be temporarily broken. Moreover, with mobile code, the conflicts among several
values for a given reference are not easy to solve: if a user possesses such a
reference, and launches several agents updating it, which is the right value?

We adopt mobile references in our programming model for global comput-
ing, but with an important new twist: trying to access an absent reference is
not an error, it is a suspended operation, like waiting for an absent signal in
synchronous/reactive programming. Then the reactive part of the model al-
lows us to deal with programs suspended on absent references, exactly as with
signals. Although we do not investigate them in this paper, we think that for
many other aspects of distributed and global computing, a programming model
taking into account suspension as an observable, and offering preemption con-
structs, is indeed relevant. For instance, we will not consider communications
between nodes of a network (apart from the asynchronous migration of code),
but it should be clear that, from a local point of view, remote communication
operations should have a suspensive character. In particular, this should be the
case in an implementation of network references. Similarly, we do not consider
the dynamic linking phase that an agent should perform upon migration (we
assume that the sites provide the implementation of the constructs of our core
model), but clearly an agent using some (supposedly ubiquitous) libraries for
instance should involve some backup behaviour in case linking fails. In fact,
in a global computing perspective, every operation engaging some code in an
interaction with its environment should, from the point of view of this code, be



considered as potentially suspensive. Therefore we think that, although they
have been developed for radically different purposes – namely, hard real-time
computations, and circuit design – the ideas of synchronous programming that
we integrate in our ULM core programming model should prove also useful in
the highly interactive and “odd-time” world of global computing.

2. The Computing Model

2.1 Asynchronous Networks of Synchronous Machines

Since the focus in this paper is on local reactive programming, and mobility,
we have only minimal requirements on the network model. We assume that
computing takes place in a network which is a collection of named nodes (or
sites, or localities). Besides the nodes, the network also contains “packets”,
which merely consist here of frozen programs asynchronously migrating to some
destination node. Then, assuming given a set L of node names, we describe a
network using the following syntax:

R .... `[M] | `〈p〉 | (R0 ‖ R1)

where ` is any node name. We denote by `[M] a site, named `, containing the
configuration M of a reactive machine, while `〈p〉 is a packet, en route to the site
called `. The syntax of the content of packets, as well as machine configurations,
will be given below, and we shall see in a next section how packets are introduced
in the network. We denote by (R0 ‖ R1) the juxtaposition of the nodes of the
two networks R0 and R1. We make the assumption that the sets of node names
– that is, ` in `[M] – are disjoint when joining two networks. This is supposed
to be guaranteed by some name service.

As we said in the introduction, our model is the one of a GALS network, a
concept that we formalize as follows. The behaviour exhibited by a network is
represented by transitions R → R′, and is determined by the behaviour of its
nodes. To account for the asynchronous character of network computations, we
assume that juxtaposition is associative and commutative. (This also means that
all the nodes, and packets, are considered here as neighbours, with no security
barrier filtering communication, for instance.) Then, denoting by ≡ the least
congruence on networks for which ‖ is associative and commutative, we have:

R0 → R′

0

(R0 ‖ R1) → (R′

0 ‖ R1)
(Ntwk1)

R0 → R′

0 R1 ≡ R0 R′

1 ≡ R′

0

R1 → R′

1

(Ntwk2)

Now let us say a few words about the “locally synchronous” aspect of a GALS
network. In Section 2.3 we shall define transitions between machine configura-
tions, and we shall see that the behaviour of a synchronous machine, starting
from an initial configuration M0, can be described as a sequence of time slots:

`[M0] → · · · → `[M′

0] → `[M1] first slot

`[M1] → · · · → `[M′

1] → `[M2] second slot

... and so on.



M, N . . . .... V | (MN) | sig

V, W . . . .... ` | x | λxM | ()

| ref | ? | set | (set V )

| emit | when | (when V ) | watch | (watch V )

| thread | agent | migrate to | (migrate to V )

Figure 1: Syntax

where the transitions `[Mi]
∗

→ `[M′

i] represent purely local (micro)-steps to a
“stable” configuration, and the last step `[M′

i] → `[Mi+1] is a special “tick”
transition. During the local steps of computation, the machine behaves in iso-
lation from its environment. This normally ends up with a state M′

i where all
the concurrent threads running in the machine are either terminated or sus-
pended, waiting for some information, so that no further local computation may
occur. Then all the interactions with the environment take place, during the
“tick” transition, where the machine by itself does not perform any computa-
tion. Therefore one can say that during a time slot, the threads running in the
machine have a coherent vision of the outside world. In this paper the interac-
tions between a machine and its environment only consist in the management
of migration – incorporating immigrant agents, and sending emigrating agents
as packets in the network. However, one could easily imagine other forms of
interactions, like receiving input signals or sending calls to remote procedures.

2.2 The Language: Syntax

As we suggested above, a reactive machine M runs a collection of concurrent
threads – among which mobile threads, that we call agents –, organized in a
queue which we denote by T . These threads share a common store S and a
context (a set) of signals E. Moreover, the configuration of the machine records
a set P of emigrating agents. That is, a machine configuration has the form

M = (S, E, T, P )

In this section we introduce the core language used to program agents and
threads. As in ML or Scheme, this core language is a call-by-value λ-calculus,
enriched with imperative and reactive programming constructs, and with con-
structs to create and manage threads, including mobile ones. The syntax is given
in Figure 1. Let us comment briefly on the primitive constructs of the language.

• Regarding the λ-calculus part of the language, we shall use the standard ab-
breviations and notations. We denote λxM by λ.M when x is not free in M .
The capture avoiding substitution of N for x in M is denoted {x 7→N}M .
• The imperative constructs, that is ref, ? and set are quite standard, except
that we denote by ? the dereferencing operation (which is denoted ! in ML), to
emphasize the fact that this is a potentially suspensive operation. As usual, we
also write M .. N for (set M)N .
• The intuitive semantics of the reactive constructs sig, emit, when and watch is
as follows. The constant sig creates, much like the ref construct, a new signal,



that is a name. The created signal is initially absent, and one uses the emit

function to make a signal present for the current time slot. The function when

is intended to be applied to two arguments, the first one being a signal. It sus-

pends the evaluation of its second argument when the first one is absent. The
preemption function watch is also a function of a signal and an expression. At
the end of the current slot, it aborts the execution of its second argument if the
watched signal is present.
• The thread function spawns a new thread, as well as the agent function which,
in addition, creates an agent name. Agent names are used by the migrate to

function to cause the migration of the designated thread.

As we have suggested in these informal explanations, the evaluation of several
constructs of the language, namely ref, sig and agent (and also thread) will cre-
ate various kinds of names at run-time. These names are values in an extended,
run-time language. They are defined as follows. First, we assume given a denu-
merable set N of names, disjoint from L. Then, besides node names in L, used
in the source language, we shall use three kinds of names:

(i) Simple names, belonging to N and ranged over by u, v, w . . .. These are used
to name immobile threads, that is, the threads created using the thread construct.
(ii) Compound names of the form `.u, thus belonging to L.N . They are used
to name signals, immobile references (that is, references created by an immobile
thread), and agents. All these names may be imported in a node by a mobile
agent, and this is why we use the name ` of the creation node as a prefix, to
avoid conflicts whith names created elsewhere.
(iii) Compound names of the form `.u.v, belonging to L.N .N . These are the
names of references created by agents. As we will see, an agent will carry with
it its own portion of the memory upon migration, and it is therefore convenient
to distinguish the references created by an agent, by prefixing their name v with
the name `.u of their creator.

2.3 Operational Semantics

We have already described the semantics of networks, which relies on machine
transitions. To introduce the latter, let us first define more precisely the com-
ponents of a configuration:

• As usual, the store S is a mapping from a finite set dom(S) ⊆ L.N ∪ L.N .N
of memory addresses to values.
• The signal environment E ⊆ L.N is the set of names of signals that are present

during the current time slot.
• The threads queue T is a sequence of named programs M t, where M is an
expression of the run-time language and t is the name of a thread executing M
(so that t ∈ N ∪ L.N ). We denote by T · T ′ the concatenation of two threads
sequences, and by ε the empty sequence.
• The set P of emigrating agents consists in named programs together with a
destination, denoted (to `)M t.

To run an expression M of the language in a locality `, we start from an initial
configuration where M is the only thread in the queue, with an arbitrary (simple)



name, and everything else is empty, that is:

`[∅, ∅,Mu, ∅]

For the sake of exposition, we distinguish four kinds of machine transitions.
These transitions generally concern the head of the thread queue (on the left),
that is the code M if T = M t · T ′. First, we have purely functional transitions
that occur in the active code part M of a configuration, and are essentially
independent from the rest, like β-reduction. Then we have the imperative and
reactive behaviour, where the code M interacts with the store S or the signal
environment E. Next there are transitions having an effect on the thread queue,
like thread creation, migration, and scheduling. Last but not least, there are
transitions from one time slot to the next. As we said, all interactions with
the “outside world” take place at this moment, and in particular the P part of
the configuration is only considered at this point. The functional transitions,
denoted M →f M ′, are given by the following axioms:

(λxMV ) →f {x7→V }M (βv)

((when W )V ) →f V (When)

((watch W )V ) →f () (Watch)

The two transitions regarding when and watch mean that, when the code they
control terminates, then the whole expression terminates.

To define the imperative and reactive transitions, acting on tuples (S, E, M t),
we need some auxiliary notions. First, we shall use the standard notion of an
evaluation context, analogous to a “control stack”. Evaluation contexts in our
language are defined by the following grammar:

E .... | (EN) | (V E)

Besides the evaluation contexts, we need the predicate (S, E, M) † of suspension.
In our language, there are two ways in which a code M may be suspended in
the context of a store S and a signal environment E: either M tries to access,
for reading or writing it, a reference which is not in the domain of the store, or
M waits for a signal which is absent. This is easily formalized, see [4].

To abbreviate the notations, in the rules below we will use the predicate
(E,E) , meaning that, given the signal environment E, the evaluation context
E is not suspensive, that is, if E = E0[((when s)E1)] then s∈E. In the rules we
also need, in some cases, the knowledge of the name of the locality where they
occur. Therefore the imperative and reactive transitions are of the form

`` (S, E, M
t) →ir (S′

, E
′

, M
′t)

For lack of space, we omit here some of the rules of the operational semantics.
The complete design has to be found in [4]. For instance, there is a rule by which
functional transitions are allowed in any non suspensive context. Then we have
rules to create a reference and enlarge the store, and to get or update the value
of a reference. These are more or less standard, except that dereferencing and
updating are suspensive operations when the reference is not in the domain of



the store (again, see [4] for the details). The creation of a signal is similar to the
creation of a reference, that is, a fresh signal name is returned as a value:

(E,E) `.u fresh

`` (S, E,E[sig]t) →ir (S, E,E[`.u]t)

(Sig)

Notice that the signal is still absent, that is `.u 6∈ E. The signal is present, for
the rest of the current slot, when it has been emitted:

(E,E) 

`` (S, E,E[(emit s)]t) →ir (S, E ∪ {s},E[()]t)

(Emit)

One can see that, following these transitions, it may happen that the evaluation
of M gets suspended at some point. In this case, we have to look for other
threads to execute, or to notice that the current slot has ended. This is decribed
by the next rules, for transitions of the form

`[M] → `[M′]

that we mentioned in Section 2.1. A first rule says that an imperative or reactive
transition is also a machine transition, if this transition is performed by the first
thread in the queue (see [4]). Then, when the first thread is suspended, it is
put at the end of the queue, provided that there is still some computation to
perform, that is, there is another thread in the queue which is not terminated,
and not suspended. By abuse of notation, we shall denote by (S, E, T ) the fact
that there is a thread in the queue T which is active in the context of S and E.
The rule for scheduling the queue of threads is as follows:

¬(S, E, M t) (S, E, T ) 

`[S, E, M t · T, P ] → `[S, E, T · M t, P ]

(Sched)

We have adopted a round-robin scheduling, placing the current thread at the end
of the queue when it is terminated or suspended. We could obviously use any
other (fair) strategy, but we think it is important, in a language with effects,
to have a deterministic strategy, in order to have some understanding of the
semantics. One may notice that if a thread is suspended, waiting for a signal on
a (when s) statement, and if this signal is emitted during the current time slot,
then the thread will always be activated during this slot.

It remains to see how threads are created, and how migration is managed.
The thread function takes a thunk – that is, a frozen expression λ.M – as ar-
gument, creates a new thread, the body of which is the unfrozen thunk, and
terminates. The body of the created thread is subject to the control (by signals,
that is by means of when and watch functions) exercized by the context that
created it. To formulate this, let us define the control context E

w extracted
from an evaluation context E as follows:

w =

(EN)w = Ew

(V E)w =

{

(V Ew) if V = (when W ) or V = (watch W )

Ew otherwise



One can see that E
w is a sequence of (when W ) and (watchW ) statements. The

rule for thread creation is as follows:

(E,E) 

`[S, E,E[(thread V )]t · T, P ] → `[S, E,E[()]t · T · Ew[(V ())]u, P ]

(Thread)

Notice that the newly created thread is put at the end of the queue, and therefore
it cannot prevent the existing threads to execute, since the thread queue is
scanned from left to right by the scheduler.

The agent function also creates threads, but with a different semantics. It
is intended to have as argument a function of an agent name, say λxN . Then
(agentλxN) creates a new agent name, returned as a value, and a new thread,
the body of which is N where x is instantiated by the created agent name. Unlike
with threads created by thread, the control exercized by the creating context is
not transferred on the created agent. The idea is that a thread, created by
thread, is intended to cooperate with its creation context in the achievement of
some task, while an agent is thought of as detached from a main task, and is
intended to move (maybe just to escape from abortion of the main task). The
rule is:

(E,E) `.u fresh

`[S, E,E[(agentV )]t · T, P ] → `[S, E,E[`.u]t · T · (V `.u)`.u, P ]
(Agent)

As one can see, the created name `.u is known from both the creating context,
and the agent itself. This name could be used to control the behaviour of the
agent in various ways. We could for instance have primitive constructs to kill, or
resume/suspend the execution of an agent. In this paper, the only construction of
this kind we consider is the statement causing the migration of an agent. When
we have to execute a (migrate to `′)t instruction, where `′ is a node name and t
is a thread name (it should be guaranteed by typing that migrate to only applies
to such values), we look in the thread queue for a component named t, and put
it, with destination `′, in the set of emigrating agents:

(E,E) E[()]r · T = T ′ · N t · T ′′

`[S, E,E[((migrate to `′)t)]r · T, P ] → `[S, E, T ′ · T ′′, P ∪ {(to `′)N t}]

(Migr)

(There is also a rule in the case where the agent is not there, which is omitted.)
If t = r, we have N = E[()], and we say that the migration is subjective, since it
is performed by the agent itself. Otherwise, that is if the migration instruction
is exercized by another thread, we say that the migration is objective. We also
observe that (subjective) migration in our model may be qualified as “strong
mobility” [13], since the “control stack”, that is the evaluation context E of the
migration instruction, is moving (together with the memory of the agent, as we
shall see).

The last rule describes what happens at the end of a time slot, which is also
the beginning of the next one – we call this the tick transition. One can see
that no rule applies if the thread queue only consists of terminated or suspended



threads. In this case, that is when ¬(S, E, T ) , the current slot is terminated,
and the computation restarts for a new one, after the following actions have
been done:

• The signal environment is reset to the empty set (2).
• The preemption actions take place. That is, a sub-expression ((watch s)M)
(in a non suspensive context) terminates if the signal s was present in the signal
environment at the end of the slot. Otherwise – that is, if s is absent –, this
expression is resumed for the next slot, as well as the when guards.
• The immigrant agents, that is the contents of network packets `〈p〉, are incor-
porated. In a more realistic language, one should have a buffering mechanism,
involving a security check, to receive the asynchronously incoming agents. The
contents p of a packet is a pair (S, M t) of a store and a named program. The
intuition is that M is the code of a migrating agent, and S is its own, local store.
Then the code M is put at the end of the threads queue, and the S store is added
to the one of the host machine (thus possibly activating threads suspended on
trying to access an absent reference).
• The emigrant agents, in P , are sent in the outside world. More precisely, an
element (to `′)N t of P is transformed into a packet `′〈S′, N t〉 where S′ is the
portion of the store that is owned by the agent N t. This portion is removed
from the store of the locality where the tick transition is performed. Notice that
a machine waits until it reaches a stable configuration to send the emigrating
agents in the network. This is to maintain a coherent view of the store, as far as
the presence or absence of references is concerned, during each time slot (notice
also that the other threads may modify the store carried by the agent, even after
it has been put in the P part of the configuration).

The precise formulation of the “tick” transition is given in [4].

3. Some Examples
In this section, we examine some examples, to illustrate the expressive power
of the constructs of the language. We begin with examples related to the reac-
tive programming primitives. There has been many variations, sometimes just
notational, in the choice of primitives in synchronous, imperative programming.
To obtain a “minimal” language, suited for formal reasoning, we have chosen
to have only two primitives for reactive programming in ULM, one for intro-
ducing suspension, and the other for programming preemption. However, the
other constructs, functional and imperative, of the language allow us to encode
most of the standard constructs of synchronous/reactive programming. Let us
see this now.

First we notice that our preemption construct (watch s)M exists in some
versions of Esterel [2], where it is written (abort M when s), and also in SL
[6], where it is written (do M kill s). In synchronous programming, there is a
statement, called stop in [6] and pause in [2] (it is not a primitive, but is easily
derived in the language of [3]), which lasts just one instant, that is, in our setting,

(2) One could also imagine that signals could be emitted from the external environment. In

this case, they would be incorporated as input signals for the next slot, but only during the

“tick” transition.



which is suspended until the end of the current time slot, and terminates at the
tick transition. To express this in ULM, it is convenient to first introduce a now
construction which, when applied to a thunk, executes it for the current time
slot only, so that (now M) always terminates at the end of the slot, at the latest.
This is easy to code: we just have to preempt the argument of now on a signal
that is immediately emitted:

now =def λx(let s = sig in (watch s)(emit s ; x()))

Another useful notation, that exists in Esterel (see [2]) is

await =def λs.(when s)()

Then the pause construct is easily defined, as waiting for an absent signal, for
the current slot only:

pause =def (let s = sig in (now λ.await s))

Using a pause statement, a thread suspends itself until the next time slot. We
can also define a statement by which a thread just gives its turn, as if it were
put at the end of the queue. This is easily done by spawning a new thread (thus
put at the end of the queue) that emits a signal on which the “self-suspending”
thread waits:

yield =def (let x = sig in (thread λ.emit x) ; await x)

We can also use the now construct to define a present predicate whose value,
when applied to a signal, is true (assuming that the language is extended with
truth values tt and ff ) if the signal is present, and false otherwise. Notice that
since we can only determine that a signal is absent at the end of the current
time slot, the value false can only be returned at the beginning of the next slot.
The code is, using a reference to record the presence or absence of the signal:

present =def λs let r = ref ff

in (now λ.(when s) r .. tt) ; ?r

In a conditional construct if present s then M else N , the code M is started in
the current slot if s is present, and otherwise N is executed at the next one.

To finish with the examples, let us briefly discuss the mobile code aspect of
the language. Imagine that we want to send, from a main program at site `, an
agent to a site `′, with the task of collecting some information there and coming
back to communicate this to the sender (like we would do with a proxy for a
network reference, for instance). We cannot write this as

let r = (ref X) in migrate to `
′(agent λa( · · · r .. Y ; (migrate to `)a)) ; · · · ?r · · ·

(which is an example of both objective and subjective migration) for two reasons:
after some steps, where r is given a value `.u, that is an address in the store at
site ` containing the value X, and where a name `.v is given for a, the agent
runs at `′ the code

· · · `.u .. Y ; (migrate to `)`.v

Since the address `.u is created by an immobile thread, it will always remain in
the store at `, and will never move. Therefore, the agent is blocked in `′ waiting



for the reference `.u to be there. On the other hand, the “main thread” at `
may perform ?`.u, but it will get the value X, which is certainly not what is
intended. We have to use a signal to synchronize the operations, like with:

let r = (ref X) and s = sig

in let write = λx.r .. x ; emit s and

read = await s ; ?r

in · · ·

writing the body of the agent as:

· · · let y = Y in (migrate to `)a ; write y

One can see that the main thread cannot read a value from the reference r before
the signal s has been set as present, which only occurs (provided that r and s are
private to the functions write and read) when a write operation has occurred.
This example shows that mobile computing should be “location aware”, at least
at some low level, as envisioned by Cardelli [9]. This example also shows that
an object-oriented style of programming would be useful to complement mobile
agent programming, to define synchronization and communication structures,
such as the one we just introduced in this example, of a signal with a value, that
we may call an event. We are currently investigating this.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a computing model to deal with some new
observables arising in a global computing context, and especially the unreliability
of resource accesses resulting from the mobility of code. For this purpose, we have
used some ideas of synchronous programming, and most notably the idea that the
behaviour of a program can be seen as a succession of “instants”, within which
a reaction to the suspension of some operations can be elaborated. This is what
we need to give a precise meaning to statements like “abort the computation
C if it gets suspended for too long, and run C ′ instead”, that we would like to
encode as an algorithmic behaviour.

During the last few years of the last century, a lot of proposals have been
made to offer support for mobile code (see for instance the surveys [13, 19], and
the articles in [20]). As far as I can see none of these proposals addresses the
unreliablity issue as we did (and most often they lack a clear and precise seman-
tics). Most of these proposals are assuming, like Cardelli’s OBLIQ [7], that a
distributed scope abstraction holds, in the sense that the access to a remote re-
source is transparent, and does not differ, from the programmer’s point of view,
from a local access. The JoCaml language for instance [12] is based on this
assumption. However, we think that this abstraction can only be maintained
in a local network. Indeed, Cardelli later argued in [9] that global comput-
ing should be location aware, and should also take into account the fact that
in a global context, failures become indistinguishable from long delays. The
Sumatra proposal [1] acknowledges the need “to be able to react to changes
in resource availability”, a feature which is called “agility”, and is implemented



by means of exception handling mechanisms. However, as far as I can see, no
precise semantics is given for what is meant by “react quickly to asynchronous
events” for instance. That is, a precise notion of time is missing.

Softwares and languages that are based on Linda, such as JavaSpaces [18],
Lime [16] or Klaim [11], or on the π-calculus, like the JoCaml language [12] or
NomadicPict [17], all involve an implicit notion of suspension: waiting for a
matching tuple to input in the case of Linda, waiting for a message on an input
channel in the case of π. However, they all lack preemption mechanisms, and a
notion of time (indeed, the semantics of these models is usually asynchronous).
Summarizing, we can conclude that our proposal appears to be the first (apart
from [10]) that addresses, at the programming language level, and with a formal
semantics, the issue of reacting to an unreliable computing context. Clearly, a
lot of work is to be done to develop this proposal. In the full version of this
paper [4], we show how to predict, by a static analysis, that some uses of refer-
ences may be considered as safe, that is, they do not need testing the presence
of the reference. Then, we should extend ULM into a more realistic language,
and provide a proof-of-concept implementation. We should also investigate the
network communication aspect (network references, RPC for instance), and the
dynamic linking of mobile agents, that we did not consider. Last but not least,
we should investigate (some of) the (numerous) security issues raised by the
mobility of code. (A formal semantics for the mobile code, as the one we de-
signed, is clearly a prerequisite to tackling seriously these issues.) One may have
noticed for instance that in our model, a thread may prevent the other com-
ponents to compute, simply by running forever, without terminating or getting
suspended. Clearly, this is not an acceptable behaviour for an incoming agent.
We are currently studying means to restrict the agents to always have a cooper-
ative behaviour, in the sense that they only perform, at each time slot, a finite,
predictable number of transitions.
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